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VI. — RELIGION. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS.

GENERAL INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. The modern religious concepts of the Yukaghir which I am about to describe here are no more than a vague shadow or a faded image of their ancient religion. Russian influence has transformed the religious life of the Yukaghir to such an extent that their primitive religion in its entirety is irretrievably lost to us. Some aspects of their religious conceptions were to a degree influenced by the Yakut and the Tungus. I hope, however, to indicate the characteristic traits of the ancient Yukaghir beliefs, or as much of them as still remains but will soon be forgotten and the meaning of which will no longer be understood. I am able to undertake this task, thanks to my familiarity with the Yukaghir language, which I studied during two visits to the Yukaghir.1

Before embarking on a description of the data which I have collected on the religious beliefs of the Yukaghir, I shall permit myself to expound briefly my views about the nature of religion, views elaborated in the course of many years of contact with the aborigines of northeastern Siberia and based on personal observations of the religious life of these people. While discussing the general principles of so dark and complex a subject as religion I cannot avoid passing criticism on authorities whose knowledge and erudition are universally recognized. I have, however, one advantage, and that is direct observation in the field. These observations did not merely suggest but forced upon me certain views as to the general nature of religion. On the other hand, this general survey will help me to systematize my own material.

While theological views of religion held sway in ethnology, the beliefs of peoples of "lower cultural stages" were regarded as outside the domain of religion. The scope of what we now call religion is much wider. Whenever we assert, that the essence of religion lies in the adoration of deities, we thereby attest our adherence to a theological interpretation. I cannot endorse this view. Nor can I, not being a theorist, accept the views of some modern ethnologists on the development of religious ideas2 and the sharp distinction they draw between the beliefs of the so-called savages and of civilized peoples.

1 In connection with the so-called Yakut Expedition of the Imperial Russian Geographical Society, 1894–1897 and with the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, 1900–1902.
2 J. G. Frazer understands religion as "propitiation or conciliation of powers superior to man, which are believed to direct and control the course of nature and of human life" (The Golden Bough, 2nd Edition, II, p. 63).
In its aims religion does not differ from science. Of course their ways and methods are different, but religion as well as science strives to comprehend the external world and to subjugate it. In accordance with these two ends, religion, like science, may be considered in the aspects of pure and applied religion.

Applied religion is the cult: prayers, sacrifices, incantations and mysteries.

Pure religion is mythology in so far as the latter satisfies curiosity, the craving to know and to comprehend the world. I am making this reservation because mythology, in distinction from pure science, contains also another element, that of amusement or entertainment, bringing mythology nearer to legend, fairy tales and other forms of oral folk-lore, and literary fiction. This being my understanding of the essence of religion, I should formulate its contents as follows: religion pursues two ends; on the one hand it strives to account for the origin and organization of the world; on the other, it tends to adjust human life to the universal order. The first end is attained by the intellect, while the second is essentially based on emotions, that is on the sense of dependence of human welfare on certain powers which are at liberty to grant the necessaries of life or to withhold them, to cause evil or disease among men or to abstain from hostile acts towards him. On this feeling is based applied religion or cult.

A cult presupposes a conception of powers, and the knowledge how to coerce these powers.

In the religious conceptions of the peoples I have studied these powers comprise certain classes of supernatural beings. To facilitate the understanding of these powers I apply to them the terminology adopted in recent times by English anthropologists, although these terms do not always perfectly correspond to the character of one or another of the supernatural beings. The supernatural powers are: anthropomorphic deities; spirits in the sense of the animistic theory, that is souls or spirits which animate objects or dwell in them but may also lead an independent existence; the phenomena of animatism, that is, conceptions of inanimate objects as living beings; spirits hostile to man. Finally I must include in this classification inanimate objects designated as fetishes.

Supernatural powers can be controlled by means of incantations, conjurations, sacrifices and prayers.

In a study of the varieties of supernatural beings or powers we are led to consider their origin and mutual relations. Do they constitute links in an evolutionary chain or are they genetically unrelated? Does each class represent a certain phase of the spiritual development of the people; or finally, does the conception of all of these classes of powers begin to develop simultaneously at the period when the struggle for existence rises into the consciousness of man.
We are wont to solve these problems theoretically, for observations of the religious life of even the most backward peoples reveal the presence of complex beliefs and of a developed ritual. Some argue that the Australians practice magic but not religion, but, as will be seen further on, I do not separate magic from religion but regard it as one of the elements in religious consciousness. Possibly that aspect of cult which is designated as magical has received among the Australians a predominant development, and has come to overshadow the other sides of religious consciousness. But even here are discovered beliefs in souls and totems, while among the Warramunga the mythical water-snake Wollumqua, which is one of their totems, is made the object of a religious cult as a deity.

With the religious conceptions of the Chukchee as a basis, my friend Mr. Bogoras has attempted to construct a general scheme of religious evolution; but it seems to me that what he regards as stages are not links in a historic chain, but coexistent elements which we find in the religions of even the most primitive peoples. All of these elements, moreover, are also found in the "higher religions", namely in those based on revelation, that is, some form of communion with the deity on the part of chosen individuals, rather than those based on a philosophical, that is, hypothetical conception of a deity as an individualized conscious power governing the world.

Are not the rosary, ikons, relics, the cross and votive offerings in Roman and Greek Catholic churches equivalent to what we call magic? The most extreme monotheism such as that of the Hebrews does not more than push to the foreground the Creator-Jahvah, for the angels, evil spirits and souls have preserved their significance as supernatural agents.

This is not the place to enter into a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of any particular religion from the point of view of the elements indicated above; suffice it to note that if these elements constitute the essence of the higher religions as well as of the religions of primitive peoples with which we are familiar, there is no reason to doubt that in the early stages of culture the potentialities of all these religious elements already existed, in a semi-conscious or subconscious form. The seeds of religion as a whole, as a complex series of elements, must be sought in the first attempts of living organisms to adjust themselves to their environment or vice versa. These attempts comprised activities that took more than one direction.

2 See Spencer and Gillen, Northern Tribes of Central Australia London, 1904, p. 226. On the other hand Thomas regards the beliefs of the Australian tribes as religion, giving different data on the gods and spirits of the Australians (N. W. Thomas, Natives of Australia, London, 1906, pp. 211-228).
4 Theology, in making use of philosophy to prove the truth of one or another religious conception, is guilty of a contradiction, for it attempts to attest the concrete and clear knowledge of revelation by means of the vague and hypothetical conceptions of philosophy.
The phenomena of death, dreams, hallucination, or all of these combined have furthered the development of concrete conceptions of the soul and of spirits. All hypotheses in this field are necessarily uncertain, but the beginnings of religion must certainly not be sought in any of the above phenomena, but in the sentiment of apprehension aroused by phenomena the causes of which are not understood.

Whatever the character of the transition from unconscious to semi-conscious and conscious religion, the study of even the most primitive tribes reveals the presence of concrete religious conceptions involving the elements enumerated above. The conception of a Creator or Supreme Being we find among all peoples. The Central Australians seem to constitute an exception, but on this subject the last word remains to be said. Andrew Lang's assertion that the conception of a Supreme Being appertains to the religions of primitive peoples seems to me fully justified;¹ such at least is the outcome of my own observations among the Yakut, Tungus, Koryak, Yukaghir, Kamchadal and Aleut. This idea has aroused the criticism of some lay ethnologists among Lang's compatriots; on the other hand, theologians seized upon this idea, seeing in it a proof of primitive monotheism which in later periods became obscured by the intrusion of animistic and magical conceptions. To admit this theological conception is to endorse the spiritual retrogression of mankind. Without entering here into a more detailed criticism of these conclusions, we must grant that as long as this idea of a Supreme Being has been discovered, a certain place must be given it in the system of beliefs. In some religions this idea is more prominent, in others less so. Thus we find among all peoples a certain attitude towards the souls of the dead, but among some peoples this attitude has taken the form of ancestor cult, which is lacking among others.

The concept of animistic spirits certainly occurs even among the most primitive savages. Spirits may be subdivided into several classes: souls which animate organisms; spirits dwelling in objects, as "owners"; spirits controlling animals; spirits which are not associated with objects, such as the evil and other vagrant spirits.

The term animism introduced by Marett,² is very serviceable. It may be taken to embrace all conceptions of life directly ascribed to all inanimate objects. While making no positive assertions, Marett suggests that animism may have constituted a stage preceding that of animism. But observations on the religious life of most backward peoples reveal the existence of animistic and animatistic concepts, side by side, or even intermingled to such an extent that often the same concepts are disguised under different terms. Thus, among the Yukaghir, the conception of the "owners" of rivers, mountains, etc. as supernatural beings is fairly well developed; on the other hand, as we shall

¹ See A. Lang, Myth, Ritual and Religion I, II, 1884.
see further on, they are often addressed at sacrifices as "the Owner of the River," "Owner of the Mountain-chain," but also as "River-Father" and "Mountain-Father." Nevertheless, some conceptions exist which correspond strictly to what was designated before as animatism. A considerable number of such conceptions were referred to in my work on the Koryak.¹

We shall see further on that in the romantic legend of the mountain-chains the actors are mountains and summits, thus fully justifying an animatistic interpretation. But if one remembers that primitive man constituted himself the standard of all things, it becomes clear that no sooner did he attain to the realization of the dual nature of his being, consisting of body and soul, than he proceeded to endow all objects with a separate life principle. The versions of primitive animatism given by travellers may often be due to the inaccurate mode of expression used by the savage whose words correspond but roughly to his thoughts. When I confronted a Koryak or Yukaghir with the direct question whether the sacrifices on their journeys were addressed to the mountain itself or to its "owner," that is, a spirit, they found it difficult to answer. Evidently this question had never arisen in their minds.

I may touch here also on the place occupied by magic. According to the opinion of professor Frazer, magic preceded religion, but he also holds that it was incompatible with religion and that the latter arose when magic was recognised as false.² If that were so, how explain the fact that magic coexists with the higher religions? Frazer allies all forms of magic with science, for in magic, he contends, definite causes lead mechanically to definite results, but he neglects the third element in magic, the supernatural element which is religion. Thus, for instance when a Yukaghir suffering from urinal obstruction, looks on the river bank for a stone with a hole, and urinates through the hole believing that it will alleviate his affliction, he does not interpret the process as a mechanical effect of the hole in the stone on the free passage of urine, but believes that some power produces the result by analogy. Only such observations of primitive man as facts coinciding in time, or phenomena related as direct cause and effect, without any religious coloring, express the pure experience of primitive man and lie at the root of science. Here are two illustrations:

When the Yukaghir observes in the fall that the needles begin to fall from the larch trees, he concludes that the fish will soon begin to descend the river. These are two events coinciding in time. The Yukaghir knows that after rains the rivers flood their banks. In this case direct mechanical causality is involved. Magic, in my opinion, is related to science but in the form of a religious element, for, while both aim at the same results, the methods of

magic are quite different. Magic thus presents a method of mysterious, hence supernatural influence of one phenomenon on another, an influence, moreover, which is not binding. Its efficacy depends on the will of a mysterious supernatural power, but also on the intermediary between that power and man, the shaman. The shaman’s conjuration does not always prove efficacious. On the other hand, the believers regard prayer as efficacious, hence they must hold the realization of the prayer as more or less incumbent on the deity.

The description of Yukaghir religion will show that it contains an ethical element. In the religions of peoples of higher culture morals, following the trend of civilization, have received a higher development; on the other hand, morals, no less than other sides of spiritual and social life, which were once absorbed by primitive religion, now claim independent recognition on the basis of scientific data.

Classification of Supernatural Beings. Supernatural beings, spirits and amulets constitute the elements of religion and objects of cult. The cult consists of methods of controlling the elements of religion and the relations of man to the latter.

In this chapter I propose to analyze the elements of the ancient Yukaghir religion in the sense in which I understand that term and to the extent to which it was possible to reconstruct the religious system of the Yukaghir in its present state of degeneration.

The supernatural beings may be subdivided into beneficent deities and spirits hostile to man. This classification must nevertheless not be regarded as absolute. Beneficent beings may also do harm to man if his actions do not meet with their approval. This is precisely that ethical element the presence of which in primitive religion is denied by many authors. On the other hand, evil spirits do not always do harm to man. Thus shamans not infrequently make use of evil spirits to cure men and to fight other evil spirits.

Beneficent Supernatural Beings. The Supreme Deity of the Yukaghir. The Supreme Deity is called Pon, which means “Something.” This Supreme Deity must not be regarded as analogous to the Supreme Deity of the religions of civilized peoples. It was a deity of a most vague and indefinite character, a deity that controlled all visible phenomena of nature. Thus Pon-yu’ıleč means “something got dark,” that is evening has come; Pon-emi’deč means “something became black,” that is night has come; Pon-o’mőč means “something has become good,” that is it has become good weather; Pon-ti’boi “something makes rain,” that is, it rains. The texts which I have recorded reveal no cult addressed to this deity. Nor are to-day any prayers addressed or sacrifices made to it. In the Tundra dialect Pon is called Cu’kun, for instance, it rains, Cu’kun-ti’wai.

Father-Fire. Father-Fire in Kolyma-Yukaghir is Me’mdye-Eč’ye. The word me’mdye means flame or fire. Although the name of this deity does
not occur in my texts, the Yukaghir of the Upper Kolyma state that it was a beneficent deity, residing in the sky. Evidently it was the deity of fire in general. Fire on the hearth is designated by another term: lо'cil or yegи'le. Lо'cil is a modern term which also means fuel and, more generally, any material for a fire or the hearth. Yegи'le is an ancient word. Sacrifices were made to this deity and prayers were addressed to it. The following prayer addressed to the deity has been preserved.

Me'mдeye-Edi'e mитul а'mdeget polu'dek.
Fire-Father us from death save.

Aurora Borealis. The aurora borealis, po'н.anulkon, that is, something whitish, is a light which emanates from Father-Fire, when the sky opens. No one may look at the aurora borealis. Its shifting rays carry off to the sky any one who looks at it. There is a story about a boy who, disregarding his father's warning, looked at the aurora borealis; he was carried off to the sky, and the sky closed upon him.

The Sun. The Sun, Ye'loje or Pu'gu (an ancient word) — in the Tundra dialect, Ye'rpeyeñ — was regarded as a beneficent being, the protector of the oppressed, the guardian of justice and of morality. In the myths and traditions the sun always appears as a moral element.

In many Yukaghir traditions referring to the old relations of the Yukaghir with the Chukchee, it is pointed out that no wars occurred between the Yukaghir and the Chukchee, as the two peoples were regarded as brothers, and if they killed one another, the Sun would grow dark. On one occasion a Yukaghir "strong man," contrary to the custom prohibiting war with the Chukchee, was forced into a fight with Chukchee warriors. As a son-in-law it was his duty to protect the house of his father-in-law, a Chuvantzi, against an attack by the Chukchee. It was winter. In the course of the battle the Yukaghir brave repeatedly ran to his tent in order to melt the blood which was freezing on his spear. The Chukchee warriors waited for him to come out, and did not attack the tent. According to a Yukaghir-Chukchee custom, warriors during the progress of fighting did not molest the tents, where the women and children were staying. While the Yukaghir brave was warming his spear, his wife, who was a Chuvantzi, desirous to suppress in her husband the feeling of kinship with the Chukchee, showed him their child, wrapped in furs, which, she claimed, had been killed by the Chukchee while the brave was in the heat of the fight. The Yukaghir furiously attacked the Chukchee and kept on fighting until he fell dead. When the Chukchee while undressing him recognized by his belt, worn by the Yukaghir in a distinctive way, that they had killed a Yukaghir instead of a Chuvantzy, they turned their appeals to the Sun: "Look, o Sun, what we have done, we have killed a brother."
This story was recorded by me on the Yassachnaya river, without text,
and I referred to it in the introduction to texts published by the Russian Academy of Sciences. Subsequently I recorded a variant of the tradition from a russianized Yukaghir, Vasilij Vostryakov, on the Omolon River. I shall reproduce it here because it gives a striking presentation of Yukaghir custom and psychology.

*There was a Yukaghir, a strong and agile man. The best shot and warrior among the Omolon people. He had two bows. One tight one, for hunting, with hard hitting arrows. No one except himself could use this bow. The other bow was loose, for war, so it could be easily tightened and so the arrows could be sent flying in rapid succession. No one could make him loosen his grip on the bow. This brave fell in love with a Chuvantzy girl and went to her parents to work for her. At that time those Chuvantzy were attacked by the Chukchee. The Chuvantzy also had a strong man, the brother of the Yukaghir's wife. But he was out hunting. The Chukchee called for the fighters, but all the Chuvantzy turned to flight. Only the Yukaghir remained with the women and children. Although it was not customary for a Yukaghir to fight the Chukchee, it was his duty to defend the hearth of his father-in-law. He took along his loosely strung bow and went out to meet the Chukchee. He himself evaded all arrows while his own arrows killed many people. The Chukchee realized that such a man was hard to kill and began to aim at his bow. For a long time they were not able to hurt it but finally one arrow cut the bow-string. The Yukaghir ran to the tent for his tightly-strung bow. He searched and searched, but nowhere could he find it. "The fleeing Chuvantzy must have carried it along with them," he thought, "how shall I fight." Suddenly he looked about and noticed that his child was not there. The mother had purposely hidden her under a reindeer hide. "Where is my girl-child?" he exclaimed. "The Chukchee have killed her," answered the wife. The Yukaghir grabbed his spear and ran out. He threw himself upon the Chukchee, and hit left and right, while the spears thrown at him only hit the air, so cleverly he evaded them. Now he stood on the ground, suddenly he walked on the heads of the Chukchee hitting all the time. Many people he killed. His spear was covered with blood. The blood was frozen to the spear, and he could not strike with it any more. He ran to his tent to melt off the snow and frozen blood. Once more he asked his wife: "Where is my girl-child?" She answered: "The Chukchee killed her." Again the Yukaghir ran out to the field of battle, again he hit with his spear, many people he killed, but his strength left him. The Chukchee were many, he was alone. He lay down on a heap of killed warriors and said to the Chukchee: "Friends, I have shed much of your

---

1 See W. Jochelson, Materials for the Study of the Yukaghir Language and Folklore, collected in the Kolyma District (Publications of the Imperial Academy of Sciences, Petrograd, 1900, p. viii). In Russian.
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blood, may the Sun pardon me, put an end to me, I shall die with a cover."¹
He was killed. The Chukchee began to undress him. When they lifted his
bone armor and saw his Yukaghir knife-belt, they howled: "Had we known,
that this was a Yukaghir, we should not have fought. Are there such strong
men among the Chuvantzy? Look, o Sun, for we have killed a brother."

In one tradition which depicts a battle and subsequent reconciliation of
two Yukaghir clans, sacrifices were made to the Sun with prayers to him not
to be angry on account of the fight and with promises not to fight any more.

But the Sun is angered not only by the shedding of the blood of kin
but by the killing of men in general. Thus, in one tradition, a Yukaghir
strong man, having killed in a fight many Lamut, comes running to his tent,
takes leave from his younger sister whom he was defending against the Lamut,
and says: "Now I shall return no more, too many Lamut have I killed, the
Sun will be angry with me." He went out to the Lamut, and permitted
himself to be killed.

In another tradition, while making peace with the Lamut, the Yukaghir
said: "Let me promise the Sun that we shall kill one another no more." The
Sun also punishes for incest. The tale of the "Moon-Face" relates to a man
who wanted to marry his sister. She reprimanded him saying that the Sun
would become angry.² The Sun also appears as the protector of the oppressed.
In this connection the following tradition is characteristic.

"Many people lived in one place. Among them was a young hunter,
made, with a child. There also was an old man and an old woman, without
children. They had no one to hunt for them. The hunter gave the old
people part of his produce. Thus, when he killed an elk, he would give them
one leg. But the old man was not satisfied with this. Once the sun was
setting. The old man lifted the edge of his tent and said to the sun: "Sun,
rise a little. I have something to tell you." The sun rose. The old man said:
"Sun, you know how the hunter offends me. Cause him to eat what his
child eats." The old man was making his request in form of a riddle. The
following day the hunter went out to the chase, and met an elk. He drove
it past his tent, stopped and called to his wife to bring some water. She
brought out some water, but he did not take it. He became crazy, seized
her by the breast, and cut off the nipple, swallowed it and ran on after the
elk, but soon he fell down and died."

In explanation of the real meaning of the old man's request to the sun,
it must be noted that in all Yukaghir myths of cannibals and also of heroes,
those who taste of the blood of a kinsman invariably die. That was the
death the old man asked for the hunter when speaking to the sun.

¹ By "cover" is meant the mask with which the ancient Yukaghir covered the faces of the deceased.
² In war, the killed enemies on whom the warrior fell, were regarded as his cover.
³ See Part I of this volume, p. 83.
The Czar was called pu'gud-an'i'je, that is "Of the Sun the Ruler." An eclipse of the sun, ye'loje-me'taič, forbodes the death of the Czar. Thus it was in 1894, say the Yukaghir, when Alexander III died. An eclipse of the moon, kini'je-me'taič, forbodes war. The rays of the sun are regarded as the loosened strings of its coat and are therefore called pu'gud-ige'ye (ige'ye = strap, string).

The Rainbow is regarded as the Sun's tongue, therefore they call it pu'gud-onorā', that is, of the sun the tongue.

The Moon. The moon, kini'je, — in the Tundra dialect ki'njen, — according to Yukaghir accounts, was not regarded as a deity, that is, they did not pray to it, but it was placed in the sky for keeping count of time, so that men should know when one month ends and another begins. These statements must be taken with a grain of salt. In ancient times the moon was probably also regarded as a deity. The old term for moon was e'mim-pu'gu, that is, "night-sun." Full moon in Yukaghir is naïč-kinijé, that is, face-moon.

The Sky. The sky, Kuju', is a beneficent deity, supplying men with food. When fish appear in the lakes in great numbers, the Yukaghir say that it has fallen from heaven, although they know well enough that fish develops from spawn. When I asked how they knew fish fell from heaven, the Yukaghir told me that they often found pike (Esox lucius) and a river species of salmonidae called chir (Coregonus nasutus) in dry places. Evidently, say the Yukaghir, these fish in falling from heaven did not reach the water. I explain this phenomenon in the following way: the majority of polar lakes are connected by small rivulets which the fish follow when passing from one lake to another for spawning. In the course of the passage the fish jump over obstructions formed by stones and grass hillocks. In the summer, when the rivulets run completely dry in places, the migrating fish may find themselves caught on dry land.

In one tradition a story is told of an old woman, a widow, and a boy who were left alone on the tundra by their relatives. They possessed nothing, neither food nor shelter. The old woman appealed to the sky begging for some food. Suddenly a noise resounded, and a large bear fell from heaven. The old woman and the boy cut up the bear, ate the flesh, while the fur served them as bed. On the morrow, when the widow and her son woke up, they found themselves living in a fine tent, surrounded by many reindeer.

Qoil'. This term, now applied to the Christian God, was originally applied to the figure (skull put on a manikin) of an ancestral shaman. This idol will be discussed in the section on shamanism.

Owners. The owners (Pogi'le) are spirits or rather beings who control various domains of visible nature. There are three main owners. These are the Owner of the Earth (Lebie'-po'gil'), the Owner of the fresh Waters (O'jin-po'gil'), and the Owner of the Sea (Cobun-po'gil'). To these all other owners
are subject. Thus every mountain, forest, tundra, every separate place on earth, have their own owners, but they are all subject to the Owner of the Earth. The owner of the mountain is called pien-po'gil', the owner of the forest — yolin-po'gil'; and so on. To the Owner of the Waters are subject the owners of rivers and lakes. Every river, lake or other fresh water basin, have their separate owners.

To the Owner of the Ocean are subject the owners of separate inlets, straits and other parts of the ocean.

The owners are usually married and have children, that is, they live in families. But some are single. The sex of the Owners differs. Thus the owner of the Rossokha River, an affluent of the Korkodon, is a lad, while the owner of the Korkodon river is regarded as a girl. At the mouth of the Rossokha river they often meet and live together as is customary among Yukaghir unmarried folk. The owner of the Kolyma river is a woman, for she is designated as O'nmun-emei', that is, Kolyma-Mother. The owner of the Yassachnaya river is also a woman, but the owner of the Omule'vka river, — Oibo'n in Yukaghir, — is a man, for they call him Oibo'n-eçi'ye, that is, Omule'vka-Father. Some owners, however, are designated as either father or mother, as, for instance, lebie'd-eçi' or lebie'd-eméi', that is, Earth-Father or Earth-Mother. Here sex may not have an independent significance but the terms "father and "mother" may apply to the owner and his wife.

In calm river bays (inlets) one may not drink any water for in these places the children of the "owner of the river" are want to urinate. I was told about a Yukaghir from the Omolon river who had drunk water from a calm inlet, after which his belly began to swell up until it burst, and he died. The shaman said that he died because he had drunk water with the excrements of the children of the "owner of the river."

A special variety of owners, called in the Kolyma dialect mō'ye and in the Tundra dialect morú', that is, keepers, are also subject to the three main "owners." These are the rulers of various kinds of animals. They derive their power from the Owners of the Earth, the Waters or the Ocean. Thus, all the keepers figure as shepherds of the animals at the bidding of one of the main owners. Thus, for instance, the keeper of reindeer, tolo'n-mō'ye, or the keeper of elks, pie'jen-mō'ye or the keeper of hares, čolgo'ron-mō'ye, are subject to the Owner of the Earth, as also all the other keepers of land animals. The domesticated reindeer also has its keeper. In the Tundra dialect he is called i'jen-morú'. When on the tundra some Yukaghir beats a driving-reindeer, the old men intercede saying that the keeper of the domesticated reindeer will be angry. Every variety of fish and all other kinds of freshwater animals have their keepers, who are subject to the Owner of the Waters, but also to the owner of the particular fresh-water basin, river, or lake, in which they happen to live.
To the Owner of the Ocean are subject the keepers of the different varieties of sea mammals, fishes and other animals.

**Individual Protectors of Animals.** In addition to the general protector who controls the species, every animal has an individual protector, called pe'jul'. This is not the soul (a'ibi) of the animal but a guardian spirit. The term pe'jul' also means good fortune, luck. Peju'neye coro'mox' means a lucky man, or a man who has a pe'jul'. This guardian recalls in some respect the Algonkin manitou. But the sphere of action of this supernatural agent seems to be limited. Thus the pe'jul is not the immediate spirit-guardian of a man. Inanimate objects are not possessed of such a guardian, although they have a'ibi, that is, possess a soul or shadow. On the other hand the pe'jul' become very prominent in the case of animals, especially animals that are hunted. Among the Yukaghir as a hunting people, the role of the pe'jul' is as important as it is interesting. The pe'jul' is the protector and the guardian of the animal. Without his consent the animal cannot be killed. All depends on the good-will of this guardian towards the hunter, that is, man. That is why the term pe'jul' is equivalent with "luck." When a man has a pe'jul' it does not mean that he himself has it as a guardian but that he is a privileged individual with reference to the guardian-protector of some animal. This double part played by the pe'jul' as a protector of, as well as a traitor to the animal, is a logical situation from the point of view of a hunting tribe's psychology. Their life depends on the hunter's luck and this must become the concern of the spirits who protect the animals as well as of the animals themselves; for, in the opinion of the Yukaghir, a lucky hunt depends on the good-will of the animal's guardian-spirit but also on that of the animal itself. Thus they say "tolo'w xani'ce e'rietum e keude'det," that is, "if the reindeer does not like the hunter, he will not be able to kill it." Perhaps, in this case, we are confronted with that vagueness of formulation which characterizes primitive mind. Not that he cannot distinguish who it is that does not like the hunter, the guardian spirit or the animal, but he cares little about the precise expression of his thoughts.

When the autopsy of a killed animal reveals under the hide a cartilaginous hardening, obviously of a pathological character, the Yukaghir say that that is where the pe'jul' is located. Usually such growths are found on the neck, shoulder or chest of the reindeer. The Yukaghir dry them and carry them about in small leather bags, as amulets.

Naturally enough, views like the above about the animals necessary for life, led to a cult of the animal, that is, to a religious attitude towards it. The killed animal is treated like a dear and honored deceased friend. Its face is covered. Girls who have reached maturity, menstruating women and women after child-birth must not go after the meat of the killed animal, for they might offend it by their unclean condition. A girl must not leave the
house when her brothers are hunting. A tradition relates how a girl disregarding the bidding of her mother, followed her sister-in-law who had gone after the "meat"\(^1\) of an elk, killed by the girl's brother. When the women came to the dead elk, the girl uncovered the head of the elk, which was covered by snow, began to look at the elk's face, and, seeing the blackness of the skin under the eyes, thought to herself with pity: "When my older brother began to overtake the elk, the latter must have felt sick at heart, so that it began to cry." The women drove the meat home. From that time on the men could not kill any elk. They began to suffer hunger. The girl's brother, the head hunter, spent night and day hunting, but could not kill anything. He became ill from exhaustion and could not leave his bed. Then the people prevailed upon their shaman to perform, and find out the cause of what had occurred. The shaman complied with their wish, and said:

"This is the reason why our hunters are unsuccessful: when that girl uncovered the elk's face and looked at it, she thought, 'when my older brother wanted to shoot the elk, tears came to its eyes.'" — "What should we do now?" asked the people.

"That girl," answered the shaman, "you must hang, add two dogs, one male and one female, hang the three of them. Then, perhaps, things will improve." The people did as they were bid. They hung the girl and the two dogs at her sides. "It is better that one girl should die than the entire clan," said the people. On the following day the head hunter went out to the chase and killed an elk. From that time on success again accompanied the hunt.

The girl's death was an expiation of the taboo she had transgressed. The question arises: why should her pity over the animal's tears have offended the animal or its guardian spirit? She sinned because she had looked at the hunt with profane eyes, whereas "wise men," masters of primitive diplomacy, represent the death of the animal as an accidental occurrence, instead of its being the result of men's evil will. The hunter does everything possible to disguise the fact of premeditated murder, and insists that the killed animal be treated as an honored deceased friend and not as prey. When hunters part and take different directions, they do not say to one another: "You hunt at such and such a place," but they say, "You look out at such and such a place." When hunters meet, they do not ask; "What did you kill, or how many animals did you kill?" but they ask; "What did you find, or how many animals did you meet?" In this game of deception the pe'jul\(^1\) plays his part. In the case cited above, the girl by looking at the elk's face, came into conflict with the conception of the elk as deceased; and when she told it pityingly that it had been tortured and killed, she thereby destroyed the

---

\(^1\) A killed reindeer, elk or mountain-goat, although not cut, is already called čul, that is, "meat," instead of the name of the animal. Here the women went after the carcass of the killed elk.
illusion as to the nature of the animal's death. The poor girl had to pay with her life for her realistic attitude towards the facts of the hunt.

There can be no doubt that the primitive hunter, while perhaps not fully conscious of this deception, is nevertheless aware of it, and strives to offset it by another illusion in which he believes and which consists in the belief that if the bones of the dead animal are assembled, they will come to life again. With that end in view the bones of a dead bear, elk or deer are amassed on a platform, to prevent wild animals from destroying them and the dogs from polluting them with their jaws.

When, in times of need, the bones are needed for food, the inedible parts, such as the hoofs and horns, are resorted to. For why should not the animal be willing to sacrifice its flesh as food for the poor man, who wants to live, when the bones may become covered with flesh and revive? On this belief is founded the following conception. When the domesticated reindeer, — and among the modern Yukaghir who have made the acquaintance of horses and cattle, also the cow or horse, — see that their master whom they love suffers from hunger, they offer themselves voluntarily to be killed, having first given instructions where and how their bones should be deposited. Among the Yassachnaya Yukaghir the custom still survives to throw the inedible bones of fish back into the river in the assurance that the bones will come to life.

Thus the pe'jul', on the one hand, makes an agreement with man with reference to the killing of the animals in its control (for, after all, man does not want to starve!); on the other hand, the pe'jul' takes care that the animals should not be killed by the hunter in vain, without necessity. "In the stories referring to this feature, the pe'jul' often ceases to be an individual protector and is regarded as a collective guardian of the herd or even may be identified with the mō'ye, that is, the keeper or protector of an entire species of animals. I shall quote a few stories illustrating this point.

1. On the river Yassachnaya there used to be many elk. At that time the Yukaghir fed almost exclusively on the latter, neglecting the wild reindeer. At present elk have become very rare in that district, — perhaps on account of having been exterminated or through the migrations of animals which are on record, — but the Yassachnaya Yukaghir have a different explanation for the disappearance from their territory of that important animal. "Once in spring," so goes the tradition, "the Yassachnaya Yukaghir met, while hunting a large herd of elk. The snow was deep and soft. The large animals sank in it and were easily killed. The hunters became so excited that they began to kill the elk without any count, and when they were done, they could not carry off all of the meat. The elk rotted away in the field infecting the air for a long distance. After this the elk disappeared: the indignant pe'jul' had led them away, far from the unreasonable hunters."
2. In ancient times on the Omolon river at the mouth of the Kolyma, the Yukaghir used to kill reindeer by the hundred during the so-called pla'vi (from the Russian pla'vat', "to swim"). In the beginning of summer the wild reindeer would migrate from the wooded area northward to the shores of the Arctic or to the proximate islands, seeking refuge from the summer mosquitos; in the autumn they would return south where the forest protected them from the frost and wind of the winter. The Omolon Yukaghir watched for the reindeer when they would cross the Omolon river in herds and killed them by the hundred from their light boats with their spears and knives. Thus the Yukaghir stored away in the fall the dried meat for the winter. Now these pla'vi on the Omolon river are no more. "Once," says an Omolon tradition, "there was a good-for-nothing evil-minded man who caught a live reindeer, skinned it and let it run again. The keeper of wild reindeer, to'lon mo'ye, was insulted by the cruelty and ridicule inflicted and let his reindeer away from the Omolon to other rivers."

3. Not far from Verchne Kolymsk, on the Zyryanka river, I ran in a dense forest across the ruins of a large wooden house with store-houses and servants' rooms. The Yukaghir are afraid to go there, as it is believed to be a place where the Owner of the Forest, Yo'bin-po'gil', settled accounts with over-zealous hunters. About that house I heard the following account: "This was long ago. There lived here a Russian, Petko'v by name with three sons and one daughter. They secured fur animals by means of Russian magic. As soon as the snow fell in the autumn they would place around their house and on the roof various traps and snares. Then they would walk on the snow in different directions and would make foot-paths to the western mountain-ridge, to the eastern mountain-ridge, up the river and down the river. Along these foot-paths the sables, foxes, squirrels, and other animals would run right into the snares. The Petko'vs became very rich. Merchants came to them from everywhere. Their store-houses were filled with furs. Their store-rooms were crowded with all kinds of victuals and imported merchandize. But an end came to their well-being and their abuse of the animals. Once the youngest son drove out by dog-sledge to Verchne-Kolymsk. He was returning home late. As he was approaching the rocky bank of the Zyryanka River on which their house stood he was much surprised to see that the windows were dark and no sparks were flying from the chimney. All the foot-paths from the river to their house were covered with snow. With difficulty he climbed the bank. He left the dogs on the river, having turned them so as to face Verchne-Kolymsk in anticipation of eventualities. He felt that a misfortune had occurred. He opened the house-door, and found the interior dark and windy. He took out his flint and made a fire. He lit the lamp and looked: on the beds corpses were lying. Suddenly he noticed standing in the corner something terrible and hairy. As he saw it, he ran out of
the house, jumped down to the sledge and drove the dogs back to Verchne-Kolymsk. But the hairy being, who was Yō’bin-po’gil’, the Owner of the Forest, ran after him, soon he overtook him and gripped the back part of the sledge. “Now, you cannot escape me,” he said, “you have exterminated enough of my animals.” The Owner of the Forest touched Petko’v’s chest and said, “Now, I have torn out your heart, but you will not die until you reach Verchne-Kolymsk and tell everybody, why you all have died.” He actually reached Verchne-Kolymsk and died as soon as he had told what had occurred. From that time on no one hunts in the district where the Petko’vs used to live."

From these traditions and the answers of the Yukaghir to my questions two facts stand out clearly. ‘On the one hand, the Owner of the Earth, Lebien-Pogil’, and his subordinates, the Owner of the Forest, Yobin-Pogil’, the collective protectors and keepers of animals mō’yepul’ and the individual or group protectors, peju’lpe, look after the well-being of the animals in their care; on the other hand, they are also friendly to the hunter as long as he observes certain regulations and kills only what he actually needs for his livelihood. In principle, these religious conceptions of the Yukaghir correspond to and compare perhaps favorably with our hunting laws and game preserves. Thus it is deemed sinful to kill an entire herd of reindeer, without leaving one or a few animals for breeding. Of interest in this connection is the account in one of my published texts, which tells of a Yukaghir who killed a Yakut family. This was a petty Yakut elder who had come to the Yasachnaya river from the south and had driven the Yukaghir from his old homestead, in order to use it as a pasturage for his cattle. The Yakut persecuted the Yukaghir and beat him. The Yukaghir and his son killed the entire family of the Yakut. Only one girl, the Yakut’s daughter, ran away and hid herself behind a hillock. The Yukaghir did not follow her. In answer to his wife’s objection that the girl would tell her relatives what they had done and that they also would be killed, the Yukaghir answered that even of a herd of wild reindeer one does not kill all.

While the fish are ascending the rivers, the Yukaghir permit part of the fish to pass for spawning before the rivers are finally closed by cross-weirs.

I have treated in some detail the spirits who are connected with hunting because hunting and fishing constitute the almost exclusive source of livelihood of the Yukaghir, and the beliefs referring to these pursuits may be regarded as the corner-stone of Yukaghir religion.

Among the “owners” who do not refer to the hunt, the Owner of the Fire and the Owner of the House deserve further mention.

The Owner of the Fire. The Owner of the Fire, lo’čin-po’gil’, or the Man of the Fire, lo’čin-cor’o’mo, is the guardian of the family hearth, who lives on the hearth and migrates together with the family. He makes the
fuel burn and is, when this happens, in the flame. Without him the fuel would not burn. His appearance is that of an exceedingly small and naked baby girl, for that Owner is addressed with the words ločid-emei', that is, fire-mother. There is no hair on his head. When the fuel burns out, the Owner of the Fire hovers over the coals and blows into them, thus originating a small blue flame. By a crackling noise the Owner of the Fire warns the inmates of the house not to migrate if a misfortune or famine is awaiting them. The wife of old Kudalas from the Korkodon whom I mentioned before, once saw on my hearth the small blue flame of the coal and said, “Now I see the Man-of-the-Fire (ločin-coroomo). Now visitors will come to you,” she added. I remarked, “We shall see whether the Owner of the Fire is telling the truth.” To this she seriously retorted. “Do not talk that way. Do not tease him; he does not like it.” Then she told me the following. When she was a little girl, her uncle lived on the Korkodon river. He was married to a woman from the Yasachnaya river. She had left on the Yasachnaya river her younger brother whom she loved dearly. Once she was sitting at home near the hearth on which the Owner of the Fire constantly appeared. He annoyed her. She took a splinter and threw it at him, exclaiming, “Stop! Disappear!” The Owner of the Fire disappeared. The next morning her brother arrived, but as he entered the house, he fell sick and towards the evening he died.

The Owner of the House. The Owner of the Fire is the protector of the family but the house also has its guardian, nu'mon-pogil’. This owner protects the house against the visitations of evil spirits. It is very curious that the owner of a log cabin, a form of house borrowed from the Russians, is not a spirit-protector but, to judge by the name, an evil spirit, nu'mon-yu'oye, that is “house-devil” or nu'mon-čičetke. The term čičetke is obviously the Russian word “sosye’dka” (the she neighbor). This is the term applied by the Kolyma Russians to the house-spirit. When dogs on the Kolyma river fall prey to the Siberian pest and paralysis of the hind part of the body sets in, people say that the “sosyedka” is riding them. When the Yasachnaya Yukaghir, in the autumn, leave their tents for the log-cabins, they rub the ceiling and the door-beam with fat, and say:

"Nu’mon-čičetke, le’ndek, te’teke mi’tul’ o’mojit mo’diek’.

"Owner-of-the-House, eat, at your us well always place.”

Amulets. We shall see in the sequel, that in memory of dead shamans wooden images of men were hung on trees, which were called “wooden people,” cân-coro’mo. The same term was applied to miniature representations of people, carved of wood, which served as individual or family guardians. These wooden people had various functions. They are the protectors of children and women, as well as helpers of travellers and of hunters. These
"wooden people" were known by the same term "paidujaye" as the bones of the shaman, for they also were swung over the sacrificial smoke of the hearth. The "wooden people" were worn sewn to the clothes or on a string under the clothes. At present "wooden people" are no longer worn, crosses and ikons having taken their place. But the memory of these amulets is still fresh. The "wooden people" were sanctified by the shaman who sang incantations over them and determined the function of the amulet.

Of especial significance among the Yukaghir were "wooden people" with pe'jul'. They were called peju'l-neye cän·coro'mox'. On these "wooden people" were drawn representations of animals, birds and fishes, and the shaman by means of incantations infused into them the pejul' of that animal which was represented on the "wooden person." This shamanistic act was called peju'l-te, that is, to furnish the wooden man with pejul'. The peju'l-pe (pl. form of pejul') the shamans received from the Owners of the Earth, the Waters and the Ocean, lebie'n-po'gil', o'jin-po'gil', and čo'bun-po'gil'. These owners are regarded as the keepers of the pejul' and with them stay also the souls of all animals: with the Owner of the Earth — the souls of land animals and birds; with the Owner of the Waters, the souls of fishes; with the Owner of the Ocean — the souls of sea animals.

At the present time the saints of the Greek Orthodox Church to some extent rival in their cult the ancient Yukaghir "owners." Thus St. Nicholas is regarded as the keeper of quadrupeds, St. George — of birds, and St. Peter — of fishes. These saints are appealed to for luck in hunting.

**SPIRITS HOSTILE TO MAN.** The evil spirits, who primarily bring disease to man, are called ku'kul' (pl. kuku'pe), in the Tundra dialect ko'rel, which corresponds to the Koryak kele and the Chukchee ka'la. This class of spirits is also called e'ledulbon or e'yedubon, that is, the invisible one, and in the Tundra dialect, el kuri'tioje ru'kun. These spirits may enter the body of a person, eat his inner organs and cause various diseases. They reside in the underground world, which is subdivided into two sections. In the upper section, the world of souls, a'bi'ji-lebie, abide the shadows of the dead, in the lower section, yödičin.ul-xa'xa-lebie', that is, the Land of the grand-father with the Pointed Head, live the kuku'pe (pl. of ku'kul'). Grand-father with the Pointed Head is the head of these evil spirits and the most terrible one of all. In this subterranean kingdom eternal cold and darkness reign. None but the most powerful shamans dare to descend to the second section of the subterranean kingdom.

Another class of evil spirits is called yu'oye. These spirits live on earth itself; they also are invisible. They try to harm man in all possible ways. Many of these spirits have special names. Thus, for instance, n'nyuoye. This is an evil spirit that dwells in human garments, hidden in its folds. Obviously n'nyuoye is used instead of n.er-yuoye, n.er is clothing, garment.
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It has the appearance of an elk and causes rheumatism of the joints. This disease is usually referred to by the Yukaghir to a disrespectful attitude taken by some individual towards the dead elk. To the yu’oye class belongs also a spirit called n.a’nulbon or n.a’nulbon-yu’oye, which literally means, the One-who-leads-into-Sin. All infractions of taboos are due to his influence. The name of this evil spirit is derived from the word n.a’nić, “sin.” The same spirit seduces sleeping women, with a consequent birth of monsters. It causes nervous diseases and hemorrhages of the womb.

To the same category of spirits belongs the evil spirit called aju’n-čejil-yu’oye, in the Tundra dialect aru’n-čejil-ko’rel, which means “evil spirit that attracts by the word.” This is the echo. It dwells on cliffs, over valleys and gorges. People who cross or pass by a cliff he catches by the word as by a strap and drags them to himself. This is why every sound is repeated, and for that reason one travels in silence in places where the echo resounds. My interpreter, Dolga’nof, was already somewhat skeptical towards this belief. Once, when we were ascending in boats the Kolyma in the company of several Yukaghir families, we chanced to pass a spot with a marvelous reflection of sound-waves. When Dolga’nof began to tease “the evil spirit that attracts by the word,” his more credulous companions checked him. Later, when camp was made for the night, the women declared that they would not travel with him any further if he persisted in teasing these spirits.

A special class of evil spirits are the yo’ibe. This term is applied to all the evil spirits of other peoples. Since the arrival of the Russians, however, this term is primarily applied to spirits that cause infectious diseases brought by the Russians, such as smallpox, measles, scarlet-fever and influenza. Yo’ibe is obviously a derivative of yoi- the root of the verb “to be sick.”

The Yo’ibe are more terrible than the local evil spirits, for against alien spirits the Yukaghir shamans are usually powerless. We shall see in the sequel, that one of the Yukaghir shamans did nevertheless undertake to cure influenza.

The Yukaghir know from experience that the diseases caused by Russian spirits are contagious through intercourse with the afflicted. They explain this circumstance, however, through a special devastating force of the alien spirits. The Russian evil spirits are accustomed to thickly populated places, but in the Yukaghir country there are only a few people, so these spirits pass from one man to another. I visited the Kolyma river region for the first time soon after an epidemic of smallpox. Smallpox is called by the Yukaghir by the Russian name uo’spa or como’l-epie’, “big grandmother,” or como’l-yo’u, “big sickness.” But most commonly it is simply referred to as “she,” for they are too much afraid of the disease to even call it by name. In order not to offend the spirit of smallpox it is forbidden to swear at it. As soon as the news spreads that the disease is on, communication between
the settlements is interrupted and people stop calling on each other; thus quarantine is spontaneously established. Along the roads on trees good hides and other furs are hung. The Yukaghir know from experience that the Russians are very fond of good furs, therefore they think that their evil spirits must also love them. I have heard accounts of how the spirit of smallpox, accustomed to large roads and frequent houses, often wanders about and cannot find any human habitations. Then this spirit turns into a beautiful Russian girl in a red dress, who jumps into a house in which none but children are left, and elicits from them by means of presents and candy information about homesteads in the entire district. If the spirit does not find a house soon, it turns into a raven, climbs on the top of a tall tree and looks about spying for the smoke of a hearth and listening to the sound of voices. Therefore, one avoids, in the course of the epidemic, to talk loud or to make a noise with an axe or another instrument. The Betil clan was not affected by smallpox during the last epidemic, and for the following reason as told by a man of that clan. Two young men went to look over their fox traps and in one trap they found a beautiful Russian girl barely alive and with frozen extremities; this was the spirit of smallpox which, while looking for people, had lost its way and was caught in a trap. The young men, not knowing whom they had found, took her to their house, and warmed her up. When she came to, she said that she was the spirit of smallpox but that out of gratitude for their assistance she would spare their clan. She left them but kept her word. None of the Betil people did get sick.

Another Yukaghir told me how they avoided intercourse with the Chukchee among whom the epidemic had spread all over the tundra and had remained well. He went hunting with a comrade and they saw from a distance two Chukchee women sitting near a fire. The Chukchee women called them, saying; "Come join us to have some tea." The Yukaghir asked them; "From where did you come?" They answered that they had come from the seashore fleeing from smallpox from which all their people had died. Then the Yukaghir said to them, "We are going to hunt. You better come to us," and they pointed in the opposite direction from the one where their camp was. They themselves ran a round-about way back to their camp and ordered their wives to get ready immediately and to move further away from the place where they had met the Chukchee women.

The Mythical Old People. To the beings hostile to man belong the so-called mythical old men and old women, čuo'lije po'lut and čuo'lije-teri'ke. They are giants, — cannibals. They are so tall that they carry killed elk tied to the strings of their coats. In the stories they are represented as stupid. Men easily fooled them. For that reason they became invisible, in which form they now attack men. Instead of lice they have in their hair mice and frogs. Often people would push these giants into the fire and, when they
burn, frogs and mice run out of their bodies. They will be discussed in detail in the section on mythology. In the cult they play no part whatsoever.

The Spirits of Shamans. The spirits by means of which the shaman influences the course of events are called eiji'pe (sing. e'ije). These are in the main the souls of animals and birds. Among these spirits is also the soul of the mammoth, xo'lgut a’ibi. The shaman is also assisted by the souls of the dead, particularly the souls of dead relatives who were shamans, a’lman-a’ibi, in the Tundra dialect wo’lman-o’no. The latter are the most powerful protectors of the shaman. Representatives of the two classes of spirits hostile to man are also at the services of the most powerful shamans. These are the yu’oye who dwell above ground and the ku’kul, evil spirits who reside underground. Further details about the spirits of the shamans will be given in the section on shamanism.

A few further conceptions of the Yukaghir may be described as animatistic phenomena. About the mountain tops and volcanoes of the Kolyma, Yassachnaya and Korkodon rivers Yukaghir tell legends as if they were living beings. I shall give here a free version of the romantic legend told about the mountain peaks at the mouth of the Korkodon river.

*Opposite the mouth of the Korkodon river on the left bank of the Kolyma, there rises a mountain the peak of which bears a resemblance to the Jungfrau of the Bernese Alps. It also is a lady. Small protrusions on the sides below the top are interpreted as female breasts. This is not, however, the Swiss virgin, hidden under the white mantle of eternal snows, but a dark-complexioned Yukaghir girl who grants her favors to many a lover. The Yukaghir call her Čomo'-cuboje, that is, "big heart," "spacious heart." At the mouth of the Korkodon, on its right bank, there rises a peak called Larayek. This is a young man. On the left bank of the Korkodon, nearer to the Kolyma, rises another peak called Kogo’lgiye — also a young man. Both of these enjoyed the favors of Big Heart. In dark nights they would cross the Kolyma, and Big Heart would secretly receive the one and then the other lover. But at last Big Heart gave birth to a boy from Larayek. Kogo’lgiye, hearing about his rival, became enraged; he ran across the Kolyma river and, in an attack of jealousy, threw the baby into the river. Big Heart seized her cutting-board and began to hit Kogo’lgiye with it. His shouts were heard all over the river, all the peaks up and down the Kolyma river began to sway as in an earth-quake. They wanted to run to his assistance but wisely remained on their places. The child of Big Heart was carried down the waters of the Kolyma river, but ten versts\(^1\) from the Korkodon, opposite the mouth of the Stolbova’ya river it stopped, and a rocky island arose there, which, in its turn, has raised a family. This island is shown on Plate VIII, fig. 2. Such is the Yukaghir explanation of the origin of an

\(^1\) About 66 miles.
island, separated from the main chain and developed by erosion, and which is being destroyed by the influence of atmospheric agents.

Plate VIII, fig. 1, represents a cliff on the Kolyma river which bears a superficial resemblance to a man in sitting position. This cliff is said to represent a transformed hunter, who was turned into stone by the "Owner" of the Mountain in punishment for having exterminated too many mountain goats. In this instance, however, the animatistic conception is lacking.

In one of the tales quoted further on mention is made of a mountain that split open, from which emerged a stone girl with a stone nose and ears, but with revolving eyes and a human voice.

The Soul. Souls or shadows are owned by men and animals as well as by inanimate objects. According to the beliefs of the Yukaghir the whole of nature is animated in the sense of Tylorian animism.

I have mentioned in a general way before that the child, while still carried by its mother, is entered by the soul of one of the deceased ancestors. We have found similar beliefs also among the Koryak.

Here I want to treat in greater detail the conception of the Yukaghir of the soul, or rather of the souls of man and animals.

Although the Yukaghir believes that the birth of the child depends on whether or not the body of the mother will be entered into by the spirit of the deceased ancestor, they are nevertheless fully aware of the fact that cohabitation with a man is an indispensable factor in the birth of a child.

On one occasion I asked the old Tulya'ch on the Yassachnaya river, whether it ever happened that a woman should bear a child without the participation of a husband, and he answered me with another question: "Do pups ever come from a she-dog covering a she-dog? It does occur, however," he added, "but then the woman gives birth from a devil who visits her at night, but then monsters are born."

Numerous contradictions have crept into the Yukaghir conceptions of the soul, contradictions due to the absence of logical reasoning, as well as to the fact that many of the ancient beliefs are no longer current among the modern Yukaghir. To clear up some of these conceptions, I shall quote here from my field notes, what I learned about the beliefs regarding souls, with references as to where and from whom each statement was recorded.

Thus, the old Tulya'ch on the Yassachnaya river told me the following: "There are three souls, a'ihi. One of the a'ihi dwells in the head, the second in the heart, the third pervades the entire body. A man falls sick, when the head-a'ihi itself departs for the Kingdom of Shadows, aibi, or escapes to the subterranean world to its relatives, frightened by the entrance into the body of an evil spirit of the ku'kul or yo'ibe category. In such cases, however, death does not follow, and the shaman may still descend to the Kingdom of Shadows and bring back the soul. The soul of man significant for life is
Fig. 1. Rock believed to be a hunter turned into stone.

Fig. 2. A rocky blane on the Kolyma River.
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the second one, the heart-a'ibi. The third soul throws the shadow on the
ground. The dead have no shadows. When a person dies, the head-a'ibi
leaves for the Kingdom of Shadows, as to what becomes of the two other
souls, Tulya'ch could not say. The ancient shamans knew everything, the
modern ones do not. Everything that lives has three souls. In appearance
the a'ibi resembles its possessor, only it is not visible to ordinary mortals and
is diminutive in size. Immovable objects also have a'ibi, but only one. The
movement of animate objects depends on the heart-a'ibi. The word čubo'je
means "heart" as well as "running" and "motion."

The following data were recorded by me from the words of the old
Kudala's on the Korkodon river. Man has three a'ibi. One of these, after
death, goes to the Kingdom of Shadows, a'ibij, i. e., "land of shadows." The
second hovers about the residence of the deceased. The third rides to
the Upper World to Me'md'eye-Eč'e. The first soul, on its way to the
Kingdom of Shadows meets an old woman, the gate-keeper, who asks the
soul whether it has come for all time or only temporarily. Having been
admitted, the soul approaches a river, at the shore of which a boat is standing.
The soul unaided crosses to the other shore and joins its relatives. They lead
a life similar to the one on earth. Relatives live together. All surrounding
objects are also shadows or souls. Thus the tent, dog, snares are so many
shadows of the same objects or beings as they have existed on earth. The
souls hunt the shadows of reindeer, birds and fishes with the shadows of traps,
snares, bows and rifles. The animals which are hunted by living relatives are
the same ones whose shadows have already been hunted by the souls of the
relatives of the hunters in the Kingdom of Shadows.

On another occasion Kudala's told me, that the second soul wanders
about its habitation only for forty days, then it also rises towards the sky.

From the accounts about the three souls one might, I believe, draw the
conclusion that the head-soul represents the intellect, the heart-soul controls
motion, that is, the ability of living beings to change their place; while the
third soul presides over the physiological functions. In shamanistic performances,
in stories about contests of shamans and in other traditions of the Verchne-
Kolymsk Yukaghir in which reference is made to the soul, no indication is
ever made which one of the souls is meant. One might conclude that in the
traditions referring to the curing of the sick only the head-soul is mentioned,
for the shaman descends to the Kingdom of Shadows, where the head-souls
dwell. Here, however, a maze of contradictions confronts us. When the head-
soul leaves, the person, in the opinion of the Yukaghir, becomes demented;
on the other hand, various other diseases are also attributed to the absence
of that soul. Sleep also is caused in this way. Dreams also are due to the
fact that the soul leaves the body and performs various actions while the
person is asleep. Moreover, the head-soul does not usually leave of its own
accord, but on account of its fear of the ku’kul't or yo’ibe, evil spirits which enter the body of man and cause diseases. In such cases then, the absence of the head-soul is not the cause but one of the consequences of the disease, which complicates the situation. In order to effect a cure, the shaman must accomplish two things; drive out the evil spirit and make the fugitive soul return. In one of the shamanistic curative performances to be described later on, the shaman approaches the patient together with the soul brought back by him from the Kingdom of Shadows and introduces it into the diseased part of the patient, as if the local pathological process were a direct consequence of the absence of the soul. It remains unknown, however, which soul is meant. Here the third soul would have been more appropriate, for it controls the physiological functions; on the other hand, the shaman goes after the soul to the Kingdom of Shadows, where the first, i.e. the head-soul, resides, after death. In various ways did I try to clarify these conceptions with reference to the soul, but I always received the same answer, namely that the present generations do not know these matters, that they were known only to the ancient shamans. Not improbably, we find here the product of a mixture of ancient Yukaghir beliefs with elements of beliefs belonging to neighboring tribes. Thus, some Yukaghir told me that the third soul, after death, remains on earth, unless a ticket standing for “the right of way” is placed in the coffin of the deceased. Such a ticket is placed on the forehead of the deceased, according to a Greek orthodox custom. Coughing and phlegm in diseases of the lungs and other colds are ascribed to the fact that the kuku’pe (pl. of ku’kul’t) are incessantly entering and leaving the body. This conception, however, I have found to be of Yakut origin. According to the belief of the Koryak as well as the Chukchee, man as well as other objects have only one soul. But, with reference to the Chukchee, Bogoras relates that sickness may be due to the fact that the evil spirits, kelet, steal part of the soul. The soul then, in the opinion of the Chukchee, is divisible. But besides the chief soul pertaining to the whole body, the Chukchee believe that there are special “limb-souls” for the hands and feet.

What puzzles me in the question about the souls of the Kolyma Yukaghir is that their accounts about the three souls are not reflected in the Kolyma dialect. We find in that dialect one term, a’ibi, for all three souls. Among the Yakut, as we shall presently see, the soul, kut, also appears in three forms, but here each variety has a special epithet. When, however, we turn to the Tundra dialect, we find separate terms for the three souls. It cannot be said, however, that the explanations I received of their functions were complete. One soul is called nu’nînîn. This is the one which travels to the Kingdom of Shadows, called nu’nînîji, i.e., “The Land of Souls,” or yo’bun-

---

ru'kun-burube', "The Residence of the Dead." The second soul is called e'hereh; after death, it goes to heaven. The third soul, ono' or ana', is the one that throws the shadow. The last named soul is the property also of inanimate objects. Ono' either remains on earth or goes to heaven.

It must be noted that e'heren in the Tundra dialect also means "breath." In this sense the Verchnekolymsk Yukaghir use the word lu'če, to which they do not attribute the properties of a soul. Ono' on the Tundra means "shadow," and one might believe that the shamanistic e'i'ji are just such shadows or wandering souls, for in speaking of shadows of animals or of dead shamans the term ono' is often used instead of e'i'ji. Thus, for instance, xa'nid-ono' means the eagle-spirit, wo'lmad-ono', the spirit of a deceased shaman. In the Kolyma dialect, this will be xa'nid-a'ibi and a'lmad-a'ibi, that is, in all three forms of the soul, the term a'ibi is used.

The Kolyma Yakut who are at present neighbors of the Yukaghir have several terms for the concept "soul:," first, tin, i.e. breathing. The Tundra Yukaghir have a corresponding term, e'hereh. In the Kolyma dialect of the Yukaghir language there is a word corresponding to the Yakut tin in the word lu'če, breath, but lu'če is not considered as a separate soul. Lu'če is the name of the function of the heart-soul, i.e. cubo'jed-a'ibi.

Secondly the Yakut have the terms kut and sūr. According to the explanation of the Yakut shaman in the settlement of Kresty on the Kolyma river, sūr dwells in the head and kut appears in three forms. One of the kut is the external, visible shadow, the second kut abides between the skin and the body and the third, the internal kut resides near the heart. When the last kut is lost, its owner must die.

Troschansky,¹ in his very interesting work on the Yakut beliefs says that according to the Yakut the soul tin also possesses certain qualities of life. If for some reason the body loses its kut, it may still conserve some degree of vitality. For instance life remains in the body during sleep, fainting and other unconscious states while the kut is absent. When it returns the body revives completely. Only when the body begins to decompose can it be said that tin has left the body altogether, and the returning kut is no longer able to revive it.

While the soul tin is not peculiar to man, but is found also in animals and even plants, only men and animals have the kut. The latter appears in three forms, or, according to Troschansky, it consists of three elements: buo'r-kut, the earth-soul, salgri'n-kut, the air-soul, and ije'-kut, the mother-soul. The three forms of kut perform different physiological functions, while the soul sūr controls psychical activities, and abides in the head.

I do not wish to embark here on a discussion of the speculations of Troschansky in regard to the role of the Yakut souls. I merely wish to

---

¹ Troschansky — The Evolution of the "Black Faith" (Shamanism) of the Yakut. Kasan, 1902.
point out that the Yakut concept of three souls may have influenced the
ideas of the Yukaghir. The concepts of the Chukchee concerning the divis-
ibility of the soul belong to the same group of ideas.¹

I have stated that long before birth the soul of some deceased relative
enters the child. While it is not stated which of the three souls enters, it
may be inferred that the head-soul (nu'aniñ in the Tundra dialect) is meant,
because it goes to the Land of Shadows, whence it returns to enter the child.

I have not been able to discover when and how the other two souls
(a'ibi of the Kolyma Yukaghir and e'hereñ and o'noñ of the Tundra Yukaghir)
are assumed to enter the child.

According to the statements of the Yukaghir and to their folk-tales, the
deceased relatives in the Land of Shadows are not always willing to permit
souls to return to earth. They release them only out of sympathy for their
living relatives. But when the latter do not fulfill their obligations towards
the deceased they do not send back any souls. In such a case the shamans
go to the Land of Shadows in order to request the dead to send some soul
or souls to their living childless relatives. Sometimes, when the deceased are
not willing to grant the request of the shaman, he takes the souls by force
and puts them into the wombs of pregnant women, but children whose souls
have been secured against the will of the shadows do not live long. At the
first opportunity the soul escapes from the body and returns to the Land of
Shadows. Generally, however, the deceased are devoted to their living relatives.
Usually old people say before dying into whose children their souls will enter.
In order to learn the identity of the deceased relative whose soul has entered
the newborn child, the Yukaghir used to practise divination by lifting the bones
of a dead shaman. The Yukaghir tried to separate from the ground the bones
of the dead shaman while enumerating different names of deceased relatives.
They believed that the bones became easy to lift when the diviner named
the deceased relative whose soul had entered the child. At present another
method is used. They say that the child smiles when the right name is
mentioned. When the child begins to speak it is able to tell whose soul has
entered it. It will remember some well known event of its former life. Often
some other circumstance, such as the likeness of the child to a certain deceased
relative, the common possession of some physical defect or bodily peculiarity
identifies the deceased relative who has been reborn.

The name of the deceased relative who has entered a first-born child is
applied indirectly to its parents also, for as soon as the name of the first-born
child is established, the parents are known as father or mother of so and so.

According to Troschansky, the Yakut believe that the soul kut is led
into the body of the child by the goddess Ayis’t, the protectress of women
in labor. Ayis’t is one of the creative deities.

A cult of the dead did not develop among the Yakut. It may rather be said that the relations between the spirits of the deceased and the living members or their family are hostile. Only the polar Yakut of the district of Kolymsk, who came to the extreme north not very long ago, borrowed from the Yukaghir the belief in reincarnation of the souls of the deceased in the newborn children of their relatives on earth. It is an interesting case of the mutual influence of two tribes in the sphere of religious beliefs. We have already seen how deeply the religious ideas of the Yakut have influenced the beliefs of the Yukaghir. Here we have the case reversed. The polar Yakut have borrowed from the Yukaghir the belief in the reincarnation of the souls of the dead in the newborn children of their tribe. This belief is quite unknown to the southern Yakut who form the greater part of the Yakut people.

In 1897, during the general census of the population of Russia, I was the enumerator for the Districts of Kolymsk and Verkhoyansk. Once I spent the night in the house of a Yakut elder. Hearing him call his boy Baibal, i.e. Paul, and knowing from the census that his name was Ivan and not Paul, I asked my host why he did not call his son by his own name and he replied, “Well, his real name is Paul and not Ivan, although he was baptised Ivan.” Then he told me that Paul was the name of one of his relatives who died in 1888 during the epidemic of small-pox, and whose kut had entered his newborn son. They became aware of this in the following manner. When the boy began to speak his first words were: “Many people were on the Djargata’ch and we all died of small-pox, starting to the other world on only one horse.” Then they remembered that in 1888 this relative Paul and other Yakut of the village Djargata’ch had died of small-pox, and that on their graves only one sacrificial horse had been killed, so that the souls of all the deceased were obliged to ride to the Land of Shadows on the shadow of only one horse. From that time on they began to call the boy Paul, which they regarded as his real name.

It may be noted here that the Russianized Yukaghir and Chuvantsy, on the lower Kolyma call themselves not by their Christian names which they received in baptism, but by some other names or nicknames. For instance the Christian name of a man known as Nicholas is really Michael. The purpose is to conceal the names from sorcerers and witches in order to make ineffective their evil charms. This custom is not of Yukaghir origin. They borrowed it from the Yakut or Russian settlers. The Yakut often give their children obscene names, for instance, “Dog’s Buttocks,” in the belief that evil spirits will not be attracted by such objects.

---

1 Yakut pronunciation of the Russian Pavel.
2 Name of the lake and also of the village on its shore where we stayed for the night.
VII. — RELIGION. SHAMANISM.

Introductory Remarks on Yukaghir Shamanism. Yukaghir shamanism does not differ essentially from that of other Siberian peoples or of primitive peoples in general. Shamans are men who through the assistance of special spirits can influence the course of events, cure the sick, foretell the future, and do harm to their enemies. Yukaghir shamanism, however, no less than the shamanism of other peoples, had its own distinguishing traits. Together with other aspects of Yukaghir religious life, Yukaghir shamanism, under the influence of neighboring peoples, has lost much of its ancient character, preserving but a few of its typical traits. At the present time the shamanistic rituals of the Yukaghir have become mingled with those of the Yakut and the Tungus and in describing their rituals I shall have to touch upon the shamanism of the Yakut and Tungus.

While the shamanism of neighboring tribes has brought about changes in the character of Yukaghir shamanism, the influence of Russian intruders, — the reference in this case is mainly to the priesthood, — led to the decay of Yukaghir shamanism or forced it to hide, as it were, underground. The missionaries instituted cruel persecutions against the shamans, their shamanistic regalia were taken from them, their long hair was cut, and many shamans were subjected to arrest and cross-examination. In the neighborhood of Russian settlements, where priests reside, shamanism since ancient times is practised secretly. On the other hand the missionaries themselves believe in the powers of shamanistic spirits but think them to be devils. In case of sickness some of the missionaries are want to turn to the shamans. To a large extent the view of shamanistic spirits as devils is also held by the aborigines in place of their ancient beliefs about shamanistic spirits. Now the latter are opposed by the Christian Yukaghir to the saints and ikons, as devils to beings representing the pure principle. As we shall see lateron, the modern Yukaghir, Yakut or Tungus shaman, before starting the ritual, takes off his cross and turns the representations of the orthodox saints with their faces towards the wall, to prevent them from frightening away the shamanistic spirits.

The Ancient Yukaghir Shaman. The shaman is called a’lma from the verb a “to do” (in the Tundra dialect w’lmañ) or i’rkeye, that is, “the trembling one,” from i’rkei, “to tremble.” The latter term suggests the
nervous make-up of the shaman. A'lima occupies a special place in the social system of the Yukaghir. He was the protector and priest of a definite group of relatives or of a clan. But he was not a professional shaman, in the sense of modern days. A'lima attended to the sick of his group, offered sacrifices, prayed to the gods for successful hunting and other benefactions, and had intercourse with the supernatural world and the kingdom of Shadows. The ancient Yukaghir shaman represented his clan. Every Yukaghir clan traces its origin to some shaman. From the merging of the ancestor and the shaman in one person there developed the cult of the shaman-ancestor.

To illustrate that cult I shall quote here a free translation of a Yukaghir text dealing with the ancient Yukaghir practices relating to their dead shamans, a text which I recorded in October 1896, on the Korkodonon river, from the Yukaghir Samsonov:

"Our ancient people, when a shaman died, used to separate the flesh of the corpse from the bones. For that purpose they put on gloves and masks. Then they took iron hooks, and having caught the flesh of the corpse, drew it to them and cut it off. It was considered a sin to touch the corpse with bare hands, or to look at it with uncovered face. Thus they separated the flesh from the skeleton through its entire length. Then they made drying frames and hung up the flesh outside, to dry in the sun. After the flesh had been dried, the relatives of the dead shaman divided it among themselves. Then they made a tent of larch-tree rods, and each of them put his share in the middle of the larch tent separately. Then the relatives of the shaman killed dogs as offerings. They did not kill bad dogs; they killed only good ones. Then they added the killed dogs to their portions of dried flesh. After that they left the tent with the shaman's flesh and the offerings.

Then they divided the bones of the corpse, and after having dried them, they clothed them. They worshipped the skull of the shaman. They made a trunk of wood and set on it the skull. Then they made for it (for the idol) a jacket and caps (two caps, — a winter and a summer one). They embroidered the coat all over. For its face they made a mask, with openings for eyes and mouth. Over the embroidered coat they put a coat of fawn-skins; and over that, a blanket of soft reindeer-skins.

Then they placed the figure in the front corner of the house. Whenever they were going to eat something good, they first threw a piece of it in the fire, and held the figure over the smoke. This they did at every meal; and thus they fed the figure, which they worshipped like a god."  

The figure with the skull of the shaman was called xoil, that is, by the same name as the Yukaghir call now the Christian God, ikons, and saints.

---

When travelling the figure with the shaman’s skull was carried in a wooden box. In some districts, for instance, on the Omolo’ón, the xoil was placed in a small wooden compartment and kept on poles or trees, after the manner of elevated graves of beloved relatives. Before a trip, a hunt, or a war expedition, the mummy was taken out of its wooden receptacle and smoked over the fire, into which fat was thrown. It was prayed to for help, and it was asked to decide whether the proposed undertaking should be carried out. Then the figure was placed on the ground and lifted three times. If it was easily lifted, the success of the enterprise was assured. If, on the contrary, the figure proved so heavy that it could not be lifted, so relate the Yukaghir, the project was given up. On some occasions the omen pointed towards partial success, that is, the xoil proved not altogether light or could not be lifted at once in the three prescribed attempts. Then the old men held council and decided what to do.

The skull of the dead shaman with the figure was kept by his own children who were recognized as the priests of the ancestral cult. To one of the sons, usually to the eldest one, the shaman’s spirits were passed on. While still alive, the shaman initiated one of his sons into the mysteries of shamanism.

Other relatives received other bones of the dead shaman. These bones were kept in embroidered covers and were called pa’idijaye, that is, “that which is being swung,” from the verb pa’idu — “to swing,” as they were swung over the smoke of the sacrificial fire, into which fat and other food offerings were thrown. If the families related to the dead shaman lived separately from the shaman’s children, the pa’idijaye took the place of the xoil.

The flesh of the dead shaman, cut into strips, was dried in the sun; in some places instead of special drying-frames, the branches of trees were used for that purpose. The flesh was dried in order to be preserved. If the flesh of the shaman began to decompose and became putrid, his surviving relatives became ill. In some districts, as, for instance, on the Korkodon river, the tents in which the strips of the dried flesh of the shaman and the sacrificial dogs were stored, was surrounded by earth and turf, and over the mound three boards were placed in the form of a tripod. On one board was suspended a wooden representation of a reindeer, on the second that of a dog, while to the third a reindeer-antler was tied. The Korkodon Yukaghir, the old Sansonov, who gave me this information, could not explain the meaning of these representations, but they obviously were symbolic sacrifices. After every deer or elk hunt the antlers of the slain animals were placed on the grave-mound. Pieces of dried shaman’s flesh were sewn into bags of water-proof smoked hide and worn under the clothes as amulets. These amulets protected the traveler on his journey and brought luck in hunt and war.
In the spring of 1897, as a member of the Yakut expedition,¹ I visited the village of Ustyansk at the mouth of the Yana River. At that time an old priest, Nicolai Vinokurov, was residing there. The Yukaghir of the Verkhoyansk district belonged to his parish. Having spent twenty years in that locality, he knew many things which escape the notice of a traveler who spends but little time in the country. Five years before my visit he had still seen a Yukaghir with an amulet of shamans flesh. According to Father Nicolai, the Yukaghir of Verkhoyansk continued to cut up their dead shamans until recently. For that purpose they would erect a conical tent of willow-rods and store in it strips of the shaman’s flesh cut from the bones. Then all the relatives of the deceased shaman approached the tent walking backwards and picked with wooden spears the spread out pieces of flesh. Whatever piece one would pick up for luck, he would take. The internal organs were most sought for. Of especial value was the heart as the symbol of courage. The liver was also highly prized. Each one would dry the piece he had picked up, tie it to a board carved in the shape of a man with legs, and wear it for protection. A few years before our meeting, Father Vinokurov had seen on the shore of the ocean east of the Yana river a half-destroyed tent, in which formerly shamans were cut up. The Yukaghir who accompanied him were afraid to approach the spot. These Yukaghir belonged to the Omolo’i clan, which, as we saw before,² has forgotten its own language, having first adopted the language of the Tungus, along with which it now uses the Yakut. Notwithstanding the fact, however, that they have on the whole lost their ancient ethnic traits, they have preserved certain Yukaghir socio-religious ideas.

The Alaze’ya Yukaghir told me that according to tradition their ancestors used to place the cleaned bones of dead shamans on platforms, and carried with them for divination their dried flesh.

The Yukaghir of the Indigirka river, who are now under the influence of the Tungus, told me that in ancient times the bones and flesh of the shamans were regarded as protectors and that the same applied to pieces of garments soaked in the blood of a cut-up shaman. If there was not flesh enough for some relative, he would receive a piece of the shaman’s clothing soaked in his blood.

The Wooden Man. In memory of their shaman-ancestors the ancient Yukaghir used to hang representations of a human figure on trees near mountain paths, near the mouths of rivers, or near hunting grounds. These representations were called cän-coró’mo, which means “wooden man.” The same term was applied to the small wooden amulets of which we spoke before.

---

¹ The Yakut Expedition, 1894–1897 was fitted out by the Imperial Russian Geographical Society at the expense of Mr. Sibirjakov.
² See Part I of this volume, p. 46.
In the wooden man suspended in the honor of the shaman dwelled the spirit of the deceased, and it was addressed as the ancestor. But how can the spirit of the shaman be in the Kingdom of Shadows (aibiji), and at the same time dwell in the figure with the skull (xoil'), reside in the wooden man, and be reincarnated in some descendant? This is a contradiction in religious thinking, which may not, however, be regarded as characteristic of primitive man. Perhaps we deal here with different souls of the shaman; but the Yukaghir do not give a clear account of such topics.

In remote places may be encountered even to-day wooden images of human beings suspended from tress. One such wooden man was pointed out to me in 1895 by a Yukaghir from the Nelemnaya river. It was suspended from an old larch tree standing on a cliff called Shaman's Stone, which is situated on the high bank of the Kolyma river opposite the mouth of the Popova river. It was very crude, made of a log five feet long. A shallow notch represented the neck separating the head from the trunk. The mouth was indicated by a deep line. The eyes consisted of two holes in which two stones were stuck. The belly was represented by a trough-like excavation, under which the trunk was split to indicate the feet.

When I visited the Kolyma river the Yukaghir treated such wooden people with skepticism, even calling them shaita'n, from the Russian word satana (satan). Notwithstanding this, they would make halt when travelling past the figure referred to before, would start a fire and throw into it tallow and other offerings. Here is a sample of a prayer addressed to the wooden man in the course of the sacrifice.

Mit xa'xa, o'lel yegi'lege ne'lieme, le'ndek, keči'mebon o'lel.
Our grand-father here this into the fire (I) have put eat (what) I brought, here it is.

Peju'lget-le mie'bik, cube'nenide titat te'tu] legi'tienut.
Luck give, if alive (I) shall then you feed (I) always be.

Having found out the whereabouts of this wooden man, I decided to go there in order to take the figure with me. But I deemed it wise not to reveal my intention to my Yukaghir guides. This happened towards the beginning of winter. It was necessary to drive from the Nelemnaya river south for about seventy versts. In view of a shortage of dogs among the Upper Kolyma Yukaghir I went on horseback using Yakut horses. We reached the mouth of the Popova river in two days including one night rest on the snow. The second night we stopped at the mouth of the Popova river, in a log-house at which the Yukaghir usually stop when hunting. I was accompanied by a Kossak, two Yukaghir (my interpreter and the chief of the village, both of the Hare Clan), and a Yakut, the owner of the horses. The following morning we crossed the Kolyma river towards the cliff on which the idol was suspended. Then I told the Yukaghir that I intended to take the wooden
man along with me. They did not protest, although the idea did not at all appeal to them.

"You are taking it yourself. We are not giving it to you," said the chief, as if he were bent on disclaiming all responsibility for my actions. "Our ancestor will, of course, be angry, but we have nothing to do with it."

We made a fire and drank some tea. In the course of the meal I gave the chief a piece of sugar and some biscuits, urging him to throw them into the fire and ask the wooden man not to be angry with us. The chief threw the offerings into the fire and said half-jokingly, half-seriously:

"Mit xa'xa Ist'ary te'tkele lu'ci kou'dedilem omo'ce ču'ndrele ko'beik!"

"Our grandfather Istary you Russian carry away wants (with) good thoughts go."

When I brought the wooden man to the Yukaghir village on the Nelemnaya river some of the women went into nervous fits. I put the figure on the roof of the chief's house with whom I lived. His wife told me that at night she would be afraid to go out of the house. Another old woman forbade the children to enter that house, in order not to incur the anger of the wooden man. In a few days a young Yukaghir returned from the hunt and told that while in the woods and, as he pretended, without knowing that I had brought the wooden man with me, he had the following dream. A man in silver garments came to him and said, "I am your ancestor. Nine generations did not molest me, respected me; now I am being taken away no one knows where; get up and tell all, that the one who first pointed me out, the one who took me down and the one who carries me off, all shall suffer."

I tried to calm the wife of the chief, tried to persuade her that the grandfather will fare better with us than with them, that he will hang under glass in a warm room of a large royal house, that he will be fed, and that people will come to look at him as well as on other wooden men who hang there. Unfortunately, this wooden man was not destined to reach the museum. When my collection acquired in the course of the Sibiryakov expedition reached Yakutsk from Kolymsk, the idol was not there. The Yakut drivers must have lost or destroyed it on the way.

Another similar idol was hanging at that time at the sources of the Popovka river in memory of another ancestral shaman. Unfortunately, I was prevented from reaching it by the deep snow in the valley of the Popovka. But here is the tale referring to that shaman-idol told me by a descendant of the shaman, Grigoriy Spiridonov.

The shaman was called Tabuckan. He had a daughter who was married

---

1 "Istary," from the Russian Stariy, "the old one," the name of the ancestor.
to a young man from the Korkodon river. Following the old custom the son-in-law was living in the house of his father-in-law. Once the shaman sent his son-in-law to set out traps for foxes. This was in the autumn and the young man went up the Popovka river in a boat. At that time the Yukaghir were still having wars with the Lamut. They lay in ambush for one another. The young man suddenly heard the sound of Lamut singing on the rocky bank of the river. He left the boat and began to approach quietly, following the voice. "I am going to kill the Lamut," thought he. He ascended the bank and saw sitting on the branches of a willow tree a man in a dress made in Lamut style, of skins of reindeer yearlings. His belt was made of silver, of silver also were his eye-pieces, his neck-band and the bracelets on his arms. The man was swinging on the branches and sang Lamut songs, without noticing the Yukaghir. The latter strung his bow and let fly an arrow. The song came to an abrupt end, and the man fell to the ground. The Yukaghir ran to the spot where the man had fallen, but there was no one there. Only his arrow was there covered with blood. The man shot at by the Yukaghir was a subterranean Lamut devil. Wounded in the back, he disappeared underground. The Yukaghir picked up his arrow and ran to his boat in terror. He jumped into the boat and continued his journey. When darkness fell, he stopped for the night. The following morning he could not rise, his back ached, his spine was broken. He crept to his boat, with difficulty he tied logs to both sides of the boat to prevent its capsizing, lay down on the bottom, and permitted the boat to be carried downstream. He reached the mouth of the Popovka river, where his people lived, and told his father-in-law of what had occurred.

"Why did you shoot at the Lamut devil?" said his father-in-law, "you broke his spine, and now he has done the same to you."

The shaman knew what had occurred. He began to apply medicine to his son-in-law but could not cure him. Then he said, "I shall go to the underground world, shall cure the devil, then my son-in-law will also recover." He went to the lower regions, but not as a soul only, as is done by other shamans, but in the body. There he cured the Lamut devil and then only his son-in-law began to improve. After this the shaman made a wooden man and hung it on the tree where the Lamut devil had been sitting.

To this wooden man offerings are taken for the spirit of the deceased shaman and the idol is also the protector of the trail.

**The Modern Yukaghir Shaman.** The transformations wrought by the influence of Russian culture in the religious, social and economic life of the Yukaghir, appear most markedly in Yukaghir shamanism. In those districts where shamans still occur, they have lost their clan affiliations and have become ordinary professional shamans, like the shamans of the Tungus and Yakut whose main function is the curing of the sick. Even in matters pertaining to
the hunt, the very source of Yukaghir life, the significance of the shaman, as a priest and mediator between the spirits controlling the animals and the hunters, no longer exists. It is easy to see why the medicinal functions of shamanism should have been best preserved. All men are subject to sickness and death; rational medical assistance, on the other hand, cannot be had. The only recourse in such cases is the shaman who knows how to fight the evil spirits, the sources of disease.

The Dress of the Shaman. What the dress of the ancient Yukaghir shaman was cannot be ascertained with accuracy. According to the old men of the Yukaghir, the dress of the ancient shaman differed from ordinary dress only by more embroidery and leather tassels, such as occur on women's dresses.

The cut of the dress of the modern Yukaghir shaman, as well as that of modern Yukaghir dress in general, is borrowed from the Tungus, as will appear in the section on material culture. The metallic parts and the pendants of the shaman's dress have been borrowed mainly from the Yakut. For comparative purposes I shall describe here the shamanistic dresses, secured by me for the American Museum of Natural History, which include modern Yukaghir as well as Tungus and Yakut specimens.

Fig. 1 a-b (169) represents a shaman's coat (i'rkeyen-ma'gil) of the Tundra Yukaghir, back and front views. In the front, as all upper garments of the Tungus, the coat has a longitudinal cut and both borders of the coat are tied over the apron with leather straps.

This coat is particularly interesting for, aside from the Tungus cut, it approaches in appearance the coat of the ancient Yukaghir shamans. Metallic parts are scarce, while the figures of men and animals are absent. Two iron circles on the back represent the shamanistic sun, i'rkeyen-ye'rpeyeni, and the shamanistic moon, i'rkeyen-ki'njeni. The tassels on the back represent the feathers (pu'gacen-) of a bird; the fringe at the bottom represents the tail (la'xil'), while the sleeves stand for the wings (ui'yen). The entire coat thus represents a bird's skin by means of which the shaman is able to fly. The coat is made of the soft skins of reindeer yearlings, with the fur turned outside. The straight straps are made of soft dressed reindeer leather, the round bushy tassels are made of fur rings of different colors strung on leather straps. The rings are made of the fur of reindeer legs. Some fur rings are painted dark red and are made of the fur of a newly born reindeer.

Fig. 2 (169) represents a shaman's hat (wo'lman-mo'ho) belonging to the coat described above. It is made of the fur of reindeer calves, embroidered with painted elk hair and decorated with strips and bits of skin of different colors, placed in parallel lines around the hat. All around the hat hang fur tassels ending in a leather fringe. To the top of the hat are sewn two fur horns. It seems to me that this feature of the hat must be borrowed from the Tungus shamans. Almost all shamanistic hats of the Tungus which I
have succeeded in seeing, were furnished with horns made of iron in place of leather.

On the leather horns of this hat representations of human faces are embroidered in sinew thread; these faces are called wo'mad-o'no, that is, shadow or soul of (deceased) shaman, in the Kolyma dialect — a'mad a'ibi.

The apron of this dress, which is represented on the drawing Fig. 3 (5610) has no figures attached nor any other decorations besides tassels and a fringe, which are also found on the aprons of women. This dress, to which must
be added a drum and a drum-stick,¹ I secured from the shaman of the Alaseya clan, Yegor Shamanov. He sold it to me after much persuasion on the part of the chief. When the deal was concluded, he passed the money over to the latter and in silence left the tent, where the purchase was arranged. As I was informed later, he was crying because he had been deprived of the hereditary shamanistic dress, in which he saw the main source of his shamanistic power.

I have said before that the shaman's coat represents a bird's skin with the help of which the shaman can fly, transforming himself into a bird. This idea is in perfect accord with the mythological accounts of the Chukchee, Koryak, Kamchadal, Aleut, and Indians of the northwest coast of America, which speak of heroes who put on bird-skin coats and are transformed into birds. It may be of interest in this connection to quote here the contents of a myth about an ancient shaman of the Yukaghir Goose clan who was flying about with the birds. When he was getting ready to fly with the storks, he first of all took out his human ventricle and intestines and gave them to his wife for safe keeping. Then he put on his best, that is, shamanistic gown, went out into the yard, shook himself, rose into the air, joined the storks and himself became a stork. The following spring he came flying back home in the form of an eagle, but he could not take off his bird-coat, which was sticking to his body. His men, becoming aware of him, said, "Here is our shaman who has come back." He shouted to them, "Make a fire in the yard." The people made a fire. The shaman burned his feathers off over the fire, and became a man again. It transpired that his wife during his absence had lived with another youth, and had torn the shaman's stomach. When the shaman heard of this, he ordered a reindeer to be killed, and put the reindeer's

¹ The drawings of the Yukaghir drum (a'iman-ya'lgil) and the drum-stick (ya'lgin-pa'idy'e) as well as their description, have been given in my work on the Koryak, Part I, p. 56, Fig. 20 (֚֙֙֙֙֙֙).
stomach in place of his own. He left the house and went with the reindeer to eat moss. He said, "The reindeer stomach is not good." He returned home, took out the reindeer stomach and threw it away. The people said to the shaman, "You must insert a human stomach." But the shaman answered,

"No, do not do that, it is a sin. I shall try a dog's stomach." A dog was killed, and the shaman took its stomach. When one of the men went out to defecate, the shaman ran after him and ate his excrements. "No," said the shaman, "it is painful to live this way." He threw out the dog's stomach.
and with the words, "Now an end has come to my days," died. The following morning the shaman's wife and her lover, when lying together in bed, became stuck to each other and could not get up. Thus they died in tortures.

The second Yukaghir shaman's dress, which I secured on the Kolyma tundra from the Yukaghir shaman, Ivan Tretyakov, consists of a coat, an apron, and a hat. Iron and copper pendants on this costume indicate the influence of Yakut shamanism, although some figures have an independent Yukaghir meaning.

Fig. 4 (\( \frac{10}{12} \) and \( \frac{12}{12} \)) represent a shaman's apron, wo'Imann, u'gun-ru'kun, in the Kolyma dialect, a'Iman-nige'ye'buyun, and a coat (front view). The apron reaches up to the neck.

Seven metal pendants are sewn to the front of the apron along the middle line. These represent, from the top downward: First of all a copper man, wo'Iman-o'no, that is, shadow or soul of (deceased) shaman. Under this figure is drawn the wo'Iman-čońčugoje, that is, the shaman's iron heart, a symbol of courage, of daring. Under the heart there is sewn on to the apron a double-headed shamanistic eagle, kin-yo'nei-wo'Iman-či'ye'n. This is one of the e'ji, that is, a shamanistic spirit. Či'ye'n is an eagle with white wings, which flies south for the winter (Thalassaëthus pelagicus Pall.?).

Under the double-headed eagle there is an iron representation of another variety of eagle which spends the winter on the Kolyma river and is called in Yukaghir xań'leń. This eagle represents another shamanistic spirit. The iron figure next under it representing a bird is a third shamanistic spirit,
wo'lman-ca'lgañ, that is, a shamanistic diver. These three birds were, according to the explanation of the shaman himself, his main spirits. The two iron plates at the bottom of the apron are called wo'lman ni'niye, in the Kolyma dialect a’lman i’rin cara’yé, which means the shamanistic supporter of the stomach. As we shall see in the section on material culture, a “supporter of the stomach” — i’rin-cara’ye —, made of copper or iron, is found among other decorations on almost all women’s aprons. Usually, one or two human faces are carved on this metallic plate. The supporter of the stomach, on the woman’s apron, is not a mere decoration; it is a special helper of women, which protects them against pains in the abdominal region, gastric pains as well as those associated with menstruation and child-birth. It is quite possible that the original meaning of this pendant was exclusively a religious and magical one. The Tungus name for this decorative amulet of women is a’fn.apun.

Among the decorations of women’s aprons there frequently occurs a bow-shaped metallic plate with notches and other decorations; this plate is sewn to the upper part of the apron under the chin and is regarded as a protector and amulet against diseases of the throat and colds in general. Such plates are also found on the aprons of shamans. All these are phenomena which reveal the tendency of shamanistic dress to resemble the dress of women. I refer to this at another place in greater detail. This tendency is also responsible for the decoration of the shamanistic apron here reproduced, a decoration which like that of the common woman’s apron consists of leather tassels and fringes. The fringes of the shamanistic apron are called wo’lman-n.u’nunrukun-ne’ele’ye, while the tassels made of many-coloured pieces of fur of reindeer calf legs sewn into rings, are called in the Tundra dialect ne’ñileñ and in the Kolyma dialect — ye’ñičeni, which means “variegated” or “many-coloured.” The sinew-thread embroidery is called in the Tundra dialect wo’lman-n.u’nunrukun-li’meleñ, in the Kolyma dialect a’lman nige’ye’bun-cor’e’le, which means embroidery on a shaman’s apron. Li’meleñ or cor’e’le means embroidery, drawing, and also writing.

On the shaman’s coat (front view) there are the following accessories and pendants, as indicated in Fig. 4. The fringe at the sleeves is called ü’yen pu’gačeñ, in the Kolyma dialect ti’bid-a’mun-puge’lbiye, which means “wing-feathers.” The iron plate at the right shoulder represents the clavicle, in the Tundra dialect na’ndamun, in the Kolyma dialect — ce’rbe-da’mun. A similar plate is attached to the left shoulder. The broad strap which, passing under the arm-pit, hugs the left shoulder, and the iron plates on the sleeves and on the sides of the coat will be seen to better advantage in the next figure.

Fig. 5 (a.79) represents the back view of the shaman’s coat of the preceding figure. Of the two metallic disks sewn to the coat in the middle of the back, the larger one which is of iron, is called irke’yed-ye’rpeyeñ, that
is, the shaman’s sun; the other, smaller one, which is made of copper, is called irke’yen-ki’nje, that is, the shaman’s moon. Under the collar on the back is sewn a plate with holes which represent the shaman’s stars, wo’lman pa’gajid-i’ci. All the celestial bodies here enumerated light the shaman’s path on his way to the subterranean world.

Under the stars, on the straps which pass over the shaman’s shoulders and under the arm-pits hangs a bent piece of iron in which an iron toggle revolves; to the latter a long strap is tied which ends in a sling for the hand. This entire appliance of the coat is called mo’inubed-ige’ye, that is, “the strap that holds back.” The shaman’s assistant (no’gdiye) holds the strap by the sling, to prevent the spirits from carrying off the shaman himself, when his soul departs in order to proceed to the Kingdom of Shadows.

The iron plates and pipes on the back are called ču’mdamunjō, in the Kolyma dialect yobo’god-amun-ju’dul, that is, the spinal irons. Leather straps, to which the iron plates are attached, represent the vertebrae, ču’mun-malgil’, in the Kolyma dialect yobo’gon-malgil’. Čumu and yobo’go mean in the Yukaghir dialects “back,” while ma’lgil’ means — “member,” “joint,” “link.”

Seven iron plates at the sides, under the sleeves, represent the ribs, n.ugo’red-amu’npe, that is, “side bones.” On the left side one plate is missing.

Of the two iron braces attached to each sleeve, the larger one represents the humerus, ni’nìid-a’mun, in the Kolyma dialect pe’jen-n.ugo’jed-a’mun. The other, smaller one, represents the fore-arm (that is, the ulna and the radius together) and is called in the Tundra dialect ʃaden-a’mun, in the Kolyma dialect n.u’god-a’mun.

Of the meaning of the fringe and the tassels on the back of the coat,
I have spoken when describing the preceding shaman’s dress, which lacked the iron pendants representing the different parts of the skeleton. Whether these bones represent parts of the bird or of the human skeleton is a question which may be answered when the coats of the Yakut shamans are studied. There can be no doubt that the iron pendants were borrowed from the Yakut. The description of their shamanistic dresses follows further on.

Fig. 6 (\(\text{\textcopyright}_{\text{\textcopyright}}\)) is a wo’lman-mo’ño, in the Kolyma dialect a’lman-mo’go, that is, shaman’s hat. It is embroidered with dyed hair of reindeer or elk mane and with sinew thread. It is trimmed with dyed fur of a young reindeer and decorated with a fringe of straps and tassels, made of the down of a new-born seal.

**The Dress of Yakut Shamans.** The Yakut influence on the dress of modern Yukaghir shamans is obvious. A description of the dress of Yakut shamans, while possessing its own scientific interest, will also help us to elucidate the influence referred to above.

I succeeded in securing for the American Museum three dresses of Yakut shamans. Two of these were secured in the Yakutsk district, east of the city of Yakutsk, while one was obtained on the Kolyma river.

Fig. 7 (\(\text{\textcopyright}_{\text{\textcopyright}}\)) represents the coat of a Yakut shaman’s dress, oyu’n kira’r tañasa’ (shaman’s rite coat). It is a back view. It was bought in the Meginski ulus\(^1\) of the Yakutsk district from the Yakut Slyeptsov, who furnished the explanation of the different parts of the coat. Slyeptsov himself, however, was not a shaman. His explanations do, however, agree in a general way with the descriptions of Yakut shaman’s dresses furnished by other investigators, primarily Pekarsky and Vasilyev.\(^2\) Unfortunately, I

---

1 The Yakut tribe is divided into uluses. Every ulus consists of a certain number of naslegs and every nasleg is divided into gentes or father-sibs. All these tribal divisions occupy certain territories called by the names of the divisions.

do not have in my possession any separate drawings of the pendants belonging to this coat. I shall describe them as they appear on the illustration. The coat is made of badly tanned calf hides, the fur turned inside. During the shamanistic performance, the shaman puts the coat on the naked body. On the top above the shoulder-blades there is sewn across the back a strap of thick bull’s hide, to which iron and copper pendants and small rattles are attached. Similar straps are sewn on further below across the entire back.

All the flat iron plates, lancet-like in shape, are called čil'iri’t and čil'iri’t-kisa’n and represent, according to Slyeptsov, the feathers of the bird which, in each particular instance, appears as the shaman’s spirit.1 Kisa’n is a general term for iron pendants. Pendants in the shape of iron conical hollow tubes are called köndö’i-kisa’n. The meaning of these pendants Slyeptsov could not give.

Copper bells, small rattles, and little bells, in the form of bivalvular shells, on the back, are called xobo’-kisa’n.

Under the upper pendants (kisa’n), in the middle of the back, we see three iron disks. The upper disk with a hole is called oibo’n-kusäña’. Oibo’n means “ice-hole,” through which the shaman descends to the lower

---

1 Vasilyev and Pekarsky give for these plates the terms bşiya’-kisa’n or baliṅ-kisa’n, that is, knife- and fish-pendant.
world, the world of evil spirits. The symbolic meaning of this disk clearly corresponds to that of the drum in Yukaghir shamanism. The real meaning of the term kïusâna’ is unknown, but, according to Pekarsky, this word is applied to all kinds of disks on the shaman’s dress.

The other disk with a hole is called kûn-kïusâna’, that is, sun-disk. It represents the shaman’s sun, which must light his path during his journey to the subterranean world.

The third disk without hole in the middle is called yi-kïusâna’, that is, moon-disk.

The iron chain on the back, attached to the rings, which are sewn on to the coat under the arm-pits, is called täsi’n, that is, “bridle.” By that chain the assistant holds the shaman, to prevent the spirits from carrying off the shaman himself, when his soul departs for the lower regions or towards heaven. We remember a similar feature on the coat of the Yukaghir shaman, who gave it a similar interpretation. There can be no doubt that originally the bridle is of Yakut derivation. The strap fringe at the bottom of the coat and at the sleeves, called in Yakut bittr²’s represents bird feathers, like the iron plates referred to above.

The elongated iron strap on the upper part of the sleeve in the back is called tabita’l timira’, that is, upper-arm-iron. It must be noted that tabita’l means in Yakut the humerus of birds. Below the tabita’l, between the elbow and the wrist, there is sewn a bow-shaped iron plate, called xari-timirä.¹

Xari’ means in Yakut human forearm bones. It appears that the representation of the upper arm is called after a bird’s humerus, while the representation of the bones of the forearm is called after the corresponding human bones. However, Pekarsky and Vasilyev adduce for the plate representing the upper arm also another term, akïma’l, which really means human humerus. About the lower plate, representing the forearm, Vasilyev states that one shaman did not call it xari’, that is, human forearm bones, but xotogoi’, that is, bird’s stroke feathers. If these pendants on the sleeves represent parts of the skeleton of the deceased shaman, it is curious to note the confusion of bird and human bones. I agree with Vasilyev that no contradiction is involved in such confusion. If we assume that the Yakut shamanistic coat, like that of the Yukaghir, represents a bird’s skin, with the help of which the shaman becomes transformed into a bird, then, at the moment of transformation, the shaman is a bird-man. According to my interpreter, the shaman rises to the upper world by means of his coat, whereas he descends to the lower world through the ice-hole disk. On the other hand, some of the Yakut gave me different interpretations of the iron pendants of the coat which

¹ V. L. Priklonsky in his “Three Years in the Yakut Province” (in Russian), Shivaya Starina, IV, p. 43, 1891, (Living Old Time) calls the fringe on the sleeves of the Yakut shaman’s coat illi’ and translates the word as “hawk’s wings.”
represents the bones of the skeleton. These iron pendants are said to serve as a kind of armor in the fight with hostile shamans and spirits. A similar explanation was given me by Slyeptsov of two iron plates, sewn on in place of the shoulder blades and called sarin-timir', that is, shoulder-irons. These iron shoulder blades protect the shaman in conflicts with more powerful shamans.

On the sleeves of the coat at the top there are transversal bent iron plates, one at the bent of the elbow, the other at the edge of the sleeve. These plates represent the elbow-joint and the wrist. At the sides of the coat below the elbows we find on both sides several iron plates running parallel to each other. They are seven in all. Four are sewn on at the right side, as may be seen in the illustration. It appears that the end of one plate has become loose and that the plate hangs on one strap. On the left side there are only three plates. All seven plates are called oyogo's-timir', that is, iron ribs. It is hard to explain why on the Yakut shaman’s coat we find only seven ribs represented, while on the Yakaghir shaman’s coat, there are, as we saw before, fourteen ribs, seven on each side. But on the Yakut shaman’s coat, described by Vasilyev and Pekarsky, there also was a representation of only seven ribs. With reference to the form and cut of the Yakut shaman’s coats it is highly important to know whether they have in front an apron or chest-protector, such as are to be found on the Tungus and on modern Yakaghir shaman’s dresses. Thus the coat, described by Vasilyev, to judge by the photograph, has no separate apron, and the front borders of the coat are held together by buckles. Nor does Syeroshevsky mention the apron as part of the Yakut shaman’s dress. On the other hand, on the coat described by Pekarsky and Vasilyev there is a special chest-protector, tisililik, sewn to the left border of the coat. The first named authors probably overlooked this feature. The dress may have belonged to a Yakut shaman, but its cut is certainly Tungus. Among the Yakut aprons and chest-protectors never occur on either man’s or woman’s dress. Plate IX, Fig. 1, gives a photograph of a Yakut shaman taken by myself on the Kolyma as early as 1895. Here a separate apron may be clearly seen under the straps on the rim of the coat. But the cut is not Yakut. The representation of shamanistic birds on the apron recalls the apron belonging to the Yakaghir shaman’s coat described before, while on the sides of the coat itself we find seven ribs on each side.

The front of the Yakut shaman’s coat of Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 8 (\ref{fig:8}). It has no special breast piece. There may be seen a seam between the left part of the coat and the breast part, but in my opinion this front piece is not the remainder of an apron. It is simply a piece of skin added on because of the shortness of the material. However, the fastenings in the front of the

\footnote{1 See Syeroshevsky, The Yakut p. 98.}
coat are not in the middle as they ought to be, but nearer to the right hand, and thus the breast piece looks like a chest protector.

The front part of the other Yakut shaman's coat Fig. 9 shows the genuine cut of the Yakut shaman's dress. There is no breast piece at all. The front borders are held together by tying strings.

Fig. 10 shows the back view of the coat Fig. 9. The coat is made of calf hides. There are only two iron discs. The upper one without the hole in the middle called yi-küüsäña', represents the shaman's moon. The lower disc with a hole in the middle called kun-küüsäña' that is, the sun disk, representing the shaman's sun. Of the iron pendants (kisa'n) and small bells in the form of bivalvular shells (xobo'-kisä'n) are representation of shaman's spirits. The triangles on the shoulders represent shoulder-blades. The triangles
below the discs are called oyu'n-sulu's that is, "shaman's stars." The iron straps on the sleeves represent the arm bones. On this coat are missing the representations of ribs and the "bridle" by which the assistant holds the shaman preventing the spirits from carrying him off.

On the left and right borders are representations of human figures cut out of copper. These are the most important representations on the shaman's coat because they represent special spirits, protectors of the shaman, called ämägä't. One of them is called külä'r-ämägä't, that is, the laughing Emeget, the other, jas-ämägä't, that is, the copper Emeget. According to the explanation given by Vasilyev and Pekarsky, the copper Emeget is a representation of the head of the yö,¹ that is, the wandering souls of the dead who have become evil spirits. The laughing Emeget is missing in the description of

¹ The souls of men which have been eaten by evil spirits are themselves transformed into evil spirits called yö.
these authors. But instead of that figure, there is on the coat described by them a representation of another Emeget called irā'ämägä't, that is, the raving (mad) Emeget. It represents one of the upper evil spirits which causes madness. Under these Emegets there are a few iron figures in the form of lancet like plates called čiliri't, that is, shaman’s feathers.

The Yakut shaman’s dress from the Kolyma river, to which I referred before, was secured by me in the Rodchevo village not far from Verchne-

Fig. 10. Back part of the coat fig. 9.

Kolymsk. That dress has an altogether distinct cut which I have not met elsewhere and which does not tally with any of the descriptions in the literature on Yakut shamanism. Fig. 11 (19) represents the coat from the back, Plate IX, Fig. 2, represents it from the front.

The peculiarities of the cut, the absence of metallic pendants, which characterize Yakut shaman’s dresses in general, may be explained in part through Tungus influence, and in part through the high cost and difficulty of
The Yukaghin.
securing iron and copper in the north of the Yakut province. The coat is made of dressed reindeer hide, instead of the calf hide usually employed for Yakut shamanistic dresses. The lower part of the coat is not sewn to the upper part, but is fastened to the latter by buckles under the fringe at the belt, so that the coat may be lengthened or shortened in accordance with the size of the shaman. The sleeves are not whole but consist of longitudinal strips of hide sewn to the shoulders and to the leather rings at the elbow and fist. This coat is not worn over the naked body but over the ordinary dress.

The pendants, kis'a'n, on the coat consist of tassels with strung beads and of copper tubes with copper disks sewn to their ends. A longitudinal strip on the back, with tassels, which ends in a tail, represents the vertebrae, tonoho's. The tail consists of an iron arrow with the iron pendants at the sides, called jil kis'a'n. The fringe around the coat represents feathers, just as on the Yukaghir shaman’s coat. In front of the coat the apron is visible, which is sewn to the left border as a chest-protector while it is tied to the right with straps, and is not put on separately, as is the case among the Tungus and Yukaghir. In this respect the arrangement of the apron is like that of the shaman’s coat, described by Vasilyev and Pekarsky as a Yakut coat. On the dress itself there are no iron figures which are characteristic of Yakut shamanistic coats. Instead, tin disks were hanging down from the edge of the inner side of the drum which belonged to that dress. These disks took the place of the ice-hole-disk, oibo’n-küsäña’, and sun-disk, kün-küsäña’, which are usually sewn to the back of the coat. Inside the drum there were also tin representations of birds; a stork, kital’k and two varieties of wood-

Fig. 11. Back part of a coat of a Yakut shaman from the Kolyma river.
cocks, called in Yakut čokčoŋo' and kurrikačči. Representations of birds, as stated before, were placed on the apron of the Yukaghir shaman's coat and on those coats of Yakut shamans which had chest-protectors.

On the outer side of the rim of this drum there were five elevations. They serve as resonators for the sound of the drum but also have a symbolic significance. According to the Yakut shaman from Rodchevo, the two upper elevations on the drum here discussed represent horns, the two middle ones, on the sides, represent ears, while the fifth elevation, the lowest one, stands for the chin. In the fact that the upper elevations are called horns we must see Tungus influence. I have stated before that among the Tungus the drum appears as the shaman's reindeer, among the Yakut as his horse.

Fig. 12a (85 90) represents the headdress belonging to this shaman's dress. It consists of a wire ring, decorated by a fringe made of reindeer leather. Fig. 12b (85 31) represents the leather foot-wear of the shaman. The hat as well as the foot-wear are indispensable accessories of the Yukaghir shaman's dress. Every shaman invents some distinguishing peculiarity of his own. As far as the headdress is concerned, the Yakut shamans either dispense with a hat altogether, letting their long hair fly loose over the face, or they wear

---

1 About the elevations on the Yakut shaman's drums as well as about drums in general see W. Jochelson, The Koryak, p. 55-59.
women's caps. The hat with a fringe should rather be regarded as characteristic of the Yukaghir and Tungus shamans. Not all Yakut shamans use special dresses in their shamanistic performances. There are some shamans among the Yakut who perform without a special dress, and even without a

![Fig. 15. Apron of a Tungus shaman.](image)

...drum. On the Kolyma river I met such a shaman, by the name of Konon. He is represented on Plate X, Fig. 1. Konon is blind. He was often called in to cure the sick and was regarded as a powerful shaman. But he told me himself that he did not have the main emege't. Instead of a shaman's
coat he dressed in a woman's coat, sañtya'x, while instead of a drum, he used as a horse for his journey to the subterranean world a willow with three branches, to which were tied hair from the tail of a white horse. This willow is called jalbî'r. It may be seen on Plate X, Fig. 1. On his head Konon used to wear a woman's cap made of ermine skins. Before the shamanistic performance, the assistant tied the shaman around his chest and shoulder with a strap, täsi'n, the end of which he held from behind, while the performance was in progress.

The Dresses of Tungus Shamans. The Tungus shamanistic dress to be described here, was secured by me on the shores of the Ochotsk sea from Tungus who come in contact with the Koryak but never or seldom meet the Yakut. These dresses differ materially from those of the Tungus shamans of the Yakut province. The dress of the latter differs from the dress of the Yakut shamans only in having separate aprons and a headdress with tassels. The metallic pendants are identical with those of the Yakut shamans. In the shamanistic dress of the Ochotsk Tungus the metallic pendants are almost completely absent.

Fig. 13 (\textsuperscript{70} 6) represents a shaman's apron, nel, made of reindeer hide. On the chest there are figures of men cut out of cloth, which are called be'yikanča, "dolls" (literally, "representations of human figures"). They are the helpers of the shaman and are called in Tungus nu'îrura. Excepting these sewn-on figures the shaman's apron differs in no way from an ordinary woman's apron. We find the same appliqué decorations, embroideries, fringe and tassels, called u'rdan.

Fig. 14 (\textsuperscript{70} 5) represents a Tungus shaman's coat (back view). The conventionalized figures of human beings, embroidered in sinew thread, represent
Fig. 1. Aヤクタシャマン PERFORMING WITHOUT CEREMONIAL DRESS.

Fig. 2. A TUNGUS SHAMAN PERFORMING.
shamanistic spirits, called ye'ndriče. The tassels on the back are called čo'rojon, from čo'ro, "poles," which form the foundation of the lower, cylindrical part of a Tungus tent. In front on the borders of the coat, which may be seen on Plate X, Fig. 2, there are no decorations, figures or pendants, except the leather strings.

Fig. 15 represents a shaman's cap, ā'wun, furnished with iron horns of the wild reindeer, the spirit-protector of the shaman, called ge'lken. This is a special name for this spirit alone. Shamanistic spirits in general are called hō'yin. This term corresponds to the Yukaghir e'i. Conventionalized figures of men and animals embroidered in sinew thread, — among the animals are the wolf and the snake, — represent another class of shamanistic spirits which are placed on both sides of the cap and are called ye'ndriče.

Plate X, Fig. 2 represents the Tungus shaman from whom the dress was secured, in his attire and with a drum in his hand.

Fig. 16 represents a shaman's glove left, mà'na (paw), made of reindeer leather with claws on the fingers and tassels over them made of hair of a reindeer leg. The glove symbolizes the bear, the shaman's spirit, called mà'lgt. On two fingers conventionalized figures of men are embroidered in sinew thread, which represent spirits, ye'ndriče. The shaman could not explain the meaning of the ornament in the middle of the glove, embroidered in dyed thread, reindeer hair and sinew thread.

Fig. 17, a and b, represent Tungus shamanistic leggings. They
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are devoid of all decorations, excepting leather pendants to the ends of which beads are sewn. The foot-wear is made of smoked reindeer hide, the soles being of sealskin. The piece of skin placed on the instep is painted black on one boot, and yellow on the other. Insertions between the instep and the soles are colored in reverse order.

Figs. 18, 19, 20 and 21 (Fig. 15) represent a coat, apron, cap and one boot belonging to a dress of another Tungus shaman. The coat and apron lack representations of spirits, and are decorated merely by rows of embroidery, fringes, and iron tubes such as are found on the Yakut shamanistic dresses.

The cap is furnished with reindeer antlers, similar to the preceding ones, and with conventionalized representations of men. Two of these figures are appliqué. The heads of these two figures are represented as circles embroidered in beads. The shaman’s boot is made of reindeer leather and is embroidered in dyed reindeer and elk hair. The tassels are made of the down of a new

Fig. 16. Glove of a Tungus shaman.

Fig. 17 a–b. Footwear of a Tungus shaman.
Fig. 18-21. Coat, apron, cap and boot of a Tungus shaman.
Fig. 22. Back of a Tungus shaman's coat from the Anadyr river.

Fig. 23. Front of the same coat.

Fig. 24 a-b. Boots of the same dress.

Fig. 25. Cap of the same dress.
born reindeer. The appliqué embroidery with a cross and the cross embroidered on the instep have a merely decorative significance.

To the description of the Tungus shaman's dress I wish to add illustrations of the back and front of a shaman's coat of the polar Tungus to the east of the Kolyma river. This specimen was procured by Mr. Bogoras in Markova on the Anadyr river. On the back of the coat (Fig. 22) to the left figures of men are seen, representing the shaman's spirits. In the middle is embroidered a figure representing the vertebrae. The meaning of the crosses on the right side can be explained only by imitation of the ceremonial dress of the Russian priests. The tassels and fringes are made of skin straps covered by colored fur rings.

Fig. 23 shows the front of this coat with human figures on the left side and crosses on the right.

Fig. 24 represents a pair of fur boots belonging to the same shaman's dress, ornamented with tassels and fringes. Fig. 25 shows the shaman's cap and Fig. 26 his apron, without metallic or other pendants, except four fur tassels.

The Classes of Shamans. All investigators of the Yakut agree that in ancient times they had two kinds of shamans, black and white, or abasi'-oyuna', that is, the shamans of evil spirits, and ayr'-oyuna', the shamans of creative deities. As I was told by the northern Yakut, the black shamans brought

The Classes of Shamans. All investigators of the Yakut agree that in ancient times they had two kinds of shamans, black and white, or abasi'-oyuna', that is, the shamans of evil spirits, and ayr'-oyuna', the shamans of creative deities. As I was told by the northern Yakut, the black shamans brought
disease to men, while the white cured them. At present all definite differentiation is lacking. Modern Yakut shamans practise their art mainly to cure people; on the other hand, they are feared as men who are able to do harm. The data as to the classification of shamans obtained from the Yakut and even from the shamans themselves, are rather confusing and contradictory in character. The interesting topic of shamanism is still further obscured by speculative conclusions of some authors, based on the isolated statements of single individuals. It is claimed, for instance, that white shamans had no drums, or that they had no garments, or no figures of animals, or no figures of animals on their garments, or that they had no emeget or that there was no hole in the inner cross handle of their drums. My personal opinion is that the difference between white and black shamans among the Yakut consisted in that the former were protected by the abas’t’, that is, the evil spirits, while the latter were protected by the ayt’, that is, benevolent spirits, but both kinds of shamans could cure with the assistance of their spirits. Perhaps the black shaman was regarded as more powerful than his white rival, for he was protected by the spirits who caused disease and could therefore better cope with it.

On the other hand the shamans may have as guardians both evil and benevolent spirits and be simultaneously white and black shamans.

My notes on the division of Yukaghir shamans into good and evil are also somewhat vague. Speaking theoretically, the Yukaghir a’lma as representative of the clan, could not be an evil shaman, at least not with reference to his consanguineous group. On the contrary he was the protector of the clan and its priest. On the other hand, the Yukaghir shamans control not only the good spirits of the e’iji category or the souls of deceased shamans, but also the evil spirits of the ku’kul and yu’oye categories who often appear as their helpers. Besides, the a’lma may do harm, for instance, to rival shamans, to aliens, and in general to persons who are hostile to him personally or to the individuals of his kin. What the Yakut call abas’t’-oyuna’, black shaman or shaman of evil spirits, the Yukaghir call antaja’ye. Etymologically antaja’ye means “one who pronounces incantations” (from the root a’nta, “to speak”) and corresponds to the Yakut word apta’x, but the Yukaghir designate by the term antaja’ye evil shamans, wizards.

The Yukaghir on the Korkodon and Yassachnaya rivers told me, that in ancient times they had no antaja’ye, that they were evil men, for they brought ruin to people. The antaja’ye, they said, made their appearance among them after the advent of the Lamut and the Russians. The Lamut especially have many wizards. The Omolon Yukaghir, on the other hand, spoke to me of the antaja’ye, as of an ancient institution. An Omolon Yukaghir, Vasiliy Vostryakov, characterized to me the a’lma or shaman and the antaja’ye or wizard in the following way. The power of a’lma is in his
guardian spirits, the power of antaja'ye is in his word, that is, in incantations and charms which no power can resist. But the charms were secrets, else every one could have used them. Thus, for instance, the ancient antaja'ye could by a word stop the blood in a man's blood-vessels; the man would suddenly grow pale and his blood-vessels would contract.

The Yukaghir of the tundra, evidently under the influence of ideas of the Tungus with whom they have mixed call the evil shaman leu'nujeboje wo'ilmañ, “eating shaman,” that is, “the shaman who eats men.” Such a shaman does only harm to people and kills them. When an “eating shaman” dies, he is placed at burial with his face turned downward, so as to prevent him from doing harm after death.

Mr. Bogoras found on the Large Anui river a shamanistic board with drawings. One half of the board was painted black, the other red. On the black half, which represented night, were drawn animals which represented the spirits of the black shaman; on the red half which represented day, were drawn the animals which are the spirits of the white shaman. From the fact, however, that among the animals of the black half of the board was the Yakut animal, the horse, — not known to the Yukaghir before the advent of the Yakut, — also the dog and the mammoth, which are not regarded by the Yukaghir as evil spirits, it appears obvious that the Anui Yukaghir have borrowed the idea from the Yakut with whom they have become mixed.

WOWEN-SHAMANS. Next to the division of the shamans into good and evil, the function of woman in shamanism is a most interesting problem. At the present time no women-shamans occur among the Yukaghir; nor are any known to exist among the Yakut among whom shamanism is preserved better than among the Yukaghir. So far as the Yukaghir are concerned, women-shamans are nowhere mentioned in their folk-lore, but there are references to women who assist the shamans in their performances. Thus, in one text, the wife of a shaman prepares the drum for her husband. In that tradition, however, the shaman described is a Lamut. I have met a woman-assistant of a shaman on the Korkodon river. But that shaman also was not a Yukaghir, but a Tungus who stayed among the Yukaghir. His wife, the daughter of a Yukaghir shaman, before the beginning of an incantation, took away the shaman’s knives and other weapons, to prevent him from hurting himself. In the course of the shamanistic frenzy, he had the inclination to cut himself with a knife, by order, he claimed, of the spirits. In the course of the incantation, she supported her husband when he dropped to the ground, that is, when his soul descended to the lower world. Before the end of the incantation she would strike her husband on the head with her cutting-board, in order to induce the spirits he had conjured to leave him, now that they

were no longer needed. The presence at Yukaghir shamanistic incantations of virgin girls who are believed to attract spirits of the male sex, must also be taken in the light of woman's participation in incantations.¹

On the other hand, a menstruating woman or a woman after child-birth must not touch shamanistic objects. Even her presence in the house while an incantation is in progress, is regarded as an impediment to the appearance of spirits. Nor is there any trace left of the participation of women in the so-called family shamanism, which survives among the Koryak and Chukchee, and which gave woman the control of the shamanistic ritual in the family and placed in her charge the family drum. But from all this it appears that among the ancient Yukaghir each family had its family drum, although the shaman was not regarded as a family priest but as a representative of the clan to which the family belonged.

During his travels in the district of the Anui river, Mr. Bogoras found traces of drums in almost all deserted houses of deceased Yukaghir of the Omok clans, so that his Russian companions expressed the opinion that all these Yukaghir must have been wizards.

Among the Yakut, women participated in the rites of both, family and professional shamanism. Accordingly there exists a special term udaha'n for the woman-shaman as distinct from the male oyu’n. Some Yakut traditions attribute more power to the udaha’n, the female shaman, than to the oyu’n, the male shaman. Troschansky ² adduces the statement of a Yakut to the effect that among his people the udaha’n was more ancient than the oyu’n. On this basis Vitashevsky reaches the generalization that in antiquity matriarchate existed among the Yakut.

A particular aspect of shamanism known to us as transformation of men into women and vice versa, was known among the Koryak and the Kamchadal, and still occurs among the Chukchee. This phenomenon is reflected in the tendency of the Yukaghir, Yakut and other shamans to assume an external resemblance to woman. I have previously referred to this phenomenon in my work on the Koryak.³ This tendency as well as the idea of a complete transformation or change of sex may be explained by the fact that shamanism was genetically connected with the family, that family shamanism has preceded professional shamanism, and that the first shamans were women. This is possible, notwithstanding the fact that woman at certain periods is unclean and distasteful to shamanistic spirits. This explanation must, however, be regarded as merely a probable assumption, which it would be hard to prove at the hand of material so far available. Equal probability must be granted to the alternative assumption that the sexual transformation of shamans or

¹ See further on, p. 198 note 4.
the tendency of shamans to externally resemble a woman, is deducible from
the attitude of primitive man towards everything that is abnormal as super-
natural and possessing special powers.

It will prove of interest to consider here the following episode from a
Yukaghir tradition about a Lamut shaman. When a Koryak broke the
shaman's arm with an arrow, he took hold of his wife's apron and, while
continuing his performance, struck his broken arm with the apron, and the
arm was cured. Here, apparently, transpires the idea of a medicinal power
of the apron because it belongs to a woman.

The Drum. In my work on the Koryak I have among other drums
described also a modern Yukaghir drum. Its longitudinal axis is 88 cm. long.
It is difficult to say what were the characteristics of the ancient Yukaghir
drum. The iron cross inside the drum which serves as a handle and the
small rattling attachments make one think that the form and mechanism of
the modern Yukaghir drum have developed under Yakut influence. The
Omolon Yukaghir told me that their ancient drum was of the Koryak type
with a handle inside made of sinew string. To judge by the drawing in
Steller's work on Kamchatka, the drum of the ancient Kamchadal was oval
in form with a longitudinal stick inside the drum as a handle. 

Among the Paleo-Asiatic tribes the Chukchee alone have a drum of the
Eskimo type, with an external handle like that of a hand-mirror. It is
possible, therefore, that the form of the modern Chukchee drum was borrowed
from the Eskimo.

The Yukaghir term for drum ya'lgil, means "lake," through which the
shaman descends to the subterranean world. Yalgine means "to have a
drum" as well as "to act as a shaman." Yalgite means "to give a drum to
some one" or "to force the shaman to perform." Yalginegi means "to have
a drum for some one," that is, "to act as a shaman for some one," or "to
cure some one by incantations." These derivatives from the stem ya'lgil
clearly indicate that the drum is indispensable in Yukaghir shamanism. At
the present time only professional shamans among the Yukaghir have drums,
but in olden times the drum was a necessary accessory of every household,
as is still the case among the Koryak, for the drum was not only part of
the family cult, but a musical instrument as well, an accompaniment for dancing
and the singing of lay songs.

---

1 See W. Jochelson, The Koryak, p. 56.
2 See G. W. Steller, Beschreibung von dem Lande Kamtschatka, (Frankfurt und Leipzig, 1774) p. 284,
three plates representing Kamchadal shamans.
4 Ibid. p. 55.
VIII. — RELIGION. RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES.

The Curing of the Sick. The shamanistic performances of modern Yukaghir shamans are restricted in the main to medicinal activities, that is, the conjuring of spirits with whose assistance the shaman removes from the patient's body the evil spirits who cause disease, or restores a soul that has escaped.

I shall describe here three performances of Yukaghir shamans; from the Korkodon and Yassachnaya rivers and from the Kolyma tundra.

Shamanistic Performance on the Korkodon River. I visited the Korkodon Yukaghir for the first time in October 1896. I lived in the earth-lodge of old Samsonov nicknamed Nelbosh. When I asked him who was the shaman on the Korkodon, he answered that they no longer had any shaman. The last Korkodon shaman, according to him, was his eldest son, who had died shortly before my arrival. In case of necessity, they made use of Tungus shamans. One such shaman, he pointed out to me, was his son-in-law, the Tungus Athanassy, nicknamed Mashka who, in 1901, had served me as a guide on my way from Gishiga to the Korkodon river. Nelbosh, in accordance with my wish, agreed to reproduce the shamanistic rite of curing the patient as it had been practised by his son. Subsequently, when in 1901 I visited the Korkodon region for the second time and did not find Samsonov alive, the Korkodon Yukaghir told me that the old Nelbosh himself had been their clan shaman. While trusting me to some extent, he had kept that fact from me, fearing that I might tell about it to the priest at Verchne-Kolymsk, of whom he stood in mortal fear.

From the ku’rul, that is, a storage-house on high poles, a drum was produced. He made the hat with fringe out of reindeer hide which I gave to him. He had no special shamanistic coat. He put on a woman’s coat with a fringe and metallic decorations. We have noted before that among the Yakut also there were shamans who wore at shamanistic performances ordinary women’s coats, instead of the special shaman’s coat. The drum was an old one, of the Koryak type, without a metallic cross inside.

Samsonov let his long hair fly loose, put on the fringed hat, sat down on the floor on a reindeer skin and began quietly to beat the drum. Then he began to emit sounds imitative of animals and birds thus conjuring the spirits of these animals, his protectors. Then he sang:

1 The details regarding these onomatopoeic expressions will be given when dealing with the tundra shamans.
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Met' cân-la'rxul' ke'lkoupe me'ko ku'de'ñik če'nbeñot me'tlæget' egi'ññik
(Of) tree-root, (my) ancestors near place your- of help being from my side get up,
met abu'čapxe xa'n.badaxxe ye'ñeçoupe. mig'iloxtañiñik.
my spirit-girls " here lead.

In free translation, this will read: “My fore-father, my ancestors, stand near by me. In order to help me, stand near me, my girl-spirits, xa'n.badaxxe and ye'ñeçoupe, bring here.” ¹

After this the shaman again began to beat the drum, then, with the assistance of his helper, he stood up and, approaching the door, opened it and began to take deep breaths, thus breathing in the souls of ancestors and other spirits he had conjured. Then he returned to his place, again squatted down on the skin, shook the drum and said:

“Met' po'lin.uo, n.u'oduope, le'menin mi'tul egur'pecmit?”
“My children, (my) descendants, why us you torture?”

Thus the spirit of his fore-fathers spoke through the shaman. Then the relatives of the patient, who were present, said:

“Coro'molox¹ n.o'rod-oj'ga çi'cuoyil, xa'jijudin te'tul ege'tei.”
“Man in (a) pool (of) water drowns, in order to see you they have placed.”

Do this the shaman replied:

“Ai'bigi n.e'rgunjike çu'gogele egei'rie-le'lum.”
“Soul his (of) Kingdom of on the way his went it appears.”

In free translation this reads: “The soul of the patient, it seems, has travelled along the road to the Kingdom of Shadows.” Thus spoke through the shaman the spirit of the ancestors. The relatives of the patient, that is, the people present, answered to this:

“Ki'mjeck, to'ñbel el yo'uleîlelek!”
“Be strong, strength do not spare!”

Then the shaman stopped beating the drum, put it down near by, and remained motionless, lying on his stomach on the reindeer skin. This meant that the soul of the shaman had left his body and through the drum as through a lake, had descended into the Kingdom of Shadows. The shaman lay motionless for a long time, and those present were waiting for his awakening. As to what becomes of the soul after it leaves his body, Samsonov, after the performance, told me the following:

¹ Abu'čapxe, xa'n.badaxxe, ye'ñeçoupe, are ancient Yukaghir words, used only in shamanistic songs and ceremonies. Abu'čapxe are e'jji, that is, shamanistic spirits, of the female sex. Every shaman has his favorite spirit-girls. Xa'n.badaxxe and ye'ñeçoupe also represent categories of shamanistic spirits. Samsonov could not explain to me the meaning of these words. Xa'n.badaxxe really means the edge of the palm, a name anciently applied to the Yakut, while yeña was a Yukaghir clan on the Omolon. Perhaps these words mean Yakut spirits and spirits of the yeña clan. We know that shamans often have spirits of alien clans and peoples.
The soul of the shaman accompanied by spirits followed the road which leads to the Kingdom of Shadows. It reached a little house in front of which was a dog which barked at the shaman. Then an old woman, who guards the road to the Kingdom of Shadows, came out of the house and holding in her hand a scraper for dressing skins, asked the shaman: "Did you come forever or for a time?" The shaman did not answer the old woman, but said to the spirit protectors who were accompanying him: "Do not listen to the old woman's words, walk on, without stopping." They reached a river. On the bank there was a boat. The shaman looked at the opposite bank and saw tents standing there. Their hide covers seemed white in the sunlight, the inhabitants walked about in the yard. The ornaments on their garments made a tinkling noise. The shaman accompanied by his spirit helpers sat down in the boat and crossed to the other bank. He left the boat and ascended the bank. The spirits of the deceased relatives of the shaman were among the other shadows. The soul of the shaman entered their tent and there it saw the soul of the sick man. The shaman began to ask the relatives of the soul to give it up, saying:

"Ti'tke lel coro'mod-aibik mu'mdeime."

"With you which finds (of) man soul to take came (I)."

The relatives did not want to give it up, were sorry for it. Then the shaman with the help of his spirits, took it by force. In order to return, the shaman inhaled the soul of the sick man, and stuffed up his ear, to prevent it from escaping. When the shaman's soul came back to earth, to the body, which was still lying on the ground he began to move and sang:

"Met pu'gudie-či'niyepul ko'de ači'nik."  
"(Of) my sun rays me drag out."

But the shaman's legs had become stiff, they would not bend, and two virgin girls who were present began to rub the joints of the shaman's legs, to make them regain their former pliability. After this the shaman, beating the drum and jumping, moved towards the patient and said:

"Ai'bijjı -čugo'gen migi'de me-kie'ce."

"(Of) Kingdom on its way here up (I) came."

---

1 This is obviously the shaman's sun, the representation of which is often placed on the shaman's dress as well as among the ornaments called, "sun of the chest" found on women's aprons.

2 Ko'de in the tundra dialect means "man" (in the Kolyma dialect coro'mo), but in the texts of shamanistic performances ko'de is used in the sense of me'tul- "me."

3 In the course of the performance the shaman has one or several assistants (no'gdie), who prepare and hand him the drum, guard the motionless body of the shaman, while his soul is supposed to be travelling to the subterranean world, help him to rise, etc.

4 Virgin girls, marš'pe ige'pegi, "girls of his receptacle," that is, the girls of the shaman who are entered by the spirits, must also be regarded as helpers of the shaman, for by their presence they attract spirits of the male sex. Because spirits do not like girls who have already had intercourse with men, young girls whose virginity is known are selected as shaman's assistants.
The shaman approached the patient, began to feel about the sick place, and returned to the patient his soul that had escaped. Then he sang turning to his spirits:

"No'gdeňik aï'bi, lo'loňik."

"Guard soul his, not to leave."

Then he began to beat the drum joyously, walked from the patient towards the door and said:

"Eji'pe, pude'len kuñdeči'yiňk."

"Spirits, in the yard do that you should be (that is, go away)."

This shamanistic performance must not be regarded as complete, but it covers the most characteristic elements of Yukaghir shamanism, such as the part of assistant played by the spirit of the shaman's ancestor; the removal of the soul, as a cause of sickness; and the conception of a subterranean world in which the shadows or souls of the deceased live surrounded by groups of relatives, as they did on earth.

At this performance one of those present was Nelbosh's son-in-law, Athanasy, nicknamed Ma'shka, a Tungus from the Ochotsk Sea, and also a shaman. The performance of his father-in-law had excited him and he suggested to me of his own accord that he also would perform. His wife, daughter of Nelbosh, gave him his coat, hat and foot-wear, resembling the Tungus shaman's dress described before, and the drum. Athanasy did not speak Yukaghir, and the relatives of his wife spoke with him in Tungus. I talked to him with the assistance of the Yukaghir. But his performance he conducted in Koryak, for, according to him, his shamanistic spirits were Koryak. At that time I was not yet familiar with the Koryak language. Moreover, Athanasy himself asserted that he did not understand the language spoken by his spirits and that after the performance he could not report what had been said, because he would forget it. That he actually did not know Koryak I ascertained in 1901 when he joined me in Gishiga in the capacity of a guide. He needed an interpreter to converse with the Koryak. Still it seemed doubtful to me that he should have been unable when in a calm condition to repeat the Koryak phrases which he articulated with such energy and passion in the course of the shamanistic performance. It was clear enough that he had remembered the Koryak phrases and incantations as he had heard them from the Koryak, and his memory was more active while the shamanistic delirium was on. But it is hard to believe that he should be totally ignorant of them in his normal state.

Athanasy used to call forth his spirits with such wild onomatopoetic screams, whistling, grinding of teeth and terrible facial contortions, that the Yukaghir would be terrified. In general, his performance was like an attack of madness or delirium tremens. All that the Yukaghir understood in his
performance was his appeal in Tungus, in the beginning of the performance, to his angel, that is, the Russian saint Athanasy, whose Christian name he bore, that he should send to him his Koryak spirits. However he did not pray to the Russian saint, but rather ordered him. This man was of large size, healthy appearance, and possessed of enormous strength; at the same time he was psychically unbalanced and abnormal. He was a bad husbandman, while on the hunt he was outdone even by boys; his main sources of livelihood were his profession and donations from relatives. Every summer he would travel from the Korkodon to the Gishiga district to his relatives to beg for driving reindeer which, however, he would use for food in winter.

My impression was that after the first sounds of his drum, he already fell into a state in which he was no longer responsible for his action. Only his wife, who served him as assistant, could control him. His main Koryak spirit was making various demands on him. Thus, his wife repeatedly handed him his lit pipe and he inhaled the smoke for the spirits. She repeatedly held to his mouth a piece of burning birch-bark which he swallowed together with the flame. This was the food of the Koryak spirit. Only one demand his wife did not comply with, the demand to hand him his knife. Before the performance she searched her husband and left nothing sharp on him or in his pockets. The Koryak spirit was insisting that he should cut his abdomen, cut open his chest, promising to heal him later on. I had not observed among any other Siberian people a shamanistic performance quite so furious and stormy. Indescribable screams, cramps all over the body, jumps, big and small, kept on for two or three hours. I, as a spectator, was so exhausted, and my nerves were so unstrung, that I could not do any more work that evening. The peculiarity of this shaman was that he did not seem to be afraid of his spirits. The following episode characterizes his fearlessness and his furious temper: In 1901, while he was my guide from the shores of the Ochotok Sea to the Kolyma, he was riding on horse-back at the head of my caravan. The time set by him for the arrival on the Korkodon had long since passed, but our movement forward was continuously hampered by swamps and innumerable lakes around which we had to travel. My Yukaghir interpreter told me that Athanasy, while on horse-back, was very angry and swore at God for having created so many lakes and swamps to torture him.

The conclusion of his performance was as follows: To make the Koryak spirits leave him, his wife knocked him several times on the head with her tailoring-board and gradually he calmed down. Then, in order to prevent the spirits from reentering the shaman, — for, according to his wife, they were still hovering all about him, — she put her nurseling astride his neck. Then Athanasy became quite calm and told me that he had seen my path and that I should happily return home.
Unfortunately, I could not take notes of his performance, for Athanasy asserted that he did not know the language spoken by his Koryak spirits and that he, in general, used to forget the words of his spirits, even those spoken in Tungus.

The details of the Tungus and the Yukaghir shamanistic performances were very different. Nelbosh would sing with deep feeling, but in a low, drawn out voice, as if lulling somebody to sleep, and producing an atmosphere of quiet sadness. The motions of his body were smooth and rhythmical. Even the manner of beating the drum was markedly different. The Yukaghir shaman struck the drum in the centre, struck it regularly changing only the tempo, while the Tungus threw the drum stick about wildly and without order, from one edge of the drum to the other.

When I met Athanasy in 1901, he told me that he had driven away his Koryak spirits, and that he no longer conducted shamanistic performances. Once his wife was not careful enough, and, in the course of a performance, he wounded himself in the abdomen with a knife. The spirits did not at once heal the wound, and it troubled him for a long time afterwards. Athanasy also accused his spirits of not having fulfilled towards him another obligation. The Koryak shaman, Yulta, who had passed his spirits on to him, always used their services to secure tea and tobacco. Athanasy assured me of having seen with his own eyes how, while the Koryak shaman was performing, cakes of brick-tea and bundles of leaf tobacco were flying towards him through a hole in the tent. To Athanasy, on the other hand, the spirits had never supplied these expensive products. That is why he had ceased to be a shaman. But he remained the same unbalanced and wildly neuropathic individual, that he had been before, although he looked well externally and was physically a strong man.

Shamanistic Performances on the Yassachnaya River. Shamanistic performances on the Yassachnaya river were described to me by the old Spiridonov, nicknamed Tulya'ch,1 which means “woolly.” He was married to the widow of the then recently deceased shaman Kere'ke-po'lut', that is, “Koryak-Old-Man” who was the son of a Koryak and, as a son-in-law, had gone to live among the Yassachnaya Yukaghir. Not all the spirits of this shaman were Yukaghir. The main e'iji was Yakut, and spoke through the shaman in Yakut. Tulya'ch had repeatedly witnessed Kere'ke-polut’s shamanistic performances and had been his assistant. It was even said that the spirits of the deceased shaman had gone over to him. Here is Tulya'ch’s account of how Kere'ke-po'lut used to cure the sick.

The one who invited Kere'ke-po'lut had to bring his drum. It was oval in shape and covered with the hide of a two-year old reindeer. Inside the

---

1 Tulya'ch is a Yakut word, for further facts about him see p. 156.
drum a wooden disk with a cross of reindeer sinew, served as handle. Before the arrival of the shaman the relatives in the home of the patient heated the drum. After his arrival, his assistant (no'gdiye) handed him his coat, hat and drum. After holding the drum for a while, he began to beat it and to emit sounds in imitation of the hare, cuckoo, stork, owl, diver, wolf, bear, and dog, who all belonged to his spirits.

Then he began to sing:

"Yegi'led-eme'i, tet na'n-bojele te'nbeñox! ¹
"Fire-mother, (by) your warmth strong will be!

Nu'mod-eme'i,² tet n-umdeje mi'ebelje e'rcë e'le ukuteilek."
(of) House-mother, (by) your strong custom evil not endure."

The shaman stops drumming for a while, rises to his feet, turns his back to the door, walks to the centre of the house, and sings:

"Cad-emei'pe, lebie'd-eme'i, cu mut ca'nba-not egi'enik."
(Of) Woods-mothers, (of) Earth-mother, all protection in order to be stand up.

The shaman turns to the patient and says:

"Emei'iojex! me'tul yo'uleirek, tet lebi'ein xonk'.
"You are our mother (on) me have pity, (to) your place go away."

This the shaman says to the evil spirit that has entered the patient. If the sickness is infectious like smallpox or measles, which were introduced by the Russians, the shaman says:

"A'nlu-lebi'e-la'nadet ke'ul eme'i, me'tul yo'ulereik! Mit kude'ye
"(Of) Russian country who has mother, of me have pity! Our clan

ti'temieje mik'ebelje n-e'pugojenuñi, me'tul yo'ulereik, met aju'be lebie'ge
with such custom became reconciled, on me have pity, my words on ground

el lo'udelex.
not throw

(that is, listen)."

The shaman again turns to the door and says:

"Me'tul ca'niepul, me'ke ku'denik!"
"My protectors, near appear!"

The shaman half opens the door and inhales his spirits (e'ije) in deep and noisy breaths. Then he turns to the interior of the house, holds his hands like claws, rolls his eyes upwards, so that only the whites are seen, sticks out his tongue, curling it under the chin, and, without uttering a word, walks to the centre of the house and sits down on the ground. Having sat down, he straightens his hands and pulls his tongue in. With his eyes still turned upwards and a blown up belly he sits there, and already one of the spirits speaks through him:

¹ This is an appeal to the Owner of the Fire. In this case the Owner appears as a female personage.
² That is, Owner of the House.
"A’Ima, le’menol ko’de ni’emik?’
"Shaman, what for me did you call?"

The shaman’s assistant answers:
"Como’l-epi’e, mi’tul’ cañucti’ledin ni’ei, tin mit córo’mogolo
le’mo ti’té ogu’recum, uba’t yu’otem, mo’ditem tabu’ngeje
mo’nut’, ni’ei."

The spirit through the shaman answers:
"Xo’botai’n e’yedulbon ukei’delle ogu’recum, met yu’ome."

The shaman’s assistant says:
"Como’l-epi’e, ejí’tek’, ko’nde ké!
Great-grandmother, liberate, have pity!"

The spirit answers:
"Me’tí’n ei’meduol como’l-la’dane me’tul legi’teñik, imu’munubol
To me in recompense with good incense me treat, with stupefying
a’ñlu-ulé’gele e’njecmik.”

Russian grass (tobacco) feed.”

The assistant places incense on the coals, blows on them, and places them on something near the shaman, who with wide open mouth inhales the smoke of the incense. Then the assistant throws the incense into the fire and hands the shaman his pipe. The latter takes it into his mouth. The assistant brings the burning fish-oil lamp and closing with the hand the shaman’s eyes, — for the latter must not look at fire, — lights his pipe. Having smoked, the shaman rises, approaches the patient and begins to seize the sick part with his teeth, thus trying to produce the evil spirit who causes the sickness. The latter is obdurate, he protests, but the shaman, being held from behind by the clothing by the assistant, and with the help of his spirits, after a desperate struggle, extracts the evil spirit. The shaman falls backwards into the arms of the assistant, shakes and trembles, and finally sits down on the ground. Through the shaman speaks the evil spirit (ku’kul’) extracted from the patient:

"Tá, a’lma, me’tí’n i’ngan-boje pomu’rken-ul po’ín-el ni’mejiče
Well, shaman, me five rouble white bitter
ojíle e’ñi-jec. E’n-jeculgene, tin córo’mo po’nit’. Me’ludtege
water treat. If you treat this man (I) shall leave. On chest its
pojerxo'nje . emi'beye n-a'ile ke'iniik, pugo'je ne'lieñol ke'iniik.

sun having (that is, black fox give perspiration in order to wipe give.

Ta'nugi coro'mo ponit'."

Then man I shall leave."

The assistant and the relatives of the patient answer together:

"Como'l-epi'e, yo'uleik, o'ylegetle keik'."

"Great-grandmother, have pity, term give."

Ka'kul' answers (through the shaman):

"Ya'lmacte ke'ilukene, tin if you give, this kini'je month coro'mo man pemege'idege when will be over po'nit'. (I) shall leave."

The people and the assistant say:

"Ei, como'l-epi'e, yo'uleik'. Tet čubo'jed-ige'ye yo'uxagen, "Oh, Great-grandmother, have pity! Your heart artery let hurt, 
tet' kude'je ala'gen! Ke'itei, ke'itei!"
your liver let melt! We shall give, we shall give!"

Then the shaman rises, goes to the door, puts his head outside the house, exhaling loudly emits the evil spirit (ku'kul'), and faints in the arms of the assistant. The assistant (no'gdiye) grabs the shaman by the nose, and he comes to. The assistant again gives him the drum. Turning to the door, the shaman beats the drum and sings:

"Eme'i, e'c'i' e'le yoda'ilek', tet ču'go nukk', tet lebie' nukk' "Mother, father, do not return, your road find, your country find, yo'uleik."
have pity."

Turning again, the shaman approaches the patient, blows on him, and massages the afflicted part. Then, leading his spirit protectors (a'ibipul', e'jepul') to the door he quietly beats the drum and sings:

"Ti'netain ku'kul čugo'gi to'uniik e'le n.a'cedeigen. Ki'mjecniik." "Of this evil spirit road close not that he should return."

The shaman sits down on the ground, his face turned towards the entrance and quietly beats the drum, thus taking leave of his spirits. Then he seizes the drum-stick and with the left hand throws it behind him, over the head, to the ground, while with the right hand he takes off his hat and also throws it behind him. The assistant carries them away. Then the shaman begins to dig the right eye with the index of his right hand, and, pretending to throw the eye on the ground (as if he had dug it out), he says:

"A'lga-lañdet no'udik!" "From lower side watch!"
Then he digs at his left eye and as if throwing it upward, says:

*Pu‘de-lañdet  no‘udik¹!*  
*From upper side  watch!*  

Then, still sitting on the ground on the skin, the shaman screams like a diver. Water is handed to him, he drinks, and sprinkles it about himself. Thus the performance ends.

I shall make a few comments on this performance. What the Yakut spirit spoke through the shaman, the shaman Kere‘ke-polut¹ himself pronounced in Yakut,¹ but Tulyach dictated it to me in Yukaghir. In this performance the influence of Yakut shamanism is clearly discernable.

Shamanistic Performances on the Kolyma Tundra. The third Yukaghir shamanistic performance I witnessed and recorded among the Tundra Yukaghir, not far from the Yakut settlement Menakhtakh, in the tent of the chief of the Alayi Yukaghir clan. This was in January 1902 while the Jesup Expedition was in progress. The name of the shaman was Tretyakov. I bought from him the dress in which he performed. He wore it for the last time, was very excited and went through the performance with exceptional passion.

The drum of his shaman’s dress has been reproduced and described in my work on the Koryak,² while the coat and hat have been described in this volume on pp. 173 et seq.

The ritual took the following course. It consisted in the curing of a patient. In the centre of an enormous cylindrical tent the fire-wood was smouldering on the hearth. The inmates of the tent and the guests were sitting on their haunches around the hearth. The sleeping tents on the edge of the large tent were barely visible in the darkness. The breath of men, the steam of tea-pots and kettles, which stood near the fire, and the smoke of the pipes, threw a thick veil over the weak light from the hearth.

The assistant of the shaman came with the drum. A place near the hearth was assigned to him. He sat down. The owner of the tent went to the shrine on the front wall of the tent and turned the ikons of the saints of the Greek-Catholic church with their faces towards the wall. The assistant of the shaman handed to the host the empty tobacco-pouch of the shaman. The owner of the tent filled it with tobacco and returned it to the shaman’s assistant. The latter took a tobacco leaf out of the pouch and threw it into the fire as an offering to the Owner of the Hearth. Then he extracted from the bag the drum and began to dry it over the fire, in order to stretch its head, and try out the sound of the drum.

The shaman appeared and, without saying anything, sat down near the hearth. The assistant gave him his own place and handed him the tobacco-

¹ I have published the Yakut translation of the Kere‘ke-polut¹ shamanistic performance in the Russian edition of Yukaghir texts, published by the Russian Academy of Sciences, 1900, p. 115.
² See W. Jochelson, The Koryak, Part I, p. 56, Fig. 20.
pouch. The shaman, with sombre mien, began to smoke. This lasted rather long. Having finished smoking, he took off the copper cross, which he was wearing on his breast, as a Christian, and passed it over to his assistant. The latter walked to the ikons which had been turned towards the wall, and suspended the cross under them. There also were hanging the crosses of girls and women who were having their menses. These women, while the shamanistic performance was going on, removed to the next tent. The shaman rose, and the assistant helped him to put on his coat, apron and hat. The shaman tied all the straps on his coat, apron and foot-wear like a man preparing for a long journey.

The assistant handed to him the tuned drum. He sat down with his legs crossed on the reindeer skin, his face towards the entrance, and began to beat the drum, first slowly and quietly, then stronger and more rapidly. Then he began to conjure the spirits of animals by clever imitations of sounds. I shall reproduce here in as nearly phonetic spelling as possible these sounds in the order in which he made them, indicating the birds or animals, conjured by the sounds.

1. ga, ga, ga, ga . . . . imitation of diver (ca'ligen).
2. čok', čok', čok' . . . . . . . . snipe.
3. turrr, turrr, turrr . . . . . another variety of snipe.
4. kurrr, kurrr, kurrr . . . . . another kind of čirm'i'die.
5. ku'ku', ku'ku', ku'ku' . . . . cuckoo (kukuno'do).
6. pil', pil', pil' . . . . . . . . . eagle (xa'nil').
7. ki'nirik, ki'nirik, ki'nirik . . . stork (u'dil').
8. o - o - o - o . . . . . . . . . wolf (eu'reye-ru'kun).
9. goō - goō - goō . . . . . . . bear (xa'ičitege).

Then he again beat the drum more quietly and, turning towards the hearth, sang:

"Mala'ilekun waga'lek' waga'n-el met lu'kunburube kiyi'je, ejie'tek'!"

*Eight winds as winds having (of) my place owner, help!*

This is an address of the shaman to the Owner, Kiyi'je, of the given place. In free translation, this will read: that is, "Owner of my country, having eight corners of the world, help." Winds and the cardinal directions are synonymous in Yukaghir. Then he continued to sing:

*Nī'meleinil ule'gen cân-kiyi'je, ejie'tek'! Čo'wud-i'wa pucki'yun (of) decorated grasses (and) trees owner, help! Sea-mother seven čawa'lek awi'nei, mala'ilekun ye'rxelek' no'godeg'inei, toro'yene'lek' snow-mounds as covers having, eight ice-sheets (ices) as beds having, black foxes wa'gannei, na'uklelek' cogul'nei, no'riklok' onni'enei, čo'wud-i'wa as collar having, arctic foxes as foam having, cub foxes as waves having, Sea-mother-kiyi'je ejie'tek'! Na'waye ayi' xa'ičie ya'lmije wara'dirnei ejie'tek' Owner help! Light- Creator- grandfather, three bridles having, help,
JOCHELSON, THE YUKAGHIR.

The Yukaghir performance for the cure of a patient has the peculiarity, that the shaman does not descend to the Kingdom of Shadows, as is the case in the preceding performance. According to the beliefs of the Yukaghir the soul of the afflicted individual goes to the deceased relatives, or it is itself the victim of evil spirits from whose claws it must be freed.

The appeal of the shaman is directed to the good deities; to the different Owners (kiyi'je), and to the Light Creator, nawa'ye ayi', who is a Yakut deity (in Yakut — uruñ-ayi'). Yakut influence is discernible in the address of the shaman to the Owner of the Earth, who has, according to the incantation, eight cardinal directions, which, in the Yakut incantations, usually correspond to the eight sides of the Yakut yurta, while the tent of the modern Tundra Yukaghir is circular, without sides, like that of the Tungus. But further in the text the reference is no longer to the posts of the Yakut yurta, but to the poles of the tent.

The poetic form of the shamanistic performance also reminds one of Yakut descriptions.

Finally, in this performance, as well as in the preceding one, the soul of the deceased shaman and the souls of ancestors in general are not mentioned, although on the coat there is a representation of the spirit of the ancestral shaman. Furthermore, in the beginning of the performance, the shaman
conjures the souls of animals, that is, his e'¡ji, but there is no further mention of them, as if they were called up by the shaman for show and not for assistance. For help against the "invisible" the shaman appeals to the good beings, the Light Creator, the Owner of the Earth, the Owner of the Grasses and Trees, and the Owner of the Ocean.

Shaman Fortune-Tellers. Divination by means of the bones of dead shamans has been described before. Living shamans, with the assistance of their spirits, also warned against danger and foretold the future. At the present time, however, the Yukaghir shamans seldom foretell the future, and the inquirers also have come to be skeptical. Thus Ivan Tretyakov, whom I have mentioned before, was regarded as a good fortune-teller on the tundra. He went through a shamanistic performance for my benefit in order to foretell the outcome of my journey. Having conjured his spirits, that is, after repeated onomatopoetic screams, he stopped beating his drum and permitted one of the spirits to speak through him, as follows:

Tuñ ani'je çugo'gi yu'o, o'moč tu'de nu'moñin ke'ltei.
(Of) this leader road his (I) see, happily in his house he will arrive.

According to traditions the ancient Yukaghir first practised divination by means of the bones of the dead shaman, and then made the living shaman interpret the verdict of the bones. Thus the Yassachnaya Yukaghir claim to have known beforehand of the advent of the Russians.

I shall quote here in free translation the beginning of the Yukaghir text of the tradition about their meeting with the Russians.

"Once lived the Yukaghir, with stone axes, with bone arrows, with knives, made of elk ribs, and with driving sledges. When summer came, they would travel in canoes and on rafts. Thus they lived. Now winter came to an end, summer came. The Yukaghir made ready to travel down the river. They had made rafts and canoes. They had with them the bones of the dead shaman. They threw tallow into the fire and, swinging the bones over the fire, said:

"'Bones of our shaman, look at us, we are about to start travelling, tell us what awaits us: good or evil?' Having swung the bones, they put them on the ground near the fire. After a while they tried to lift them, but could not move them from the spot.

"'Well, what do the bones of our shaman foretell?' said the Yukaghir. Notwithstanding the warning they started out down the river. But their rafts were shattered on the way. They came out to the bank and put up their tents. When darkness fell, the old men prevailed on their shaman to go through a shamanistic performance. 'Try to see,' they told him, 'what precisely it is that the bones of our dead shaman foretell.'

"The shaman did their bidding and said: 'This is what the bones of our
shaman foretell. You will meet a new people, but use nothing sharp (that is, no weapons) against them. The people are numerous.' The old men asked the shaman: 'How soon shall we meet them?' — 'On the third day they will appear,' answered the shaman. The old men asked, 'What appearance have the new people?' — 'They have hair about the mouth, and in dark garments from head to foot these people are.'

On the Yassachnaya river I recorded another similar tradition about a shamanistic divination, but in this case it was given to me by a Yukaghirized Tungus and referred to the prognostication by a Tungus shaman of the impending encounter between his people and the Russians and Yukaghir. Here is a free translation of the tradition:

"Our Tungus were warlike. No sooner would they meet a new or unknown people, then they would begin to fight. We had a great shaman. He knew beforehand everything that was going to happen. When he became old, he killed a fat reindeer, and invited to his place all the people. After the repast, he began to beat his drum, and said, 'Now, in three days I am going to die, but I shall tell you now what will happen with you after I am gone. Here I see it: you will meet new people, wonderful people. Their reindeer are also wonderful. Our reindeer have feet with two hoofs, while theirs have one semicircular hoof. On the neck and in the back they have long hair. They have no antlers and are terrible to look at. The people themselves have high noses, white eyes, and hairy faces. Over the shoulder, on a leather strap, they will carry long shining knives, and on the back a fiery iron bow. When you meet these people, do not fight them. There are too many of them, and you cannot get the better of them. Now I am looking and I can see how many people you will meet. One end of the crowd can be seen, the other cannot. Now I see a large house. Near it there are many people. All hold in their mouths little sticks with thick smoking ends. The smoke will be very thick. The smoke will taste very well. There will come from the house one man in garments as luminous as the sun, and he will put around your neck glistening amulets on a red ribbon. This man will take the place of a shaman for you. On their reindeer these people sit not as we do, but with their arms akimbo, nor do they sit on the withers, but in the middle of the back.

"Listen, for the last time I am speaking to you. Again I see new people. The same kind of people as we are, but talking a different language, a very difficult language. You have never seen them before; their hair is like yours, but they drive on dogs and sit astride wooden deer. These people also do not molest, do not fight with them. With these people you will become as of one blood and you will use one language.'

---

\[1\] Yukaghir sledges.
“The shaman died, and after his death everthing happened as he had prophesied. We met the Yukaghir and came to live with them on the Yassachnaya River and now we talk their language. Then came the Russians and baptised us all.”

The Part Played by the Shamans in Hunting. In addition to curing the sick, foretelling the future, and making offerings, the Yukaghir shaman also functions as an intermediary between the hunter and the deities who control the animals hunted. Thus the clansmen prevail upon the shaman to institute a shamanistic performance, so that he may travel to the Owners of the Mountains, of the Earth, the Rivers, Lakes, the Ocean, and to the Keepers of the separate species of animals, and beg them for a plentiful supply of animals during the hunt.

In ancient times these rituals were mainly performed as part of the summer games. But similar rituals also took place at the opening of each hunting season. Unfortunately the modern Yukaghir remember but little of these rites. After a preliminary sacrifice the clan shaman and the old men asked the skull or bones of the dead shaman whither and how to travel. Then the shaman went through his performance, in the course of which his soul journeyed to the various Owners to ask for shadows or souls (a’ibi) of animals.

Even now these rituals have not completely disappeared. Thus the shaman Nelbosh from the Korkodon, described to me the shamanistic performance before a hunt in the following terms. The performance starts in the same way as does the ritual for the curing of the sick. Towards the middle of the performance the shaman falls down unconscious. His soul does not go to the Kingdom of Shadows but to one or another of the deities who control the game. For instance, he described to me a visit of his soul to the Owner of the Earth, as follows:

“The soul of the shaman, having approached the house of the Owner of the Earth, half-opens the door, but does not enter, fearing to insult the Owner of the Earth by its persistance. The shaman is herein supported by his guardian spirits.” The shaman, that is, his soul, says through the open door:

“Lebie’n-po’gil’! tet uo’rpe me’tkle te’tin yu’oñam legu’teyebōnin.”

“Earth-Owner! your children me to you sent for some food for the future.”

If the Owner of the Earth loves the shaman, he gives the soul of a reindeer doe, if he does not love (e’rietem) him, he gives the shadow of a bull.

“A’lma mi’ntem tabu’ngele; mi’ndelle ke’čitem.”

“Shaman will take that (reindeer); having taken will bring (home).”

1 See part I of this volume, p. 126.
2 In my notes I find a record in Yukaghir not of the entire account by Nelbosh, but only of its most characteristic parts. I am rendering the account here in the same form.
That is, the shaman then comes to, rises to his feet, beats his drum and dances with joy. Then he sings to his spirit-protectors (e'ijj), who helped him in his journey to the Owner of the Earth.

"Me'tul o'moč xoṇni'teqi, e'rebnon nogdi'yinik, me'tkele kude'deqitem.""Me well lead, from evil protect, (else) me will kill (evil spirits)."

Then the shaman approaches the head hunter and hands him the soul of the reindeer. The hunter does not, of course, see the soul, for only shamans can see it. The shaman places it on the head of the hunter; and, tying it with an invisible bandage, says:

*a Unu'nekt n-u'n-etel, u'nuñ n-u'n-edeu'ne mi'langi xonk, tā nu'ktemik*."River will stand, river when will stand (there) on the right go, there you will find (that is, the reindeer)."

The next day, in the morning, the head hunter will go to the river and there, on the right shore, a reindeer will come to meet him. He will shoot and kill it. If the Owner of the Earth gave a shadow of a doe the hunter will kill a doe, for this will be the same reindeer whose soul was brought by the shaman. Then throughout the entire hunting season the hunters will have luck in following the reindeer. If, on the other hand, the Owner of the Earth gave a bull, the hunter will only kill that bull, and there will be no more game. This happens when the Owner of the Earth does not like the shaman.

If the shaman, without asking the Owner of the Earth, himself takes the souls of animals, with the assistance of his spirits, then, if that shaman should come to the house of the Owner of the Earth, the latter will give him nothing. This fact was rendered by Nelbosh in the following sentence:

*e'rced a'lima lebie'n-pogi'jin xo'ntej, tabu'ŋeje e'venunum "A bad shaman, to the Earth Owner if he comes, (then) him happens does not like e'le tadi'nui olu'nubodo go e'veiem." not gives because steals (souls) does not like." (that is why he)

The Owner of the Earth punishes also in other ways the shaman who steals the souls of animals. He kills his child or some other of his relatives. At times he kills the thief himself. On the Yassachnaya river there lived a shaman, who stole the shadows of animals from the Owner of the Earth. In retaliation, the latter would kill the shaman's children. Only one of his daughters remained alive who, when she married, had no children.

My Yukaghir interpreter, Aleksei Dolganov, told me about his deceased uncle, Gerasym Dolganov, in whose family he had been brought up, that he had been on good terms with the Owner of the Forest, Yo'bin-po'gil'. When he needed fox furs for the Russian merchants, he would go to the forest with offerings in the form of tobacco for the Owner of the Forest.
himself and toys for his children, and begged the Owner of the Forest to
make his fox-hunt successful. He would also add that he did not ask for
much, but for as much as the Owner of the Forest cared to give. The latter
always complied with Dolganov's request. Suddenly, from the depth of the
forest, fox skins began to fly through the air in the direction of Dolganov.
The thrower of the skins remained invisible, while the skins disappeared at
Gerasym's feet. These were the souls of the foxes whom the Owner of the
Forest was presenting to Gerasym. And behold! When Gerasym would
later visit his traps, he would find in them as many foxes as he had seen
skins flying through the air. Thus Dolganov was in need of
nothing. Tea, tobacco, and other imported articles were always plentiful
in his home.

With the coming of the polar spring, that is when the frosts decrease
and the days grow warmer, the Verchne-Kolymsk Yukaghir leave their
winter habitations and in groups leave in different directions to
follow the elk and the reindeer. Each group includes one good hunter, on whom the
livelihood of the group depends. They make an arch of two trees and a
cross-bar, tied with willow-branches. The entire arch is covered with offerings
consisting of ermine, squirrels, and hare skins, many colored rags, ribbons,
dyed reindeer and elk hair, and other decorations. Before starting on the
journey, the elder of the clan or the shaman addresses to the Keeper of Wild
Reindeer (Toło'bo-Mo'ye) the following prayer:

"Toło'bo-mo'ye, ći'e, yo'ulaik, čubo'je aik mi'tul el kude'delek',
*
(Or) Wild reindeer father, have pity, heart give us not kill
Keeper, (that is, courage)
mit agu'rpel' yu'ok! Yo'logude mi'tul xo'do e'njemik' ta'bun
(oo) our suffering look! Before us as you have fed, this
el-poni'lek'." do not stop.

Then all members of the clan, dressed in travelling clothes, with staffs, hunter's
snow-shoes, and fully armed, pass under the arch. First walk the old men,
then the hunters, then the women and children with the dogs and sledges,
laden with tents and household utensils necessary in travel. Having passed
under the arch, the separate groups walk off in various directions.

In ancient times, when elk were plentiful in the Verchne-Kolymsk district,
a prayer was addressed to the Keeper of the Elk, Pi'ejen-Mo'ye. The elk
used to be so plentiful, that wild reindeer were neglected. At present elk
are very rare, and wild reindeer are the principal game hunted.

Fights between Shamans. Shamanism, as a profession, has its rivalries,
and not infrequently shamans are hostile to one another, try to hurt one
another or to cause death with the assistance of their spirits. At times the
shamans fight for glory, as in a contest, in order to show off the power of
their spirits. Among the Yukaghir we find numerous legends about fights
between shamans, mainly, however, between Yukaghir and alien shamans. Each tribe is proud of their shamans, at the same time cases occur in which the shamans of another tribe are appealed to for assistance. I have heard of several instances of Yukaghir appealing to Yakut and Tungus shamans and vice versa. This calls forth competition. The fight between shamans is called n-eay'inuini, that is, they shoot at one another, or n-eleu'nunuini, that is, they eat one another. These are obviously metaphorical statements for that invisible war which the shamans wage against one another by means of their spirits.

I shall quote a few legends dealing with contests or fights between shamans.

1. There lived two Yukaghir shamans. The one said to the other, "Let us try and dig through the rock. We'll see who will dig through first." One had a male dog as a spirit, the other a female one. They sent their dogs to dig the rock. They were digging side by side. The he-dog dug to the middle but could not go any further. Then he entered the dugout passage of the she-dog, and came out after her. After this, the vanquished shaman proposed a flying-contest. They put on their coats and both flew off, having turned into storks. When they reached the ocean, they became men again. They entered a house standing on the beach. There they found a woman with two daughters; this was the wife of the Owner of the Ocean, C'o'buño'gil. The women received the shamans as guests and gave them food. When the time came to go to bed, the shaman who had the she-dog as spirit lay down with the girls under the edge of the tent cover, for such was the Yukaghir custom. The shaman who had the he-dog as spirit, lay down with the hostess. She told him, "You better go to sleep with the children, under the incline of the tent; I am married, my husband does not like that."

He, however, did not heed the warning, and remained with her. The following morning, when the other shaman woke up, he found his comrade dead; the Owner of the Ocean had killed him. But the shaman who escaped, also soon found his fate. After he had left the tent of the wife of the Owner of the Ocean, he met a headless man with one eye in the middle of the chest. His mouth was under the arm-pit. The shaman, having spent the night with the one-eyed man, arose when his host was still asleep. He took the iron boots of the one-eyed man and with them rose into the air. The one-eyed one awoke immediately and began to beg the flying shaman to return his boots, as without them he would have to die. But the flying shaman did not heed the appeal of the headless one. Then the latter lay down on his back and with a scream threw his glove into the air. The glove hit the flying shaman, tore off a piece of his coat, and returned to the headless one. He swallowed the piece of the coat. Then the flying shaman began to beg the headless one to return to him the piece of his coat, adding that he would
then return to him his boots. But the headless one replied, "It is too late now, it is long since we have done harm to each other." Then the flying shaman said, "Well, then you shall not move from this spot; you shall die right here." The headless one retorted, "And you shall go home flying, the expectant wife and children will meet you, they will be glad, but on the morrow you shall die, you shall not awake from your sleep."

The headless one was also a shaman called čobu'de-e'imunde-a'lima, which means, "Of-Ocean-from-the-other-side-Shaman," that is, the Shaman beyond the Ocean. The other shaman went home flying. His wife and his children were glad to see him, but he said to his wife, "Do not rejoice, I shall not live long." On the morrow, when the inmates of the house arose, he was dead.

2. A girl became ill. Her father called a Yukaghir shaman and a Lamut shaman to cure her and said, "To the one who cures my daughter, I shall give her as wife." The Yukaghir shaman was guarding his daughter against hostile shamans by keeping her soul under the ice of the sea. For that reason she was crazy. The Lamut shaman performed, but could not cure her. The Yukaghir shaman performed, and cured her. From that time on these two shamans became hostile to each other. They began to "shoot" at each other, but could not do any harm. Then the Yukaghir shaman said, "If while living I cannot kill the Lamut shaman, then I shall die and after death I shall kill him." The Yukaghir shaman died. Before expiring, he sent word to the Lamut shaman, that he would die after three years.

The Lamut shaman had five wives. Two of them were his own daughters. He kept each wife in a separate tent. One day he was in the tent of his youngest wife. She was cooking his meal, and while the kettle was getting ready, the shaman was lying on his back. At the same time, his elder wife, in her tent, was stretching the hide over his drum. When she was through tightening the hide and began to beat the drum, the hide tore. The elder wife came running to her husband, screaming, "Old man, your drum is torn." He shuddered, fell backwards, broke his back and died.

3. There lived an old Yukaghir called The-Old-One, with his son. Both, father and son were shamans. The son was married. No sooner would his wife bear a child, than it would die. Once his wife again gave birth to a child. The child died. Some time after this, the old shaman awoke during the night, looked at the bed of his son, and said to his wife, "Wife, why is our son absent during the night?" His wife answered, "What nonsense do you talk? Where should he go to? Is he not sleeping there?" The old man said, "During the night he is absent." — "Do you not see? There he is, asleep." The old man said, "He is absent during the night, his soul is absent during the night."

The old shaman went to sleep, and had the following dream.1 He looked

---

1 This means, that the soul of the shaman left his body.
for the trail of his son and found it. He followed the trail, came to a large lake and saw his son lying on the shore and holding his bow. The old man said to his son, "My friend, what are you doing here?" The young shaman replied, "Do you not see my suffering, father? The soul of the Yakut shaman, who devours my children, swims about in the middle of the lake in the shape of a diver." The father said, "And you pretend to be a shaman, but cannot kill him!" Then the old man conjured the soul of the mammoth, sat down astride its back and told his son to sit down behind him. The old shaman made the soul of the mammoth swim across the lake. They reached the middle of the lake and saw that the diver was swimming on its back. The old man told his son, "Now shoot." The son shot at it and hit the bird. The old shaman said to his son, "Why could you not do so before? Now do not say that you are a shaman." The souls of both shamans returned home, and from that time on the children of the young shaman no longer died.

The souls of the two shamans set out to pursue the soul of the Yakut shaman, who, together with Yukaghir hunters, was hunting wild reindeer that were crossing the river. The hunters were lying on the bank, and the Yakut shaman was lying on his back. Suddenly he exclaimed, "I am dying!" The hunters began to paddle up the river, and the Yukaghir placed the canoe of the Yakut shaman, who had fallen ill, between their canoes. As they were paddling on, a large red dog descended the mountain, jumped into the water, reached the canoes, threw the Yakut shaman out of his canoe, and bit him. The Yukaghir in their canoes hurried to assist the Yakut shaman, but he was already dead, and all traces of the dog had disappeared.

Sacrifices and Offerings. The Yukaghir, like the Koryak and Chukchee, offered to their supernatural beings bloody as well as non-bloody sacrifices. Under the influence of Christianity, bloody sacrifices have been almost completely abandoned. The non-bloody offerings are being made to this day. Both kinds of sacrifices were made to the benevolent beings as well as to the hostile spirits, whereas among the Yakut bloody offerings were made only to hostile spirits. Offerings were made to exculpate oneself, to give thanks for benefactions, to forestall evil, or to pray for good.

Bloody Sacrifices. Bloody sacrifices consisted of reindeer or dogs. Reindeer are to this day brought as offerings to the spirits of the Tundra and of the deceased by the Tundra Yukaghir. But in traditions and myths we only find references to the offerings of dogs, not of reindeer. Perhaps these traditions reflect the customs of a period when the Yukaghir had only dogs. Nor were human sacrifices foreign to the Yukaghir, sacrifices made to still the ire of deities over the infraction of a taboo. According to the tradition referred to before, a girl was hung to pacify the elk-spirit, for she had looked at the

1 That is, he is looking for the trail of his son's soul.
head of dead elk. Together with her were hung as offerings two dogs, one male and one female. In a tradition about a war between two Yukaghir clans, the hostile parties, having concluded peace, brought among other offerings two dogs to the sun, to appease his anger over the shedding of Yukaghir blood. Two girls who had been presented as a sign of reconciliation by each clan to the elder of the other performed the sacrifices. The girls were married to the elders. The dogs thus brought as offerings were decorated with earrings. This reminds one of the Koryak custom of sewing to the ear of a dog promised as a sacrifice a piece of bright-colored cloth.

Dogs were sacrificed, as we saw before, to the deceased shaman. Each relative of the deceased would kill a dog and place it with his share of flesh scraped from the bones of the deceased shaman. For these sacrifices the best dogs were used.

In a legend about a shaman who foretold the advent of Lamut warriors, mention is also made of a dog sacrifice. The youths did not heed the prophecy of the shaman. They continued to amuse themselves, and did not prepare for the battle. Then the shaman killed a dog in offering, ripped open its belly and surrounded his tent with its entrails. This made it impregnable to the Lamut. All the other Yukaghir perished in the battle with the Lamut.

Dogs were also sacrificed to the Owner of the Earth.

Dog-offerings were also made to the evil spirits, ku‘kul’, to keep them away from the settlements.

Dogs sacrificed to the sun and other beneficent deities were hung with their faces turned towards the east, in the direction of the rising sun. The sun and the Memdeye-ečie, “Flame-father” deity, live on the eastern side of the upper world. The dogs sacrificed to the Owner of the Earth, were turned to the south, for this deity resides there. Dogs sacrificed to evil spirits were buried in the ground, their heads turned westward towards the setting sun. There the over-ground evil spirits reside; there also is located the descent to the second section of the subterranean world, which lies under the Kingdom of Shadows.

**Bloodless Sacrifices.** Bloodless sacrifices consist of food products, ornaments and other objects. The antlers of killed reindeer are also regarded as offerings. Bloodless offerings are brought to the beneficent deities and the spirits of ancestors, as well as to the hostile spirits. A common offering to the ancestors and the beneficent beings is reindeer tallow, which is regarded as a particularly delicious food. It is burnt on the hearth. Tallow was burnt before the image (idol) with the skull of the shaman, and under the elevated graves of other deceased relatives.

Over the grave in which the Korkodon Yukaghir buried the dried flesh

---

1 See p. 147 of this volume.  
3 See p. 164 of this volume.
of the shaman, antlers of killed reindeer were placed. Wooden images of a reindeer and a dog were suspended on poles as sacrifices over such graves. These images obviously symbolized real sacrifices.

A certain portion of every kind of food is thrown into the family hearth as an offering to the Owner of the Fire.

In the legend about two sisters who had wings which they put on whenever they wanted to fly, it is described how, before trying to fly, they would throw tallow into the fire and swing their wings over the smoke of the fire, in order to rise into the air.

Plate XI, Fig. 1 represents sacrifices to the spirit of the mountain path which separates the Alaseya from the Indigirka river. On the summit of the path all who pass over it, that is, Yukaghir, Chukchee, Tungus, Yakut as well as local Russians, leave some offering to the pi'en-po'gil', the Owner of the Mountain. Manycolored rags may be found there, pieces of cloth, sinew thread, horse hair, reindeer fur, antlers, tobacco and even copper money. The majority of offerings, however, consist of materials of which ornaments are made.

Prayers. I have already reproduced an appeal to the wooden idol, dedicated to an ancestor. Here I shall give some prayers and addresses to other supernatural beings. On the whole, all such prayers are very brief and simple.

When on one occasion on the Korkodon river I bought from the Tungus a reindeer to be killed for food, the Yukaghir, having speared it, took with a ladle a little blood from the open abdominal cavity, and one of the Yukaghir poured it out in the middle of the river, with the following words:

"U'nuñ-eme'i te'ndi te'tul' lepu'teme.

River-mother this you (f) with blood treat.

On the Yassachnaya river I heard the following address to the river, in spring, during the breaking-up of the ice. A Yukaghir threw a handful of glass beads into the water, and said:

"O'jid-eme'i mi'tul' le'ktebongešle keik'. Tet' pudi'en mi'tul' omo'n-

Water-mother (to) us future food from give. You on top (on us well the surface) eu'reck. Tu'ben tet uo'rpe lo'dioñol mink'."

carry. This (for) your children as toys take."

Address to the Owner of the Fire. When food is thrown into the fire, that is, when the Owner of the Fire is fed, they usually say:

"Lo'cid-epi'e e'rčeboñodeune ye'degude pi'lbgodaik omo'čeñodeune

Fire-grandmother evil (something) it will be in other direction lead good it will be mi'gimiebik."

here turn."

1 See p. 166.
Address to the Sun.

"Pu'gud-emei' tet' pu'gojel mi'tul' puge'lbik. E'n jelbon tet' pu'gojel mi'tin kei'gul e'n/elbon tet' pu'gojele mi'tul' puge'lbik. E'n/elbon tet' pu'govele e'rcebon ye'degude yotnik'."

When a Tundra Yukaghir kills a wild reindeer, he cuts off a piece of tallow with meat, cuts it into small pieces like tobacco and throws it into the fire made in the open tundra, as an offering to the Owner of the Place, with the words:

"Lu'kunburube Kiyi'je le'udek'."

"Of) Place Owner, eat."

I have referred before to the fact that dogs were sacrificed to the sun. Bloodless offerings were also made to him. In the story mentioned before about the reconciliation of two warring clans, there were hung as sacrifices to the sun, in addition to the dogs, the fur of a red fox and three arrows painted red, the emblem of the sun. According to the text of the story, the sun was at the same time addressed in the following words:

"Pu'gu el yogo'mulek', mit n.e'pugoreili, e'jul-kicihin n.e'nin i'c'e'yebon e'le äte'i'li.'"

something sharp (that) you shall we do."

(that is, weapon)

Shamanistic Prayers addressed to the River, Earth, Sky, and the Spirit of Smallpox.

1. "U'nud-emei' tet mo'li pu'gojeni, a'ndamuga ku'nejinit el e'ureclek'.

"River-mother, is it possible will not warm, the lips pasted not be angry, we have made peace until of life end against one another."

Pu'gomuk', n.a'nbumuk', yo'uleik', pu'gomuk'!

Heat give, warm up, have pity, heat give!

2. A'lukon nu'tn.el lebie'd-eme'i! Pu'gomuk' yo'uleik'.

Below living Earth-mother! Heat give have pity.

3. Ku'jud-echie', pu'gomuk', n.a'nbumuk' tet uo'rpe nu'ndugik'

Sky-father, heat give, warm up, on your children have pity,

pu'gomuk', n.a'n.bumuk'.

heat give, warm up.

A'ñlu-lebie'la'ndet nu'makiedeil e'me'i! Tet uo'rpe nu'mdugik',
Out from the Russian country here settled mother! (For) your children have pity,

pu'gomuk', n.a'ñ. bumuk'.

heat give, warm up.

Tu'ngunie el e'yeđe'leki! el o'uye i'ryekeyek yu'on.el-ki'cil

Ears do not straighten: not a real shaman of evening at end me'dunil'."

was heard" (by you) (that is, gave shamanistic performance).
Some comments must be made about this address. I have said before that the evil spirits who have come with the Russians and who cause infectious diseases, are known under the general name yo’ibe. Here smallpox is simply called “mother, who has come from the Russian country,” and the shaman addresses her, not as a hostile spirit, but as a beneficent deity similar to the River, Sky, Earth, hoping in this manner to placate the evil spirit against whom the shamanistic protectors are powerless. The end of the prayer indicates that the shaman in his address deprecates his own power. He wishes to convince the spirit of smallpox that he is a negligible quantity, not worthy of the attention of a great being. It is, indeed not customary, in general, that a shaman should boast of his power. The more powerful he is, the more moderate are his claims when speaking of his shamanistic prowess. Usually the shaman permits himself to be entreated before he consents to perform, justifying his hesitancy by lack of assurance in his success and belittling his power and control over the spirits. With reference to the latter the shaman’s attitude approaches self-debasement. Through such indirect flattery he hopes to win the favor of his spirits and not to provoke against himself their jealousy and displeasure.

At the present time, the Yukaghir also address improvised prayers to the Christian God and saints. I give here as an example a prayer addressed to the Virgin Mary by the Yukaghir who were travelling with me down the rapids of the upper waters of the Kolyma.

“Tīn o’yīlga xonnū’līn ni’tin si’lobot-le keik, ni’tul eji’tek, bogoro’dīche,1 ni’tul¹ xonni’tei’k.”

In ascending a steep mountain on snow-shoes, the ancient Yukaghir used to say:

“Pien-po’gil¹ mi’tul orpu’caik.”

Now the Virgin, Christ or the Xoil¹ are addressed in a similar way. Sometimes the Yukaghir in their prayers to God use instead of the Yukaghir Xoil¹ the Yakut word Ayi’-toyo’n or Ayi’-toyo’n-xoil¹, that is, Creator-Master-God.

1 Russian word bogoroditsa.
IX. — RELIGION. BIRTH, DEATH AND BURIAL.

BIRTH. In the first part of this volume, in the section dealing with family life, I have spoken of the restrictions customary during pregnancy and at child-birth. I also referred to those restrictions which are connected with magic, and hence really belong to the domain of religion. I shall not repeat those statements here, but I want to note the fact that Mr. Sokolnikov, former chief of the Anadyr district, in his recently published article on sickness and birth of man in the Markova settlement on the Anadyr, relates almost the identical facts with reference to the inhabitants of that settlement which I described with reference to the Kolyma Yukaghir. But the inhabitants of Markova consist mainly of Russianized Yukaghir and of the cognate Chuvantsy. From this it may be gathered that the customs referring to pregnancy and birth which I have described are identical among all Yukaghir. Sokolnikov, among other things, states that when a birth is impending, not only are all strings untied on the garments and foot-wear of the lying-in woman and of others who are present at the birth, but that in the house of the woman all sacks and bags are untied and all drawers and trunks opened. The same is done by the Kolyma Yukaghir. I may also add that wherever the Yukaghir live in log-cabins, in place of the old tents, the chimney over the fire-place must be left open. All this must, through the working of the principle of analogy, further an easy egress of the child. In case of hard labor, the relatives of the lying-in woman fire guns in the street, so as to induce the child to appear as quickly as a bullet leaving the gun-barrel.

To the same category of magical effects belongs a custom found among the Russianized natives on the Anadyr and Kolyma rivers. If there is a church in the vicinity, the priest is asked to open the royal doors as soon as the first pangs of child-birth are felt.

The customs that cluster about the birth of children have been described in the first part of this volume. I shall add here only what has been omitted there or incompletely described.

The placenta, after its egress, is wrapped into reindeer hide, tied with a leather strap, and to the knot are attached a toy bow, an arrow, a wooden knife, and bits of fox and other kinds of fur. If the child is a boy, all this contributes to his becoming a successful hunter. If the child is a girl, a toy

---

1 See Part I, pp. 96–100.
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woman's knife is tied to the knot, also a thimble and a needle, in order to make the girl a handy worker.

**Death.** Death takes place when a ku’kul (of the Kolyma Yukaghir) or ko’rel (of the Tundra Yukaghir) enters the body and destroys the inner organs. Then the head-soul (a’ibi) is scared away and escapes to the Land of Shadows. It is not known what happens to the other two souls. According to the belief of the Yakut two souls of the kut, or, as Troschansky explains it, two material elements of this soul, namely, the buo’r-kut and the ije’-kut are eaten by evil spirits of the categories abasi’ or yûr.

Death occurs also as a result of a long absence of the a’ibi. Beneficent deities, such as the Sun, the Owners of the Earth and other Owners, may also kill man in order to punish him for transgressions of taboos or of ethical rules.

As to many other primitive tribes, the idea of death as a natural phenomenon is unknown to the Yukaghir. Such a conception might be explained by the fact that the Yukaghir were a warlike people and most of them died a violent death. On the other hand there are also old people who, with advancing age, grow feeble and finally expire. These experiences introduce a certain contradictory element into the Yukaghir conception of death. My questions concerning this subject puzzled my informants. Though they realized that all men die in the end, they nevertheless associated the fact of death with unnatural or incidental causes. Especially persistent is the belief in the vitality of the heart, a belief which we constantly meet in their tales. There is a firm conviction that in order to kill a man it is necessary to injure his heart. They do not identify this vitality of the heart with the heart-a’ibi; as though, in addition to the animistic soul (a’ibi) there were an animatistic vitality of the heart itself. The ideas of the Yukaghir on this subject are not wholly clear. We mentioned before a legend concerning a shaman who went flying with birds and died when he returned because in his absence his wife had injured his stomach which he had taken out and left at home before his flight.

**Ancient Burial Customs.** We have described before how the Yukaghir disposed of their deceased shamans. The flesh was cut from the bones, dried in the sun and distributed together with the bones, among the relatives of the shaman. The flesh and bones were regarded as family guardians. They were adored and used as a means for divination. They were given bloody and bloodless offerings. The skull of the deceased shaman, placed on a wooden manikin was adored like a god. Although the soul of the shaman left his body at his death, nevertheless a certain supernatural power continued to abide in the material remains. There is no clear conception of that power, but the same may be said with regard to the relics of saints in the religions of civilized nations.
Among the Tlingit and other Indians of the Northwest Coast of America the dead were disposed of in a different manner. The common people were cremated; the bodies of deceased shamans were placed on elevated platforms. The reverse custom prevailed among the Yukaghir. The bodies of common people were placed on platforms.1

The custom of placing bodies on elevated platforms is so widespread in America, in Asia and on other continents that its origin can hardly be found in the same cause everywhere. The Yukaghir had two reasons for the disposal of bodies on platforms. Their love and attachment to their relatives is highly developed and they wished to protect their dear dead against carnivorous wild animals. On the other hand climatic conditions make grave-digging difficult on account of the long winters and the permanently frozen subsoil.

The tribes related to the Yukaghir, — the Kamchadal, Chukchee and Koryak — did not place their dead on platforms. The Kamchadal threw out their dead in order that dogs might eat them. The Chukchee leave them in the open to become the prey of wild beasts or they cremate them. The Koryak use only cremation. Only one division of the Koryak, the so-called Kerek do not cremate their dead, as they live in a woodless country on the seashore. They throw the dead into the sea.

The Yakut and Tungus tribes which came to the Yukaghir territory from the south also used to place their dead on platforms. But the Yakut used to bury the rich or notable people in the ground, burying alive with them their horses and slaves. The Tungus did not use a separate kind of burial for shamans. They put all the dead on elevated platforms, the only distinctive feature of a shaman's burial being the care bestowed upon the manufacture and ornamentation of the coffin and platform. The Yukaghir elevated tomb was called ku’rul in the Kolyma dialect and la’l’viral in the Tundra dialect. By this name they also call any storehouse built on high posts in which food is stored. The purpose of both was protection against dogs and wild beasts, and both are called by the same name, ku’rul. They are built on four or two posts. The former type is called ye’lokun-no’ineye-ku’rul, i.e. fourlegged ku’rul, the latter a’taxun-no’ineye- or kosti’l’neye ku’rul, i.e. two legged or crutched kurul. Most ku’rul are supported by four posts. The coffin consists of a dug-out tree or a wooden box. It is called by the Kolyma Yukaghir cād-a’but, i.e. wooden case, and by the Tundra Yukaghir ni’maye, i.e. little house.

The modern Christian grave in the ground is not called ku’rul but coro’mod-a’mun, i.e. human bones.

The ancient Yukaghir after every hunt made a fire under the elevated graves and put into it the fat of the game as an offering to the dead. The

---

1 I wish to point out here a disturbing erratum in Part I of this work p. 19, line 16, where subterranean is printed instead of superterranean. Before the Christian period the Yukaghir did not know underground burials.
platforms with coffins stood not far from the dwellings and, according to old men, in some places they were so numerous that the elevated graves seemed to be large villages on piles. At present it is difficult to find an elevated grave, especially near settlements. They are encountered only far away from habitations and thoroughfares. Wherever possible the ignorant representatives of the Greek Catholic clergy and officials destroyed the remnants of "pagan" graves, and thus deprived anthropological science of valuable monuments of prehistoric culture. The Yukaghir of the upper Kolyma have preserved a story of a fanatic monk who systematically destroyed the elevated graves.

The photographs of elevated platform graves on Plates XI--XIV were taken by myself. I found them in the years 1895--1897 in the course of the Yakut Expedition of the Russian Geographical Society, which was financed by I. M. Sibiriaakov. These hanging coffins include Yukaghir, Tungus and Yakut graves. The skulls and skeletons found in them were deposited in the Anthropological Institute of the University of Moscow. All the elevated graves, illustrations of which are given here, were found by me according to information received from the natives themselves, far from the usual routes of travel.

Plate XI, Fig. 2 shows a two legged ku'ful on which a dead Yukaghir child was placed. It was found about 10 verst from Verchne-Kolymsk. The coffin consisted of a larch beam split into two halves, which were dug out like troughs. The pointed upper ends of two posts were passed through two holes made in both ends of the coffin. In the same holes wooden wedges were driven from above, in order to keep together the two parts of the coffin, and to fasten it to the posts. Furthermore the coffin was secured by means of willow hoops. When I found the grave, the dry hoops had dropped off, and the coffin was half decayed, so that some bones of the skeleton had fallen out or had been carried away by birds. The height of the posts was 180 cm. and the length of the coffin 150 cm.

I found another two-legged (a'taxun-no'ineye) ku'ful on the bank of the Kolyma river between the mouths of the Yassanchaya and Korkodon Rivers. Two standing larch trees, their tops hewn off, were used as posts. Their height was 5 meters. On them had been build a platform of boards on which stood a wooden case containing a dug-out canoe with the corpse. The canoe belonged to the deceased. His name was Shilga and I was told the following story of his death.

Shilga had an elder brother who was a shaman, named Shitana. Both brothers were married. Once Shitana said to his younger brother, "Friend, you are going to die. A bear will eat you. Take care of it, on the third day from now do not leave the house, otherwise a bear will eat you." — "My friend," answered the younger brother, "how will the bear eat me? Don't speak to me of such a thing. I am afraid." — "Don't leave the house, don't go anywhere," repeated the elder brother. "The day after to-morrow he will eat you. Take care of yourself." On the third day, in the morning, before leaving for the hunt the elder brother again said to the younger one: "Don't go out to-day. Stay at home! Women," he
added, addressing his wife and sister-in-law, "look after him, don't send him anywhere, else he will die. I know it. I see it."

Shitana left for the hunt. After he had left Shilga said to his sister-in-law: "I shall go to our storehouse. I want to eat dried meat." — "Friend, don't go," answered his sister-in-law, "your elder brother told you not to leave the house else you will die." Shilga paid no attention to these words. He went out. He reached the storehouse, took some dried meat and went back with it. On the way home a bear chased him, overtook and killed him.

The women waited for him, but he did not come. They waited until evening, — he did not come. Then his sister-in-law went out to look and saw Shilga's dog sitting outside the door. She cried out to her companion: "My friend, your husband's dog is sitting there!" Shilga's wife went out. She smelled of the dog and said, "It smells of a wolverene." Her companion took the dog, smelled of it and said, "No, my friend, it smells of a bear. For whom are we waiting? We are waiting for a dead man. Our friend is dead, it is of no use to wait for him." In the evening Shitana returned from the hunt and asked the women, "Well, where is my younger brother?" — "He went to the storehouse," answered the women: "we told him not to go, but he did not listen, he went." — "I told him before," said Shitana, "not to go anywhere. Now he is dead." The following morning people went out to look for Shilga and found him dead. Then Shitana went to look for the bear; he met it, struck it with his spear and threw it up over his head. Before the bear had fallen to the ground, Shitana caught it again with his spear and threw it down close to his brother's body. Then Shitana struck with the spear-shaft the hands of his dead brother and said: "For what use did you live as a man on earth? Why were your arm muscles not fit? Why could you not kill the bear as I did?"

According to the story this happened on the banks of the Omolon River. Both brothers were Korkodon Yukaghir and lived on the Omolon with their parents-in-law. Their father, hearing of the death of his beloved younger son, went to the Omolon, took the body and carried it by dog-team to his village. On the bank of the Kolyma not far from the mouth of the Korkodon the father put up the two-legged platform on trees and there placed his son's canoe with the corpse in a wooden box. The old man came often to the elevated grave of his son, made a fire under it and put into it offerings to the deceased.

I found the coffin on the ground, broken to pieces and the bones of the skeleton scattered about. The Yukaghir told me that a Tungus wishing to take the belongings of the deceased had thrown down the coffin. According to the story the father of the young man had laid in the coffin a wonderful bow in an ornamented case. He had put on his son a silver belt and all his clothing had been decorated with embroidery and metal pendants.

Plate XI, Fig. 3 shows an overground grave found by me in April 1896 on the bank of the Great Anui, 60 verst from Nishne-Kolymsk. The photograph shows the grave after the upper part of the coffin had been removed. Partially preserved clothing made of elk hide covered the skeleton. The head-covering and leather mask on the face were decayed. On the left side of the skeleton lay a half rusted long iron war-knife, which indicated that the

1 The Yukaghir storehouses are often far from the dwellings. When the men hunt far from home they build a storehouse on high posts and put there the venison, to be taken home when needed.
Fig. 1. Offerings to the spirit of the mountain.

Fig. 2. Elevated grave of a child.

Fig. 3. Yukaghir overground grave.

The Yukaghir.
burial had taken place after the advent of the Yakut, or perhaps even of the Russians, on the Kolyma river. All the other objects such as bow, arrows, quiver, were decayed. Their wooden parts were rotten and the arrowheads of stone and bone had fallen out of their sockets. The grave box was made of larch logs split by means of wooden wedges. The box rested on beams supported by four posts, raised about a meter above ground. The sides of the grave-box rested on supports. The kurul was covered with snow and had to be dug out. Without native guides I should not have been able to find it. The corpse lay on its back, the head to the west. Its face was turned to the east. The length of the grave-box outside was 178 cm., inside, 160 cm. and the length of the corpse without the head covering and boots, was about 157 cm. Judging from the weapons found, it must have been the body of a man.

I discovered another type of elevated grave on the tundra in the region between the Kolyma and Alaseya Rivers, where the Tundra Yukaghir and the Yukaghirized Tungus wander about. It was situated about 70 verst west from the Yakut settlement Senkel. The grave consisted of two boxes, an outer and inner one. The corpse lay in the inner box, which was dug out of a split larch tree. The top and bottom of the box were held together by willow hoops. The outer box consisted of a small log house placed on horizontal beams. These were supported by two standing larch trees the tops of which had been cut off. On both sides of each tree were erected posts which passed through holes in the beams and supported the sides of the outer box. The upper ends of the posts were connected by two more beams which kept in place the log covering of the outer box. The height of the grave box over the ground was 280 cm., the length of the outer box 300 cm. A half decayed bow and broken arrows were in the outer box, to the left. To the right was a rusty spear with a broken shaft. The skeleton lay in the inner box. The dried and shrivelled face was covered with a leather mask. The inner box was so narrow that the corpse had to be squeezed in. According to my guides this was done in order to hamper the movements of the deceased. For the same reason his feet were put into an iron kettle and the sleeves of his coat were tied so that he could not make use of his hands. Since the Kolyma Yukaghir have no fear of the dead, it must be supposed that the Tundra Yukaghir adopted these preventive measures from the Tungus. The Yakut do the same with their deceased.

The deceased was not of great stature. The corpse measured 148 cm. On his chest lay a wooden tobacco pipe and a spoon made of reindeer antler. The corpse lay with the head to the west and the face turned to the east, the direction of the rising sun.

In the summer of 1896 I started from Nishne-Kolymsk in a boat and went up the Kolyma. In the settlement Brussenino, 200 verst north of Sredne-
Kolymsk where I halted for the night, I was told of an ancient grave box not far from the village. It rested on the trunks of four larch trees, the tops of which had been hewn off. The height of the trunks from the ground was only 62 cm. The grave consisted of a single box, supported on the sides by poles driven into the ground. The contents of the grave box were decayed. There remained only the skeleton, an ivory comb on the chest, and fragments of leather boots which fell to pieces when touched. I did not photograph this grave on account of the heavy rain. Judging by the form of the skull and the absence of any traces of weapons the body must have been that of a woman. The length of the grave-box was 220 cm. and that of the skeleton 150 cm. As in the other elevated graves the head lay to the west.

Plate XII, Fig. 1 represents an elevated grave which I found on the Kolyma tundra. The grave-box was made of boards sewn together with willows. It had formerly rested on a platform supported by four posts. After two of these had fallen, the grave box had tumbled down. It is possible that soon after the burial a bear threw down the grave to eat the corpse. In the broken grave box I found only a few bones.

Attention may be called to the wooden figure of a bird, evidently of a diver which is often met on the graves of Tungus shamans.

Plate XII, Fig. 2 represents a most primitive Yukaghir elevated grave, which I found on the banks of the Omolon. The deceased lay in the middle of a heap of logs that were supported by small posts and beams. Judging by the post still standing the height of the grave from the ground must have been about a meter. One of the posts decayed and the grave fell down. The logs were cut with iron axes, but farther up in the valley of the Omolon, in the forest, the Yukaghir had shown me two more graves of such a primitive kind, the logs of which were hewn with stone axes. This indicates that they belong to the pre-Russian and pre-Yakut period.

The East Siberian larch (Larix dahurica Turcz.) of which all the elevated graves were made has very hard wood. I have seen on the Kolyma log houses built by Russian settlers a hundred or more years before, and the larch logs of these houses not only have been perfectly preserved, but, hardened by the winds and covered with smoke they have become moisture-proof.

Plate XIII, Fig. 1, represents an elevated grave found on the Kolyma Tundra, not far from the Alaseya River. It consisted of a single box made of logs and supported by two larch tree trunks, four additional posts and horizontal beams. The clothing of the skeleton was completely decayed. It appeared from the remains of weapons and implements that it was the grave of a man. The height of the grave-box from the ground was about two meters.

Plate XIII, Fig. 2, represents a Yakut elevated grave. I found it on the Tundra not far from the Yana river. Such graves are placed directly
Fig. 1. A Tundra Yukaghir elevated grave.

Fig. 2. Ancient Yukaghir elevated grave on the Omolon River.
Fig. 1. Elevated grave on the Kolyma Tundra.

Fig. 2. Yakut elevated grave.

Fig. 3. Tungus elevated grave on the Lena.
on the ground and not on posts. I have seen several of them, but opened only one, as I was driving with dog sledges and could not carry much freight. This elevated tomb consisted of a double coffin. The deceased lay in the inner grave-box. The outer box was much larger than the inner one and the space between them was filled up with earth. Judging by the objects found in the inner grave-box the deceased was a woman. We found parts of brass earrings and bracelets of fused brass and silver, the work of Yakut smiths. Although the grave was found to be well preserved, it belonged to the pre-Christian period. The christianization of the Yakut began in 1714 but in the northern parts of the province Yakutsk there were unbaptized Yakut as late as seventy or eighty years ago.

Plate XIII, Fig. 3 and Plate XIV, Fig. 1, represent Tungus elevated graves, found on the right bank of the lower part of the Lena, not far from the settlement of Kumakhsur. In winter two Tungus clans, the Kupski and Eshansky, wander with their reindeer in this region. In summer they leave their reindeer in the mountains in charge of herders and go to the river to fish. These Tungus are at present quite Yakutized. They speak the Yakut language and have almost forgotten their native tongue. They have also intermixed with the Yakut. Like the Yakut they are now christianized, and bury their dead in the ground. The graves here illustrated belong to the pre-Christian period. They were found half a mile apart.

The elevated grave Plate XIII, Fig. 3 consisted of the trunk of a larch tree split in two and hollowed out. The posts supporting the grave had decayed and the grave-box had fallen to the ground. The height of the grave over the ground was 118 cm. its length 240 cm. Willow hoops which kept the coffin together had dried up and fallen off. It was the grave of a common man. Inside were only fragments of a broken bow, spear and hunting knife. The clothing made of reindeer skins had rotted. Only fragments of skin clothing remained on some bones. The ornamental embroidery made of sinew threads on the leather coat and on the apron was also preserved.

Not far from the elevated grave last mentioned I found another one, a little smaller in size, consisting also of a single grave-box. The clothing on the skeleton was completely decayed, but it appeared from the remains of ornaments that it was the grave of a woman. Under the jawbone there lay a brass necklace covered with verdigris, on the skull were the remains of a silver circlet — a common ornament of the Yakut woman's fur cap — and in different parts of the grave were scattered white and blue beads. The height of the grave-box from the ground was 120 cm., the length 230 cm., and the length of the skeleton was 162 cm. It was evidently a woman of comparatively high stature. As in the grave-boxes previously mentioned, the face and feet of the body were turned to the east.

The Tungus elevated grave-box Plate XIV, Fig. 1 was placed on cross
logs lying on the ground. The grave consisted of two boxes. The inner box was made of a tree trunk; the outer one of boards was like that described before. The wood was worked with an iron ax, but metallic nails were nowhere to be found. The outer grave-box was supported by posts carrying horizontal beams. Wooden figures of birds placed on the posts of the grave indicated that it contained the body of a shaman. My Tungus guide told me that it contained the body of a shaman who had died about one hundred years ago (1796). The birds represent divers, the most common guardian spirits of shamans among the Yakut, as well as among the northern Tungus. The heads of the birds placed over the head of the deceased are turned towards sunset; those placed at the foot end have their heads turned towards sunrise. As in Yukaghir graves previously mentioned, the deceased lay on his back, the face turned to the east. The body was placed in the inner box. Only the skeleton remained. Fragments of the skin dress stuck to the bones, and metallic pendants and other ornaments of the shaman's coat were also found. Close to the bones of the feet were an iron pot, an axe and a spoon. In the center were pieces of a drum, at the side a knife, on the breast a brass smoking pipe, and ornamental beads. There were also bones of a nelma fish (Coregonus leucichthys) and the paws of a fox. The meaning of the last named objects is not known. It may be suggested that the nelma bones are the remains of food placed in the grave for the dead, and the fox's paws may have been his amulets. Bow, arrows, spear-shaft and spear head, all broken, lay at the left side of the skeleton. All the iron objects were rusted. In the grave-box were also found pieces of a broken wooden bowl.

On a pole not far from the grave was a wooden shaman's bird, with head turned to the east. The purpose of this bird was to show the shaman's soul the road to the sky. The bird is shown in Plate XIV, Fig. 2.

The skeleton of this grave as well as the objects found there were deposited in the Anthropological Institute of the University of Moscow. When I opened the grave and took its contents a strong wind was blowing which continued for several days. The Tungus explained it as an expression of displeasure on the part of the shaman's spirit.

At present the Yukaghir, Tungus and Yakut are Christians and, according to the orders of the Orthodox clergy bury their dead in the ground. These tribes, partly owing to the suggestion of Russian officials, partly because they do not wish the wild beasts to get the corpses, dig graves five to seven feet deep. In the polar regions this is a heavy task even in summer, for the frozen soil never thaws to a depth greater than two or three feet. Therefore all the inhabitants of the village or all the members of the clan to which the
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1 See page 226, Plate XII, Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Elevated grave of a Tungus shaman.
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Fig. 1. Modern Yukaghir grave on the Korkodon River.

Fig. 2. Yukaghir grave on the Yasschnaya River.

Fig. 3. Funeral of a Yukaghir woman on the Tundra.
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deceased belonged come to help dig the grave. They burn piles of wood to thaw out the frozen subsoil, one layer after another. During the winter the digging of a grave requires two or more days. Thus it is comprehensible why, before the advent of the Russians, the indigenous tribes of the country did not practise underground burials. This does not refer to the Yakut who are newcomers in the polar region.

Imitating the Russian settlers, the Yukaghir as well as the Yakut have at present their own cemeteries, i.e. the inhabitants of a certain district bury their dead in one place.

Plate XV, Fig. 1 shows a modern Yakut grave-yard in the settlement Olbut in the Kolyma district. Over the graves are wooden dome-like monuments in imitation of the cupolas of Orthodox churches.

Plate XV, Fig. 2 represents another Yakut cemetery. Over the graves are square log structures, like small storehouses, covered with sod.

The Yukaghir cemeteries present a very poor appearance. Plate XVI, Fig. 1 represents one of the Yukaghir graves on the Korkodon River. Over the burying place are put up stakes in the form of an enclosure, and in the center is placed a wooden cross.

Plate XVI, Fig. 2, shows a Yukaghir grave in a village on the Yassachnaya River. It consists of a small mound covered with birch bark protecting the graves from rain. Over the grave and on the nearby trees were hung broken objects which belonged to the deceased.

The Yukaghir and Tungus clans who wander about with reindeer and have no permanent settlements, have no cemeteries or common places of burial. They bury their dead wherever they die in the course of their wanderings. The coffins are boxes made of rough boards fastened with wooden pegs. The nomadic people usually do not dig deep graves. Often two or even one family has to bury a member of the family who has died while wandering. Under the climatic conditions described before, one or two families are not able to make proper arrangements for a burial. On my way from the shore of the Okhotsk Sea over the Stanovoi Mountains to the Kolyma River I met with some recent Tungus burial places. They were small mounds, scarcely covered with boards. But on the whole way I did not see one elevated grave. From this it may be inferred that, before they were converted to Christianity, the Tungus did not visit those places. North of Okhotsk the Tungus arrived after the advent of Russian invaders in the far east. West of the Gishiga district, through which I passed on my way to the Kolyma, the Okhotsk-Tungus appeared only after the arrival of Russian merchants. They came first to hunt squirrels which are abundant in the forests of the upper Kolyma and are much sought for by the Russians. At present the Okhotsk and Gishiga Tungus in the beginning of winter migrate with their reindeer from the shores of the Okhotsk Sea towards the Kolyma, and in summer they return for
fishing to the rivers of the Okhotsk Sea. I was the first white traveller to traverse the route to the Kolyma from Gishiga, crossing the Omolon and descending the Korkodon River,1 and nobody could have destroyed the elevated graves if they had been there. In winter Reindeer Koryak also wander over this country. Primitive people do not only tolerate foreign beliefs and respect foreign graves, but they also believe in the power of spirits of foreign tribes. Sometimes spirits of a foreign tribe are more feared by them than those of their own tribe, because the local shamans are powerless before them. This explains why many shamans of the tribes of Northeastern Siberia have among their guardian spirits, as helpers or as chief guardians, spirits of alien tribes.2

On the route to the Kolyma we saw several times recent Tungus graves dug out by hungry bears or foxes.

A description of the method of burial used by the nomadic Tungus may be given here. On the third day after leaving Gishiga for the Kolyma district, we had to stop for the night in the camp of the Tungus elder of the Dolgan clan. My caravan consisted of riding and pack horses. I myself and my Tungus guide were riding ahead. The guide said to me, “There are on the ground fresh reindeer tracks. There are some wandering people ahead of us.” Soon we could see at a great distance a file of Tungus riding on reindeer with a small reindeer herd behind them. I noticed that one of the riders was sitting rigidly on his reindeer bound with leather thongs to a kind of arm chair made of willows and fastened to the saddle. The reins were attached to the saddle of the preceding reindeer, which was ridden by a Tungus. To both sides of the saddle of a third reindeer were strapped some boards, their rear ends dragging on the ground. I asked my guide the meaning of the bound rider, and he answered, “That is the way to carry a dead man. The other reindeer is dragging boards for a coffin.” The man had died while wandering, and his family were carrying him to a camp of relatives in order to arrange for the burial.

Soon the Tungus and their reindeer turned aside and disappeared. On the following morning one of the relatives of the deceased came to the camp of the Tungus elder where I spent the night, with the request for some white material for a shroud for the dead. I gave it. Unfortunately I could not be present at the burial as I had to hurry on in order to reach the Kolyma country before the winter set in. When later on our way one of the Yakut horse-boys fell ill and we had to hurry on, my Tungus guide proposed that we carry him as they carry their dead. He made an arm chair of willows and strapped it to the back of a pack-horse between the packs. The sick boy was tied to the arm chair.

1 The new topographical map of this route has not been worked out as yet. See also Amer. Museum Journal, 1903, Vol. III, No. 5, p. 102.
2 See above pp. 199, 201.
Modern Methods of Burial Among the Tundra Yukaghir. In the modern method of burial of the Tundra-Yukaghir, three elements may be discerned: those of Yukaghir origin and those adopted from Russian and Tungus sources.

In January of 1902 we had the opportunity to be present at a burial ceremony of the Tundra Yukaghir. The mother-in-law of the elder had been ill of contraction of the oesophagus. The Yukaghir were convinced that the illness was caused by some evil spirit. The tribal shamans were not successful in their treatment, nor were our medicaments of any help. When she was no longer able to take food the Yukaghir decided to summon a Yakut shaman. But the latter declared that Yakut shamanistic spirits are unwilling to enter a Yukaghir tent, because they do not like the smell of a Yukaghir dwelling. Then the relatives of the sick woman carried her into the hut of the Yakut shaman. For two nights he performed his incantations and ceremonies, endeavoring to drive out the evil spirit which had caused the woman’s illness. But during the performance of the third night the patient died. The deceased woman was carried to her tent where preparations for the funeral were made.

In the morning before conveying the deceased from the Yakut hut to the Yukaghir tent, all the Yukaghir and Yakut present prayed to the ikons (images of saints) under which the deceased lay behind a curtain. The prayers were whispered improvised supplications. The sign of the cross was made and the supplicants bowed down. The Yakut shaman whose guardian-spirit had proved impotent to drive out of the woman the evil spirit which had killed her, officiated and waved the censer before the ikons. After the prayers, tea was prepared. Before drinking it, the Yukaghir elder addressed the deceased with the following words:

Křičtoč tuđe nawa’ye ča’ilega me’ngan ehre’dagale če’nuceigan

Christ in his bright heaven let take her soul let carry

Yewdoki’yegale. Xoin na’wayne ča’ilen yu’orelde m’txan tet wai na’cowiyek.

Eudoxia.† God’s bright heaven getting sight of for us you also pray.

It may be noted that in this prayer is mentioned the soul e’hereń, the soul which goes to heaven.

When they sat down to take tea the elder again addressed the deceased, saying:

Malā’ tet wai ě’uk’

There you also eat drink

Mit ěumele ě’gul’ tet wai tät ě’udienunk’.
Our what we are food you also thus eat to the full.

After that all present bowed and thanked the deceased. After the tea some of the women dressed the body of the dead woman in her best clothing. Her face was covered with some white material. On her breast were laid her work-bag with needles and thread, and her tailoring-knife, but first the points

† The name of the deceased.
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of the needles and the edge of the knife were broken off. The deceased was then enveloped in a skin cover, and bound with hide thongs. The cover consisted of dressed reindeer skins sewn together like a tent cover. And it was indeed a part of the tent cover of her family, removed from the tent poles above her sleeping place.

Before carrying her out of the Yakut hut, the elder said to her:

Malá' tet loxo'xoraik'!
Now then you get up!

This was said in order that the deceased would allow herself to be lifted, i.e. that she would make herself light. Then the husband of the dead woman added:

Malá' mit ni'mein kobeče'ili.
Now then to our house we will go.

Then they carried her out of the Yakut house, feet first, and put her down on her own driving sledge to which her two reindeer were attached. The reins of her reindeer were fastened to the back of the driving sledge of her husband. He sat astride on his sledge, to which one reindeer was harnessed and drove on. These sledges were followed by the teams of relatives and clansmen. The deceased lay in her own tent for two days, until a coffin had been made of rough hewn boards, and a grave was dug in the frozen soil. All this time she lay close to the edge of the tent cover, screened by a cotton curtain. She was invited to partake of every meal as if she were still regarded as a living member of the family.

When everything was ready for the burial she was taken out of the tent, not through the entrance, but by raising the edge of the tent cover at the place where she lay. After the edge of the cover had been lowered again three crossed poles were erected close to the outside edge of the tent. This is called yowu'ligi me-pu'ñui (her way is closed). The crossed poles prevent her return. She was carried to the grave on her driving sledge, to which one of her reindeer was harnessed (see Plate XVI, Fig. 3). By the grave was standing a wooden box held together by wooden pegs. The relatives of the deceased took her off the sledge and put her into the box.

After the burial the harness loop of the reindeer was cut (not untied as is usual) as if to kill the harness, and it was hung on a bush near the grave. Then one of the relatives stabbed her reindeer with a knife. The killing of the reindeer is called nuñnjíin pe'ceceiña (sent down to the Land of Shadows). This is done in order that the nuñníñ 1 i.e. the soul of the deceased, may drive on the soul of the reindeer to the nuñnijí, the Land of Shadows. The skin and legs of the reindeer were given to the grave diggers. The meat was cooked in kettles by the grave. The killed reindeer is called nuñnien-e'leñ

---

1 See above p. 158.
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(Reindeer for the soul, i.e. of the deceased). The cooked meat of the reindeer for the soul of the deceased may not be eaten by her near relatives, particularly not by the husband (or wife), parents, brothers, sisters and children. The meat is eaten by distant relatives and mostly by the grave-diggers, box makers and by the women who washed and dressed the deceased. Near relatives do not eat the meat of the killed reindeer in order not to provoke the anger of the deceased, as the meat was destined for her.

Near relatives may not wash and dress the deceased because if a tear should fall on the corpse it would suffer much pain. On the whole the Yukaghir do not express their grief aloud; they weep quietly. What is left of the reindeer meat is taken by the people, who eat it on the grave.

The sledge of the deceased, her spade for shovelling snow, her tailoring-board, her scraper and other implements for skin dressing were all broken and left on the grave. It should be added that at present the sledge is seldom broken on the grave as on the tundra it is too costly an object. Therefore the sledge is only left on the grave for three days so that the deceased may make his journey to the Land of Shadows.

On the third day another reindeer was killed on the grave in commemoration of the dead. This is the last meal for the soul. It is believed that only on the third day the soul leaves for the underground world.

Before taking home the sledge it is held over the smoke of burning wild rosemary (Ledum palustre L.), which is burned in front of the tent. Before entering, all those coming from the burial must pass through the smoke.

In the actions performed during the burial we may discern Russian influences. Thus the soul e'hereñ goes to Christ in the bright heaven instead of going to the Me'mndeye-e'ñe, the Fire Father; but on the other hand the soul nu'niniñ departs to the underground realm of shadows.

Concerning the breaking of the objects owned by the deceased, the upper Kolyma Yukaghir told me that this is done in order that the shadows of the objects may go with the soul of the dead to the Land of Shadows. On the other hand, the Tundra Yukaghir told me in regard to the breaking of the points and sharp edges of weapons and tools, that they do it to prevent the dead from employing them against their relatives. Furthermore they turn the points of weapons towards their shafts. All knots on the clothing and footwear are tied in complicated ways so that they may not be untied by the dead. All these precautions designed to prevent the deceased from doing harm to the living were undoubtedly adopted from the Tungus and Yakut. The Yakut particularly are afraid of the dead. According to them, the evil spirits abasy feed not only on the material organs of man but they also eat his soul kut. A human soul eaten by an evil spirit abasy becomes, in turn, an evil spirit named yör, who causes illness to men and tortures chiefly his own relatives.¹

¹ See p. 238.
X. — RELIGION. THE SUPERNATURAL AGENTS OF THE TRIBES OF NORTHEASTERN SIBERIA.

The comparative table on this page contains a systematic review of the concepts of supernatural agencies found among the tribes of Northeastern Siberia, in so far as these were studied by me. This table is intended to illustrate certain points in regard to these beliefs.

First: It shows a general similarity of the chief elements in the religious beliefs of these tribes, although the details differ.

Second: The table shows that the corresponding elements of the religious systems under consideration do not represent successive evolutionary stages. They are coexistent and have developed from distinctive sources. In some cases several groups of concepts may be combined in one larger group, or the groups may all be quite independent of one another. However, all these elements are derived from one basis, — the endeavor of the individual or society to achieve a secure existence under given surroundings.

Third: the table indicates the supernatural agent whom, after contact with the Russians, each group identified with the Christian God; in other words, it demonstrates how each tribe has conceived the Christian religion.

For purposes of comparison, I have listed also in the table the religious agents of the Aleut, a tribe which I have recently studied, but which does not actually belong to Northeastern Siberia.

Comparative table of the supernatural Agents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yakut</th>
<th>Kolyma</th>
<th>Tundra</th>
<th>Koryak</th>
<th>Chukchee</th>
<th>Kamchadal</th>
<th>Kolyma</th>
<th>Aleut</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supreme Beings and Creators</td>
<td>Ayi'</td>
<td>Poa</td>
<td>Cu'kan</td>
<td>Ya'qhu'tain</td>
<td>Va'irgin</td>
<td>Ne'me'kilex</td>
<td>T'hamar</td>
<td>Aga'ga'x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supernatural Ancestors . . . .</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Qoi'</td>
<td>Qoi'</td>
<td>Ku'qi</td>
<td>Ku'kl</td>
<td>Ku't</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters and Owners . . . . .</td>
<td>It'e</td>
<td>Po'gil</td>
<td>Kiyl'je</td>
<td>E't'm</td>
<td>E't'tn</td>
<td>I'nyu'pila'n</td>
<td>Hu'uni</td>
<td>Agra'ga'x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souls . . . . . . . . . .</td>
<td>Kat, Tn, Sir</td>
<td>A'ibi</td>
<td>N'uni'si</td>
<td>O'no'n</td>
<td>Uy'lit</td>
<td>Uvi'rit</td>
<td>Wicfe</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaman's Spirits . . . . .</td>
<td>Emege't</td>
<td>E'i</td>
<td>O'no', E'i</td>
<td>E'n'ii</td>
<td>E'n'ii</td>
<td>E'n'ii</td>
<td>He'eki</td>
<td>Qu'ga'x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malevolent Beings . . . . .</td>
<td>Abas't</td>
<td>Ku'gul</td>
<td>Ko'rel</td>
<td>Ka'la</td>
<td>Ke'le</td>
<td>Ka'na</td>
<td>He'nye</td>
<td>A'mkux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardians . . . . . . . .</td>
<td>Ta'nara</td>
<td>Ca'n-coro'mo</td>
<td>Ca'n-god'</td>
<td>O'kkamak</td>
<td>O'kkamak</td>
<td>Kamu'da</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Kadga'dax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CREATORS OR SUPREME BEINGS. — The Yakut Ayir is not a personal name. It is a collective name for all creative forces and deities benevolent to man. An Ayir is a personified principle of light as opposed to darkness. It is a kind of anthropomorphic being of supreme power acting in the interest of mankind. The Ayir created man, domestic animals, beasts and plants. They are unfavorable towards men only through lack of attention to their interests, through failure to benefit them. Then they are prayed to and given offerings. They never receive bloody sacrifices.

Every Ayir has his proper name and special functions. The head-creator is called Ayir-Toyo'n, i.e. Lord Creator, or Uriin-Ayir, Bright Creator, or Uriin-Ayir-Toyo'n, Lord Bright Creator. This supreme creator is the maker of the world. He superintends the universe, sends down children, regulates vegetable growth and the multiplication of cattle. On the other hand, Troshansky, relying on the statement of the Yakut Gorokhov, characterizes the Chief Creator as follows: "After creating the earth, air and man, and after giving to the latter the soul kut, the Lord Bright Creator retired from work and from all creative activity. He does not give new souls and does not interfere in human affairs. However, in Yakut mythology we meet with passages in which he helps heroes when they entreat him."

From the Yakut legends concerning the Supreme Creator which I recorded in the northern parts of the province, and from the texts of prayers addressed to him, it may be inferred that the Yakut do not regard him as a retired deity, but that they believe in his continued activity. He still governs the universe and accepts bloodless offerings.

All the creators dwell on the eastern side of heaven.

Of quite a different character is the Yukaghir Pon (in the Tundra dialect Cu'kun), which means "Something." It is a creative principle, scarcely personified. Pon directs the phenomena of nature, but does not interfere in the affairs of man. It may be said that the Pon is an important concept in the dogma of the Yukaghir, but there is no part of the cult that refers to him. The Yukaghir do not address him with prayers and do not present offerings to him, at least not at the present time. Yukaghir mythology contains no reference to prayers and offerings to the Pon.

Other creative and benevolent deities of the Yukaghir were the Fire-Father, Sun and Heaven.¹

The Koryak supreme creative deity, Yaqhi'čın, Something Existing, resembles in many of his features the Yakut Lord-Creator. This deity also has other names besides Something Existing.²

The Chukchee also call their creative deity by a name equivalent to that which the Koryak attribute to their chief creator, namely, Va’irgin, which also

means Something Existing. But with the Chukchee Va'irgin is rather an appellative term for benevolent deities recalling the Yakut Àyr'.

The Kamchadal N.e'n.enkìtêx, the Aleut Agu'gux', and the Tungus Ti'hmar, like the Koryak Yaqhi'čñin, are benevolent deities of supreme power, creators of the world. Unfortunately no detailed information concerning these supreme deities is preserved in the traditions of any of these tribes.

**Supernatural Ancestors.** — The second class of supernatural beings, supernatural ancestors, is not found among the Tungus, Yakut and Aleut. They have traditions of wonder-working chiefs, shamans and heroes who enjoyed the protection of deities, possessed supernatural power, and were revered by certain groups, but none of these enjoyed general recognition or became an object of adoration for the whole tribe. In a word, ancestor worship, particularly the cult of a tribal ancestor, did not develop, although there are elements of such a cult.

Among the Yukaghir the term qoil also signifies not a tribal ancestor of supernatural origin, but an ancestor of a certain group. Every deceased shaman is the natural protector of his living relatives and, therefore, he becomes an object of adoration by that group. The relatives of a deceased shaman give him offerings and pray to him for help.

Among the Koryak and Kamchadal the Great Raven Kutq or Ku'rkil appears as the ancestor of the whole tribe. Besides this, he is also known for his creative deeds and is sometimes called Creator. Prayers are addressed to him and he is referred to in incantations.

Among the Chukchee, evidently under the influence of the Eskimo, the Raven has lost his significance as a creator, but plays a prominent rôle in mythology.

Among the Aleut and the Yukaghir, the Raven does not play the rôle either of an ancestor or of a deity, but he appears as a mythological hero endowed with the power to perform certain supernatural acts.

**Owners.** — The third class of supernatural beings, the Owners, is identical among all of the tribes of Northeastern Siberia. Owners are invisible anthropomorphic beings dwelling in one or another division of nature, or in separate objects which they possess. They live, like men, in families. Generally the Owners are benevolent deities, provided men observe the customs established in regard to them, and do not transgress certain taboos. Only the Yakut Owners, the ičči', are spirits inimical to man. We have seen before that among the Yukaghir there is a particular category of Owners, called Keepers (mō'yeıpul, sing. mō'ye) who preside over different species of animals. Other Yukaghir guardians of animals, called pe'jul, have no analoga in the religions of the other tribes.

**Souls.** — The soul as the vital essence of organisms is conceived by all the tribes here discussed as an invisible being, distinct from the body and

---

1 See p. 145.
2 See p. 146.
largely anthropomorphic. I pointed out before the multiplicity of souls in the beliefs of the Yakut and Yukaghir. According to the Chukchee the soul is divisible and one or more parts of it may be eaten by evil spirits without killing the body. The Koryak, Kamchadal and Aleut have the idea of one soul, but the two tribes last named are so thoroughly Russianized that they may have been influenced by Russian ideas of the soul.

Shaman's Spirits. — In this division are included such Shaman's spirits as appear as special protectors of shamanistic performances, and which are regarded as benevolent beings. The activities of these supernatural beings are very singular. They cure illness and accomplish beneficent deeds towards men only when the shamans compel them to do so. But they themselves, in order to display their activity, pick out mediators and force them to become shamans. Among the Yukaghir shamanism is chiefly an hereditary institution. Therefore the spirits are transferred from father to son. With their help the shaman descends to the underground world to gain the favor of the shadows; he ascends into the upper world, i.e. heaven, to receive from the deities gifts for man and the power to fight mischievous evil spirits, hostile to man. With the help of their protecting spirits the shamans, in case of need, secure the assistance of Owners.

According to my Yakut informants, the Yakut term ammon is not a collective name designating spirits of a certain category, but it is the name of the spirit of a deceased shaman. As we have seen before, two ammon are reproduced on the coats of Yakut shamans. On the other hand, the Kolyma Yukaghir, who speak Yakut as well as their own language, translated the Yakut ammon for me by the Yukaghir word e'iji, which is a class name of Yukaghir shaman's spirits. In the Tundra dialect the word ono may correspond to the Yakut ammon. Some Yakut shaman's dresses display two kinds of ammon; one, the spirit of a deceased shaman, the other a yör. The Tundra Yukaghir term ono signifies the spirit of a deceased shaman only.

Malevolent Beings. — The rôle played by these spirits is quite the reverse of that of the shamanistic spirits. They are always hostile to man. Their nature is the same in the religions of all the tribes here discussed. They are cannibalistic and devour living people. They enter men and eat their internal organs, thus causing all kinds of diseases. These evil spirits are the prototype of what we now call microbes, as though primitive man had instinctively comprehended the causes of diseases now established by science. Even some details in the conception and the description of these evil spirits by primitive man recall that constant insecurity in which we live surrounded by microbes. Thus, a Chukchee shaman, according to Bogoras, described the danger of the Chukchee evil spirits called kelet: "We are surrounded by enemies. Spirits always walk invisibly with gaping mouth." 2

---

1 See pp. 181 and 238.
The Yakut who settled in the Yukaghir region adopted from the latter the use of the dogteam, but they preserved their former attitude towards dogs as unclean animals. Dogs are not permitted to enter a dwelling for, they say, on a dog's tail live hundreds of abastla' (pl. of abas', evil spirit).

According to the belief of the Koryak the kalat are sometimes so numerous in houses that they sit on the people and fill up all the corners.1

To the category of evil spirits hostile to man belong also the souls of certain dead. We find these ideas in the beliefs of the Yakut and Chukchee. Such souls of dead people are called yör by the Yakut. The evil spirits of the Yakut, abas', eat not only the bodies and internal organs of men, but also their souls. Souls eaten by the abas' become evil spirits yör which are very dangerous to men, particularly to their own relatives.

It is interesting to find ideas of the Yakut, who are of Turkish descent, in the beliefs of the Chukchee, who are in certain aspects American in their cultural life.

According to Mr. Bogoras, some of the kelet feed on souls of men. The drawing 207 on page 297 of his work on the Chukchee represents an evil spirit hunting a man's soul. In another place he refers to a tale of a Chukchee who explained that the evil spirits, kelet chop the soul to pieces, cook it in a kettle and feed it to their children.1

We also find another Yakut conception, concerning the yör, (a man's soul turned into an evil spirit) repeated in Chukchee beliefs. Souls dying a second death and not being able to revive become kelet. The souls of a man's near relatives are often dangerous to him.

The conception of the dead as evil spirits is only slightly developed among the Koryak and absent altogether among the Yukaghir. But the Yukaghir believe that after death the souls of men feed on the souls of those animals which they hunted during life.

GUARDIANS. — By this name I designate figures made of wood, bone, stone or metal by shamans and other people, and representing men and animals. Sometimes part of a figure suffices in lieu of the whole. These figures acquire the power of guardians only after suitable incantations have been spoken over them. Often the incantation has to be repeated at certain intervals in order to preserve the power of the guardian. Guardians may be classified as individual, family and clan protectors.

I have inserted in the table the Yakut term tănara', with its ancient meaning of wooden idols representing guardians. At present tănara' indicates also heaven and God, but the northern Yakut who have intercourse with the Chukchee call the wooden guardians (o'kkamak) of the latter by the name tănara'.

The Yukaghir name for guardians is cân-coró'mo or cân-go'de, wooden man. This name — as well as the Koryak o'kkamak, wooden kamak, —

1 Jochelson, The Koryak, p. 28.
refers to the material of which the guardian used to be made, although it is often made out of bone or other material at present. To this kind of guardians belong also the Kamchadal kamu'da and the Aleut kadga'dax'. The Aleut call by this name all kinds of amulets made of stone, bone, or wood. The Aleut had also other guardians named quga'dax' which means little devil. The Aleut also use this term to designate the wooden masks used in ceremonies and dances. A third Aleut term designating a guardian is u'gdux'. The u'gdux' consists of the skin of a quadruped, bird, sea animal or insect, but these guardians are outside the subject of this chapter. U'gdux' are left as heirlooms by elder people to their younger relatives. The Aleut believe that after putting on an u'gdux' a man turns into the corresponding animal. The animal becomes the guardian of the owner of the u'gdux'.

The Native Names for the Christian God. — The names given by the various tribes to the Christian God appear in the table in italic type. We see that some of the tribes bestowed upon the Christian God the name of one class of supernatural being while other tribes used the name of other classes. Thus the Koryak, Chukchee and Kolyma Tungus call the Christian God by the names of their shamanistic spirits. The Yakut in the beginning called the Russian God by the name of the idol-guardians taňara'. Later on they called God either taňara' or by the name of the Yakut head creator — Ayî'-Toy'o'n. The present Yakut designate the images of the saints (ikons) by the term taňara'.

The Yukaghir transferred to the Christian God the name given to an idol, representing a shaman ancestor, which is made of his skull. Only the Aleut and Kamchadal call the Christian God by the names of Creators and by those of the chief deities of their former religion.

How is such a divergence of opinion with regard to the Christian faith to be explained? It is due no doubt to the failure of the ignorant Russian priests who proselytized among the Siberian natives and looked on baptism as a mere formality.

In the year 1714 the Russian Government issued an order addressed to the Siberian Metropolitan Feodor bidding him to demolish the idols and chapels of the Siberian natives and convert them to Christianity. In many cases the natives were forced to be baptized by the interference of the civil and military authorities. In defence of the Russian missionaries it may be said that until recent times the monks sent to the far east were unprepared for their mission. They were not able to learn the native languages and, therefore, could not understand the beliefs which they were sent to uproot. In the beginning not only ignorant but almost illiterate monks were sent. Concerning the new religion the natives learned no more than the ritual which they interpreted according to their own understanding and imagination, finding in it analogies with their former religious customs. The Siberian natives
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knew, of course, that every people has its deities and saints similar to their own. The greater part of the Chukchee and Koryak still remain pagan. When they saw the Russian priests in their vestments and the ikons, they regarded the priests as Russian shamans and the ikons as images of shamanistic spirits. Therefore, the Koryak and Chukchee call the Russian God by the name e'neñ (shaman's guardian spirit) and the Russian priest by the name e'neñala'n, shaman.

The Yukaghir, evidently, regarded the Russian ikons as amulets and named them tañara'.

The Yukaghir may have taken the Russian priests for shamans and the ikons for images of deceased shamans and therefore named the Christian God, as well as the ikons, by the name qoi'l.

At present the Yakut use the term tañara' chiefly for the ikons, and they call God either Tañara' or Ayi'-Toyo'n i.e. Lord Creator. This may be explained by the fact that since the time when the Christianization of the Yakut began, the Russians who have settled in the Yakut province were so greatly influenced by the Yakut that the Yakut language became their native tongue. The Russian priests born in the Yakut Province and knowing Yakut as well as Russian, or even better, are able to explain to the people of their parishes the aspirations of Christianity. Thus Ayi'-Toyo'n, — Lord Creator —, the name of the Yakut Creator appears most suitable for the Christian God.

Similar conditions have brought it about that the Kamchadal and the Aleut give to the Christian God the names of their former supreme deities and Creators. The Aleut and Kamchadal became Russianized and at the same time acquainted with the Russian language sufficiently well for the Russian priests to explain to them without difficulty the meaning of the new faith.

Although since 1867, when the Aleutian Islands together with Alaska were sold by Russia to the United States, the Aleut have forgotten the Russian language, nevertheless during the period of Russian rule the Aleut succeeded in familiarizing themselves thoroughly with the new religion.

The names for God in the languages of the tribes studied have a special interest for the student of the history of religion and particularly of the history of the spread of Christianity.

It is also worthy of note that nowhere has the name of any one of the classes of evil spirits been attributed to the Christian God, although there might well have been ground for such an event on account of the spread of contagious diseases in these regions after the advent of the Russians. However, the Siberian natives ascribed those diseases to the evil spirits brought by the Russians and not to their God whose representatives were the Russian priests.
XI. — FOLKLORE, KOLYMA DIALECT.

1. N-a’ce-Kini’je ču’oliše.

On Face-Moon Tale.

I’rkin po’lut lei teri’keni. A’taxud u’ole u’onei. Irki’et pa’ipelek’, one old man lived married (with) Two children as children One (of them) girl, had.

iri’et ko’ipelek’. Eme’ipegi, e’e’epgi a’mde’eni. E’mjedene modo’ni. Ta’tagi
one hoy. Mother their, father their died. With his younger lived. Her older sister
ču’ote yo’ndojege 1 xo’doi. Ir’kila’ni tu’de e’mje yu’omele. Yan kini’je
always in blanket lay. Constantly (on) his younger looked. Three months
sister
la’ni’de yu’om. E’mjegi mo’nni: “Ta’ta, egi’ek’!”
during looked. Younger said: “Elder brother get up!”

E’mjegi leg’itecum. Ta’tagi el leh’le’enu. Tat mo’ndi’ege leg’ipegi
Younger fed (him). Elder not ate. Thus when they lived food their
brother her
sister
E’mjegi mo’nni: “Xo’diet el eg’iteyek?” Ta’tagi mo’nni: “El eg’iteyek.”
His sister said: “Elder brother, get up!” Elder said: “Not (I) shall get up.”
brother her
E’mjegi mo’nni: “Met la’ni’de ku’de’eyek?” E’mjegi mo’nni: “Pu’gu yog’omutei.”
Sister his said: “Why not (you) will get up?” Elder said: “The Sun will be angry.”
brother her
E’mjegi mo’nni: “Pu’gu yog’omutei.” E’mjegi mo’nni: “Met la’ni’de thann el leg’iteyek.”
Sister his said: “The Sun will be angry.” Elder said: “I will you become
brother her
E’mjegi mo’nni: “Met la’ni’de thann el leg’iteyek.” E’mjegi mo’nni: “Me’amde’ili 2 taha’ne.”
Elder then not shall eat.” Younger said: “We shall die then.”
brother her
E’mjegi mo’nni: “Dek’u’c amde’ili!”
said: “Let us even die!”
Pai tät ya’xtei. Ya’xtei mo’nni: “Met taha’ne, mo’nni, te’ul e’le
The then began to When singing said: “I then, said (she), you not
sing.
mo’nteye ta’ta. Mo’nteye ki’e. 3 Mit yo’ndoje’nil yondo’je met at,
shall call elder Shall call friend. For our blanket a blanket I shall make
brother.

1 I. e., on bed.
2 The past tense (amde’ili — we died) is used instead of the future. With the prefix me it means “we are sure to die.”
3 Thus man and wife address each other.
yondjo'je xa'n-meyegi¹ n'a'gatiernit: i'rik eme'igit, i'rik e'e'get ü'luol', a blanket the bag of which double (parted in from one mother from one father born, two) being:

i'rik le'pul n'aga-ku'de'cilouł tabu'de yu'ologon.¹
one blood (being) having united become it let it signify.

Tät n-e'jit mo'donidege, pu'de xo'ilek¹ me'dul¹. Pai u'koč. Uke'idelle
Thus conversing when (they) sat, in the yard noise sounded The went out. When she was (became audible). girl out
yu'om ču'olijı polu'lek ke'jul n-a'čegi kini'je titeme'i, pomo'ge'ke'ni'je she saw a mythical old man came face his moon like (was) full-moon

yo'ndolox¹, egi'ek¹, mamde'ili.² N-a'če-Kini'je ki'ec. Ti'tem-elet-tit, yan lie, get up, now we shall die. Face-Moon (Moon Face) has come. Thus being, three

kini'jege me'tul¹ yu'omik ya'duonol¹ mi'din. Xo'diet yon'dolx¹! Ti'te-months during at me looked as wife in order to take. Why do you sleep? Like m-e'lgene met e'le ke'jteye te'tin. Yelo'je-po'n-xo yu'ogi čomo'n o'moč!³ this if you I not shall come to. Of sun-light appearance very beautiful! (is)

Egi'ek.²
Get up.

Koi egi'ei yo'gotid abu'dgele mo'rom, tâ'čle u'koč. Ču'oliję po'lut
The got up for arrows quiver put on, then went out. The youth old man pu'de lei. Kuni'yin pojer xo'go ki'mjıenı. Kuni'rkiubidicte pojer xo'go xa'jič
in the was. Ten days during they fought. On the eleventh day finally

kude'dem ču'oliję-polu'tkele. Kude'delle n-a'n-meje nu'motem.⁴ Nu'močin co'gi.
he killed the mythical old man. Having killed of willows house (for him) House (his) entered.

* Pai mo'nni: *Ubu'ı yan kini'je lani'de me'tul yu'olelmik, ta'ndaga
The said: "Truly three months during at me apparently you and thus looked,

ke'juk n-a'ga m-e'cten-jeili,⁵ yondjo'je če'mečei." come let us lie down together, the blanket is ready.

Koi yu'om yo'ndoloxi xa'nmofegi n-a'gatierni. Ye'ndüncü. Ogoyetme
The looked blanket his bag (i.e., of was divided into They lay On the following youth the blanket) two. down to sleep. morning
egi'eni. Egi'enidege pu'det lo'ndolox ya'xtelık me'dul¹. Pai uke'idele they got up. When they got up from the dancing singing was audible. The girl outside

yu'om: pu'de čolo'ro ničneit eu'rei. Ti'netañ n'a'n-menumogłe omo'čed saw: in the yard hares many being walk about. (In) that house of willows handsome

adi'lek mo'dol, yō a'ngit. Pai xo'nni. Xo'ndelle mo'nni: "Omo'če youth sits, head combing. The went in. When she said: *Good

1 The fur blanket ends in a bag for the feet. A married couple cover themselves with one blanket and place their feet in one bag.
2 Instead of mo-andélli.
3 I.e. it is beautiful to live.
4 I.e., he put the corpse in a tent of willow branches, as was done with distinguished dead. Nu'moče means: to furnish somebody with a house.
5 Literally: "Our place let us have", from the Russian word myëstö — a place.
Once upon a time an old man lived with his wife. They had two children: a boy and a girl. Both parents died and the boy and his younger sister remained alone. Thus they lived. The boy lay on his bed, and he constantly looked at his younger sister. For three months he did so. His sister said to him: "Elder brother, get up!" But he did not mind. She gave him food, but he declined to eat. Thus they lived until their food became exhausted.

The girl said: "My elder brother, get up!" The boy answered: "I will not get up." The girl said: "Why do you not want to get up?" He said: "Lie down and sleep with me." The girl replied: "It is a sin, the Sun will be angry with us." — "Then I shall not eat," said the boy. His sister said: "Then we shall die." — "Well, let us die," replied the brother. The girl began to sing. While singing she said: "I shall not call you any more 'my elder brother', I shall call you 'friend', as married people do. To our fur blanket I shall sew on two separate bags for our feet. This will signify that we became united in spite of being of one blood, of one father and one mother."

Thus, while conversing, they heard a noise in the yard. The girl went out to see what had happened and saw that a Mythical Old Man came with a face like the moon. Like a full-moon it was. The girl came back. Entering the house she again began to sing, and singing she said: "Friend, do not lie down, get up, now we shall die. The Moon-Face has come. During three months you looked at me thinking to take me as a wife. Now why do you not get up? If you remain that way, I shall not come to you. I do not wish to die, the light of the sun, life are so beautiful. Get up!"

The boy got up, took his bow, put on his quiver with arrows, and went out to the Mythical Old Man. They began to fight and fought for ten days. Finally, on the eleventh day the boy killed the Mythical Old Man.
The boy made a tent of willow branches and placed in it the body of Moon-Face, as is done with distinguished dead. Then he entered their house. The girl said: "Truly, you looked at me during three months and now come, let us lie down together, the blanket is ready."

The boy looked at the blanket and saw that it ended in two separate bags for the feet. They lay down to sleep. The next morning they awoke. While getting up, they heard in the yard dancing and singing. The girl, went out and saw there many hares walking about. She went to the willow-hut and saw that inside a beautiful youth was sitting, combing his hair. She said to the youth: "Good man, where did you come from?" The youth answered: "I died as a Moon-Face and came to life as a man." — "And where did these hares come from?" asked the girl. The youth said: "You married each other, not minding that you are brother and sister; as a token of this, the Owner of the Earth sent you hares instead of reindeer."

2. Como'paranā ėnučuleji.

On the Raven Tale.

Como'paranā leı n-a'tlebieıni e n-a'gaı n-e'punnunumieıni. Como'paranā

Raven lived with Ptarmigan together neighbors they were. Raven

n-a'tlebieıni xo'nni. Ya'xadeleı como'paranā mo'nni: "Met ke'nme, n-e'jik."

Ptarmigan went. Having arrived Raven said: "My friend, tell (something)."

N-a'tlebieı mo'nni: "Tiĩ n-e'molgilge met le'gulı omo'ce ukei'lelı."

Ptarmigan said: "This year my food well has grown it appears."

Como'paranāni n-a'tlebieı mo'nni: "No'udijaye, n-e'jik, tiĩ n-e'molgilge.

Ptarmigan said: "Guest, tell this year how are you?"

to'nmuləndən xo'ndimemọjik?" with respect to the throat (i.e., with respect to feeding)

Como'paranā mo'nni: "Met te'nmuləndən tiĩ n-e'molgilge omo'ce."

Raven said: "I with respect to the throat this year am all right."

N-a'tlebieı mo'nni: "Me le'mdik nugu'nunumet ta'hanine?" Como'paranā

Ptarmigan said: "Well what for do you hunt in such a case?"

mo'nni: "Me'tke le'gulı ni'ñeı, abu'ciepe xana'lulge nu'mon-uopedege, "For me food is plenty, elder sisters in migration time on the place where houses formerly stood

če'nčeyogulpedege mada'delle n-ema'logude yu'ojilige o'nčie-noi'pe n'iñet on their snow banks having set down from all sides when (I) looked of a wild reindeer, much of the leg bones marrow,

xod'o'nuini. Met elno'non-oj ci'rxαcitęgile⁴ kigi'ylgene mř'bedegen a'mjınununui.

are lying. Without with handle knife when I stab to end its (i.e., to disappears. the end of the knife)

---

1 Paranā' — the Russian word voro'na crow; como'paranā' — large crow i.e. Raven. The genuine Yukaghir word for raven is lo'ni (meaning great bird) in the Kolyma dialect and xa'gamen in the Tundra dialect.
2 From the word nαgδyię guard. The same word is applied by the Yukaghir to the Russian Kossacks.
3 Thus Raven called human and canine excrements. no'įpe is plural of no'į, leg and also leg-marrow.
4 Ći'rxαci instead of logδyię (knife) is an ancient word; Ći'rxαcitęgile — augmentative form; Ći'rxαcitęgile instrumentalis. The Raven calls his beak *knife*. 
Ogo'yen-čejege purki'yin u'nunyomul ču'mu lo'cingairānu.¹ O'mni-ca'cipe-
Morning cold during seven river heights all I make the round. Of the people of
deget² čumu'tagi ke'yeptegę čolgo'ropki ču'mu leu'nunu. Tâm-eje
their traps all before them hares their all I eat. Such a
ča'ndalče³ coro'moňoje.⁴

N'a'tlebie mo'nni: "No'udijaye, met o'nmegene, e'l-omo, to'nmuleye
Ptarmigan said: "Guest, I as I think, not good, hungry
coro'mopul cacipede'get olu'nul e'l-omo."
people (from) their traps thief not good."

Čomo'paranā yogo'mui. Ko'beč. A'taxlije amma'ldelje čo'mparanā ai
Raven got angry. Went away. Twice having spent night Raven again
kieč. N-a'tlebie-numo'ge co'gi. N-a'tlebie o'ile. Uo'rpepki le'nil. Como'-
came. Ptarmigan's house entered. Ptarmigan was not Children her were
(paranā n-a'tlebie-u'o'ragele ču'mu ku'deçin. N-a'tlebie-n-e'ragele ču'mu mi'jum.
Ptarmigan's children all killed. Ptarmigan's garments all took.

Ko'beč. N-a'tlebie po'nyuoleiko ki'eč. Uo'rpepki ču'mt a'mdeleliňi
(He) went. Ptarmigan in the evening returned. Children her all dead it appeared
n-e'ragepi ču'mut o'ile. N-a'tlebie ibe'lei. Ibe'lele ko'beč Iko'pa'nin xo'n numérique, garments her all gone. Ptarmigan began to cry. Crying she went (to) Buzzard went,
ya'xai. Iko'pa'nin mo'nni: "Coro'mo met n-e'ragele cumu'ütagi mi'lle-lum ⁵
reached. To Buzzard said: "Somebody my garments all took it appears
met uo'rpegele ču'mu ku'deçilelum." Iko'pã mo'nni: "Met el le'i'diye,
my children all killed it appears." Buzzard said: "I do not know,
tet o'nmegenele kin ku'dedileleçut tet uo'rpegele?" N-a'tlebie mo'nni: "Met
with your mind who killed could have your children?" Ptarmigan said: "I el le'i'diye." Tat xa'nîñin xo'n numérique, xa'nîñin pu'nduñam. Xa'nîł pie'reneye
do know." Then to Eagle (they) went, to Eagle (they) told. Eagle winged
not no'dogolo ču'mu ni'ëm, ču'mu yo'ulocum. Ni'rkieçit el le'i'diyini. Ye'rčibax
animals all called, all asked. No one (not) knew. Duck
o'ilel. Xa'nînil mo'nni: "Ye'rčibe ni'ënîk." Ye'rčibe k'ieč. Ye'rčibegele
was not Eagle said: "Duck (you) call." Duck came. Duck
xa'nîł yo'ulocum: "El le'i'diyek n-a'tlebie uo'rpegele kin ku'deçim?" Ye'rčibe
Eagle asked: "Not you know Ptarmigan's children who killed?" Duck
mo'nni: "Met el le'i'diye." Xa'nînil mo'nni: "Ya'lgin-coró'moňoje, u'üm
said: "I do not know." Eagle said: "Lake-man you are, not anything
yu'oyek?" Ye'rčibe mo'nni: "I'rkin pojerxo'go pon⁶ como'ngu'ęaçę
you have seen?" Duck said: "Once in the day time it very hot was
pojerxo', ya'gigidege met abu'tke čanna'x xodo'je. Xo'duolge ta'nunü
a day, on lake's shore I in (my) nest on back was lying. While I was lying then
como'-paranā kuju'gen o'r'n-ede me'rei, eli'n-ei met yu'olge." Xa'nînil mo'nni:
Raven in the sky cawing was flying, burden had I when I saw." 'Eagle said:

¹ Archaic word instead of the modern cu'riunu'yę.
² Referring to a hunter.
³ Instead of mi'n-lejum.
⁴ From the Russian word skop'a' fish-hawk (Pandion haliaetus).
⁵ Instead of mi'n-lejum.
"Como'-parana n'e'nik. Yan core'mox xo'nik, n-e'rgi cu'mu yu'o'nik."

"Raven you call. Three men let go, garments his all look over."

Como'-

Sea-Gull went, Wood-pecker went, "Face-pointed" went. (To)

parana' nom'ge yaxa'nii, mon'nii: "Xa'nil te'tkele ni'el'm. "Como'-parana

Raven's house came, said: "Eagle you calls." Raven

mo'nni: "E'le xo'nteeye. Pa'ndube mo'nni: "Mit te'tu'l moit xo'nteeti."

said: "Not I shall go." Wood-pecker said: "We you holding shall conduct."

Como'parana pa'ndubegeje xo'llume paim a'njemu'nii. A'ñegi

Raven Wood-pecker at once struck in his eyes. Eyes his

lepu' dei. Ya'lut' como'paranagele mi'n-ham. Noi'deule u'letiem ule'gele.

became covered The three Raven they took. Legs his tied with grass.

N-e'rdiveau yu'ou'nam n'a'tlebie n'er cu'mut' lei. Ko'udeinam como'parana'-

His belongings (they) looked Ptarmigan's garments all were. They dragged Raven

gele. Xani'ige yaxa'nii. Xa'nil como'parana'gele yo'ulocum, mo'nni:

To Eagle came. Eagle asked, said: n-a'tlebie uo'pe e'l kudedeyek?" "E'le, el kude'deye. " N-a'tlebie

"Ptarmigan's children not did kill (you)?" "No, not did kill." " Ptarmigan's

n-e'rgi ele mi'n-jek?" "El mi'n-je, Como'parana mo'nni. Pa'ndube

garments not you take?" "Not did take," Raven said. Woodpecker

xani'nii mo'nni: "Te'ndilel n-a'tlebie n-e'rgi." Xa'nil mo'nni: "Como' to

eagle came. Here are Ptarmigan's garments." Eagle said: "Raven, parana, tu'bon xon-n'umme n-e'rek?" Como'parana mo'nni: "Met el

these from where taken garments?" Raven said: "I do not

lei'diye." Xa'nil mo'nni: "Ko'ude'nik!" Ta'nnugi Como'parana poinye-

know." Eagle said: "Beat (him)!" Then Raven black

bodek'. Ko'ude'ndige, xa'nil mo'nni: "Ei'gen. Cobole'nii. Como'parana'in

turned. When (they) were Eagle said: "Stop." They ceased to Raven

beating.

mo'nni: "Como'parana, n-a'tlebie n-e'rgi ubu'i mi'n-mik?" "E'le, el mi'n-je," (be) said: "Raven, Ptarmigan's garments, indeed you took?" "No, I did not take it,"

mo'nni. Xa'nil mo'nni: "Como'parana ko'ude'nik, a'medin ko'ude'nik." (be) said. Eagle said: "Best, to death beat."

Ayi' ko'ude'ndige cu'mut' le'pul'hol ku'dei. Como'parana mo'nni. 

Met' still when they were all over bloody (he) became. Raven said: "My

xa'xa a'medin le'ye, ubu'i met' min-, ubu'i n-a'tlebie uo'pe met' ku'de'ci,

grandfather nearly to die I am, indeed I took, indeed, Ptarmigan's children I killed,

eji ai el t'a'tlece, me'tul el kude'ndilek. Xa'nil mo'nni: "Ai como'rote

now again (I shall not me do not kill." Eagle said: "Still harder

(ehenforth be such, ko'ude'nik. Como'parana mo'nni: "Yo'lo'je'nilet 4 me'tul po'ni'nik! Po'ni'nam

beat." Raven said: "By Sun being me abondon!" (They) left


1 Russian word, chaika.
2 A variety of duck.
3 Although the singular is used here, both eyes are meant.
4 I.e. *in the name of the Sun", an ancient Yukaghir oath.
Raven and Ptarmigan lived together. They were neighbors. Once Raven came to Ptarmigan and said, "My friend, tell me something." — "My food," answered Ptarmigan, "has grown well, it seems, this year."

Then Ptarmigan asked Raven, "Dear guest, now you tell me, how you are this year regarding food?"

Raven said, "I am well provided this year." — "What are you hunting for?" asked Ptarmigan. Raven answered, "I have plenty of food. When my older sisters are migrating and I sit down on snow banks and places where tents of nomads stood, I see everywhere marrow of wild reindeer lying about. When I peck at it, my beak disappears in it to its end. In the cold of the morning I make the round of all seven river heights and before the people come to their traps I eat the hares caught in them. You see what a brave hunter I am."

Ptarmigan said, "My guest, I think that it is not good to steal from the traps of hungry people." Raven grew angry and went away. On the third day Raven came again and entered Ptarmigan's house. Ptarmigan was not in. Raven killed her children, took all her belongings and went away. Ptarmigan returned home in the evening. Seeing her children dead and not finding her garments, she began to cry. She went crying to Buzzard and said, "Somebody took my garments and killed my children, do you not know who did it?" Buzzard said, "I do not know, but what do you think yourself, who may have killed your children?" Ptarmigan answered, "I do not know." Then they both went to Eagle and told him what had happened. Eagle summoned all the birds and asked them whether they knew anything about the affair. But nobody knew. As it appeared that Duck was missing, Eagle ordered Duck to be called. Duck came and Eagle asked, "Do you know who killed Ptarmigan's children?" Duck said, "I do not know." Eagle continued, "You live on the lake. You must have seen something." Then Duck said, "Once on a very hot day I was lying on my back in my nest on the shore of the lake and saw Raven flying above me. He was cawing and carried a burden." Eagle then said, "Call Raven, let three men go to him and look over his garments." Sea-Gull, Wood-pecker, and Face-painted

---

5 Instead of nu'modînìn.

2 He means exrements of men and dogs.
Duck went. They reached Raven's house and said to him, "Eagle calls you." — "I shall not go," answered Raven. Wood-pecker said, "We shall take you by force."

At once Raven struck the eyes of Wood-pecker, and made them bleed. Then the three took Raven and tied his legs with grass. They searched his belongings and found the garments of Ptarmigan. They dragged him to Eagle. Eagle asked him, "Did you kill the children of Ptarmigan?" — "No, I did not," answered Raven. "Did you take the garments of Ptarmigan?" asked Eagle. "No, I did not," answered Raven. Wood-pecker said, "There are Ptarmigan's garments which we found in Raven's house.

Eagle said, "Raven, where did you take these garments?" "I do not know," answered Raven. Eagle said, "Beat him again." He was beaten until he became black. Then Eagle stopped beating and once more he asked Raven, "Raven, did you really take Ptarmigan's garments?" "No, I did not," answered Raven. WOOD-Pecker said, "There are Ptarmigan's garments which we found in Raven's house." Eagle said, "Raven, where did you take these garments?" "I do not know," answered Raven. Eagle said, "Beat him still harder." Raven said, "In the name of the Sun, let me off!" Then they left him. They dragged him to his dwelling. For three months he was sick. He got well finally, but from that time on, Raven has been black. The end.

3. Teri'kiedie Cu'pleji.

On Little Old Woman Tale.

I'rkin teri'kiedie lei', mo'doi. Mo'dot edi'lek yo'dutâmele. Yo'dutelle
One old woman lived, was sitting. While sitting sinew thread was twisting. Having twisted
i'ruguiyeyele tu'de ni'n begaile yo'ndogon i'r'gucum. I'r'gucelle tu'de
with awl her tailoring board in its head pierced. Having pierced her
no'gigele u'letem tu'de ni'n begaletâbi i'r'gug en u'letem. U'letelle po'giei. stem tied to her tailoring board that hole tied. When she began to run tied (the thimble).

I'rkin yalg'i'ge ege'dec. Tu'de ni'n begaile tâ po'nim. Po'nedelle ya'lgil
On one lake it appeared. Her tailoring board there put. Having put of lake
(o'n) on the lake
o'rne'ni xo'nni. Xo'ndelle ya'lgil o'rneje pro'lu'beleke 2 a'mele. Pro'lu'be
Towards went. Having come of lake in the ice-hole (she) made. Ice-hole
aa'delle ege'deiy. Ege'dege a'taxun cu'kodie 3 eu'rel. Tabu'negele a'taxlu
having looked in (to it) looked in two small pikes were walking Those both

1 The old woman sat on the tailoring board as on a sledge, and the thimble drove her.
2 Russian word pro'rub.
3 From the Russian word tchuka-pike.
lu’dudunile a’čim. A’čidele i’mollo ko’beč, ya’lgid igi’lhen ko’beč. with iron hook pulled. Having pulled having put drove on, of lake to shore drove.

Ya’lgid-ilgilge yaxa’delle xa’rtaji. Xa’rtajut a’taxun yo’mičomo-ya’iček ¹

Of lake shore having reached snow began In snow digging two swan eggs to fall.

nú’mele. Tabu’npegele i’mollo ko’beč. Çugo’gie ye’lokun ibo’lok¹ (she) found. Those (eggs) having put she went on On the way four stones

nú’mele, tabu’npegele ye’laxium i’mdom. I’mollo ko’beč. Numőge encountered, those four put (on board). Having put went on. To house

ya’xai. Ya’xadelle i’rkid ibo’igele ce’ped-a’nił-pud’ir’e orpu’rem, ya’legele arrived. Having arrived one stone door over hung up, three (stones)

yard-ó’kno-a’nił-budi’e orpu’rem. A’taxun cu’kodiegele o’jin-pige’ge po’nim. of three windows holes over hung up. Two small pikes water kettle put.

A’taxun ya’ičegele co’lokko ² co’rum. A’taxun cu’turigele³ pu’gače co’lokko

Two eggs in ashes buried. Two knee-guards with hot ashes

xodo’tom. Xo’dotollo čibalo’lige ⁴ orpu’rem. Orpu’relle teri’kiedie tu’dë

filled. Having filled heard near hung up. Having hung up old woman her

nu’mjölje mi’ndełe tu’dë ičo’lo'a ⁵ ye’le’i mo’doi. Mo’dodege pu’de

little axe having taken she pole behind sat down. When she was sitting in yard

čixi’relek’ me’dul’ ca’čpe logo’goč. Cu’ole’i po’lut’ co’gi. Co’udege ti’netan creaking on was heard door opened. Mythical Old Man entered. When (he) that

snow entered

cueł yo’uļegiede⁶ cu’igele ču’mu xo’ndocum. Cu’ole’i po’lut’ mo’nini: stone on his back flesh all tore. Mythical old man said:

“Oyo’, le’me ti’telel?” Cibalain xo’nni. Ti’netań o’rupol cu’turigele a’čim.

“Oyo, what is that?” To fire-place went. Those hanging knee-guards pulled.

A’čidege ti’netań co’lok yo’dobudie a’lbeli, yo’deule cumu’tagi ye’lecum.

When he pulled that ashes head on spilled, head his whole scaled.

Cu’ole’i, po’lut’ mo’nni: “Pu’goče, loči’jek’ pe’deteme.” Cecto’kke

Mythical, old man said: “It is hot, fire (I made).” On fire-place

co’lokko xa’rtem, ti’netań yo’mičo’mo ya’ičepul a’taxlu lu’teińt a’njeduele

in ashes he scraped, those swan eggs both having burst eyes his

a’taxlu i’ru’guch’om. Mo’nni: “Pon-em’i’dëč, o’kno-a-nil’nin ⁷ xo’ntere.” O’kno-

both pierced. He said: “It has become dark, to window I shall go.” To

a-nil’nin xo’nni. Yan o’kno-a-nil’nin xo’ndegge yad i’b’ol y’al’um lo’uduni. egg window he went, (To) three windows when he went three stones all three struck.

Yobo’god-amun’denele ču’mu xo’ndot’nam. Cu’ole’i-po’lut’ mo’nni: “Čubo’je

Spinal column his whole (they) broke. Mythical old man said: “Heart

n-a’n-balxai, čie’jed-o’jik o’jete’me.” Cibal’ye’xleñen xo’nni. O’jigi o’jai. A’taxun is disturbing, cold water drink I shall.” Fire-place behind went. Water began Both
to drink.

cu’kedie n-a’čemunin ⁸ mi’n-ñam či’njiñam. Teri’kiedie eg’e’i. Tu’de nu’mjölje little pikes face his seized began to pull. Old woman got up. With her axe

¹ Russian yatne.
² Russian tcholog.
³ Part of garment. Yakut word suturi‘.
⁴ From the Russian chvool.
⁵ Pole in the dwelling from the Russian word stolb.
⁶ Place between shoulder blades.
⁷ O’kno is the Russian word for window, and a-nil means in Yukaghir, hole, opening.
⁸ Instead of n’a’eleñin.
The Little Old Woman.

There was a little old woman. She twisted sinew thread, made a hole in the top of her tailoring board, passed the sinew thread through it, and tied her thimble to the thread. Then she sat down on the board and drove the thimble. The thimble started running and carried the old woman to a lake. Having reached the middle of the lake, the old woman made an ice-hole and looked into it. She saw two small pike swimming. She caught them with an iron hook and pulled them out. She put these on her sledge and drove back to the shore. On the shore, she began to dig into the snow and found there two swan eggs. She put these also on her sledge. She went on and found on her way four stones. She put these also on her sledge and drove the thimble home. Having arrived home, the old woman hung one of the stones over the house entrance, and the other three over the three windows. She put the two small pike into a kettle filled with water. She buried the two eggs in the hot ashes of the hearth. Then she put hot ashes in her knee-guards and hung them up near the hearth. Having done all this, she took her little axe and sat down behind one of the house poles. Soon she heard a creaking of the snow in the yard. The door opened and a Mythical Old Man appeared. When he entered, the stone that hung over the door fell down and tore off the flesh from his back. "Oyo, what is that?" screamed the Mythical Old Man. He went to the fire-place and pulled down the hanging knee-guards. Then the hot ashes spilled on him and burnt his head.

The Mythical Old Man said, "It is hot, I made a fire." Then he went
to the fire-place and began to scrape the ashes. The swan eggs burst and pierced both his eyes. The Mythical Old Man said, "It has become dark, I shall go to the window." When he came to the three windows, the three hanging stones fell upon him and broke his back. The Mythical Old Man said, "My heart is disturbed, I must take some cold water." He went behind the fire-place and tried to drink water from the kettle. The pike seized his face and pulled his cheeks. Then the old woman got up and struck the tendons of his heels with her axe. The Mythical Old Man fell down and the old woman cut off his head. The Mythical Old Man died. The old woman dragged his body out of the house, put it on the ground, and put up a willow tent over it. The old woman entered her house and went to bed. The next morning, she looked around and saw that her hut had become a beautiful house and that she herself had turned into a beautiful young girl. She went out and saw that in the middle of the willow tent a handsome youth was sitting, combing his hair. She approached the youth. He married her. After that, they lived together.

4. Ču’olejipol’ut Ču’oleji.

On Mythical Old Man Tale.

I’rkin teri’kiedie mo’doi. I’rkije mo’dodogo ti’bid-aañ’lgen la’ül
One old woman was sitting. Once when she was sitting through the chimney soot
lo’mdui. Teri’kiedie č’a’nde yu’odeč i’rkin ču’oleji-pol’ud’ek’ mo’dol ti’bid
was falling Old woman up looked one mythical old man was sitting on
aañ’lge. Teri’kiedie cecto’x igi’lgen čomo’jebodek ege’jil
chimney. (Of) old woman fire-place at edge a large (one) was lowered Old woman down.

u’koč mo’nñi: "Po’lut omo’če lebieñ’ñin xonjei’li.” Ču’oleji-pol’ut mo’nñi:
went out said: "Old man to good place let us go." Mythical old man said:

"Ubu’i mo’jex.” Teri’kiedie keye’n ko’bexe. Tät xo’nñut i’rkin ca’xan-
*Truth you speak." Old woman ahead went. Thus walking one of fox
nu’mod-aañ’ilke nu’mmele. Teri’kiedie o’golo lo’udem, tā čanma’x abudā’i.
of lair hole (she) found. Old woman trousers threw off, there on back lay down.
Ču’oleji-pol’ut kieč. "Po’lut, monni, n-e’bonuyeile.” Ču’oleji-pol’ut tu’de
Mythical old man came. "Old man, said (she), together let us be Mythical old man his
(together let us)."

i’cigełę ca’xan-nu’mod-aañ’ilgen ču’lgaim. Teri’kiedie tu’din met-mo’nñi: "Tät
penis of fox of lair hole through put. Old woman to her self said: "So
ca’xan-nu’mod-aañ’ilgele n-e’yekl’ie iru’gul’m, ye’xlegul’añden ege’dex.”
of fox of lair hole through pierced, from other side (of lair) stood up
Teri’kiedie mo’nñi: "Po’lut kude’ji ke’jul.” Ču’oleji-pol’ut e’yele mi’jum.
Old woman said: *Old man warrior has come." Mythical old man bow took.

1 I.e., the penis of the mythical old man.
Cu'oleji po'lu't yu'om ca'rek ege'jil. Yo'gotile mi'jun a'yim kodin-
yogo'tom. Cu'oleji-po'lu't tã a'mdei. Teri'kiedie eg'i ei, ne're mo'ron with arrow hit. Mythical old man there died. Old woman got up, dress put on mo'nni: "Lei'tek, tã a'mdeçek." Nu'mo'nin xo'nni, tu'de numo'ge ya'xai. said: "Know (it), there you will die." Homewards she went, to her house arrived.

Tii para'ñin 1 mo'doi. N-a'dude.

(To) this time she lives. End.

Told by Aleksey Dolganoff, Nelemnaya River, Oct. 12, 1901.

Tale of a Mythical Old Man.

There was an old woman. Once when she was sitting in her house, she saw that soot was falling down through the chimney of her fire-place. The old woman looked up and saw that a Mythical Old Man was sitting on top of the chimney and that he lowered down his large penis which reached the edge of the fire-place. The old woman went out and said to the Mythical Old Man, "Old Man, let us go to a better place." The Mythical Old Man answered, "It is the real truth what you say." The old woman went ahead. While walking, she saw the entrance to a fox's lair. The old woman threw off her trousers and lay down on her back over the hole. When the Mythical Old Man came, she said to him, "Old Man, let us lie together and copulate." The Mythical Old Man put his penis into the hole of the fox's lair. Then the old woman said to herself, "He pierced the fox's lair so that his penis is standing up from another passage of the lair." She said, "Old Man, look, a warrior has come." The Mythical Old Man seized his bow and looked. He saw that something was standing up. He flew an arrow, and he hit his own penis. The Mythical Old Man died there. The old woman got up, put on her dress, and said, "Know it, now you will be dead." She went back home. She came to her house and lives there to this time. The end.

5. Čolgo'ron cu'oleji.

On Hare

Tale.

Irkin polu'ndie lei teri'keni mo'doi. Mo'dot' teri'kiedie polu'ndieñin One old man lived with wife was sitting Sitting old woman to old man (lived).

mo'nni: "Po'lu't, lektelbon 2 čolgo'ro leme'get el a'niciyeik?" Polu'ndie tãt said: "Old man for food hare why do you look for go?" Old man then not

nu'mojile n-a'ñecum. N-a'ñectelle ko'bec. Unu'ñin ondei'delle n-a'n-meje axe sharpened. Having sharpened went. To river having descended willow tree

1 Russian word pora'. 2 Lektelbon means "something edible."
po'lon ni'ndem. Ni'ndelle ta'n na'ni-med-ice-al xo'doi. Xodo'dege mo'nini:
entire felled. Having felled of that willow crown under was
lying. "Le'mdik! colgo'rolok1 ke'ul?" Medi'n le'ndie, polu'ndiegele yu'om
What! hare did come? At once began to eat (but) old man saw
ceu'rech. Tat i'cicie lede'ge ai i'rkiet ki'ech. Medi'n le'ndie polu'ndiegele
ran away. Thus long being again one came. At once to eat began old man
(ai nu'gum, ai ceu'rech. I'cicie lede'ge lebie' xo'do co'mo t'a'tmen colgo'ro-
again found, again ran away. Long being earth as large as (many) hares
roploki ke'nil. Ke'ldelle mo'nni: "Polu'ndie it mit omo'ce na'a-na-megele
came. Having come (they) said: "Old man our good willow
eru'letillei,2 Ko'udieiga nu'moldin.3 Nu'moldin paya'niam, nu'modege
destroy wants, lets us (him) to his house." To his house dragged (they), to his house
(lo'xtollo. Nu'modege lo'xtollo nu'modege cu'mut co'nini. Co'nidege
brought. To his house having brought in the house his all went. When they entered
polu'ndie mo'nni: "Teri'ke, met ya'ilgi ke'cid." Teri'kiedie ke'cid.
old man said: "Old woman, my drum bring." Old woman brought.
Ode'u ye'o'lo'lo 4 xodo'tom. Polu'ndie tát yalgi'nai. Yalgi'ne mo'nni:
His trousers (he) put down. Old man then began to beat While beating said:
The drum.
"Teri'ke ce'ced-a'nil topk." Teri'kiedie ce'ced-a-nilgen lo'cîl ceu'rem.
"Old woman door close." Old woman through door wood carried.
Polu'ndie lo'cîl ye'remegele a'cid. A'cidelle tabu'de colgo'rople co'lgilem.
Old man of wood a stick pulled. Having pulled those hares began to club.
Teri'kiedie pu'det mo'lo'mo'dic: "Po'lit', nomo'xo tet cu'mu kude'demik',
Old woman from yard said: "Old man, what for you all kill,
me'cin ta'n le'nomo'xo e'le yolo'jox?" I'rkin colgo'ro cal-ai agi'dai.
for me the one (which) is why do not (you) leave?" One hare tree under hid himself.
Polu'ndie mo'nni: "Teri'ke, ke'ulc tu'ben kude'deyeik." Teri'kiedie co'gi
Old man said: "Old woman, go that one to kill go." Old woman came in
tu'de pi'gonda mi'ndelle tabu'de pam. Pa'init ko'udem une'mede i'cigen
her kettle-hook having taken with it struck. Striking missed of ear his end
çagi'taim; tát yu'om cij'ile i'rkin na'a'lebiek agi'duol. Tabu'nle tát pam.
structure; thus looking in the lower one ptarmigan was hidden. Her thus struck.
end of the tent-cover
Pa'init çi'sto5 ko'udem laxi'de pie'rigen pam. Colgoro ce'ureç, na'a'lebie
Striking altogether missed of tail her feathers struck. Hare ran away, ptarmigan
me'ric. Tabu'nget colgo'ro en'nui ti'nilaniide, ta'n i'rkin na'a'lebieget
flew off. From that (hare) hares originated from that time (from) one ptarmigan
on, that en'nui ti'nilaniide. Teri'kiedie pait ko'uduogi pi'gon'dale tabu'nget ti'nilaniide
originated from that time The old woman striking the place of with the from that time
until now. her missing kettle-hook till now
une'med i'çegi ebi'bei, na'a'lebie la'xin-p'tered i'çegi a ei'bi'bei. Na'dude.
of ear tip of his became of ptarmigan of tail-feathers tip of it also became End.
(hare's)
black, black.
Told by the Yukaghir Nikolai Solntzev on the Nelemnaya River, October, 1901.

1 The singular is often used in tales instead of the plural.
2 Instead of eru'letim-leti.
3 Instead of nu'modezini.
4 I could not find the meaning of this word. Y9 means head.
5 The Russian word ich'sto.
A Tale of Hare.

An old man lived with his wife. Once the old woman said to her husband, "Old man, why do you not go to get hares for food?" The old man sharpened his axe and went off. He went down to the river and felled a willow tree. Having felled the tree, he lay under its crown. A hare at once came and began to eat the willow, but when it caught sight of the old man, it ran away. The old man lay there for a long time. Then a hare came and immediately began to eat the willow; but when it saw the old man, it also ran away. Again the old man lay there a long time. Then hares came in such numbers that they were like grains of sand on the ground. When the hares arrived they said, "The old man wants to destroy our nice willow, let us take him to his house." They dragged him to his house. They took him there and all entered the house. Then the old man said, "Wife, bring me my drum." The old woman brought it. The old man took off his trousers and beat the drum. He said, "Old woman, close the door." The old woman was carrying wood through the door. The old man took a log and clubbed the hares. The old woman who was outside said to him, "Old man, why do you kill all of them, why do you not leave one for me?" One hare hid under the wood. The old man said, "Wife, come here and kill that one." The old woman came in, took her kettle-hook and struck the hare with it; but she missed; she hit only the tip of its ear. Then, while looking for the hare, the old woman saw a ptarmigan hidden under the lower end of the tent cover. She tried to strike it but missed; she only hit the feathers of its tail. The hare ran away and the ptarmigan flew off. At that time hares originated from that hare, and at that time ptarmigans originated from that ptarmigan. Because the old woman, in striking with her kettle-hook missed, the tip of the hare's ear has come to be black from that time till now and the tip of the tail feathers of the ptarmigan also has come to be black.

6. Čuoleji.

Tale.

I'rkin coro'mo lei, teri'keni. I'rkin pojerxo'go ku'nêlônuo tolo'bo
ku'dečim. Teri'kegi i'rkin pojerxo'go ču'mu nu'môhin ke'čînun.

I'rkin pojerxo'go ti'nêtañ coro'mo nu'mo-yekli'n¹ ai ko'beč. Teri'kegi
One man lived, married. In one day ten wild reindeer
he would kill. Wife his in one day all (reindeer) home dragged.
One day that man of house behind again went. Wife his

¹ This is the hunter's term for "going to hunt."
mo'doi. Pu'det ya'xtelik' mo'dul: "Čomo'n ča'ndeluljenjek, me'tin ke'luk'
was sitting from yard singing was heard: "Very brave it seems to me come
(as remained).
met teri'keñol."

Ti'netañ pai u'koč. N-ema'log-ude pu'de yu'omon: Čad-i'čige
That woman went out. From all sides in yard (she) looked: Of tree on top
mo'jolopka 1 pai yu'odege mo'doi.
Mouse-hawk woman when she was sitting,
looking
Mo'jolopka mo'nni: "Met teri'keñol ke'luk'!" Pai mo'nni: "Met el
Mouse-hawk said: "(As) my wife comes." Woman said: "I not
ke'jteye."
shall go.

Nu'mo'nin co'gi. Mo'ldigeye ule'tem. Yo'ndot, monni: "Met' polu'dañin
House (she) Coat string (she) tied Lying down (she) said: "I (to) husband
entered. (as a reminder). to sleep,
ke'jdege pu'n'dut'." Ya'xtelbon ko'beč. Polu'tki ki'ec. Teri'kegi ta'g-ane
when he shall tell." The one who went. Husband her came. Wife his nevertheless
comes sang
yo'ndulelum. Yo'nduñi polu'ten-e. Pai mo'ldigeyele pe'jim, ta'g-ane el
forgot apparently. To sleep with husband. Woman coat-string untied, still (she)
went not
lei'tec. Ogo'ye agi'ęni. Polu'tki ai nu'moyeklin ko'beč. Teri'kegi xana'l'ını
did Next they got up. Husband again to hunt he went. Wife his to move
remember. morning
her
ku'delei. Mo'jolopka ai ki'ec. Čad-i'čige ai ma'dai. Ai ya'xtai: "Čomo'n
to prepare Mouse-hawk again came. Of tree on top again (he) sat Again (he) sang: "Very
teri'keñol, i'n-gan-boje-ku'nel teri'kele
to down.

ča'ndeluljenjek, me'tin ke'luk' met teri'keñol, i'n-gan-boje-ku'nel teri'kele
brave you are it to me come (as) my wife, fifty
wives

teri'kenje. Me'tin ke'lnde el agu'rpeček. Ye'ndudin le'lkene yen,
as wives I have. To me if you go not you will suffer. To sleep in prepare when another,
order you will
coro'mo m-e'četele 2 a’mdetem."

person bed (for you) will make."

Ti'netañ pai tu'de a'čepuljele tät pe'čeceim. Ti'netañ mo'jolopkañin
That woman her reindeer thus (she) left. To that Mouse-hawk
xo'nni. Mo'jolopka cad-i'čegent lebie'ge lo'udič. Mo'jolopka pai'ñin mo'nni:
(she) went. Mouse-hawk from tree top to ground came down. Mouse-hawk to woman said:
"Met jó'min budie' i'max." Pai i'mai. Mo'jolopka ta't me'rič. Polu'tki
"Of my head on top sit down." Woman sat down. Mouse-hawk thus flew away. Husband her
ki'ec. Teri'kegi o'ile! Kobra'ilel. Bečde' 3 a'nčim. Pe'rei-e'yu'louleł'
came. Wife his is gone! She left it appears. Everywhere (he) searched. Of wings trail (on snow)
u'ñmele. Ta'ñilañi'de cubo'jei. R xo'nni. Nu'molek' u'ñn-el. Mo'nni:
held. In that direction he ran. Far (he) went. House was standing. He said:
"U'keič!" Numo'get ajů' me'dići: "Met ke'ñme, mo'nni, tet teri'ke ti
"Come out!" From house voice heard: "My friend, (he) said, your wife here

1 From the Russian word mysłeq'eba.
2 From the Russian word mye'teto place.
3 Russian word venyfel.
lei met numo’ge. Mo’jolopka tet teri’kegele maru’cedege met a’yi. is in my house. Mouse-hawk your wife when he carried away I shot.

A’yiinit pe’ried-amung’i ce’lgedeime Tet teri’ke mink, met numo’ge lei.”

While of wings bones his I broke. Your wife take, in my house (she) is.”

“E’le, ni’neyebofin e’le a’n-n-elex, u’keik”. Teri’kegi ajü’gi me’dič:

“No, much do not talk, come out.” Of wife his voice her heard was:

“Ubu’i, mo’jolopka me’tul me’rieicum.” — “Ele, el kimda’n-n-alek, u’keik;

*True, Mouse hawk me carried away.” — “No, not do lie, come out, ukeik’!

Come out!”

Nu’monpogil’ u’koč e’ye mi’ndelле. E’ele xo’llume n-ea’yinäm.

Of house master came out bow having taken. With bows immediately at each other to shoot (they) began.

Ke’lul-coromox ti’netañ nu’monpogil’gele kude’dem. Co’gi nu’monin. Mo’doi

Who had man that of house master killed. He house. Sits came

teri’kegi. Mi’jum tu’de teri’kegele. Noi’dege egí’erem caxada’idelle kude’dem,

wife his. (He) took his wife. By leg her pulling having torn (her (he) killed, into two)

pe’ceceim. U’koč. Egu’riei. Ti’netañ nu’mayen-jege tå nu’gum mo’jolopkä

(he) threw away. He went To go he that house still to be seen there he found Mouse-hawk

lo’uduloulegele, tät kobëi’lel. Ta’bun čugo’gen ko’beč. Ič xo’nī. Pie’lek

of fall place, from he went it. Along that trail he went. Far he went. Cliff


was smoke was from cliff-of middle its. (He) said: “Who are you? Come out.”

I’rin koromox u’koč, čomo’je ludun koromox. Tat xo’llume

One man came out, great iron man. Thus immediately

ki’mijeñi. Yan n-e’molgilge ki’mijeñi. Ke’lul koromox lu’dun-coromogolo

to fight they Three years they fought. Who had man iron man began.

kude’dem. Nu’monin co’gi nu’mon-molgodo’ro ü’dilo pai’pele, — í’n-g-an-boje-

killed, House he entered of house in middle of it full of women, — fifty

kune’lek. Tat ayă’găñah’ 4 ti’netañ coromogolo.

(of them). So they rejoiced (over) that man.

Koi mo’nini: “Xot’ kie’čebonepøjemel pa’ipeñojemejt?”

Man said: “From where those who had come are you women are you?”

I’lle mo’nini: “Polu’tneyeboñejilei, mo’jolopka mi’tkele keč’yinum.”

Some (of them) said: “Married we were, Mouse hawk us carried away.”

I’lle monnini: “Ma’rxiıpęñojilei.” “Tit lebie’ leidime’nt’?” Ču’mut mo’nini:

Others said: “Girls we were.” “Your place do you know?” All said:

“Lei’di.” A’taxłot to’lkko 4 mo’nini: “Mit el lei’diyeli.” Ti’netañ lei’dila’npeñin

*(1) know.” Two only said: “We (do) not know.” To those who knew

mo’nini: “Tit lebie’ñin kobe’innik.” Ayă’ni. Tat kobe’ini.

(he) said: “(To) places go.” (They) So they went.

your rejoiced.

1 Literally: about much.
2 A Yakut word.
3 From the intransitive verb, ayă’ni, they rejoiced. ayă’găñah’- transitive verb, (they) rejoiced (over someone). ayă’găñah’- transitive verb, (they) began to rejoice (over someone).
4 Russian word.
JOCHELSON, THE YUKAGHIR.

A'taxun el-lei'di bonpegele ko'udieim eu'reciem. Ic eu'recum. Irki'et

Two who did not know (he) began to conduct (he) began to lead them. One (of them)
mo'nni: "E, met lo'cil u'yibe, met nu'mo ti'bodek." — "Xonk' tet,
said: "Ah, my fire where usually my house here is." — "Go to your,
uu'monin." house.

Ti'netañ pai ko'beç. Irk'ilgele ai eu'recum. Ic xo'nni. Tä'cile

That woman went. The other one again (he) led. Far he went. Then
ya'xtalek' modul. Ya'xtet mo'llo-mo'die: "Met teri'ke a'ñit ci'ille ulu'mui.
singing was heard. When (he) (he) said: "My wife looking spring came to an end.
I'ji xoño xo mo'nuol: A'taxun no'ineye coro'mo met teri'kegele nu'delle
Now good would be to say I could: Two legged man my wife having found
me'tin ke'cim. Ye'lojo'nin el u'ktecme met e'mje ot tadi'me." Xo'dot
to me brought. Into (the light not I lead which my younger would I give." Sitting
ya'xtei. Ke'lu' coro'mox mo'nni: "Ti'nde ke'cim'e." Ti'netañ coro'mo
he sings. Who had come man said: "There (I) brought." That man
egi'ei. "Ic me'cul ogu'rpecmik." Tat mo'nni, xo'llume e'yele a'yi'num
got up. "Long me (you) tortured" So (he) said, at once (with) bow he shot
me'nmegide'lle. Ke'lu' coro'mo mo'nni: "Met ke'nm'e, met ke'nm'e,
having jumped. Who had come man said: "My friend, my friend,
oxo'dol'e, met tet teri'ke mo'jolopkat ke'cime met el mi'n-je.'
what is with you, I your wife from Mouse-hawk brought, I not did take."

El me'di i'rkilañi ayi'num. I'rkilañi ke'pcim yogo'úgi ulu'mui.
(He) hear always (he) shoots. Always (he) misses arrows his came to an end.
Ke'lu' coro'mox ca'lllokile,1 a'yi'num. Ça'gil'i cege dei'mele. En'i'cim ibe'lede:
Who had man with wooden shot. Thigh his (he) broke. To beg (he) crying:
"El kude'delek' me'tul, ye'lojenin el u'ktecme met e'mje ke'cime." "Do kill me, into (the light do lead which my younger shall give
sister away." of the sun not
Ke'lu' coro'mo mu'lelle a'yi'num ca'gieule om'o'bei. "A'taxlot ti
Who had man sputum spat out thigh his got well. "Together here
modoñik." Ko'beç ke'cim tu'de e'mjegele nugo'nde-xo'don-eyekl'ie xa'jibe.
sit." (He) went (he) brought his younger sister arm her through it shines.
Ke'lu' coro'monin ta'dim. Tu'de teri'kegele mi'jum. Ti'ne i'cito'2 a'cèle
To the one man he gave. His (own) wife he took. Those hundred reindeer
who had come
ta'dim. À'ce3 imá'ni, tu'de lebie'ge kobe'ini. Čugo'gie ai i'rk'in paik
(he) gave. On they sat (to) his land they travelled. On the way more one woman
nu'mmele me'jile ki'c et, ai marxi'lel.
he found, on sledge she had also a girl.

1 Instead of cami-lokele.
2 Russian word sto — hundred.
3 Singular instead of plural.
Tale.

There was a man. He would kill ten wild reindeer each day. His wife would bring home all the killed reindeer in one day.

Once upon a time, that man left to go hunting. His wife remained at home. Suddenly she heard singing in the yard, "You are a very brave woman, come to me and be my wife."

That woman went out, looked all around, and saw Mouse-hawk sitting on a tree. Mouse-hawk said to her, "Come to me and be my wife!" The woman answered, "I shall not go." The one who sang went away.

She entered the house and tied a knot on a string of her coat as a reminder. She said to herself, "When my husband comes home, I will tell him what happened." The one who had sung left. Her husband came home, but the woman forgot. When she went to sleep with her husband and untied the strings of her coat she did not remember about Mouse-hawk. The following morning they got up. The husband of the woman went again to hunt and the woman prepared for moving their camp. At that time Mouse-hawk came back. Again, he sat on the top of a tree and sang: "You are a very brave woman, come to me and be my wife. I have fifty wives. You will not have to work in my house. A servant will prepare for you even your sleeping place."

The woman abandoned her reindeer and went to Mouse-hawk. He descended from the tree and said to the woman, "Sit down on the top of my head." She did so and Mouse-hawk flew away. Her husband came from the hunt and not finding his wife, looked for her everywhere. Finally, he found a trail of bird wings on the snow and he ran in that direction. He ran far and came to a house. "Come out," he cried out to the owner. The latter said from inside, "My friend, your wife is here in my house. I shot Mouse-hawk when he was carrying her away. I broke his wing-bones and took your wife to my house, she is here." — "Do not talk so much," said the man, "come out." Then the voice of his wife was heard, "It is true, Mouse-hawk kidnapped me." — "Do not lie," said her husband, "come out."

The master of the house took his bow and came out. Immediately, they began to shoot at each other. The man who had arrived killed the master of the house. Then he went into the house. There he found his wife. He grasped her by the leg and pulled it until he had torn her in two. Thus, he killed her and threw the body away. He went on, and reached the place where the wounded Mouse-hawk had fallen down. A trail led on from that place. He followed it and went very far. He reached a high cliff. Smoke was rising from the middle of the cliff. The man said, "Who are you? Come out!"

A big iron-man came out. Immediately, they began to fight. They
fought for three years. Finally, the man who had arrived killed the iron-man. He entered the cliff-dwelling and found it full of women. There were fifty of them. The women rejoiced.

The man said to the women, "Where do you come from?" Some of them said: "We are married women. Mouse-hawk carried us away." Some of them said, "We were girls." — "Do you know your native places?" asked the man. All but two said, "We know them". The man said, "Go to your homes." The women rejoiced and went away.

Then he took the two women who did not know where to go and led them, in order to find their homes. On their way, one of the women recognized her dwelling place and said, "This is the place where I usually made my fire, there is my house." — "Go to your house," said the man.

She went. The other woman he led on. They went very far. Suddenly the following song was heard, "While I was looking for my wife, spring came to an end. It would be nice if I could say: a two legged man having found my wife is bringing her to me. I should give him my younger sister whom I do not let out into the light of the sun." He sang while he was sitting. Then the man who had arrived said, "I brought her, here she is." The other man got up and said, "You have tortured me long enough." He jumped up and shot with his bow. The man who had come said, "My friend, what is the matter with you, I did not take your wife. Mouse-hawk did it and I brought her back."

But that man did not listen. He kept on shooting, always missing, until his arrows were at an end. Then the man who had come, shot his wooden arrow and broke the thigh of the other man. The latter cried for mercy, "Don't kill me, I shall give you my younger sister whom I do not let out into the sunlight."

The man who had arrived, spat on the thigh of the other man and it was well. Then the other brought out his younger sister and gave her to the man who had arrived. She was radiant like the sun. Her brother gave her one hundred reindeer. They sat on the backs of the reindeer and travelled to the home of the man. On the way, he met another girl who was travelling on a sledge and took her along.

7. Čuole n-e'jil.

Ancient Tradition.

*Ču'oled o'mni n-a'ńčinunuñi* 1 n-e'kudeđeņiñ. Odu'pe a'ńčiyeiňam

erpe'yele, kere'kele, a'ńčiyeiňit le'ńubop-tege ya'xańi o'ileņi. M-e'đeļe

kobe'ińi ai a'ńčiyeiňam.

they went on again to search they went.

---

1 Instead of: *n-eńčinunuñi*.
Kobei'mebiyinît i'rin po'lut yad u'olek u'onei. Irkid u'ogele numo'ge
To go get ready one old man three children as children One child at home had.
op'nim. Ca'ndelul omo'lo coro'mopulu'n-e ko'be'c. Tat kobei'ni. Kobei'nie'de
he left. The older (with) good people went. Then they went. After they had
yol'â'n ya'ldig i'gî'gîn nu'man-êni. Yalgi'ge ei'megulândet ku'dejipe ke'lîni.
gone of lake shore on house they had. (Near) lake from other side warriors came.
Ya'ldig ulu'deç-tät ni'neñi. Ya'ldig o'rijege tå ku'deçiÿiñi. Mo'doltañpe
Lake filled so many they Of lake in the there they made camp. Sitting who where
were.
yu'onidege ku'dejipeget i'rin coro'mox ke'lieł. La'xai, nu'mopedege la'xai.
when they from warriors one man to approach He came, to their house he came.
began.
La'xadege pon-o'1 u'odie tu'de numo'get u'koç. Kere'kepulget ke'luñtañ
When he arrived which was child (from) house came out. From Koryak who had come
left its
yow'ojcâm: "Ti'tlepul le'ni?" U'odie mo'nni: "Ti'tek' a'ñîyi'ë'ñimele."
To ask began: "Your (people) are (i.e., Child said: "You to search they went."
are at home?)."
U'odieñin ti'ne ke'luñ coro'mox mo'nni: "Me'jin-koinbe äx." 3
To the child that who had come man said: "From sledge a shield make."
Tañ coro'mo e'le kere'keleco'loyoujik. 4 Kere'ke erpe'ye tu'degele
That man not Koryak (was) Sholoyou man (was). Koryak (and) Tungus him
yu'odege mi'ñ-neñînîmelebodek.
young when he small was they took whom.
Tañ colo'yu'juj mo'nni: "Met te'tul çobi'ñe le ki'giyiet, ta'ñnuij met
That the Sholoyou said: "I you with spear to spear shall then my
begin,
cobi'ñe mink, ta'ñnuij o'rn-etye me'tlepulûni: 'Met çobi'ñe le o'nom!" 9
spear take away, then I shall scream to my people: 'My spear took away
(called)
Tañ co'loyoujî kî'giyiem u'odiegêle. U'odie çobi'ñedelele o'nom.
That Sholoyou-man to spear began child. Child spear his took away.
Cëjîje ta'dim mo'nni: "Met çobi'ñe le kî'mjik!" Tu'delepulûni o'rn'ei:
On purpose he gave said (warrior "With my spear fight!"
up to child): To his people called:
"Met çobi'ñe le u'die o'nom." Tat ti'netañ ku'dejipe ke'lîenî u'odiegêle
My spear child took away. Then those warriors to arrive began (at) child
e'yele a'yinânam. U'odie tat me'jin-koıñ-be budi'en me'ñmegeç. Me'ñme-
with bows to shoot began. Child thus from sledge-shield on top (of it) jumped. When
gidege numo'ge-tañpe yu'odeñidege kere'ke ule'getiitie u'u'roñi. Kere'ke-yô-
be jumped in house who (were) when they looked Koryak grass like fell. Of Koryak heads
budi'en e'urei. 5 Ti'netañ kude'jî eimundegi cu'mut ulu'mui. Ti'netañ
on the (he) walked. Of those warriors half of them all (he) finished. That
u'odie yo'logude tu'de numo'ge co'gi. Tu'de çobi'ñe le'pkudelele a'ñacum.
boy back his house he entered. His spear blood its he was cleaning off.

1 I.e., with warriors.
2 I.e. they put up a tent.
3 When attacked by enemies, the Yukaghir made barricades of sledges, behind which they fought.
4 Co'loyou was the name of a Yukaghir clan on the Omolon River; ÿj- man, men.
5 I.e., the boy was running on the heads of the Koryak.
Tu'de pabā'niñ mo'nni: "Ceu'reik, i'ji e'le ke'lteye mā'mdeye (=me-a'mdeye),
To his elder sister said: "Run away, now not (I) shall come, (I) shall die,
me'tkele-kolle 1 yogo'rontanam."

U'odie tāt u'koč. Ti'ne coro'mopul-ε ai ki'mjiei. Pabā'gi u'koč
Boy then went out. With men again to fight he went.

a'taxun a'cek pragai'mele 2 mejjε, tu'de e'c'i'pe 3 cu'gopedege tān ce'ureč.
two reindeer harnessed to sledge, of her fathers on way their there she ran away.

Ti'netañ coro'mopul u'odiegele kude'de'nam. U'odie ku'dedelle ti'netañ
Those people (the) boy killed. (The) boy having killed in those
nu'mopedege 4 coro'mopteule cā'yiremele colgiyinam. A'taxun kere'ke
houses theirs people their (with) sticks clubbed. Two Koryak

ti'netañ ce'urel pai'gele tāt xa'niεnεm. Ti'netañ pai a'cεpki a'taxjū
that who had girl then (they) pursued. Of that girl reindeer her both
a'mdeñε. Ugu'cerle čuboj'εiε. Kere'kepul cu'godege la'xadelle čuboj'jogi
they died. On snow-shoes to run (she) Koryak trail her having reached places on which she had run
y'odele y'o'logude ce'ureňč, mo'nńi: "Tiń coro'mo ča'ndalεe coro'mo'nolεle
having seen back they ran, they said: "This man brave man it seems ko'i'peñolel."
young man it seems."

Ti'netañ pai tu'delepullge ya'xai. Pu'nduode yolo'εn ču'mut ibε'lieñi.
That girl to hers came. Accounts her after all began to cry.

Eci'egi yo'ulocăm, mo'nńi: "Met u'o coro'mo e'le kude'de' cuon 5 a'mdel?"
Father her to inquire began, said: "My child one no having killed died?"

Pai mo'nńi: "ceu'remiεbiyinit yuo'delge ti'ne ke'luolget cāye ro'mox 6
Girl she said: "To run when I was when I looked of those who had come few people
getting ready
eu'relle mo'dul. 7 Cumut nu'olieñi. Ti'te ĉugo'gen yolo'gude kobe'nīi.
walking were heard." All joyfully On their trail back they went.

Ti'te nu'mo'ge ni'rkiet o'ile, kude'delieñam. Ya'gibudi'ε coro'mo onmo'n
In their house no one was left, they killed it appears. Lake surface (from) people quite
e'mič, tāt xo'doñi. 7 Xo'llume xa'niεnεm ca'riam. Tāt kere'kepul
black thus they were. At once (they) pursued (they) over.

(e) was, lying. e'nicieñam odu'pele: "Mi'tul e'le kude'de'ñilek." Odu'pe e'le modiri'yini.
to implore began Yukaghir (did) not mind.

Cu'mu kude'de'nam, ča'yeboďek yolo'jenile. A'čepteule cu'mu mi'n-fiam.
All (they) killed, few they left (alive). Their reindeer all (they) took.
Ancient Tradition.

Ancient people were always looking for one another in order to kill one another. Thus, the Yukaghir were looking for the Tungus and Koryak. Starting out to their usual camping places and not finding the enemies there, the Yukaghir waited for them and then went on to look for them elsewhere.

There was an old man. He had three children. He made ready to start for a war expedition, and left his youngest son at home. The elder one went with the warriors. Thus, they started. After their departure the family of the old man put up their tent on the shore of a lake. Soon Koryak warriors came from the other side of the lake. The whole lake was covered, that many Koryak were there. They put up their camp on the middle of the lake, on the ice. Then the people of the Yukaghir tent saw that one man of the Koryak camp came out and went to the Yukaghir tent. When he approached the tent the Yukaghir boy who was left at home, went out of the tent to meet him. The man who had come from the Koryak camp asked the boy, "Are your warriors at home?" — "No," said the boy, "they left in search of you."

That man was not a Koryak. He was by origin a Yukaghir of the Sholoyou clan. In his childhood he had been taken prisoner by Koryak and Tungus warriors and had grown up among the Koryak.

The Sholoyou man said to the Yukaghir boy, "Put up a barricade of sledges for fighting." Then he continued, "I shall pretend to spear you with my lance, then grasp it and take it away from me, and I shall yell to the Koryak, "Oh, he took away my spear!"

So he did. He attacked the boy with his spear and the boy took it away from him. The Sholoyou man gave it up purposely, saying to the boy, "You fight with my spear." To the Koryak, he shouted, "The boy took away my spear." Then the Koryak warriors approached and began to shoot at the boy with their bows. The boy jumped from the top of the sledge-barricade and fell on the Koryak. The people of the Yukaghir tent saw the Koryak falling like blades of grass. The boy walked on top of the Koryak heads, hitting them with the spear. He killed one half of the Koryak war-
riors. Then he entered his tent in order to wipe the frozen blood off his spear. Before he left the tent again to continue the fight, he said to his elder sister, "Run away, I shall not come back, I am going to die. In the end, they will speak me."

The boy went out and continued to fight with the Koryak. His elder sister went out, harnessed two reindeer to a sledge, and fled following the trail of her father and eldest brother.

The Koryak killed the boy and clubbed all the people in the Yukaghir camp. Two Koryak pursued the fleeing girl. Both her reindeer fell dead from exhaustion. She continued her flight on snowshoes. Two Koryak found the girl's tracks, saw her stopping places, but could not overtake her. They went back and said, "This was not a girl, it was a lad, a brave lad."

The girl reached her father and brother. After telling them about what had happened, she cried. Her father asked, "Is it possible, that my child died without having killed any of the enemies?" — "No," answered the girl, "when I prepared to flee I noticed that only a few of the people who came to fight us were walking about." All rejoiced at this communication. They went back to their camp. In their tent no one was alive, all were killed by the Koryak. The icy surface of the lake was black with dead Koryak. The Yukaghir at once pursued the rest of the Koryak and overtook them. Then the Koryak implored the Yukaghir not to kill them. But the Yukaghir did not pay any attention. They killed almost all the Koryak and spared only a few. The Koryak reindeer herd was also taken. Only a few of the reindeer were given to the Koryak with the words, "Go to your country and take these reindeer for food on the way."

After that, they buried their dead in conformity with custom. The end.

8. Lu'či Ču'oleji.

Russian Tale.

A'taxun n-e'mjiek le'nil. Ča'nuoltań yad adu'ole adu'onei. E'mjeńin
Two brothers lived. Older one three sons as sons had. To younger brother
mo'níi: "Met uo'pe eu'reck, le'meńin omo'-moji'yíñit?"
said: "My children take (into) something good whether they can be?"
Ča'nuoltań adu'ogi idie'tekten-e n-a'ga ko'beč. I'rrin pojerox'o'go
Older one son his with their uncle together went. On one day
eu'reni. Adu'ogi 1 n-e'temeńin e'le a'n-n-anu. Idie'tekki mo'níi: "A'n-n-e-
they went. Son his about nothing not asked. Uncle his said: "Talk
they went. Son his about nothing not asked. Uncle his said: "Talk
tuliem!" Adu'ogi mo'níi: "Na'dobneńojebon 2 o'ile, le'meńin a'n-n-etum?"
now!" Son his said: "Necessity some there what about should (1) talk?"

1 The uncle calls his nephews his "sons." I'dide'tek is the father's younger brother.
2 From the Russian na'dobno — it is necessary.
Čomo'je či'tneye cân'eye m-e'ctege laxa'ni. Adu'ogi mo'nni: "E, idie'tek',
To large long woody space they came. Son his said: "Ah, uncle,
ox'o'do omo'ce nu'men ca'pex!" Tät nu'mo'nin n-a'cédañi. Numo'ge laxa'ni.
what good for houses trees?" Then home they went back. To the house they came.
Ya'ndoñi.
To sleep they lay down.
Ogoye'ne eg'i'eni. O'juo'lanñ adu'oden-e ko'beč. Tañ pojerxo'go
Next morning they got up. (With) middle son his he went. (During) that
eu'reni n-ele'men'in ai e'le a'n-n-e. Idie'tekki mo'nini: "Ki'e, a'n-n-etuleiem!" they
about nothing also not (he) talked. Uncle his said: "Friend, come, talk no!" walked
Adu'ogi mo'nini: "Na'dobnefiojebon o'ile le'men'in a'n-n-etum?" Lo'un-1
Son his said: "Necessity some there what about should (I) talk?" With roots
ca'neye m-e'ctax laxa'ni. Adu'ogi mo'nini: "O, idie'tek', omo'céed u'gol-
wooded space reached. Son his said: "Oh, uncle, splendid for coal
trees!"
Tät n-a'cédañ. Emi'lemalñam. Ogoye'ne eg'i'eni. E'mjuo'lañin-e
Then (he) went back. (They) spent a night. On the following they got up. With the youngest
morning one ko'beč. I'rk in pojerxo'go e'ureni n-ele'men'in e'le a'n-n-či. Unu'ñe e'ndeñi.
(he) went. On one day (once) they walked nothing about not (he) asked. To river (they)
descended. Ledu'de kobeñi. Idie'tekki yu'om. Cālge comō'paranāx abu'n-el yai'celex'5
Down (they) went. Uncle his looked. On tree Raven nest had eggs
mo'doromlo. Tu'de adu'ogi mo'nini: "Yu'ok, ei'me te'ná Comō'paranā
was sitting on. His son his said: "Look, up there Raven
yai'celex' mo'doromlo." Idie'tek' mo'nini: "Yu'omik'? Odu'ogi mo'nini:
eggs is sitting on." Uncle said: "Do you see?" Son his said:
"Yu'o." Idie'tek' mo'nini: "Yai'cėgi mi'ntej?" Adu'ogi mo'nini: "Ame'de
I see." Uncle said: "Eggs her shall (we) Son his said: "Having
take?"
mo'dorom, xo'do mi'ntemik'?" — "Met mi'jut, yu'ok'." Ca'demibinēñ
(he) sits on them, how will you take?" — "I shall take, look." To of tree the foot
xo'nīi, laxa'ni, ča'nde yu'onnám. Comō'paranā ai mo'doi. Idie'tek a'rpāć
they went, arrived, upwards looked. Raven still was sitting. Uncle climbed
cā'gen, yai'cėgele mi'jum. Comō'paranā e'le mo'di, a'yi mo'doi. Yai'cēde
along tree, eggs took. Raven did not hear, still is sitting. Eggs her
mi'n'delē o'ndeč, lebi'ege eg'i'ei. Mu'rede arī'mepki a'taxlu o'ile. Tu'de
having taken down, to ground came down. Of his boots their soles both are gone. His
adu'oger yu'ulocum: "Ki'e, met mu'red arī'mepul xo'lle?" — "Ki'e, tet'
sen he asks: "Friend, my of boots soles where (are)?" — "Friend, your
mu'red arī'mepul te'ndilej." Idie'tekki mo'nini: "Xa'nī. loñdomik?" of
boots soles here are." Uncle his said: "When did you take
climbing you (the tree)"
Aduo'gi mo'nini: "Te'ne ond'o'lo lo'ndo." — "Met' nomo'xo e'le mo'dim?" Son his
said: "Before when were took off (I)." — "I why not did hear?"
Odu’ogi mo’nii: “Tet ai Comö’paranā ya’ičegi e’le me’didege mi’n-mik.”

Son his said: “You also Raven’s eggs not when she heard took.”

Nu’mōnin ko’beini. Ya’xāni. Yo’nduñi, e’mile-mañam. Ogoye’ime

Home they went. Arrived. To sleep spent the night. On the morrow they went.

egi’eñi. Tu’de ta’tañin xo’nni, co’gi. Ta’tagi yo’ulocum: “Uo’rpe le’mēnin got up. To his older brother went, went in. Older asked (him): “Children what for

omó’moj’ñi?” E’mjegi mo’nii: “Čan’nuoltañ can’cēkciñotei, o’rjuoltañ good can be?” Younger said: “Oldest one with wood skillful will middle one

lu’dunčēkciñotei, e’mjulotañ ti’temẽide met-ẽnėt.” with iron skillful will be youngest one thus being himself feed shall.”

Čan’nuoltañ can’cēkciñot ku’dėi, o’rjuoltañ lu’dunčēkciñot ku’dėi,

(1) Oldest one (i.e. blacksmith),

E’mjulotañ o’lonuyeñot ku’dėi. O’lonuyeñot ku’dedeļe tät o’lonut egu’riei.

Youngest one thief became. Thief having become thus stealing to walk began.

Tu’de go’rodget1 eu’rei. Mo’doi. Go’rod-corō’mo-po’ndodeule e’ru’mi mi’jum

He to town went. Lives (in town). Of town of people money their all took

o’lo’ot. Le’de mo’dim go’rodok2 n-u’ñ-n el tañ’de ko’beč; čugo’gen, čādi’’gen stealing. Lower he heard small town stood there he went; on the way, on the path

pu’gomebek’ xo’nūt i’rkin coro’mox n-ačin nu’m-meše. Ke’ul coro’mo

in the summer walking one man towards him met. Who had man

mo’nii: “Doro’bo,2 xo’dime coro’moñox, xot’ ke’luk’?” — “Met go’rodket

said: “Good day, what man are you, from have you — “I from the town

ki’eboñoje. Tet le’mēnox?” Ti’n ke’lul coro’mox mo’nul: “Met olo’ñuboje

who had come You are who?” This who had man said: “I stealings come

corō’mojoxe. Tet le’mēnox?” Ke’nmele ai yo’ulocum: “Me’tek ai

man am. You are who?” The other also asked: “I also

olo’ñuboje coro’moñoje.” Ti’ne pu’dit ke’lultañ mo’nii: “A’taxun olo’nu-

stealing man am.” That one from who had come said: “Two

bojebonpe coro’mopul n-a’ga egeraei’li?” Ti’ne le’gegut ke’lultañ mo’nii:

stealing men together walk let us?” The one from below who had come said:

“N-a’ga eurei’li.” Le’gegut ke’lultañ mo’nii: “Tet go’rodñin xonte’ili?”

“Together let us go.” From below one who said: “To your town let us go?

Pu’dit ke’lultañ mo’nii: “E’le, e’le xonte’ili, coro’mo mi’n-teyebon o’ile,

From one who said: “No, not let us go, man from whom one there is

met ču’mu min. Tet go’rodge le’ti?” Le’gegut ke’lultañ mo’nii: “E’le

I everything took. (In) town will be?” From below one who said: “(1) do

le’idiye, le’leltei.” N-a’cedaini le’geguttaina n-a’ga.

know, whether it will be.”

---

1 Russian word gorod — town, city.
2 Russian word Zlenove — how do you do.
Čugo'gen čâ'dilegen xo'nî. Xo'nnut, yu'o'nîdege ī'kin coro'mox
On the road along path they went. When walking, when they looked one man
ke'le-mo'dul, ī'kin koró'bođ-o'nîtiek 1 egi'elîle mo'dumele. Čâ'dile ala'
was approaching, one bull leading having heard. Of path near
agî'dul. Ā'pedegeg egi'et xo'nni. Ti'ne le'legut ke'lu ol'o'nuboje coro'mox
they hid. From below them leading was That one from below who steals man
(a bull) walking. had come
ke'nmeinin mo'nî: "Omo'ce ā'fncim, n-e'xon o'i le. Ti'ne agî'dul
one who had ke'lle-mo'dul, i'rkin ol'o'nu boje coro'mox
approaching, was thrown.
mo'inubodek', xo'do mi'ntuok? 2 Pu'dit ke'lultaño mo'nî ke'nmeinin:
himself. hid (he)
Ti'ne yedege la'xai. Ī'kin ke'le-bë-ei'mundek 3 li'mele, ā'gödege po'nîm ā'ldegen
ahead of him ran. One from boots half (i.e., had, on road his laid above him
(he) hid That one bull leading man arrived there, that boot
mi'jum mo'nî: "Eu'ret coro'mopul lo'udielejânam. O'tmin ei'mundegi
took said: "Who walked people dropped evidently. (I) would take (but) its half
o'le." 3 Tâ pe'cecei. Ko'bëch mude'deč, tâ pe'cecei. Ti'ne agi'del coro'mo
is There it was. Went on, passed by, there was thrown That one who hid man
(what of kind) missing." Above had come
me'negec mi'jum, tâ ā'ldegen ā'bojîe. Kei'yedege ā'gôce la'xadelêle,
jumped out took (boot), there along upper ran. Ahead of him to the road reaching,
(road) (of man with bull)
tâ po'nîm. Ai agi'deč. Ti'ne koró'bođ-o'nîtie egî'elon ai la'xai, mi'jum
there put (boot). Again hid himself. That one bull who was again came took
leading there,
ti'netaño ke'le-bë-ei'mundegelê mo'nî: "Ti'netaño kîle'be-ei'mundegêle te'ndi
of those boots half of them said: "From those boots half their right here
lo'udielejîmêle." Tu'ðe koró'bođ-o'nîtiegele tâ u'le'tem. Tât yo'logûde
they dropped it appears." His bull there tied. Then back
ko'bëc. Ti'netaño ke'le-bë-ei'mundegelê a'ncim, n-e'xon o'i le. Ti'ne agi'dul
went. From those boots half was nowhere it was. That one who had
searching for, hidden himself,
coro'mo, koró'bođ-o'nîtiegele ce'lgâceime, ye'degude xonî'tem, yalgi'ge
man, bull drove off, to other side led, to lake
lo'xtom, tâ kude'dem. N-a'cedeule 4 co'gum. Čâle č'o'gum i'cedeule
has led, there killed. Head its cut off. Tree cut end its

1 O'nîtie — reindeer buck. When the Yakut and then the Russians brought their horned cattle north, the
Yukaghir called the bulls cow-bucks, from the Russian word for cow, korö'ea.
2 Kîle-bë from the Russian word Khâle'va — boot-leg.
3 i.e. the other boot is missing.
4 n'ule really means "face."
JOCHELSON, THE YUKAGHIR.

Two brothers lived. The older had three sons. Once he said to his younger brother, "Take my boys into the world and see what they may be good for."

The uncle took his eldest nephew first. They started off. The nephew asked no questions. The uncle said to him, "Well, say something." The nephew answered, "There is no need of talking. I have nothing to say." Then they came to an extensive forest running along the road. The nephew said, "Ah, uncle, what good trees there are to build houses." Then they returned home.

The next morning the uncle started with the second nephew. They

---

1 From *pat*, to cook in water; *pa'doi* also means "it cooks."
walked all day without talking. The uncle said, "Well, say something." — "What should I say," said the nephew, "there is no need of talking." When they reached a place where uprooted trees lay, the nephew said, "Oh, uncle, what nice trees are these for making charcoal."

Then they went back. After spending the night at home, the uncle took with him his youngest nephew. They walked a whole day and the nephew said not a word. They descended to a river. The uncle looked up and saw on a tree a raven sitting on eggs in her nest. The nephew said to his uncle, "See, there is a raven sitting on her eggs." — "Do you see it?" said the uncle. "Yes, I do," answered the nephew. The uncle said, "Shall we take the eggs?" The nephew answered, "How can you take them? The raven is sitting on them." — "Look," said the uncle, "I shall take them." They came to the foot of the tree and the raven was still sitting there. The uncle climbed up the tree and took the eggs. The raven did not notice him and remained sitting there. After taking the eggs the uncle climbed back to the ground. He looked at his boots and saw that both soles were gone, He asked the nephew, "Where are the soles of my boots?" — "There they are," said the nephew. "When did you take them off?" asked the uncle. "When you were climbing the tree I did it," answered the nephew. "Why, I did not notice it!" said the uncle. "You also took the raven's eggs and it did not notice what you were doing," answered the nephew.

They returned home. On the following morning, the father of the boys asked his younger brother, "Well, what are the aptitudes of my children?" The younger brother said, "Your oldest boy will be a carpenter, the middle one a blacksmith, and the youngest boy will be able to support himself."

Thus, it happened. The oldest son became a carpenter, the middle one, a blacksmith, and the youngest son became a thief. Having become a thief, the youngest one began to steal. He went to the next town and while living there he stole all the money from the inhabitants. Then he went to a small town farther down the road. On his way, he met another man who greeted him and asked, "Who are you and from where have you come?" — "I come from the town," answered the boy, "and who are you?" — "I am a thief," said the man who had come up the road, "and you, who are you?" — "I am also a thief," answered the boy. "Then," said the other fellow, "we both are thieves, let us go together in order to steal." — "Well, let us go," said the boy. The other fellow said, "Let us go back to your town." — "No," said the boy, "there is nothing left, I stole everything from the people there. Better let us go to your place." — "I do not know whether anything is left there," said the other, "but come." So they went to the town down the road.

On their way they met a man who was leading a bull. They hid by the side of the road. When the man was passing by, the other fellow said to the boy, "He is leading a good fat bull. Do you not want to have it,
do you not want to eat it?" — "No," said the boy, "the man is holding it, how
could I take it?" The other fellow said to the boy, "If you act thus, how
can you say, 'I am a thief'? Look, I shall steal the bull." He ran by the
side of the road ahead of the man, laid on the road one of his boots, and
hid himself again. The man who was leading the bull, on reaching the boot,
took it up and said, "Someone walking along evidently dropped it. Too
dreadful bad that there only one boot, I should take them if there were a
pair." Then he threw the boot away and went on. The fellow who was
in hiding, ran down to the road, took his boot, and ran by the side of the road ahead of
the man with the bull, put the boot again on the road, and hid himself.
When the man with the bull reached the boot, he took it up and said, "Here
is the other boot which the people dropped." He tied his bull to a tree and
went back to recover the first boot. He was looking for it everywhere,
but nowhere could he find it. He went back to his bull. But, in the mean-
time, the thief had driven off the bull to the shore of a lake. There he
killed it. He cut off the head, put it on a pole, waded into the middle of
the lake and set the pole in the bottom in such a way that only the head was
exposed above the water. Then he went up to his comrade. The owner
of the bull searched for it. The thieves roared like a bull. The man went to
the place whence the roaring proceeded and saw the head of the bull in the
middle of the lake. "My bull," said the man, "is swimming in the lake;
evidently while grazing it got into the mud of the lake." He descended to
the shore of the lake, took off his coat, trousers, and boots, waded into the
lake and came to the bull's head. He struck it, but soon noticed that there
was only the head on a pole. "Awful! Who could have done this?" said he.
So he left it and returned to his clothes, but he did not find them. While
looking for them, he heard from the mountain how one man was beating
another one. Then he heard the words, "Is that the way you did with the
bull? Drag it here." The other man said crying, "Yes, I lost." Then the
man, naked as he was, ran away to his dwelling place.
K. Ce’un-pai-ču’oleji.
T. A’nän-marxel-koro’wal.

Of Stone-Girl-Tale.

K. Poļu’ndie leči teri’keni. A’taxun marxlu’ole marxlu’onei. Ya’lmactegi
T. Po’ludie le’či a’panalănei. Kin marxi’lek marxi’le. Ya’lmactegi

Old man lived married (with wife). Two girls as daughters he had. Third his

K. yuku’o’jed u’ok ai marxi’lek’. Abu’oltaingele eči’egi
T. yuku’duok wai pa’diduok’. Čo’mojol marxi’le amą’gi

Small child also girl (was). Oldest one girl father her

K. ca’rmoriede’ge o’jii’nin pe’ceceim.
T. Pe’ludie a’panalde’nei. Me’yabe-ni.

Old man with his wife they died. During his shamanistic performance into the water threw.

K. Polu’ndie teri’keden-e a’mdeni. Nu’mopedege a’taxun pai’pek’.
T. Pe’ludie a’panalăden-eń me’yábeni. Ni’mepedaga kin pai’pek’.

Old man with his wife they died. In their house two women (girls) remained.

K. Paba’gi nu’mońin ki’eč e’mjegitaga o’ile! Ibe’let ma’dái.
T. Ekt’egi n’i’mehin me-kö’lui e’mjegitigiye o’ile! O’rn-ereń ca’ganai.

Elder sister home came younger sister her is not Crying to sit she there! began.

K. Ibe’let mo’dodege e’mjegitaga co’gi. “Pa’bá, xo’diet ibe’le’k?”
T. O’rn-ereń ca’gan-edaga e’mjegitigiye me-cogui. “Ekt’e, xo’diet o’ron-ek.”

Crying when she was younger sister she came in. “Elder why do you cry?” sister, her

K. Paba’gi mo’nni: “Te’tek cogu’ceme!” Ye’nduńi. Ogoye’lme
T. Ekt’egi monni: “Te’tek cogu’cemeń!” Ma’r-awańi. Ogo’yeginden

Elder sister said: “You (I) lost!” To sleep they The next morning went.

K. egi’eńi. Tu’dé e’mjegele ko’ikilíniṅ ige’yéle yó’dom. Yo’dodelle
T. mo’r-ogóńi. Tu’dé e’mjegale ye’nbaraga ige’yélek’ i’rem. I’releń

they got up. Her younger sister to post with strap (she) tied. Having tied

K. lo’čilínin ko’beč. Loč’ilget ki’eč — moli’n ige’yé-yo’duol, e’mjegi o’ile.
T. la’čilínin ko’beč. Lač’ilgat me’kolui — a’xté ige’yé-xo’dolel, e’mjegi o’ile.

for wood she went. From wood she returned — only of strap knot younger sister is not (remained), her there.

K. E’i’mepadege como’jed ibo’le’k lel. Tu’dé e’mjegele tát ańčiyéim.
T. I’mepadaga como’jed ańńák’ lel. Tu’dé e’mgalale ta’dat wońčičem.

Opposite them large rock was. Her younger sister then to search (she) went.
K. Čoxoča’lani o’ndeč. O’ndeidege ye’rxax cu’mut’ xo’nöoi. Ti’netañ
T. Yoliga me’-caxceč. Ca’xceidaga ye’rxax ya’uner me-ke’lęi. Tuñ
To bank (of) the (shaded)  When she cracked. That
K. ye’rxax xo’nöol’ i’bolhin nu’nte. Pai i’bol’ge la’xai. E’mjegi
T. ye’rxax ke’leol’ a’nälahüden o’gon. Pai’pęn a’naga ko’tceč. E’mjegi
of ice crack to rock reached. Woman (girl) to rock went. Her younger sister
K. i’bolmolgot i’belle mo’dič. Pai tə la’xai. I’bolhin mo’llo-
T. a’nädugut’ o’ren-egi mo’rıcı. Pai’pęn tada ko’tčę. A’nähin mo’nul-
from rock’s middle crying was heard. Girl there went. To rock said:
K. mo’dič: “Met e’mje keik’!" I’bolget’ coro’mód-aży’ mo’dič: “Met
T. mo’rıcı: “Met e’mje kik’!" A’nägat’ ko’ded-aru’ mo’rıcı: “Met
*My younger sister give (back)!” From rock human voice resounded: "My
K. ke’nte, e’le ke’veye. Tet ti’te mecei’ka’pęnçoňoje. Met ke’nte
K. ko’nte, e’le křtyeň. Tet ti’te mecei’ka’pęnçoňoje. Met ko’nte
friend, not (I) shall give. You as I also woman am. My friend
K. met arxi’n e’le ke’lłe, e’le coro’mo-ti’tem-eje i’nłeček."
T. met uul’ el ke’lłe, el ko’dę-ti’tebilejë i’nietetenk’.
*to me near do not step, not human being like I (am) afraid you will be.”
K. Pai mo’mmi: “E’le kobei’teye, met e’mje keik’!" Pai
T. Pai’pęn mo’mmi: “E’le kobei’teye, met e’mje keik’!" Pai’pęn
Girl said: “(I) not shall go away, my younger sister give back.” Girl
K. yu’om: ti’netañ a’n-nelbon i’bolget ege’dęč, yogu’lgi ce’ulek’,
T. me’yuu’om: tuñ a’n-erukun a’nągat mo’regedęč, yugulgi xe’ileň,
she looked: one who had spoken from rock looked out, nose her stone,
K. u’nemepki čomo’je ce’upek’.
T. u’nemepulgi čomo’je xe’i’plelen.
ears her big stones.
K. Ti’netañ ce’lče u’nemem-ul’ pai i’bolget ege’dęleke ke’ntełęek’
T. Tuñ xe’i’lek u’nemenuł’ pai’pęn a’nągat ogod’errelełęn ke’ntełęeln
That stone ears with woman from rock having looked out (on) friend
(whit stone ears)
K. yu’olemełe. Tu’de a’ñjegele tib’gotum. A’ñjele tib’gotego i’bol’
T. icu’omele. Tu’de yu’odigale tiwo’gocum. Yu’odile tiwo’gocagta a’nän
to look she With her eyes she was blinking. With eyes when she was rock
began. blinking
K. xo’ndori čokče’m.1 Pai i’nilie. Ti’netañ ce’n’pai ke’ntełęin,
T. ko’ile ya’uner. Pai’pęn eju’olei. Ti’dah xeł’pái’pęn ko’ntełęin,
split altogether. Girl was frightened. That stone-woman to friend,
K. coro’mon pai’nin mo’nin: “Tet e’mje o’t-ele-mi’nde. Tit e’çe’e
T. ko’den pai’pęnin mo’nin: “Tet e’mje a’t-el-me’te’n. Tit am’ä-
human woman said: “Your younger (I) should not have Your father
taken.
K. o’jiniń tit paba’gele pe’ćecelele. Tit pab’a oj’ge e’rlele
T. lu’yênin tit ekr’egojle cucel’mele. Tet ekt’é la’uyega waigai’relułen
into water your elder sister threw. Your elder sister swimming
(descending)

1 Čokče’m is the Russian word sovet’em.
K. a’lmañotku’dé i; tit e’mjegele me’tin tu’del yalgí’net ke’iluogi. Ko’beik’,
T. wo’lmañolai; tit e’mjegele me’tin tu’del li’rkeyejir kiyi’yolgi. Ke’beik’,
shaman became; your youngest one to me she while practising giving her
Go shamanism (was).
K. tet e’mje el kei’teye.”
T. tet e’mje el gi’teyen.”
your younger (I) not shall give.”
K. Coro’mon-pai tät unu’ñe ́le’dú’be’let’ ko’beč. Ču’ote xo’ñni.
T. Ko’den-pai’pe tada’t onu’ga a’lgudeñ o’reneren’e ke’beč. Oxo’l ui.
Human woman then along river down crying went. (She) to go.
K. Xo’ñnut yu’odege omni’pe nu’man-elle medüni. Pai xo’ñni, la’xai.
While when she looked people houses having they Girl went, arrived.
K. Ya’lgik’ ko’udek’ me’ dul. Ta la’xai — monai’legi yedo’je paik’.
T. Li’rkeyen mo’ñorek’ me’rul. Tadá me’-kotkeč — mo’nilede wi’e’tojo pa’ipek
Of drum beating was heard. There (she) arrived — (with) her hair loose woman
K. num’o’get u’koč. Ti’netañ ke’lul’ pa’gele nu’gondege mi’ndelë.
T. ni’ma-gat pu’geč. Ti’dan ke’lul’ pa’ple ca’lçedaga me’ndelegen
from house appeared. That who had arrived woman by hand her having taken
K. nu’moñin ce’urem. Ti’netañ monai’lede ye’duol’ pai polu’tñe.
K. ni’mañin ce’urem. Ti’dan mo’nilede wie’tuolol’ pai’peñ pelu’rnei.
into house led. That with hair loose woman married was.
K. Polu’tki adí’le e’mjeni. Ti’netañ ke’lul’ pa’gele ti’netañ a’dil al’á’.  
T. Pelurgi adí’lek e’mjeni. Ti’dan ke’lul’ pa’ple ti’dän a’dil wal’.
Husband youth as younger That who had woman that youth near
her brother had. come
K. modó’tom. Mona’ilede ye’duol’ pai ke’lul’ pai’nín mo’ñin:  
T. caga’n-ecum. Mona’ilede wie’tuolol’ pai’peñ ke’lul’ pai’peñin mo’ñin:
made her sit. With hair loose woman to who woman said:
K. “Me’tul’ lei’dimik’?” Ti’ne ke’lul’ pai mo’ñin: “Te’tek e’le
T. “Metul’ ku’rilimek’?” Ti’dán ke’lul’ pai’peñ mo’ñin: “Te’tek el
“Me do you know?” That who had come woman said: “You do not
K. lei’dime.” Mona’ilede ye’duol’ pai mo’ñin: “Te’ pa’bäñoje. Met
(1) know.” With hair loose woman said: “Your elder sister am (1) My
K. eč’e tudá’ ca’rmorielga o’jini pe’çeceim. Tañ tet pa’bäñoje.” Ta’cile
T. a’má tinda’ wo’ijnamulga la’uyenin cu’çeim. Tañ tet ek’e’ojeñ.” Tada’t
father long ago while practising into water threw. That your elder sister am (1). Then
shamanism
K. ti’netañ a’dil’ ti’ne kejul’ pa’gele ter’ikeñol mi’jum. Tät modo’ñi.
T. tañ a’dil’ ti’dän kejul’ pa’ple miri’yol me’jim. Tada’t caga’ñení.
that youth that who had come woman as wife took. Thus they lived.

Told on the Nelemnaya River by the Kolyma Yukaghir A. Dolganoff. Translated
into the Tundra dialect on the tundra with the assistance of the Tundra
Yukaghir Kuriloff.
Once upon a time, there was an old man. He was married and had two daughters. In a shamanistic trance he had thrown a third daughter, the oldest one, into the water when she was a small child.

The old man and his wife died. There remained in the house his two girls. Once the elder sister went out for wood, leaving at home her younger sister. When she came back, she did not find the younger sister. She began to cry. But soon the younger sister came in. "Why are you crying?", asked she. The elder sister answered, "Because I had lost you." They went to sleep. The next morning, the elder sister went out again for wood, but before leaving the house she tied her younger sister with a thong to a house post. When she came back, she found only the knotted thong on the post, — her younger sister was not there.

Opposite their house, across the river, there rose a high rocky mountain. The elder girl went to look for her sister. She descended to the river. When she came to the bank, the ice on the river cracked the whole width of the river, as far as the rocky bank opposite. The girl reached the foot of the rock and heard her younger sister crying from the middle of it. She said to the rock, "Give back my younger sister!" Then a human voice resounded from inside the rock, "My friend, I shall not give back your sister. Like you, I am also a woman, but don't step near to me; I am not like a human being, you will be afraid." The girl answered, "I shall not go away; give back my younger sister!" The girl looked at the rock and saw the one who had spoken looking out from the rock. Her nose was of stone, her eyes were big stones.

The woman with stone ears, rising from the rock, looked at the girl. She was blinking with her stone eyes. Then the rock split in two. The girl was frightened. The stone-woman said to her, "I did not wish to take your younger sister. Your father threw your elder sister into the river. While swimming in this river she became a shaman and in one of her shamanistic performances she gave me your younger sister. Go away, I shall not give her back to you."

The human girl went down the river crying. She was walking along the river for a long time. Suddenly, she looked up and saw human dwellings. She went to them and heard the beating of a drum. A woman with open hair came out of one of the houses. She took the visitor by her hand and led her into the house. The open-haired woman was married. Her husband had a younger brother. She made the girl sit near her brother-in-law. The open-haired woman said to the girl, "You do not know me?" The girl said, "No, I do not know you." Then the open-haired woman said, "I
am your elder sister whom long ago our father, in a shamanistic trance, threw into the river. I am that one." Then the youth married the girl. Thus they lived.

K. Čomo'-paranā Ču'oleji.
T. Xa'gemeñ-Koro'wal.

On Raven Tale.

T. Xa'gemeñ me-n'a'wai el'i'ne. Tu'del Calgan-e me-ni'nüni.
K. Čomo'-paranā' po'inei a'ñume. Tu'del Xage'ln-e n-e'nüni.
Raven white was at first.

K. Čomo'-paranā ta'ñin-e n-enüni, Xa'gel Čomo'-parananin mo'nni:
T. Xa'gemeñ ta'ñegi'ni-e n-e'nüni, Ca'lgañ xa'remeñin mo'nni:
Raven with that one each other (when) Grebe to Raven said:

K. "Me'tul' cori'leck, tet' le'dimik cori'lecul." Čomo'-paranā mo'nni:
T. "Me'tul' ni'meleck, tet' me-kurili'mek ni'melecul." Xa'reme mo'nni:
"Me paint, you know painting." Raven said:

K. "O'mök, cori'lecum j'm te'tul' cori'lecum i'kin e'le
T. "Xo'golemut, me-ni'melecut me'tel' ni'melecut mo'rxon. el
All right, I shall paint I you shall paint only do not
K. kimda'ęjek'.' Xa'jič cori'lecum ču'mu. Čomo'-paranā mo'nni:
T. ga'rièerelejek'.' Xa'jir me-ni'melecut ya'uner. Xa'geme mo'nni:
"Deceive." There painted (him) all over. Raven said:
K. "Tete'ik me'tul' cori'leck.' Xa'gel' mo'nni Čomo'-parananin: Ye'nduk',
T. "Tete'ik me'tul' ni'meleck." Ca'lgañ mo'nni Xa'remeñin: Ye'nduk',
"You also me paint." Grebe said to Raven: "Go to sleep,
K. xo'llume ke'lteye.' Xa'jič ko'beč ču'ole nu'monuolek nu'mmele,
T. a'ńdur ko'lteye'n. Xa'jir me'koweč ču'ole nu'monokeł 1 nu'mmele,
soon I shall come." There he went of old house place he found,
K. u'glelek' 2 nu'mmele, xajir xo'nī tu'de ke'nmeñin, Čomo'-paranānīn.
T. xa'lederek' nu'mmele, xajir me'ru ti'de go'n-mien, Xa'remeñin.
coal (he) found, then he went to his friend, Raven.
K. Ye'ndič u'glele čagi'tem ču'mu. Čomo'-paranā xa'jič meri'jei.
T. Ma'rawai xa'lederelej mo'-mōjem ya'unō. Xa'remeñ xa'jir me-mo'ñeč.
(He) sleeps with coal (he) rubbed (him) all Raven now awoke.

---

1 The place where an old house was standing.
2 From the russian w'gol.
In the beginning Raven was white. Once he met Grebe. Grebe said to Raven, "Paint me! You are a skilled painter." Raven said, "Well, I shall paint you, only do not deceive me, and you shall paint me too." Raven painted Grebe all over. "I shall paint you too," said Grebe to Raven. Then Grebe added, "Go to sleep; I shall come soon." Grebe went to a deserted camp, took charcoal there and returned to his friend, Raven. Raven was still asleep and Grebe rubbed him all over with charcoal. Raven soon awoke and looked at himself. He said to Grebe, "Well, you have deceived me, you said before, 'I shall paint you with paint,' and now you have rubbed me with charcoal." Grebe ran away. Raven pursued Grebe, overtook him and struck him with a stick. Grebe fell into the water. Raven said, "Now you will never rise from the water.

From that time till this day, Grebe is always on the water. Raven broke his tail bone and now he is always on water.

Tale of Raven.

In the beginning Raven was white. Once he met Grebe. Grebe said to Raven, "Paint me! You are a skilled painter." Raven said, "Well, I shall paint you, only do not deceive me, and you shall paint me too." Raven painted Grebe all over. "I shall paint you too," said Grebe to Raven. Then Grebe added, "Go to sleep; I shall come soon." Grebe went to a deserted camp, took charcoal there and returned to his friend, Raven. Raven was still asleep and Grebe rubbed him all over with charcoal. Raven soon awoke and looked at himself. He said to Grebe, "Well, you have deceived me, you said before, 'I shall paint you with paint,' and now you have rubbed me with charcoal." Grebe ran away. Raven pursued Grebe, overtook him and struck him with a stick. Grebe fell into the water. Raven said, "Now you will never rise from the water.

From that time till this day, Grebe is always on the water. Raven broke his tail bone and now he is always on water.

K. Cu'oleji.
T. Korowal.

Tale.

K. I'rkin coro'mo lei, como'je xa'niček. Nu'mopegi tät ni'ñei
T. Mo'pxon- go'de lei, ço'mod i'ruček. Ni'mepegi ta'tpani poyo'n
One man lived, great hunter. Houses his so many (were)

K. pie'le nu'mjit moim. Ta'nik i'rkid xa'nicek yu'omje tolo'ugi
T. anále ní'mdö moim. Tuñ ma'rxed i'ruček i'cuomje tolo'ugi
(that) entire he held. That one hunter saw (that) wild
mountain (i.e., occupied)

T. me-yu'kui. Yan ki'njegan ye'ru. Poyo'je to'jox pu'nmelje.

Manv wild reindeer (he) killed.

K. Tu'de nu'moñin n-ačedeč.
T. Tu'de ni'mien me-pe'n-geč.
To his house (he) returned.
K. Tu’dé nu’mo’ge ya’xai, a’taxun teri’kele teri’keni. Tañ teri’kepki
T. Tu’dé n’i’maga me’r-ui, kin miri’yélék miri’yeni. Tañ miri’yépulgi
(To) his house he came, (to) two wives he was married. Those wives his
K. o’lí’negi. Coró’mo ko’údielelum. Tu’dé i’molgele po’nim, noí’le
T. o’lí’negi. Ko’dé me-ko’úrelelum. Tu’dé a’n-melgale mo-po’nim, ugu’rélej3
were not Someone had led (them) away His riding reindeer he left, with feet
there. (on foot) it appeared.
K. ko’be’c. Tu’dé teri’kepulgele a’ñí’phiye. Cúbo’jei, yeri’jele,
T. mo’ko’we’c. Tu’dé miri’yépulgalé me-wo’ní’chíyem. Mor-o’lkei, tañ’lék’,
he went. His wives to search he went. He ran, staff,
K. cále ce’lgedeim. Yuku’ya’xadege cá’gi n’u’roi, Cúbo’jei yan pojero’go.
T. cále me-ce’lgereim. Yu’kúleldaga cá’lgi keri’yei, o’lkei yan cá’i’legan.
stick he broke. Small having become staff his fell, (he) ran three days.
K. Ni’núye nu’mok1 nu’mmele yu’omele lo’i ye p’edetum có’rxogo.
T. Po’yo’je ni’mek2 nu’mmele i’cu’omele [a’c’i’le mer-e’ndem cu’kin.
Many houses (he) found (he) looked fire (he) made on Tundra.
K. U’gílele a’ilejí. Tu’dé magi’gíle lo’i’lge p’édim. Tañ
T. Xá’led-i’gi’lék’ mo’lorajei. Tu’dé ma’gilgalá la’c’i’la me-r-e’ndíem.1 Ti’dáñ
With charcoal (he) rubbed His clothes in fire to burn (he) began. To that
himself.
K. nu’mo’ñín ko’be’c. Polu’dieke u’kei. Tañ coró’mo lo nu’gondege
T. ni’me’nín me’r-ui. Pe’ludiek’ pu’lgei. Ti’dáñ ko’lé 2 cá’lledaga
house he went. Old man came out. That man by hand his
K. min’délle nu’mo’ge el co’u o’rnei nu’mo’ñín: *Met poji’íñol
T. me’ndepej n’i’maga el co’u mororñe n’i’me’ñín: *Met ni’a’luol 3
having taken house (he) did not (he) cried out into house: *I son-in-law that
enter (but) he should be
K. nú.” Tu’dé nu’mo’ge cou’yeç, tu’dé marxi’lñín mo’ñín: “Tet
T. me-nu’guñ.” Tu’dé n’í’maga me-co’gi’chéi. Tu’dé ma’rxeñíin mo’ñín: “Tet
I have found. He house to enter started, to his daughter (he) said: “To you
K. coró’mo’ñol ke’çi.” Marxi’lñi mo’ñín: “Tañ’le’gen met táta’pe tu’dé
T. ko’dú’l me-ke’çíñ.” Ma’rxeñí mo’ñín: “Tañ’le’gen met aká’pe
(that) husband (I) brought.” Daughter his said: “Let it be, my elder brothers
he should be
K. teri’kepulgele mi’ñí’ñam. Met el xo’nteye.”
T. miri’yépulgindagalé me-me’nú’ená. Met el ú’teyeñ.”
his wives kidnapped I not shall go.”
K. Ee’egi mo’ñi: Xo’diet3 — “Met iñni e’le xo’nteye met
T. Amágì mo’ñi: “Xa’dir? — “Met me-r-i’ñíññ el ú’teyeñ met
Father her said: “Why?” — “I am afraid not (I) shall go my
K. táta’pe ogo’yé ke’lini. Met táta’pegele ke’linidege ogo’yé tiñ
T. aká’pe ogo’yíe me ko’lunñutri. Met aká’pegalé ko’lunñudaga ogo’yíe tuñ
elder to-morrow will come. My elder brothers when they will to-morrow this
brothers come
K. coró’mo cá’le co’lgi’tem.”
T. ko’dén cá’lék me-ne’reregereitem.”
man with stick will club.”

1 He was burning the hair on his clothes in order not to be recognized.
2 Instead of Ko’délle
3 I.e., I found a man who will be my son-in-law.
K. Ogo'ye ła'ba'egi ke'lä. Tañ coro'mopul'n n-a'cín ko'beč.
T. Ogo'yiye aká'pegi me'-ko'luši. Ti'dáñ ko'npeñi n-a'cín me'ru.

Next day elder brothers her came. Those people to meet (he) went.

K. Xo'ndóllo el ya'xa ču'on ma'dái. Yuku' ter'i'kegi yù'tem tu'de
T. Ü'rel el pel čuon me'-caga'nei. Luku'olel miri'ye gi'i'c'urúm tu'de

Having gone not having reached he sat down. Younger wife his saw her

K. coro'mogojo mo'ní: "Ge, meti po'lút'!" Tat mo'ní: "Yen coro'mox
T. ko'degale mo'ní: "Ge, meti ko'de!" Tadát mo'ní: "Wien go'dek

husband (and) said: "Look, my husband!" Then (she) said: "Another man

K. onna'kó. 5 Mude'deč. Čo'mol teri'kegi kieč coro'mon-e. Tu'de
T. yó'dagane. Me'r-učič. Lu'gúl miri'ye gi meke'lui ko'dene. Tu'de
however." (She) passed (by). Elder wife his came with her man.4 Her

K. po'lú'tkele yu'očim o'rn-ei.
T. ko'degale me-yu'očim mor-o'ren-ei.

husband saw began to scream.

K. Ma'rxid ta'čagi mo'ní: "Xo'diet o'rn-ek?" Mo'ní: "Met i'mol
T. Ma'rxel aká'gi mo'ní: "Xo'dir o'rn-ek?" Mo'ní: "Met a'n-mel
Of girl elder brother said: "Why do you scream?" (She) said: "My riding

brother her

K. o'nümule met n-a'čegele paim." Tu'de ter'i'ke i'mol o'nümudeule
T. o'nurek met n-a'čegeg me'-paim." Tu'de miri'ye a'n-mel o'nmurdogale

with antler my face struck." Of his wife of reindeer its antler

K. čo'gum. Ma'rxil ta'čagi mo'ní: "Ko'bečieli." Nu'mo'ge ya'xai.
T. me'-čo'gum. Ma'rxel aká'gi mo'ní: "Ko'wečieli." Ni'maga me'-ko'tkeč.

(h) cut off. Of girl elder brother said: "Let us go." To house (he) came.

K. Ya'xadege mo'dol coro'mo eg'ei mo'ní: "Ge, e'jilgene met
T. Kotkeileldaga caga'n-el go'den me'-ego me'ní. Tu'de kó'mon-e.

When he had come who was man rose (he) said: "Look, being alive my

sitting

K. ter'i'kegele met el'i'n mude'tedaínam." Yo'ño'n-äi Tu'de-al'ä' ogo'je
T. miri'yegele met pu'ren ü'cěna." Me'-yo'ño'n-äi. Tu'de-wal' ogo'je

wives me past (they) lead." To be angry (he) Him near that was

began standing

K. cál la'rxudegen lo'udom. "Tiñ cále ti'tul co'l'git." T. cál la'dagan me'-nixoxoraim. "Tuñ cále'k ti'tul me'-ne'regeregéri.

tree with roots he pulled out. "This with tree you (1) shall club."

K. Ye'xluo-al coro'mopul uke'i. Xadič kóbeč tite nu'mo'ni, tań
K. Yal'ger čin me-pu'lgei. Xi'dič me'-ko'beč tite n'i'meňčin, ti'dáñ

From that people came out. Now (he) came to their house, that

K. cál moitt. Tañ coro'mople nü'mjít kude'dem. Tañ ma'rxil i'řkin
T. cál mo'i'ren. Ti'dáñ či'le ni'mpo pu'nim. Ti'dáñ ma'rxel mo'rxon

tree holding. Those people all (he) killed. That girl alone

K. po'n-oi. Ma'rxil mo'ní: "Xo'do e'ntem, met i'jíe? I'řkin ko'ijeduo
K. Xo'do e'ntem met i'jíe? Mo'rxon- ko'ijedu
T. pan-a'i. Ma'rxel mo'ní: "Xo'din e'ntem met i'jíe? Mo'rxon-

remained. Girl said: "How shall live I alone? One man

1 Instead of ko'denpežin.
2 used — without.
3 The Russian odnako.
4 i.e., with the girl's brother. Her two brothers had led away two wives of the man who had come.
5 Or o'nmude.
There was a man, a famous hunter. He had many tents that occupied a whole mountain. The hunter noticed that the wild reindeer went far away from his settlement. He went away to hunt at a distant place and spent three months there. He killed a great number of reindeer. He returned home.

1 Instead of *ko'ltu*.

2 Instead of *pu'ntem*.
He came to his house. He had two wives. When he came to his settlement he did not find them. It appeared that somebody had kidnapped them. He left his riding reindeer home and went on foot in search of them. He ran and broke his staff. It became too small and the hunter dropped it. He ran without a staff. For three days he kept on running. Finally, he came to a settlement of many tents. Before going to that place he made a fire on the tundra. In order not to be recognized, he rubbed himself with charcoal and singed the hair off his fur clothing. He went to one of the tents. An old man came out to meet him. He took him by the hand. Before entering his tent, the old man cried out, "I have found a son-in-law." On entering his tent, the old man said to his daughter, "I brought your husband." The girl said, "Let it be, I shall not go to him, my elder brothers kidnapped both his wives." — "No matter," said the father. "No," said the girl, "I shall not go to him, I am afraid. When my elder brothers come home tomorrow, this man will club them to death with a stick."

The next day, when the elder brothers of the girl were coming, that man went to meet them. Before reaching them, he sat down. His younger wife saw her husband and said, "Look, isn't that my husband?" Then she said, "No, it is another man," and passed by. After that, his elder wife came with her new husband and, seeing her husband, she screamed.

The elder brother of the girl asked her, "Why do you scream?" She answered, "My riding reindeer struck my face with its antlers." He cut off the antlers of the woman's riding reindeer and said, "Now, let us go." They approached their tent. When they came near, the man who was sitting there rose and said, "Look, I am still alive and my wives are led past me." He pulled out with its roots a tree that stood nearby and said, "With this tree I shall club you to death." From the other side of the settlement people came out. He ran towards them holding the tree and killed all of them. He spared only the girl. She said to him, "How can I live alone? Why did you not leave at least one of the men? Alone, I shall die. Where shall I go? I might kill you if I wanted to do so." Then the man struck the head of the girl and broke it.

After that, he looked and saw the girl alive. Her head, to all appearances, got well. She said, "You cannot kill me." Then she added, "Try to move from your place!" He tried and could not move. His buttocks, legs, and arms stuck to the ground. The girl said, "Since I fastened you to the ground I can kill you." Then the man said, "Let me marry you, do not kill me." The girl said, "Now move." His buttocks were freed from the ground. "There are your wives," said the girl. The man married the girl, and he lived with three wives.
K. Ke'yoł-Ču'oleji.
T. Ke'yejen-Koro'wal.

On Leading Man-Tale.

K. Niñeye nu'mo modoñi. Ίrkin te'tčiel te'tčien-eñi keiyol-eñi.
T. Poyøje ni'me cagañ-eñi. Mo'rön- te'tčien-eñi ke'yejnileñ.1

Many (i.e. the houses) were living. One rich man they as the *front man* had, (they) had.

K. Tīn ke'yojelpegi a'taxun u'ole u'ome. Ίrkinle abu'oltañ pai'pelek,
T. Tuñ ke'yejipegi kin u'olek u'omei. Mo'rxonje ekt'ejen pa'ipeleñ,

This front-man their two children as children One elder (child) girl, had.

K. e'mjoltañ ko'ilepek. Pa'bāgitaga co'moci, e'mjegitaga yuku'oi. Tīn
T. e'mjeñen kei'pelen. Ekt'ejide čo'mociie, e'mjedie me-luku'on. Tuñ

Younger boy. Elder sister a little older, younger (brother) small. This
K. keiyoł-coró'mo e'mjени. E'mjegi ko'ilepek. Keiyojelpegi lugu'mi
T. ke'yoji-go'den e'mjeni.2 E'mjegi ko'ilepek. Ke'yejipegi me-lugu'moi,

front-man younger had. Younger his man (was). Front-man their became old
K. teri'keden-e a'mdeñi. Uo'rpepek yuku'ot po'n-oini. Xa'nayañi,
T. mi'rieden-e me-ya'wañi. Wo'rpepulgi luku'oldeñ me-pa'n-ani. Me-xa'ñayañi,

with his wife (they) died. Children his small being remained. To wander (they) began,

K. a'čele mi'n-ñam, a'likteña. Mi'doce ke'yejude eg'ëñi.
T. i'lele me-me'ñina, mor-o'ṇ̃døañ. Mi'riyęñ3 ke'yejudeñ mo-w'o'giiñi

reindeer they took, they harnessed. Wandering team in front being they led.

K. Idie'tekpegi ti'netañ uo'rpeptieñin xo'nñi.
T. O'cidiepegi ti'dan wo'rpeptiegal me-kó'cigeirem.

Uncle their to those children went.

K. Monai'ltegetet mi'ñum, uñtem câñilgeñe orpu'rem.
T. Mo'nilepetegat me-memij, me'ñ-irem câñilgaga me-wotñem.

By hair them (he) took, (he) tied on branch of tree he hung.

K. Xa'nayi. Uo'rpeptiegele po'nim nu'man-uolge. Ibe'lennuñi. Tuñ'dañ
T. Meme'reñolai. Uo'rpeptiegal me-ponim nimeniolga. Mor-o'ñen-anuñi. Ti'ne

To migrate (he) went. Children he left on place where To cry began (children). Before
house was standing.

K. čogoyen-ñi.4 Idie'tekpegi mi'ñum. Ca'łge o'ropot mo'itłoxaiñi.
T. me-čogoyenuñi. O'ičediepegi me-memij. Ca'łga woluoldeñ me-mejreñiñ.

knife they had. Uncle their took. On tree hanging they became emaciated.

K. Pañ'gi mo'ñni: "E'mje, a'mdeñin lei'ñi. Tet mi'laget mu'rre
T. Ekt'egi mo'ññi: "E'mjen, me-ya'wañin lei'ñi. Tet yugu'llagande ugu'ricane

Elder said: "Younger to die (we) are. Your right boot

sister his brother, 2 The tent of the most honored stands in camp in front of all others; therefore he is called the *front-man.*
3 e'mjë may be a younger sister as well as a younger brother.
4 Instead of čogoyen-ñi.

This is a line of sledges loaded with the tent cover, clothing, cooking vessels tent poles, and other household objects.
K. la'udek, pogol'ax-ogur'ielge mit emei' tu'de i'njin'gogoyegele tet
take off, on all fours, when (we) our mother her tailoring knife in your
were creeping
K. mi'läget ar'i'imege ceu'rem, la'udek.
T. yugul'lägande ar'imagá ku'derem, ke'rieck.
right sole shoved in, take off.
K. La'u'dem, yu'om, lei, ye'tem, tu'de paba'ën
T. Me-ke'rieum, me-yu'om, me'-lei, mo-wär'mem, tu'de ek'ëin
(He) took off, (he) looked, (it) is there, (he) pulled out, to his elder sister
K. ta'dim. Paba'gi tu'de mon'airegale čo'gäm. Ė'mjegale (he) gave. Elder sister her hair to cut began. When she was one
cutting
K. mon'ai'lekg yo'olom'. Tät ku'deleńi mo'lorxalel'ni. X'āji co'gum.
T. mon'i'lekg la'ymel'. Tät ki'tner ne'regei'lel'ni. X'āji mo-co'gum.
K. Nu'mon-ologen egu'riëni. Ė'mjegalek nu'mediełol a'nam. Ti'te
T. N'u'men-alogen mer-eu'riënuni. Ė'mjegalek n'imediełol me-wie'n.' Ti'te
On place where to walk (they) began. Of tree branches into house (they) made. Of their houses stood
K. eč'e-aibijkobeil-â'če-ču'gi le'ünimele. Tät modo'ni. Paba'gi
T. a'ma'nu'nānid-il'le-ču'gi le'ünumule. Tät me-caga'n-eņi. Ėk'ëgi
father burial reindie made his they ate. So they lived. Elder sister his
K. nu'mon-ologen eu'rei. Me'jinn-o'xocox nu'mmele, n'e'tite-meje
T. n'i'men-algan mer-eu'rei. Cu'ndijen xa'yeruk nu'mmele, n'e'tite-banje
on place where walked. Of runner head she found, another one like it
K. nu'gum. Tu'de e'mje ko'ličenol 1 ām, ige'yećum. Tu'de e'mjeńin
T. nu'gum. Tu'de e'mje xa'caral me-wiem, mer-e'giecum. Tu'de e'mjeńale
she found. (For) her younger snow shoes (she) made, with straps (she) To her younger
brother furnished.
K. mo'nǹi: "Tet ko'liče å, eu'rięńuk." E'mjeği mo'rodo'llo
K. mo'nǹi: "Tet xa'caral me-wie'n, eu'rięńuk." E'mjeği oño'ręlek
/she said: "Your snow shoes (I) made, walk (on them)." Younger having put
brother her on them on
K. egu'riëi E'mjeği egu'riët co'rei, e'le kel, ogo'yelańi
T. mer-e'riënui. E'mjeği eu'reenę me-ca'gai, el-go'lubon, ogo'yęe ki'tner
to walk he began. Younger walking lost his way, (he) did not morning until
come back, brother her
K. e'le kel. Ogo'yęe po'jerox-o'jrejme ajų'gi me'đćič. Mo'nǹi: "Pa'ba,
T. el go'lui. Ogo'yęe ĉa'lelo-o'jremeń arų'gi mo'ril. Mo'nǹi: "Ek'te,
(he) did return. On the towards midday voice his resounded. (He) said: *Elder
sister

1 From the Russian word gol'tza, ski i.e. snow shoes without fur soles. Xa'caral means the wood i.e.
the boards (šl) of snow shoes (xa'rico).
K. u'keik¹ tu'ben le'mdik ke'ćime, yu'ojeik." Pa'bägi u'koč
T. pu'legek² tu'än-en ne'meleń ke'ćimeń, yoi'ček. Ekt'egi mo-pu'legeč
come out this what brought (I), to look go." Elder came out
sister his
K. yu'očim: e'mjege tolo'bo onmude'ge mo'im, eg'yet ke'ćim.
T. mo-yu'očim: e'mjege tojoule o'nmmuradag mo'i'mele, wo'gieren ke'ćimele.
looked: Younger wild reindeer by his antlers was holding, dragging (he) brought
brother her
K. Mo'nni: "Pa'bä, ti'tem-eje bo'nglele e'le leu'nununam?" Pa'bä'gi mo'nni:
T. Mo'nni: "Ekt'e, ti'tebejne cu'kungale el leu'nunuńi?" Ekt'egi mo'nni:
(He) said: "Elder such a thing does one eat?" Elder sister said:
her his
K. "E'mje, leu'nunam." E'mjege tu'de kol'i'größege jà'udem. Ti'netań
T. "E'mjeh, me-leu'nuną." E'mjege tu'de xa'icargale me-ke'riyecum. Ti'ndań
"Younger one eats." Younger his snowshoe took off. That
brother her
K. tolo'bo ku'dedem tu'de kol'i'größege. Ne'-l'bëtänam, çü'deule lefnam.
T. tolo'ule me-ne'regereim tu'de xaicarek. Ma'lagalecña, çu'degale me-le'ñuńa.
wild reindeer (he) killed his snow shoe with. Hide (they) cut off, meat his (they) ate.
K. E'mjege pojerxo'-ömnun çomo'mui. I'rkin pojerxo'go e'mjege
T. E'mjege çaileń-ömnun çomo'mui. Mo'rxon-ca'lege e'mjege
Younger day every grew. One day younger brother her
K. xańi'čėnot ko'beč, pie'jelek nu'mmele. Onmude'get mi'jum,
T. ye'ručer me-ko'beč, toro'yegak nu'mmele. O'nmmuradag me-me'jim,
hunting went, moose (he) found. By antlers his (he) took,
K. eg'i'em, numő'ge yo'xtom, pie'jegele kude'dem. Tät
T. me-wö'gjem, n'i'maga me-ko'tkereim, toro'yegale me-pu'ńim. Ta'dät
elk (he) led, to house he brought, elk (he) killed. Then
K. ko'bec. I'ńićebogete'ı nu'mmele. I'ńićeboñ tu'größege me'nmegeirem.
T. me-ko'beč. Xa'ićitegekë'ı nu'mmele. Xa'ićitege tu'degele me-ko'ćegeirem.
(he) went. Bear (he) found. Bear him towards went jumping.
K. Ma'lagude unu'medeget mi'jum, nu'monin ka'udem, tu'de pa'bage
T. Ma'lagun unu'medadag me-me'jim, n'i'menin me-ke'urim, tu'de ek'egag
By both ears his (he) took, homeward (he) dragged, to his elder sister
K. ya'xai mo'nni: "Pa'ba, e'le le'ununuńam?" Pa'bä'gi mo'nni: "E'le,
T. me-ko'tkeč, monni: "Ekt'e, el le'ununuńi?" Ekt'egi mo'nni: "E'le,
(he) came (he) said: "Elder does one eat?" Elder sister said: "No,
sister, not his
K. e'le leu'nunų, coro'mojo leu'nunumle. Mo'nni: "Pa'bä, met' kude'det,
T. el leu'nunų, ko'le¹ leu'nunumle. Mo'nni: "Ekt'e, met' me-pu'ńit,
not one eats, man (he) eats.² (He) said: "Elder sister, I shall kill,
K. xa'rgiñelet o'moč." Tu'de ko'lićeđele, ai ku'dedem. Ne'-l'btätham.
T. ca'wogeñole³ o'moč." Tu'de xa'icerek, wai ne'regereirem. Ma'lagalečña.
for hide having (he) is good." With his snowshoe again (he) killed. (They) skinned.

¹ Instead of kōdēlē.
² I.e. the bear eats man.
³ I.e. the bear eats man.
K. E’mjegi ćomo’mui, xa’jič pojerxo’-o’nmun tolo’bo, pie’jele,
T. E’mjegi mo-ćo’momui, xa’jir ča’ilen-o’nmun tolo’ule, toro’yagale
Younger he grew, now day every wild reindeer, elk
brother her
K. i’nišešeonge ỉr’kilańide ke’čim. Moli’n xa’re te’tteńi. E’mjegi
T. xa’četegele oxo’l ke’čim. Ax ca’wolek me-tetč’eńolońi. E’mjegi
bear constantly he would Alone in hides (they) became rich. Younger
brother her
K. omo’ce coro’moñot ku’dei. Pa’bägi mo’doi pojerxo’mo tu’dejje.
T. me-againi ke’denolai. Ektęegi me-caga’nei ca’ilemeń tu’rejei.
handsome man became. Elder sister his was sitting in the day time alone.
K. “Oxa’,” mo’nni, “aţi’le̱k me’duł pu’det.” Ajų’ me’dut mo’nni: “Ei,
T. “O’xo’,” mo’nni, “aru’leń me’ruł pu’det.” Arų’ me’ruř mo’nni: “EiK,
“There,” (she) said, “conversation is heard from yard.” Voice which was said: “Ah,
K. tudą’-tabun’pejeł ti’te ku’delenil’ tā, n’a’čedečeči mił commo’jelniń,
those former (children) like (they) have become now let us return to our
E’ńińi, E’ńiňi, in tidiń’en-pleń-ti’te ku’rjčienil’ molabilité
K. pu’nduyeiga, ai’ga kude’deti.”
T. mo’ničeči, a’lgon bu’nteı.”
K. Kobeńińi. Yu’oleme e’mjegi kiič. Pa’bägi mo’nni:
let us tell, afterwards (we) shall kill.”
K. E’mje, pojerxo’mo mo’dot aju’bo mo’di, mo’nni: ‘A’igа kude’deti.”
K. E’mjegi mo’nni: “Pa’bä, xoč kude’dede kude’deńigen!”
K. Ye’ńdunińi. Ogoye’leme egiičiņi. E’mjegi o’nmiediełę co’gum,
T. Ma’r-awāńi. Ogoyıye mo’r-ogölüńi. E’mjegi o’nmiediełę mo’-gum,
They went to Towards morning they got up. Younger young larch cut,
K. mi’bedeńi mi’jum mo’inube ńem. E’mjegi tu’de pa’bänin
T. pe’kčiedagale me-me’jim mo’inebugińol me’-wien. E’mjegi tu’de ekt’ein
lower end of it (he) took as handle (he) made. Younger to his elder sister
brother her
K. mo’nni: “Pa’bä, tet lońčo ige’yectelle ye’katinge ǔ’itek’. Ajų’
T. mo’nni: “Ekt’e, tet yońčię iminaryećtełek cu’čkaralga wo’itek’. Arų’
said: “Elder sister, your bell furnished with to hook for tie. Conversation
strings hanging on kettle

1 These were the people of the children’s uncle,
2 Yukaghir women wear bells, sewed to the apron, as ornaments.
3 Yukathinge is a Tungus word, corresponding to the Yukaghir pońdiherńińę.
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K. me’čideune nu’mole yo’mgodeńideune tet lo’ńčo yałgidedaik.”
T. mo’ŕčidagane ni’mele po’mgoreńuđadagane tet yo’ńčie ke’ńgutereik,”

when will be heard house around walk when they will with your bell ring.”

K. Tát mo’ndeņe e’ǹmegude ye’ńdįč.
T. Tát mo’ndeņe ye’ǹmegur me-ye’ńdįč.

Thus having said on other side to sleep (he) lay down.

K. Pa’bągi pojerxo’mo ńgđienui. Aju’peleł me’đul. Mo’ńjideune
T. Ekt’egi ca’ilemeńi ńńđienui. Aru’peleł me’relu. Mo’ńjidagane
his
his
day time

K. nu’mole yo’mgodeńiņam xa’dįč. Pa’bągi tu’də lo’ńčogolo ya’lįgidedaikm.
T. ni’mele mo’rückoreńiņam xa’ńjir. Ekt’egi tu’de yo’ńciełale me-ke’ńgutereim.

house around they went then. Elder with her bell to ring began.

K. Lo’ńčogi mo’ndeč. E’mjegi me’ńmegeč. Tu’de ye’remegale
T. Yo’ńčigii mo’mo’ndeč. E’mjegi mo’ko’ćegeč. Tu’de ye’remegale
Bell her rang. Younger brother her jumped up. His club

K. mi’jum, pukį’ćeč. Ce’pędąnįlge puki’jeideleł nu’leje-bu’diën me’ńmegeč.
T. me-me’jiłm, mo-puki’ćeč. Ce’pęga puki’reineń nu’lejen-pi’lelie ko’ćegeč.

(h) took, (h) jumped out. Through door having jumped out crowd on top (h) jumped

K. Tu’de ye’remełek ëčmù ku’dedem. Irkın tu’de xo’jăście yo’lo’jołmołmo.
K. Tu’de ye’remełek ëčmù pu’nim. Mo’rxon-tu’de o’ćiđie la’yeremle.

With his club all (h) killed. Only his uncle he left.

K. Tu’de xo’jăścieğełe me’ńmegereim, că’le i’ćecetlełe tu’de xo’jăścieğełe
T. Tu’de o’ćiđiełale me’ko’ćegeřeim, că’le ču’polëcetëllek tu’de o’ćiđiełale
His uncle he was stamping on club having sharpened of his uncle

K. e’ńčed-a’ńldegen ni’ćaxađaıın, mo’nni: “Xo’jăście, me’tul yu’kułolge
T. n-e’ńčed-a’ńlğaľ 1 u’rońyecem, mo’nni: “O’ćiđie, me’tul luku’olgane

into dirty opening (h) put (h) said: “Uncle, me small when (1) was

K. met monai’leget u’ältëm. mete’ič te’tlul u’lte.” Xo’jăścieği am’dei.
T. met mo’nğlgat wo’ńtemek, mete’ič te’tlul me’wo’lte.” O’ćiđieği me’ya’wai.

by my hair (you) tied, I also you am tying.” Uncle his died.

K. Ču’goğdagen ko’bęč nu’mopędege yu’axai. Čumu’tagi kudeđem.
K. Ču’goğdagen ko’bęč nu’mopędege yu’axai. Čumu’tagi kudeđem.

T. Yo’wulbedagan ko’bęč 2 ni’mepeđańe me’ko’ńtkeč. Y’a’ńotogolo pu’nim.

Along his road (h) went to houses his (h) came. All he killed.

K. Yad-adi’lełko yo’lo’jołmoł, yan marxi’leł ko’lo’jołmoł. Xa’nācım. Tu’de
K. Yad-adi’lełko la’yeremleł, yan marxe’leł la’yeremreł. Me-xa’nācım. Tu’də

Three young men (h) left, three girls (h) left. (H) forced them to Of this migrate.

K. eči’e a’ćegele mi’jum. Nuńgo xe’xai tu’də pa’bąge. Ti’ńetań
T. a’mā i’legale me-me’jim. Ni’mega me’ko’tkeç tu’de ek’tegal. Ti’dań

father reindeer (h) took. To house (h) came to his elder sister. (From) those

K. yo’lo’jomlo marxi’lgeł tu’de teri’keńol mi’jum. Ti’ńetań a’dilpeńiņ
T. la’yelemle ma’rxełglag tu’de mi’ri’yeöl me-me’jim. Ti’dań ad’i’pele

who were left girls to himself wife (h) took. (From) those young men

1 i.e. anus.
2 i.e., along the uncle’s trail.
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K. a'taxluolel tân ma'rxipele ta'dim. Tu'de pa'bagelye ḫrinlenin
T. kiyo'lel ta'ñunije ma'rxelpele ta'dimele. Tu'de ekir'egale mo'rxon-lenin
to two of them those girls (he) gave. His elder sister to one (of them)
K. tadi'm.
T. ta'dim.
(he) gave.

Told by Kuriloff, the elder of the Tundra Betit clan, Jan. 28, 1902. Translated
into the Kolyma dialect with the assistance of A. Dolganoff.

Tale of the Leading Man.

There were numerous tents in a camp. The people of the camp had
as a head-man a powerful and rich man. The head-man had two small
children, a boy and a girl. The girl was a little older than the boy. The
head-man had also a younger brother. The head-man became old and soon
he died and also his wife. When they died, both their children were still
quite small. After the death of the head-man, the camp had to move. The
small children were ready to go. They harnessed their reindeer to sledges
and put themselves at the head of the wandering team.

Suddenly, their uncle came, took the children by the hair, and hung
them to a branch of a tree. Thus, he left them in the abandoned camp and
moved on with the other people of the camp. The children cried.
They had had a knife, but their uncle had taken it away. While hanging
on the tree the children became emaciated. The elder one, the sister, said,
"My younger brother, if we remain as we are now we shall surely die. We
must do something. Take off your right boot. When we were still creeping
on all fours our late mother shoved her tailoring knife in the sole of your
right boot. Take it off and pull out the knife." The boy did what the sister
had told him.

He pulled out the knife and gave it to his sister. She cut off her hair,
which dried up in such a way that it looked like a single hair. She cut off
her own hair and that of her younger brother. They walked about in the
abandoned camp. They made a tent of tree branches. They ate the meat
of their father's burial reindeer, (i.e., of the reindeer killed on the grave of
their father). Thus they lived in the abandoned camp. While walking about,
the girl found two heads of sledge runners and made out of them snowshoes
with holding straps for her little brother. She gave them to the boy and
said, "Younger brother, here are snowshoes for you. Put them on and walk."
The boy put on the snowshoes and began to walk. Soon he lost his way.
The following noon he came back and shouted to his sister, "Elder sister,
come out to see what I have brought." The girl came out and saw the
boy holding a wild reindeer by its antlers. That was the way in which he
dragged it home. "Does man eat such a thing?" asked the boy. "Yes,"
said the girl, "man eats it." The boy took off one of his snow-shoes and killed the reindeer with it. They skinned the reindeer and ate its meat. The boy grew larger every day. Once upon a time he went to hunt and met an elk. He took the elk by its antlers and led it to their tent. There he killed it. Then he went hunting again and met a bear. He took the bear by its ears and dragged it home. On reaching camp, the boy asked his sister, "Does man eat such a thing?" — "No," said the girl, "man does not eat it, but it eats man." — "I shall kill it," said the boy, "its skin is good." He killed the bear with his snowshoe and skinned it.

The boy grew more and more. Every day he brought home from the hunt wild reindeer, elk, and bears. They became rich in skins. The boy became a handsome man. Once the girl was sitting alone in their tent in the daytime. Her brother was out hunting. Suddenly she heard people conversing outside. They were people from their uncle's camp. They said, "Ah, that is what has become of those children. Now let us return to our elder and tell him about it, we shall surely kill them!" The people left.

In the evening, when the boy came home, his sister told him what she had heard. The boy said, "Well, if they want to kill us, let them do so. We shall see."

Then they went to bed. The next morning they arose. The boy cut a young larch tree and made a handle out of its lower end. The boy said to his sister, "My elder sister, hang your ornamental bell on the kettle-hook. Ring the bell when you hear people walking around our tent and talking outside." Then the boy went to sleep on the opposite side of the tent.

In the daytime, the girl was sewing. Suddenly she heard outside voices of people walking around their tent. She rang the bell. When the boy heard the ringing, he jumped up, ran out of the tent, taking his club with him. With it he killed all the people there. Only his uncle was left. He beat him and stamped on him with his feet. Then he sharpened his club and put it in his uncle's anus, saying, "Uncle, when I was a small child you tied my hair to a tree, now I am taking revenge on you." His uncle died. The boy went along the road his uncle had come and when he reached the camp he killed all the people there. He spared only three youths and three girls. He took his father's reindeer herd and forced the young people to move with him. He came to his place. He himself married one of the girls. The other two girls he gave to two of the three lads and the third youth was married to his sister.
XIII. — FOLK TALES WITHOUT TEXT.

How Mythical Old Man Became Invisible.

In ancient times Mythical Old Man used to walk about openly hunting people and eating them. There was a woman. Once upon a time she hung a kettle over the fireplace, poured in water and put fish in the kettle to cook. Suddenly she saw a shadow in the kettle. She looked up and saw that Mythical Old Man was looking down the chimney from the roof where he was standing. The woman said to herself: “Well, kettle, boil quickly!” A little later she added aloud: “Well, it is ready now. Vulva, I shall feed you.” She took the kettle from the fire, put it on the floor, and took out the fish which she placed on a wooden dish. She undressed entirely and sat down on the ground nude, moved her legs apart, put between her legs the dish and said: “Vulva, eat!” Then she struck her sexual organ, saying: “Well, why do you not eat?” Mythical Old Man looked and thought: “It is interesting to see how the vulva will eat.” Again the Woman struck her vulva and said: “Well, you force me again to go to the Russians, to ask for salt; why can you not eat without salt? Well, I shall go to the Russians to ask for salt, I shall bring salt and feed you; but then if you will not eat I shall beat you.” Mythical Old Man listened and thought: “It is curious, I shall wait here and see how she is going to feed that vulva, and then I shall eat her.”

The woman dressed herself, went out of the house, ran to the village people and told them that Mythical Old Man was standing on the roof of her house and was looking down the chimney. The people of the village said to the woman: “Go to your house and pretend that you are feeding your vulva, and when he is watching you we shall creep up to him from behind and kill him.

The woman entered her house and pretended again that she was feeding her vulva. Mythical Old Man looked on and was laughing. Just then the people ran up to him from behind and cut him with knives. Mythical Old Man fell, writhed in convulsions and suddenly became invisible.

“Look,” Mythical Old Man said to himself; “I was almost killed being caught by this woman’s ruse. Henceforth I shall not go to people openly, I shall appear in an invisible state.” Mythical Old Man became angry at all women and he began to do harm to them. The women began to sharpen their knives and Mythical Old Man hid their whetstones. When the whetstones disappeared, the women sharpened their knives on leather. Mythical
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Old Man hid all the leather and the women sharpened their knives on wood. Mythical Old Man hid all the wood, and the women sharpened their knives on clay. Mythical Old Man hid all the clay, but the women found some other clay. Then Mythical Old Man said, "Well, the women got the better of me, I shall not hide clay any more. I shall not be able to hide all the clay on earth."

Told by the Yossachnaya Yukaghir woman Dolganoff in January 1902.

A Yukaghir Tale of the Origin of the Chukchee.

There were two orphans, a boy and a girl. They lived on the tundra. Suddenly the sky became dark. There was no food and they were starving. While they walked groping in the darkness young ptarmigans happened to come into their hands. The boy said: "Something is moving in my hand." The girl answered: "In mine too, but men eat this. Let us also eat, else we shall die of hunger."

One of the young ptarmigans spoke to the boy and said: "Do not kill me. At my father's and mother's place is much food. If you do not kill me I shall also find light for you." The girl listened and said: "Do not let it go, whatever it may say, people eat it and we shall eat." The ptarmigan begged again for its life: "Do not kill me, I shall let snow fall for you, I shall walk on it, and you may follow my tracks and thus you will reach my parents."

While the boy was still holding the ptarmigan, snow began to fall. It continued to snow. Much snow fell.

"Now," said the ptarmigan, "let me go, I shall go and you follow me. Now my tracks on the white snow will be visible."

The orphans let go of the ptarmigan and followed its tracks. Suddenly they saw the young ptarmigan sitting with two old ones, its father and mother. The ptarmigans said to the orphans: "We shall give you food: willow-leaves and larch-cones. Men eat them."

The orphans tried to eat leaves of willows and they were pleasing to them. Then the old he-ptarmigan said: "Now you have food, so I shall go to find the hidden light. Remain here meanwhile, but even if I do not return for a long while do not eat my wife and children."

The ptarmigan flew off upwards towards the sky. It flew a long time, suddenly it felt something firm. It scratched with its claws. It was hard. Then it picked with its beak. It picked a great while. At last it picked through the firmament and light appeared as if through a window. Its entire beak was rubbed off, but light set in. The ptarmigan looked down and saw a bright day on earth. The ptarmigan flew down. After reaching the earth it asked the orphans: "Well, now it is light on earth?" — "Yes," answered
the orphans, "light has set in." — "And you did not suffer hunger in my absence?" asked the ptarmigan. "No," answered the orphans, "we were eating willow-leaves and larch-cones and we have grown fat."

"Well," said the ptarmigan," now live here as you like, but I shall not remain with you, I shall fly towards the white world."

The ptarmigan flew off with its family and the orphans remained and lived on willow-leaves and larch-cones. Thus they lived. They married and from them the Chukchee originated.

That is why the Chukchee at present like to eat fresh willow-leaves and larch tree cones.

Told on the Kolyma-tundra by the Yukaghir Yegor Shamanoff, in April, 1902.

Tale of the Raven.

Raven and Ptarmigan lived together. They were relatives. Once upon a time Ptarmigan said to Raven: "Why do you and I live alone, let us go to look for wives." — "Let us go", answered Raven. They went to the Sun. They arrived. Ptarmigan said to the Sun: "Open your door, we have come to get married." The Sun opened the door and Ptarmigan saw that beautiful girls were sitting in the house. Just then Raven picked up dog’s dung in the yard. The Sun saw this and said: "I shall not give my daughter to such a man," and shut the door. Ptarmigan said to Raven: "Why did you not abstain from picking up dung?" — "Why should I abstain from it?" said Raven, "Is it not my food?"

Next they went to the Moon. "Open your door," said Ptarmigan, "we have come to look for brides. The Moon opened the door of his house and there appeared beautiful girls, but at this moment Raven picked up the yard dog’s dung, and when the Moon saw it he shut his door.

Thus Ptarmigan and Raven walked on, offering themselves in marriage to Ursa Major, the Morning Star, the Aurora Borealis, Ledum, Rhododendron, Alder, East Siberian Larch, and to Grasses. Nowhere could Raven abstain from his habit of eating excrements, and marriage was denied to such suitors. Finally Ptarmigan and Raven went as suitors to Steep River Bank. Ptarmigan said to his relative, Raven: "It seems you are a bad man and no one wants you. Why is it not possible for you to abstain from picking up excrements?"

This time Raven abstained from doing so and Steep River Bank gave his daughter to Raven in marriage. Raven remained with his father-in-law on the steep river bank.

Ptarmigan descended the steep river bank and went as suitor to Willow. There Ptarmigan married and remained among the willows.

Told by the tundra Yukaghir Constantine Erbetken in Sredne-Kolymsk, in April, 1902.
A Tungus Tale of Morning Star.

Once upon a time there was a girl Elax, i.e. Morning-Star, by name. She had two brothers, both younger than herself. The elder one's name was Tilkani (Fly), the younger one's Hetkechan, (Dragon-Fly). Fly went to hunt wild reindeer. Morning-Star was waiting for the return of her brother. She waited a whole day. Night came and passed, but he did not come. She got up in the morning, but Fly was not there. Another day and another night she waited, but her brother did not come. She cried and started out on snow-shoes to look for her brother. She came to a mountain, crossed the ridge and descended into the valley of a river. There on the river she found her brother dead with an arrow in his breast and next to him lay a dead reindeer. This is what had happened to Tilkani. He had seen five wild reindeer. He shot at them and killed one. At that time someone shot and killed him. Morning-Star put her brother's body on snow-shoes and dragged him home. She arrived home and, being tired, she went to sleep. Suddenly she heard a voice from heaven, "I killed your brother on that river."

The one speaking was the monster Irkunmul, who is clothed in autumn-skins of reindeer. He has the appearance of an eagle and rides through the air on reindeer. Morning-Star heard what he said and replied: "Although I am a weak woman I shall get the better of you." Morning-Star stopped crying and made bow and arrows for her younger brother. She gave him also the spear of his elder brother. She placed him astride on the spear and practiced her shamanistic skill. She rubbed her brother along the arms, legs, and body. Suddenly he rose into the air. When he flew off Morning-Star went to sleep. As soon as she fell asleep her younger brother fell to the ground pierced by an arrow. Morning Star cried. Again a voice was heard from heaven: "I have thrown down your little brother with my arrow. Why do you send children against me? Why do you not go to fight yourself?" She prepared herself. She made numerous arrows, prepared a quiver and filled it with arrows. She put on the quiver. She straddled a spear and flew upwards. She pierced a hole in the sky and reached the Upper-World. There she found the house of Irkunmul. He had ten wives. She shouted to him from outside. "Irkunmul, why did you kill my brothers? They have done you no harm. Come out now to fight with me!" Irkunmul shouted to his wives, "Well, wives, open the door for me!" His wives opened the door but he stayed in the doorway and said: "Well, Morning-Star, you are a woman. Therefore you shall shoot first else it will be said that a man raised his hand against a woman." Morning-Star replied, "Kill me as you have killed my brothers."

Then Irkunmul strung his bow and shot through the open door. Morning-Star dodged the arrow. He shot once more. She dodged it again, He shot
a third time, and missed again. Thus he kept on shooting for two days and
could not hit Morning-Star. Then Irkunmul said: "Well, Morning-Star, let
us make peace!" She answered: "No, kill me as you have killed my bro-
thers. How shall I live without them? Who will feed and clothe me? Who
will bring me meat and skins of wild reindeer? Come out and let us fight."

However, Irkunmul did not come out. A whole day she was calling for
him to come, but he would not move. Only the next day, when the sun
approached midday, Irkunmul came out. As soon as he came out the girl
shot and hit him in the right thigh. Once more she shot and broke his other
thigh. He fell down. Morning-Star ran to him with her long belt knife and
cut his throat. His head fell to the ground, but it continued to move and
to turn about. It rolled to the sea of the Upper World and rolled on along
the shore. It rolled to an underground house and rolled into it. Morning-
Star ran after the head. She entered the underground house and saw there
two half-men, the right halves of man. They were called Cholora. The
half-men said to the girl, "Why did you come to us from the Lower Earth
and torture the old man? let us fight!"

Morning-Star answered: "Do not touch me and I shall not touch you.
"Irkunmul has killed my two brothers, therefore I pursue him." At this time
the head jumped out of the hut and ran away from the girl along the sea-
shore. The Cholora fought with the girl. At first they fought in the house.
The girl could not overcome them, as their bodies were of iron, but they also
could not overcome her. Then they went outside and continued to fight.
Finally, the girl saw on the thumb of the one Cholora a spot of naked flesh.
She struck it with her spear and he died. She continued to fight with the
other Cholora. They fought a long time. Finally, she saw on his neck a
spot of naked flesh. She struck it with her spear and killed him on the
spot. Then she looked for the trail of the head. She found it and continued
the pursuit. She listened. She came to a tent and heard that someone in
the tent was rocking a cradle and singing: "Acquire a body, acquire legs,
acquire arms, and kill that woman with whom you fought."

Then she heard that someone took a kettle. Morning-Star hid behind
the tent and saw a tall woman with long iron claws and long iron teeth
come out of the tent. She looked about, and since she did not see anyone,
she went to the river to draw water. At once Morning-Star ran into the
tent and saw that Irkunmul in the cradle had already acquired arms and legs,
but was still small like a child. Morning-Star took her large knife and cut
him into small pieces. She started a large fire on the fire-place and burnt
him. Then she hid behind the door and waited, knife in hand, for the woman
with iron claws and teeth. As soon as her head came in sight, Morning-
Star cut it off with her knife. She cut the body into small pieces. Morning-
Star felled forty trees, started a large fire and burnt the woman until
only ashes remained. Then she turned back to her camp. On her way home she came to Irkunmul's hut. She shot an arrow into the fire-place, made a hole in the sky, and through that hole she came down to the earth. She came to her tent and saw that her brothers had come to life. While still outside she shouted: "Are you alive?" They answered: "Yes, we have come to life."

Morning-Star said to her brother's: "Close one entrance of the tent, make a fire, and cover it with a kettle and stand on both sides of the other entrance. I shall push my staff into the tent. Seize it and drag me into the tent to my place. Then uncover the fire."

The brothers did as their sister bid them. As the flame burst out from the fire Morning-Star fell down and died. Then the elder brother said to the younger one: "Spear the mounting reindeer of our sister." He went, killed the reindeer, and dragged it into the tent. The elder brother cut off the hide of the reindeer, wrapped their sister in it, tied it and hung her over the fire-place. She was steaming over the fire, and when the sun set, she moved in the hide and started: "I am suffocating here, let me out."

The brothers ripped up the hide and Morning-Star came out alive and stronger than before. Thus they lived.

Tungus Tale on White-Eyed-Old-Man.

There was a man named Nyonatikan, (White-Eyed-Old-Man). Not far from him lived a young neighbor who was married. Once the neighbor came running to Nyonatikan and said out of breath, "White-Eyed-Old-Man, tell some news!" White-Eyed-Old-Man answered: "I sit at home, nowhere do I go; how should I know any news? I know nothing." But the neighbor repeated: "No, speak, what is the news?" White-Eyed-Old-Man again answered: "I know no news." But the neighbor did not desist and urged him: "Say quickly, what is the news?" — "Well, if you want to know some news," said White-Eyed-Old-Man, "let me tell you that a handsome youth is now under the bed of your wife. Secretly he sleeps with your wife." As the young man heard this, he quickly ran home. He lifted his wife's bed and found there a young handsome chap named Nivani, from the neighboring Tungus camp, and killed him. Then he ran back to White-Eyed-Old-Man and said: "Well, we are now in danger of vengeance. You informed me and I have killed a man, and his relatives who live beyond the river will kill us. Why did you tell me?" Nyonatikan answered: "What can we do, let them kill us. But still let us think what to do," added he after a while.

1 In the Tungus circular tent there are usually two entrances on opposite sides.
When night came, the White-Eyed-Old-Man went to his neighbor, took the corpse, undressed himself, put on the clothes of the murdered man, girded around himself his long knife, and carried the dead beyond the river, where his family lived. There he put him near the tent of his parents. The father of Nivani was called Xakinxnan and was a rich man. The old Xakinxnan had a daughter, a beauty. There was no one more beautiful than she in the world. In order to guard her against men her parents kept her in an underground hut, covered with wood. For that reason she was called Darpic, (Fenced-in). Her parents waited for the arrival of a suitor, a well known Strong man. Having left the dead man outside, White-Eyed-Old-Man quietly stole into the underground hut of Darpic. She jumped up from her bed and asked: “Who has come?” White-Eyed-Old-Man answered: “Your brother,” imitating the voice of Nivani. The girl lit a fire and saw the dress and knife of her brother. White-Eyed-Old-Man covered his face with his hand. He said to the girl. “I have come to sleep with you.” — “How so,” exclaimed the astonished sister, “you are my brother, it is a sin!” — “Never mind, if I am your brother! I shall take you whether you want to or not,” answered he. But the sister said: “Although you are my elder brother, I shall not do this, I shall hit you and shall not yield.” — “Well, if you do not want to comply with my wish,” said he, “I shall go and kill myself with my knife.”

She had not time to say anything, before White-Eyed-Old-Man left the underground hut. He ran to the tent of the old man, dressed the corpse in his own clothes, put his knife into the wound, and ran home.

When Xakinxnan got up in the morning, his son was not in the tent. He went to his mother and he was not there. He ran to his daughter and asked her, “And you, daughter, have you not seen your brother? Do you not know where he is?”

“I do not know,” answered the daughter. “Last night he came to me and said: ‘I want to lie with you.’ He undressed, but I struck him and he ran away saying that he would kill himself.” Xakinxnan returned home. He looked for his son and found him near the tent, dead with his own knife in his body.

Xakinxnan said to his people: “Go, not far from here is a small camp. There lives an old woman with five sons. The oldest one is called Berus. She is a shaman. Bring her to our house, let her practice her shamanistic power! Let her find out who suggested to my son to go to sleep with his sister. That wish did not originate in his own mind. Some evil spirit must have possessed him.”

They brought the old woman. She said: “Put up a large tent, carry the corpse into it, make a large fire on the hearth and hang a large kettle with water over the body. When the water begins to boil, kill a reindeer and put it whole into the kettle while I am performing. Then I shall find
out what happened to your son." The old woman began her shamanistic rite. Many people gathered in the tent. White-Eyed-Old-Man came also as if to listen to the old woman's shamanistic performance. He looked on to see how the old woman beat her drum and sang. When the kettle began to boil and when he knew that the old woman was about to discover who had killed the son of Xakinxan, White-Eyed-Old-Man went out and suddenly ran back with the cry: "Many warriors have come! They have surrounded the entire camp, the earth has become black, so many people are there! It appears they came to kill us."

As the people heard this, all ran out of the tent, but the old woman remained there continuing her shamanistic ceremonia. White-Eyed-Old-Man quickly ran back into the tent, seized the old woman and threw her and her drum into the boiling kettle. The old woman was cooked. White-Eyed-Old-Man went out again. The people were looking about for warriors, but they did not find anyone. "White-Eyed-Old-Man," they said, "why have you deceived us, speak, we have found no warriors."

White-Eyed-Old-Man said: "Pardon me, it is my white eye which deceived me, the trees of the forest appeared to me as people."

They entered the tent and they saw that the old woman was cooked. Xakinxan said to White-Eyed-Old-Man, "These are your doings. The old woman, it appears, having remained alone, has fallen into the kettle. Now Berus with his brothers will come and kill us. These are your doings. Mend this affair, you are sly, you can get us out of trouble."

"All right," answered White-Eyed-Old-Man, "I shall go. Give me a riding reindeer of bad temper; load another bad-tempered reindeer with the meat of a fat reindeer, and let a man lead my reindeer by the bridle."

They gave him two bad-tempered, ferocious reindeer. Then they killed a fat reindeer and loaded its meat on one of the riding reindeer; the other reindeer was led by a man. White-Eyed-Old-Man made for himself bone spurs to excite his riding reindeer, wrapped the dead old woman in a blanket, and took her on his knees. He rode on. When White-Eyed-Old-Man approached the house of the old woman, her sons ran out with shouts to meet her. "Let us go," they said, "to meet mother, undoubtedly, she is bringing fat reindeer meat, and, we shall have tasty meals." Then White-Eyed-Old-Man struck his reindeer with his bone-spurs and shouted at the brothers: "Do not come near, I have a bad-tempered reindeer. I am afraid I might drop your mother, she was performing shamanistic rites, lost consciousness and now trembles all over, here I am holding her in my arms." Saying this he let the dead woman fall to the ground and leaped from the galloping reindeer. "Didn't I tell you, not to come near? you have frightened the mad reindeer and killed your mother," said he.

The brothers, not knowing what to say looked at their dead mother and
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at White-Eyed-Old-Man. "There is nothing to be done," continued White-Eyed-Old-Man, "your mother was very old and had to die some day. Take the fat meat from the other reindeer and the reindeer itself." They did so and were satisfied. White-Eyed-Old-Man returned first to the old Xakinxan and then to his young neighbor and from both he received gifts of clothing and meat for his services.

Tungus Tale of the Dwarf.

A boy dwarf named Hulura\(^1\) lived all alone. He made a tent of larch branches for himself. Dwarf did not eat; he only painted his belly with coal. Now he drew the design of a reindeer and rubbed it off again; then he drew the design of fighting warriors and rubbed it off again, and so on. Dwarf began to think: "Since I have been born into this world, I shall go to look at it, to search for something that may be of use to me." Dwarf arose early and went. He walked a whole day; he walked the length of a whole day and stopped for the night. He looked and saw that the tent he had left was within reach; so little had he moved. The next day he made the distance of ten steps and stopped for the night. When he stopped for the third night he looked back at his tent and said: "How shall I succeed in seeing the world? I shall not reach anywhere travelling only a few steps every day. I do not know why I was born such a sickly good-for-nothing."

Suddenly he looked at his hands and found that he was holding a travelling staff, he looked at his feet and saw that they were on snow-shoes.

He went off on his snow-shoes. A bell was tied to the heel end. As he ran on the snow-shoes glided away under him, and he fell down on his back. He got up and said. "How shall I get on? I cannot walk on snow-shoes."

He struck the points of his snow-shoes with his staff and they slid on. He ran quickly and his bell was heard far away. Its ringing was heard at a distance of two days' journeys.

Dwarf thought, "The bell is heard a long ways off, it may attract some bad man." He came to a river. He saw that the river was large. He crossed it. Suddenly Dwarf heard a call from behind: "Wait, what news have you from the place you come from?" Dwarf waited. A man without a cap and without hair came to him; he breathed fire and burned everything ahead of him. His name was Ujikni, (the bald-headed one).

"Where are you going," asked Ujikni. "I went to search for you," answered Dwarf. "If you are searching for me," said Ujikni, "let us fight. I have been hearing your bell for seven days. Let us fight!"

---

\(^1\) *Hu'lua* is a Tungus word meaning dwarf.
Ujikni had a bow of iron and arrows of iron. Dwarf's bow and arrows were of thin larch branches. Ujikni strung his bow and the trees already began to tremble and branches to break. He said to Dwarf: "Why do you not fall down? Did I not string my bow? Well, who will shoot first?"

Dwarf said: "I have come to you, you must shoot first." Ujikni shot first. He had twenty arrows in all. Dwarf sat down on the ground with his back to Ujikni and was looking for lice. Ujikni shot one arrow after another, and Dwarf always dodged them. Thus Ujikni let fly all his arrows. Then Dwarf got up and took his bow and arrows. He also had twenty arrows. He let fly all his arrows, and all of them hit; but he did not kill Ujikni. Dwarf did not know where to aim. He shot at the body and not at the head. Then both jumped at each other with thigh-knives. Ujikni lifted his knife to strike Dwarf on the head, but the latter disappeared under ground, and the knife struck the ground. Dwarf came out from under the earth behind Ujikni, struck him on the head and killed him.

After that Dwarf went his way and saw a large camp of many tents. The elder of the camp, chief Xakinxan, said to his men: "Look, is it a big man or a small one who is coming?" — "Quite a small one," said his men. "Well, I am afraid of just this one. Go to meet him! Take him by the hand and lead him to the tent of my daughter!" The people did so. They led him to the tent of the chief's daughter and left him there. But soon the chief's son N-yunoyo came. When he heard that Dwarf had arrived, he said: "It was wrong to lead him to my sister; let me fight with him first."

Then N-yunoyo led Dwarf to an iron house, let him in from the top, and locked the opening. There were neither chimney nor door. It was dark and he felt about. In one place a man was lying, in another another one. At another place he stumbled over a moaning man who was weakened by hunger. He felt of many people live and dead ones, young and old ones were lying there. One of the men asked Dwarf: "Where have you come from, what is your name?" — "Don't you know me?" answered Dwarf. "I am Hulura, who lives in a tent of larch-branches." — "If you are Dwarf, you are my cousin, my name is Nivani. Now we shall not die, because you came."

Dwarf said to his cousin, "Let us kill all the bad men." Dwarf tried to break the house with his fist and said to Nivani, "You grasp me by my coat and hold on firmly."

Dwarf pushed the wall with his foot, and the iron-house gave way. Dwarf looked and saw that nine men were lying there dead of hunger. Nivani alone was still alive.

Dwarf said to his cousin Nivani: "If you pity these people, I shall bring them to life." — "Yes", said Nivani, "they are good people." Dwarf

---

1 Nivani in Tungus means *strong man.*
said to Nivani: "It is necessary to carry them to another place." Nivani dragged the dead people to another place and Dwarf struck them with his staff, one after another, and they came back to life. Dwarf asked them, "Why have you come to this place?" They answered: "The daughter of the old man, Xakinxan, is the most beautiful girl in the world. We came as suitors, and her brother, Strong-One, led us into the iron house and locked us up." Then Dwarf said: "We must kill all the people here." They went to the house of Xakinxan and Dwarf said: "Now I shall kill you all." Xakinxan got up and said: "Do not kill me, this is my son, who did not obey me, I simply ordered you to be taken to my daughter. Do not touch me." Dwarf killed all the people and spared only the old man, the girl, and her servants.

All who were brought to life came out of the house and Dwarf said to them: "You came as suitors before I did. Well, who wishes to take the girl?" They all answered: "You have brought us to life, you will marry her, and we shall be your servants." Dwarf agreed and went to the tent of the girl. Five men were guarding the entrance of the tent, but they let him pass. The sleeping place of the girl was also guarded by five men, but they lifted the cover of the sleeping tent for him and his eyes were blinded by the beauty of the girl. She had the sun on her forehead and on her neck the moon. Dwarf came near, looked at her, and sat down by her side. She thought: "To whom does my father marry me? He is all in rags, small as a dwarf, and his face is dirty." Dwarf said to her: "Get ready for a journey, let us move to my house."

Then the girl threw reindeer bridles one after another out of her tent, and every one became a harnessed riding or pack-reindeer. Thus twenty reindeer appeared. They were loaded with bags filled with all kinds of things. The girl sat down on her white riding-reindeer. When they were ready for the journey Dwarf shot an arrow toward his tent and said to his bride: "Here is your guide, follow it! The arrow will lead you to my tent."

After Dwarf had sent off his wife he called those whom he had brought to life and said to them: "Now you may each go to his place, I shall not keep you with me." One said: "I am a Yukaghir." Another: "I am a Koryak." A third one said: "I am a Chukchee." A fourth called himself a Yakut. Nivani and four other man were Tungus. Dwarf let them all go to their countries and from them the present peoples have sprung.

The Tungus tales of Morning-Star, White-Eyed-Old-man and Darf were told on the Korkodon River by the Tungus Mashka (see p. 199).
XIV. — CHARACTERISTICS OF YUKAGHIR FOLKLORE.

In the introductory remarks of the chapter dealing with the religion of the Yukaghir I have stated that the tribe has been strongly influenced by its neighbors. The same is true of Yukaghir mythology. Elements borrowed from other tribes are found in many Yukaghir myths and tales. The people are conscious of this and they themselves point out the tribes from which some of their tales were borrowed. Thus, in texts and translations contained in the present pages, as well as among those published by the Russian Academy of Sciences, there are myths and tales designated as Tungus, Russian, Yakut or Chukchee.

In my previous discussion I have pointed out that the novelistic interest enters into these tales and links true myths and imaginative tales which serve the purpose of entertainment.

Modern Yukaghir folklore consists chiefly of fairy tales which characterize the period of decline of primitive religion. Nevertheless, these tales are founded on their conception of the world.

In a survey of the contents of the tales it will be necessary to distinguish between Yukaghir and foreign elements. Most of the tales borrowed from other tribes have undergone, however, considerable modifications so that they conform to the general concepts of the Yukaghir. The borrowed tales are brief when compared to their known originals. They lack the flight of imagination and the completeness of the originals. This is true, for instance, of the Chukchee and Yakut tales. The whole of Yukaghir folklore appears to be in a period of decline. It is dying as the tribe itself, or it is submerged under the influence of the folklore of the neighboring tribes. This explains the absence of cosmogonic tales in the present Yukaghir folklore. Even the most communicative Yukaghir narrator, old Spiridonov of the Yassachnaya river, was unable to say anything regarding the creation of the world. “The ancient people knew it,” said he, “the present people do not know it.”

Farther on we shall see that the Raven does not appear as a creator or transformer, but it is possible that in former times he was assigned this role. The Yukaghir did not even adopt the biblical creation tale, as if the

---

1 See above pp. 135—140.
2 See texts and free translations of tales pp. 241—297.
appearance of man did not interest them. The only biblical tale which I heard among the Yukaghir is that of the deluge adapted to local conditions:

Once upon a time God sent a flood. The Kolyma river rose and overflowed the whole country, even the high mountains. Men and animals perished. One man only, by the name of Noah, built a large raft on which he saved his family and one pair of every kind of animal. Only one animal, the mammoth, was unable to find room on the raft on account of its enormous size and weight. When it placed its foot on the raft, attempting to climb up from out of the water, the raft came near turning over, and Noah hastened to push off the dangerous fellow traveler.

In this way the Yukaghir explain the complete extinction of the mammoth. Most of the tales of the Upper-Kolyma Yukaghir were told by men. On the tundra I did not meet any women narrators. Among the Koryak, on the other hand, most of the narrators were women.¹

Let us turn next to a brief comparative review of incidents and plots found in Yukaghir tales. First we shall consider animal tales.

The old Yukaghir term for raven xa' ramenu has been preserved in the Tundra dialect. At present, the Kolyma Yukaghir call it eo'mo-parana, i.e., Great Crow, from the Russian word, vorona (parana), and Yukaghir eo'mo, great. Old people, however, remember also the ancient word for raven, eo'modo or eo'mmodi, which means great bird, from eo'mo, great, and nindo, bird. It may be inferred from this term that the raven was looked upon as a distinguished mythical personality. Any conspicuous object of any class is called by the term eo'mo. Thus, they call the choicest and costliest fish, the nelma, (Coregonus leucichytys) eo'mani, i.e., great fish, from eo'mo, great, and a-nil, fish. The most important river of the polar region the Kolyma River, is called O'nmun, or Cono'jed-u'num, which means great river.

I have stated before that in the remnants of Yukaghir mythology, the raven is nowhere regarded as a creator or an ancestor, but tales in which he appears as a contemptible trickster who picks up and devours excrements are still current on the Kolyma River as well as on the tundra. In a tundra tale we find also the motive of match-making.² The suits of the raven are everywhere rejected on account of his inclination to pick up excrements. We find the same story among the Chukchee, Koryak, Kamchadal, Asiatic Eskimo, Kodyak Eskimo, Indians, and in my recent collection of Aleut tales.

The incident of the white color of the raven being turned into black is found in two tales. In a tundra tale the grebe blackens the raven by means of deception³ and in a Kolyma tale the raven became black after a severe beating.⁴ The episode of the blackening of the raven is met with not only among the northwestern Indians⁵ but also among the Slavs, Esthonians, and Finns.⁶

¹ See W. Jochelson, The Koryuk, pp. 125—308.
² See p. 289.
³ See pp. 274—275.
⁴ See pp. 244—245.
⁵ F. Boss, Indianische Sagen, p. 241.
In one tale occurs the incident of the disappearance of the sun; but it is not the raven who liberates it. The ptarmigan pierces the sky with its beak. It is possible that this tale was borrowed from the Chukchee, for it leads up to the origin of the Chukchee tribe.

The hare occupies a prominent place in Yukaghir lore. He appears as a clever and alert animal who outwits all other beasts. In one tale the hare, by means of a ruse, kills a young wolf. Then the wolf mother invites the elk, bear, reindeer, and wolf to try the hare. They go to the home of the hare who meets them with respect. He puts up a grass hut for them and leaves them inside under the pretext that he is going to prepare a reception. Then he shuts the hut and sets fire to it. The judges are suffocated and for a long time their roasted meat serves him as food. After that, the hare kills a Mythical-Old-Man. Then he invites all kinds of foxes to a feast, shuts them up in a storehouse, and gives them as a bride-price to his father-in-law who kills and skins them. This last episode is found also in tales of the Koryak and Eskimo.

In other tales, the hare appears as a domestic animal. Hares instead of driving dogs are attached to a sledge, and reindeer tied up for a long time turn into hares. I have pointed out that the hare may have been the totem of the hare clan.

The origin of the black tips of the hare's ears is explained by means of an episode which occurs also in the tales of the Cheremiss, Finns, Votyak, and Ainu. The origin of the black tip of the ptarmigan's tail is explained in the same manner.

The fox appears as a sly and deceitful animal. In one tale the fox suggests to the elk to slide down a mountainside. The fox puts a sharp knife on the slope and the elk, sliding down on its knees, rips open its belly. The elk dies and the fox eats its meat. The incident of the wolf, at the advice of the fox, putting his tail in an ice hole is met in two Yukaghir tales. In one of these tales this incident is preceded by another one in which the fox feigns to be dead. A fisherman who carries fish, takes it and puts it on his sledge. The fox flings the fish on the trail, jumps down, collects the fish, and takes them home. When the wolf asks him where he got the fish, the fox answers that he caught them by putting his tail into an ice hole. It is likely that both episodes were borrowed by the Yukaghir from Russian tales in which they are often met. They are also found in European tales.

---

1 See pp. 288—289.
2 See W. Jochelson, Materials, etc., pp. 11—17.
3 See p. 154, and later on.
4 See Jochelson, The Koryak, p. 319.
5 See Boas, Baffin Land Eskimo, pp. 216, 324.
6 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., p. 2.
7 Ibid., p. 6.
8 See p. 117.
9 See p. 117.
10 See pp. 252—254.
11 See Dähnhardt, Band III, pp. 49, 72, 76, Band IV, p. 278.
12 See p. 252—254.
13 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., p. 20.
14 Ibid., pp. 20, 68.
tales, among American negroes, and also among those Indian tribes that obtained them directly or indirectly from European sources. The tale of the little birds sitting on a tree is also met with in Russian folklore. The Yuka-
ghir tell this episode as follows:  

A crow with her children are sitting in her nest in a tree. The fox strikes the tree with his leg and says, "A nice tree for building a house!" The crow asks the fox not to fell the tree. "Give me one of your children, and I will leave you in peace," says the fox. The crow throws down one of her children. The fox eats it and leaves, but twice more he repeats the same stratagem, and is given two children more. Finally, the crow is visited by a blackbird. After hearing what happened, the blackbird says to the crow, 'Where have you seen a fox working with an axe?' After that the crow ceases to give her children to the fox.

This episode we meet also in Africa, Finland, and among the Koryak. Here belongs also the tale of the fox who causes the bear to be shot by a man. The fox meets a bear and asks him, "Grandfather, are you afraid of the being with a thin neck (i.e., the man)?" — "Not at all," answers the bear, "I eat them like berries." The fox goes to the man and leads him to the place where the bear is and the man shoots the bear with his bow. I recorded the same tale among the Koryak. In both cases the tale closes with another episode. The wounded bear runs home and sends for his cousin, the wolverine who is a shaman. The wolverine begins his performance, trying to cure the bear. Seeing fat come out of the wound, the wolverine eats it. The bear cries out with pain and kicks the wolverine. The wolverine falls into the fire of the hearth and his back is burnt. He runs home where his mother sews a strip of smoked skin on to the scorched back. From that time on, the wolverine's back is black.

In Koryak tales the fox himself cures the bear. He inserts a red hot stone into the wound. The bear dies and the fox tells his children that he has killed a bear.

In an Indian tale, Coyote disguised as a warrior, wounds Raccoon so that fat comes out of the wound. When raccoon comes home, Coyote, under the pretense of curing him, pulls out the fat and kills him.

When describing the dresses of shamans I pointed out that in the belief of the Yukaghir men may turn into animals by putting on their skins. This idea is common to many primitive people, notably to all the Palae-Asiatic tribes, the Northwest Coast Indians, and the Aleuts. In a Yukaghir tale three sisters in order to avenge the death of their father turn into wolves by merely assuming the pose and movements of wolves.

---

2 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., p. 66.
3 See Dühnhardt, Vol. IV, p. 279.
4 See Jochelson, The Koryak, p. 184.
5 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., p. 13.
6 See Jochelson, The Koryak, p. 185.
8 See pp. 169, 171.
Transformations of men into animals are a common element of Yukaghir stories. For instance, a dog becomes a man. Mythical-Old-Men turn into nice looking lads. A female reindeer is transformed into a pretty girl.

I have pointed out before¹ that it is difficult to draw a definite line between the concepts of animism and animatism. The characteristic features of these two concepts are well represented in two tales. In one of these, mountain-summits act like animated beings. It is a romantic legend, relating to summits on the banks of the Upper Kolyma.

A conical summit, called “Capacious Heart,” a female beauty, has secret intercourse with two neighboring lad-summits. “Capacious Heart” conceives from one of her lovers and gives birth to a son. When the rival summit becomes aware of this, he grasps the son of “Capacious Heart” and throws him into the water. He floats down the river and is turned into a rocky island. “Capacious Heart” gives a thrashing to her jealous lover. His cries are heard all along the river. All the summits get agitated and say among themselves, “People are fighting there.”

Here the summits call themselves “men.”

According to another tale, the mountain itself does not appear animated, but a stone-girl lives in the mountain. When desirous to act, the stone-girl splits her stoney coat.

Some of the mythical monsters are described as headless people with one eye in the middle of the chest and the mouth under the arm, or as half men. Head and heart appear as the most important vital organs. In one tale, the hero cannot be killed until his heart is cut in pieces or burnt; in another one, the severed head of a hero does not die and runs away from the enemy.

The incident that an arrow thrown or shot upward makes a trail to the sky is met with in one tale. All the other episodes of this tale are of Yakut origin so that this episode may also be of Yakut origin.

Marriages between men and animals are chiefly those between lads and mice or frog girls. In the Yukaghir language the names of these animals are synonyms of ugliness.

The occurrence, in Yukaghir tales, of iron men, iron houses, and of silver clothing, is due to Yakut or Tungus influence.

As stated before,² Old-Mythical-Men and Old-Mythical-Women belong to a class of beings hostile to men. Offerings are not given to them. They are not regarded as deities like the ku'kul who causes illness. Only the tundra Yukaghir use sometimes kórel which corresponds to the ku'kul of the Kolyma Yukaghir in place of the term “Mythical-Old-People”. Although the Mythical-Old-Men have no place in the Yukaghir cult, they play an important role in life. The Mythical-Old-People are hostile agents with whom man has to wage constant war. As these harmful

¹ See p. 138. ² See p. 154.
agents cannot be appeased by offerings nor prayers, they have to be vanquished by other means, namely by trickery.

The Mythical Old Men are, according to the imagination of the Yukaghir, giants, cannibals, possessing physical as well as supernatural power, but of low intelligence, and by cunning escape may be effected from the danger of being eaten by the stupid monsters.

In some tales the Mythical-Old-People are described as giant-cannibals who hunt men in the same way as men hunt animals. The Mythical-Old-People are so tall that they carry killed elks tied to the strings of their coats. Mythical-Old-Men and Women are divided into sea and forest people.

The first place in Yukaghir folklore is taken by tales of the Mythical-Old-People. They are the most genuine Yukaghir folk tales. Out of the earlier series of twenty-seven Yukaghir tales, ten deal with the Mythical-Old-People.

I shall quote here the contents of some of these.

Three¹ lads went out to hunt. Instead of dogs, they harnessed hares to their sledge. On their way, they stopped for the night in a house inhabited by cannibals. Only the mistress with a boy were at home. She gave food to the lads. The guests asked for some grass to feed the hares. The mistress of the house complied with their requests. When the lads went out, they saw that instead of grass, the mistress had given them human hair. Then they guessed who were their hosts and they resolved to run away, but the boy was watching them. The lads cut off their little fingers and gave them to the cannibal-boy, asking him not to tell his mother of their escape. He did so. When his mother learned of their flight she killed her own boy and rushed to overtake them. But not being able to reach the lads, she returned home. When her husband came, they ate their boy, but after that they died.

Tale No. 4² refers to a girl, the daughter of man-eaters of the other side of the sea, who enticed a young man to follow her. She carried him in her canoe to her parents. In the night time when they were in bed, the lad killed the girl and escaped in her canoe. The parents mistook the body of their daughter for that of the young man, cooked her meat and ate of it. After that they died.

In text No. 14³ it is told that two brothers went to put up traps for foxes. They overheard the singing of the Mythical-Old-Man and hid under one of the traps. The Mythical-Old-Man came with his son and said to him, "Ah! I told you that my traps would give me some booty." He prepared spits on which to roast the hunters while his son played about and climbed up the trap. He pulled the hunters by the ears and said, "That is what I shall eat." Then the men whispered to the boy, "If you will kill your father, we will give you our younger sister." The Mythical-Old-Man was sitting under his iron snowshoes which were hanging on a tree. The boy hit the snowshoes, they fell down and cut off the head of his father. The hunters took

¹ See W. Jochelson, Materials etc. p. 6.
² See W. Jochelson, Materials etc. p. 7.
³ Ibid. p. 28.
the boy to their village and gave him their sister for a wife. The cannibal boy continued to hunt men for his food, but outside the circle of the relatives of his wife. One time his hunting was unsuccessful. He could not get food and came home hungry. Once, lying in bed with his wife, he touched her breasts and said, "My late father used to feed me with such things." The next morning when the cannibal went out to hunt men, his wife told her mother what he had said. Then the people resolved to kill him. They made a hole in the ice of the lake and covered it with snow. When the cannibal came home the young people of the village began to play on the lake and one of the parties cried out to him, "Brother-in-law, come and help us, we shall be vanquished." — "I am very tired," said he. "Never mind, come!" said the lads. He came and fell into the ice-hole. With his hands he grasped the edge of the ice, but the people cut off his hands with axes. He fell into the hole saying, "You killed me, but know ye that nevertheless I shall live."

The following morning when the people arose, they tried to start a fire, but every time it was extinguished by rising water. Thus the people, not having fire, died.

In another tale\(^1\) of a Mythical-Old-Man, we find the episodes known as the magic flight. An old man went to an ice-hole to look for his net. While he was looking into the hole he was caught by his beard by the Mythical-Old-Man who was coming down the river on a raft. He said to the old man, "Give me your little son and your daughter and I will let you go." The old man promised to do so. The Mythical-Old-Man let him go and soon he brought his children and let them down into the ice-hole where the Mythical-Old-Man put them on his raft. They floated down the river. The Mythical-Old-Man took off his trousers and gave them to the children to louse them. Then he went to sleep. A falcon arrived and proposed to carry the children to their father. They sat down on his back and he flew up the river to the children's home. When the Mythical-Old-Man awoke and saw that the children had disappeared, he took off his lower jaw and began to divine. He threw it in the direction up the river and the jaw fell down with the upper part up, and at once the children found themselves back on the raft. The Mythical-Old-Man whipped them with a rod and warned them not to try again to escape.

Again the Mythical-Old-Man gave them his trousers, to be loused, and fell asleep. Then an eagle arrived and carried the children away up the river. When the Mythical-Old-Man awoke he repeated the divination practiced with his lower jaw and the children came back on the raft.

The third time, a cow\(^2\) came and proposed to rescue the children. They

---

\(^1\) See W. Jochelson, Materials etc. p. 19.
\(^2\) The episode of the cow as a rescuer in the "magic flight" was evidently borrowed from the Russians.
sat on the back of the cow and she carried them up the mountains. The Mythical-Old-Man awoke and, not finding the children, began divinations with his lower jaw. He threw it in different directions, up the river, down the river, and up to the sky and every time the jaw fell down, the lower side up. Finally he threw it in the direction of the bank and it fell right side up. The Mythical-Old-Man left his raft and soon he took the scent of the children. He ran after them and nearly reached the cow. She said to the children, "Take from my neck my scraper and throw it backward." They did so and a high mountain arose. The Mythical-Old-Man could not cross it. He went back to his raft, took his drill, and bored a hole through the mountain. He passed through and nearly reached the cow. She ordered the children to take from her neck-hair her comb and to throw it backward. The children did so and the comb became a dense forest. The Mythical-Old-Man went to his raft, took his axe, and cut down the forest. When he approached the cow again, she ordered the children to take from her neck-hair her "chest-sun"1 and to throw it backward. They did so. The "chest-sun" became a large sea in which the Mythical-Old-Man was drowned. Then the children were saved.

The Mythical-Old-People in their search for men wander in families like human beings. A tale2 relates how a couple of Mythical People were following the trail of wandering Yukaghir. In this tale occurs the so-called "Parasiten-Motiv" and "die Entstehung des Ungezieifers", — episodes often met with in the tales of American Indians, and also the episode of the speaking dog.

Once upon a time, two Mythical People, husband and wife, came to a place where two paths met. They separated to pursue different wandering camps. The Mythical Woman reached a tent. She went in. The host was out hunting. Only his wife and infant child were at home. The Mythical Woman sat down in the middle of the tent. The hostess offered her every kind of food, but she refused to take anything. The guest said; "Let us louse each other." First, the hostess loused the guest and found mice in place of lice in her hair. Then the guest began to louse the hostess. She wound her hair around her neck and killed her. She stripped off the clothing of

---

1 "Chest-sun" — Yukaghir melun-pjerad is a metallic circle which women sew to their aprons on the chest as an ornament.
2 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., p. 47.
the murdered woman and ate her body. Then she tried to dress in the clothing, but it was too tight. With an axe she cut off part of her body, and put on the clothing. When the house owner came home, she met him, pretending to be his wife, but he became suspicious and ordered her to be ready the next morning to move to his parents and made her sleep apart from him. The next morning, they moved. He left his team behind, hurried on to his relatives, and told them that a Mythical Woman, pretending to be his wife whom she had killed, was coming. They set fire to a great wood pile and when she arrived the man’s brothers met her, took her by the hand, and said, “Sister-in-law let us play!” They danced and finally pushed her into the fire. She was burned to death. Mice ran out of her ashes.

The Mythical Old Man on his way reached a river. On the other side of the river people were fishing.

He began to sing, “Men, how do you cross the river? Men, let me cross over.” The people answered, “Go down the river! There is a ford.” The people went away, leaving behind a dog who could talk. They also made a grass hut. The Mythical Man came and asked the dog, “Where are the men?” — “They went away”, said the dog. “I am hungry”, said the Mythical Old Man, “Give me fish out of the weir.” — “Take them yourself,” replied the dog. The Mythical Old Man took all the fish out of the weir, ate and lay down to sleep in the grass hut. The dog set fire to the hut. The Mythical Old Man was burnt to death and his stomach burst. Thus both cannibals perished.

The episode of the talking dog is also found in a Koryak tale,1 in somewhat different form. A cannibal kala asks the talking dogs of Great Raven how his son, Ememgut, has crossed the river. The dogs reply, “He drank all the water of the river, walked across to the opposite bank, and spat it out again.” The kala drinks the water and drinks until he bursts.

We meet this episode also in Eskimo tales.2

In tale No. 273 it is related how a Mythical Old Man, pursuing two sisters, overtook one of them, killed and ate her. The other girl met another Mythical Man who defended her and killed her pursuer. Afterwards he became a beautiful youth and married the girl.

I stated before4 that although the Mythical Old People are endowed with supernatural powers, they can do harm to human beings only because of their physical strength, that they are stupid and dull, and that men may defy them by cunning. We have seen from the tales to which I have referred, how these cannibals are overcome by the superior intelligence of men. In other tales the Mythical Old People are represented not as cannibals, but simply as funny wags and fools.

---

1 See Jochelson, The Koryak, p. 141.
2 See Boas, Baffin Land Eskimo, p. 177.
3 See Jochelson, Materials, etc. p. 70.
4 See p. 303.
In one tale to which I referred before a Mythical Man came to the Hare's hut and through the smoke-hole in the roof, asked him for some food as he was hungry. The hare flung to him one end of a thong. The other end he tied to one of the house posts and said to him, "Pull hard, I tied much meat to the thong." The Mythical Old Man pulled with might and main. The thong broke off and the Mythical Old Man fell to the ground and was crushed to death.

In tale No. 22 it is related that a Mythical Old Man came to a deserted camp and found a dog tied to a post by a thong. The Mythical Old Man untied the dog. The dog made a sudden rush, threw the Mythical Old Man and dragged him along. The Mythical Old Man tied the lower end of the thong around his neck and said to himself, "Well, I do not need to walk; let the dog carry me to its mistress." The dog dragged him along until the Old Man was torn to pieces.

In another tale the hero, Debegei, made fun of a Mythical Old Man. He gave him a kettle saying that it cooked by itself. Then Debegei gave him a self-chopping axe. But neither the self-cooking kettle nor the self-chopping axe did the pretended work for the Mythical Old Man. In the end, Debegei by means of complicated artifices, killed the wife of the Mythical Old Man and the Mythical Old Man himself.

In order to escape the snares of men, the Mythical Old Man becomes invisible. At present, the Yukaghir say the Mythical Old People are invisible, and thus they attack lonely travellers. For that reason Yukaghir go hunting in company, and never singly.

On the Korkoden river I was told of an old man of their clan and of his wife who left for the Yassachnaya river and who were never seen again. The Korkoden Yukaghir were convinced that they had been killed and eaten by Mythical Old People.

The Yukaghir tales refer also to other cannibal-monsters besides the Mythical Old People. In tale No. 23 a cannibal woman with teeth on her neck is described. She would kill young men who came to woo her daughters. This tale recalls the Koryak tale of a cannibal woman who had teeth in her anus and of tales of the Chukchee and Indians of the Vagina denta. In all the variants of these tales the youth breaks out the teeth with a stone or a similar object.

In reviewing the Yukaghir tales of cannibal-monsters, there arises a question whether these tales do not supply some indications of the existence of canni-

---

1 See p. 300.  
2 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., p. 54.  
3 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., p. 38.  
4 How this happened, see above, p. 287.  
5 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., p. 54.  
7 See Bogoras. The Folklore of Northeastern Asia (Amer. Anthropologist, IV, p. 667); Boas, Indianische Sagen, pp. 24, 30, 61, 69; Farrand, Chichcotin Indians, p. 13.
Cannibalism among the Yukaghir in the far past. We are justified in making such a supposition on the ground that many episodes occur in which a cannibal dies after eating the flesh of a relative. From these episodes we may draw the conclusion that they reflect a period when cannibalism was practiced, but when only aliens were eaten. Thus, in tale No. 3 a cannibal and his wife die after eating their own child. Tale No. 4 refers to the daughter of cannibals who tries in vain to entice a young man in order to kill him. Instead, he kills her by cutting off her head while sleeping with her, and escapes in his canoe. The old cannibals arise in the morning, boil the flesh of their own daughter thinking that they are about to eat the lad. While eating, they say, "From what side is the man related to us? our hearts are so restless!" They look for their daughter and soon discover that they have eaten her flesh. They pursue the young man in a boat and are drowned at sea.

In another tale, No. 6, it is stated that Hare gives to his mother snow mixed with frozen blood taken from his own nose, instead of snow mixed with frozen reindeer blood. After eating the blood of her son, Hare's mother dies.

In a tale referred to before it is told that a cannibal who is married to a woman hunts for men outside the circle of her relatives.

The accurate knowledge of the Yukaghir of the anatomy of man could be explained not only by the custom of the dissecting and cutting of the bodies of the dead shamans, but also by the possible former existence of cannibalism. As stated before the flesh cut off from the bones of the dead shaman served as amulets. In one of the Yukaghir tales it is told that one of three orphan sisters, after eating the flesh of her dead father, became a cannibal. The other two girls escaped from her by flying away on magical wings.

I have related before two cases of cannibalism during a famine which took place in recent times.

My interpreter, Dolganoff, when questioned by me about cannibalism, told me that he had heard from his late grandfather of a cannibal tribe, cord'moleun-ul-omo, who hunted men. His grandfather told him also that in a southern country there lived a tribe of reindeer-men whose bodies are those of reindeer while their heads and arms are those of men. They attack men, but men eat them when they are killed.

All the data related here may serve as indications of the possibility of the former existence of cannibalism among the Yukaghir.

1 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., p. 6.
2 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., p. 7.
3 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., p. 11.
4 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., p. 29 and p. 304 of this volume.
5 See pp. 163—165.
6 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., p. 201.
7 See p. 54.
We know that among some primitive tribes, as well as among some highly cultured people, for instance of Africa, cannibalism is connected with human sacrifices. A human sacrifice is mentioned in only one of the Yukaghir tales, but nothing is said about the use made of the body. The sacrificed girl was hanged, and it does not seem likely that a person killed in this manner would have been eaten.

1 See p. 147.
The Yukaghir were warlike, brave, and unmerciful in war, but their poetry is distinguished by an abundance of feeling, and their epics by a majestic simplicity. In epic form, they narrate their first meetings with the Russians, the struggles and relations between the Yukaghir clans and the wars with alien tribes. Everywhere reserve and simplicity are is combined with deep feeling. In the Russian edition of Yukaghir folklore I have given some of their epic narratives. I give here a few of the songs previously published in Russian, but corrected during my work for the Jesup Expedition. These are in the Kolyma dialect.

Li'gel coro'mon ya'xtek'.
Old Man's Song.2

Me'tke ligu'mull
ti'te kude'ye.
A fallen tree like (it) overthrew (me).

Song of an Amorous Lad.

O’mni n-e’koberege* îrkin a’dîl* yo’ndojege abu’dâi. Xo’doi. Yedi’egi
People after having one lad on his sleeping lie down. (He) is (always) Sister-in-law his
mo’nni: “Me-le’nduoljek? Xo’diet* xo’dox?* — “Yedi’e, xo’diet le’nduolit
said (to him): “You may be hungry? What is the matter of “Sister-in-law, why being hungry
xodo’tom? Pai’pe kobe’ige tabu’nget abu’dâye! Xo’dol e’le tu’tetum?
should I lie The girl on account of that is why I lay How not to be otherwise
Met yu’olge ogo’gi omu’ced o’nmédie titeme’i. Na’čegi yu’olge, pe’déce
I when I was (I saw) (to) a fine young larch is like. Her complexion when I to pale
looking her stature shaped tree looked, yellow

---

1 See Jochelson, Materials, etc., pp. 74, 94, 102, 168, 173, 177, 180, 185.
2 This song was often sung by the old Yukaghir, Tulax, on the Yassachiñaya river. His real name was Ivan Spiridonov. His nickname, Tulax, is a Yakut word meaning hairy and was given to him on account of his beard. He was the only Yukaghir having a full beard. His mother was a Yakut woman and without doubt he had also Russian blood. For his photograph, see Plate VII, Fig. 1 in Part I of this Vol.
3 Two wandering camps separated. A girl went away with one camp, and her lover stayed with the other camp.
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Taken down on the Korkodon River.

Song of a Lad Starting for a Match.

Mit o'mlej2 alu'nidul A'cu'o'den3 No'do-Yogu'1get4 met e'lluo Of our ancient people with a song of the Rassokha river from the Bird's nose my loving girl leitei'teme. Xo'rxodonge le'du' de met pe'nguxun-e4 imadelle kei'be ye I will call to mind. On the lower Korkodon river my canoe getting into (that) the delicate ti'bid-a'mun6 e'gun'mun-e-mun-moju' e'le ajara'chiteye. fore-arm-bone may become tired (I) not will have pity. O'nmun-emei'ge la'xadelje o'i'l-na'cin egie'ndidege Laga'yek a'lbe The Kolyma mother reaching against the current getting the foot of the mountain Lahayek Kunjedabudie a'albepul i'rirkenlenol toli'gatut.7 Pila'tixxe P'i'e-yolo'gul8 yede'id the mountains feet at one sweep I will paddle At the (mouth) The Stone Nose when will Kunjedabudie po'pela pu'gud-uko'ce ti'te yede'i'nunui a spring van ray as if is appearing. Met e'ti'e, met eme'i! me'tin o'mo'c cu'ndeniik. Kuju'ge Me'mdeye-Eci'e9 My father, my mother! on me well you mind. In the heaven the Fire-father me'tin Maru'xegele co'ri'eck'en. Met emei'pe!10 met omo'n cu'ndeniik, me-for me Marukhe may register. My mothers! one me well mind, now kobe'ce. (I) am going.

1 Needles of the larch tree. This is the only tree of the coniferae family the needles of which turn yellow in autumn and drop in winter. The pale yellow color of the autumn needles and leaves is regarded as beautiful (see part 1, p. 25).
2 O'mlej = om + le + ji. Om (from o'mu) — clan, tribe; le is the element of long past tense; ji means people. O'mlej is an ancient word. At present the Yukaghir say tu'lel-ommi for ancient people. These two forms (o'mlej and tu'lel ommi) clearly show the difference between the old synthetic and the present analytic form of speech.
3 The Yukaghir name for the chief tributary of the Korkodon river.
4 The name of a mountain peak.
5 An ancient word corresponding to the present xo'don.
6 Ti'bid-amun has also the meaning, wing (of a bird). This is the singular, but both arms are understood in handling the double-bladed paddle of a canoe.
7 An ancient word instead of the present u'ect.
8 Name of a mountain peak.
9 The deity, Meme'dye-Eci'e, see p. 140.
10 Mothers is used instead of parents, but when the word "fathers" (eci'e) is used the father and elder brother or brothers are meant.
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A'din-ya'xtak'.
Of a Lad Song.

Ca'xadenget' ke'liedc abu'ča'pę lei'teńida Oi'je-pie, Oro'yek-ä'tłbepus,
From the Yassachnaya starting girls having in mind the Oije of the Oroyek foot,
Mono'go āl'bepus ırkile'ol egí'rienu. Čo'mo-Čuboj'e yedei'nide če'rebro
of Monoho feet at one sweep I am going by The Vast Heart when appears silver
ridge (in a canoe).
a'njed-ai'bi t'ite yedei'nui. Či'nejje yedei'nide če'rebro me'łun-pojerxo ti'te
spectacles as if is appearing. Chišgenje when appears silver chest-sun as if
yedei'nui. Li'gel me'tul yo'ol'nerlik! Po'n-xo-pojerxo'-če'nče niča's po'n-xo-
is appearing. Old age of me on the back stay! Of the bright daylight the be it for
pojerxo'-če'nče če'ngit.
daylight the delight I will enjoy.

Ma'rxin-yaxtek.
A Girl's Song.

Marxi'pe ko'ipele xo'do ya'xterinuñam.
Girls of lads how are singing.

Ča'xaden-eme'i! I'led uko'če o'nmiedie titeme'i amu'ngi. P'ibil t'ite
The Yassachnaya mother! (To) grown-up young larch are like his bones. (Larch) like
treec n-e'rpégı caxa'lenśi, yo'glugo-yo'! Ye'loje titeme'i! A'njele me'tkełe
his clothing is red, my love! (To) the sun he is like! By his eyes on me
yu'ol'upegi poi-yö! Čuboj'e o'mon ye'joi o'ji t'te.
when he is looking hallo! The heart (is) quite floating water like.
(melting)

Marxin-yaxtek'.
A Girl's Song.

Omni'n-e n-e'kobiereili. O'mni kobe'ige 4 yu'odeye. Yogo'ro rebi'ne.
With people (we) separated. The people when leaving I looked. George (like) of a
no'nomo ku'dedele mo'dič. Yu'olge yu'olegie-die bu'di'en manai'egi yo'dojube-
young stem becoming he is to When I looked (that) on his shoulders his hairs
la'xil t'ite ke'nlunei. O'mni amlai'ge nu'mo'nın co'uye. Po'rele nojerxo'
tails like were spread. The people when into the house I went. A spring day (is)
disappeared čomo'n- če'lič! Pon-yu'oleč xa'jič. Pon-yu'oleike xol'ilek' medul'.
very long! (But) came there. When it became a noise was heard
evening dark (suddenly).

1 Name of a mountain peak on the mouth of the Korkodon river, see pp. 139, 153.
2 A round metal ornament attached to the apron on the chest of girls.
3 i.e., two camps separated in order to hunt by themselves.
4 Literally, in their leaving.
5 Literally, in my looking.
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Kuti’en ¹-xo’ndege ²  ege’deče —  le’mdik?  Met Yogo’ra  ke’lu!  Niñ’e
Through a hole in the cover  I looked out (and) what  My George  has come!  (My)
mo’li-ku’déçi  eji’lhin  abu’dâye.
when became agitated  to the lower edge  I threw myself.
of the tent’s cover

Ma’rxin-ya’xtek.
A Girl’s  Song.

Mi’triebič ³ Tolba’ ⁴-Añi’lget⁵  mun-ojed-o’i’legen  e’reit  emi’beye  n-a’jubele
Dmitrievich  from the mouth of the  on the sluggish current descending (and) a black handkerchief
Stolbovaya (river)

igi’lat  amla’il-len mo’dič. ⁶ waving  he began to disappear.
Mono’gon-bóye  Ko’jeden-ñóye  al’bepulge  nu’mud  o’nmele  ereček?
Of the Wild-Goat  of the Kojeden mountain  feet  with what feeling  (you) will pass
by (in your canoe)?

Ni’ñeyed-o’mmi  ca’xajibege  ule’ge-co’rxogo  la’xadelle  yō’nogotke  abu’dôdele
Of many people  gathering the grass field  reaching on a pillow  in going to sleep
me’tul’ le’i’tek’.  Mi’triebič  me’tin  mo’nni, “El i’lugelelek’,  kei’beye-luju’die
me  remember.  Dmitrievich  to me  said, “Do not be in sorrow,  on the frozen thin
ice-surface  I (already) will come back”.

Ta’bun-la’ni  pi’bil  pe’dei-la’ni  nu’mud  o’nmele
That time  till the larch  will become with what feeling

laxa’tem?
shall live 1?

Čei’luge! xa’dibon-la’ni  iibu’geletum? N-a’deñot  po’n-kudei. Ėdu’jie-ye’rxai-
How far!  till what time  I shall worry?  The autumn  came in.  The thin ice
budi’en  Mitriebich  po’n-xodo-ke’iyol  tobo’kogi  la’xač.  ..........  Ėubo’je
over  of Dmitrievich  white leader  dog  appeared  ..........  With heart
ko’jiege  nu’moñin  a’mleč.
melting  in the house  I concealed
(with joy)  myself.

¹ Kuti’e  is called the whole skin cover of a tent.
² Xo’nde is a hole in soft as well as in hard objects.
³ There is the lover named not by his name, but the father’s name; Dmitrievich from Dmitri. In the
Yukaghir, it becomes Mitriebich as one of two consonants in the beginning of a word is dropped; ʲ is used
instead of v.
⁴ Tolba is the Russian Stolbovaya where the ʲ in the beginning and ʲo in the end are omitted.
⁵ Literally, disappearing he was to be seen.
XVI. — RIDDLES.

I.

Eu'reye, eu'reye met ču'go el yen.
I am going, I am going (and) my path not is to be seen.

Going in a canoe.

II.

Či'ne, či'ne lepu'gi el u'kči.
I am cutting, cutting (and) his blood does not appear.

Paddling.

III.

O'ji mo'lgodo go oju'nyylek xo'dol'.
Of water in its middle a thief there lies.

Fish-trap.

IV.

I'rkin če'kčil ci'ndamungen ni'nedule u'ktecum.
One workman through his neck is vomiting.Æ

Plane and shavings.

V.

Co'nced-o'jinei, el-amu'nneye ani'nnei, lu'dule porxo'yeni, po'mnneye
Tasteful water having, boneless fish having, iron banks having, a round
yalgilek'.
lake.

Fat, cakes, and a frying pan.

VI.

El-yo'nyeye al'ma ya'lgin-et pie'le yurgu'enum.
A headless shaman performing a stone is boring.

A drill.

VII.

Yono'got molgodo go n-a'čeeye a'mun čogoyax' xodol'.
Of a pillow in the middle a sharp bone knife lies.

Thought.

VIII.

A'taxun alga'rneye coro'mopu l n-e'ki'eyi ni n-e'xadile el mudei'nui.
Two naked men are match running one another not overtaking.

Snowshoes.

Æ Literally, the vomiting is letting out.
XVII. — VOCABULARY.

Introductory Notes.

The appended vocabulary is a part of my extensive Yukaghir Dictionary which I have in manuscript form. The present vocabulary contains the words that occur in the Yukaghir texts in this volume. Most of the words are given in their base forms and in both dialects, called by me the Kolyma and the Tundra dialects.

Words of the Tundra dialect are marked with an asterisk. Words used in both dialects are marked with a small circle (°). The Kolyma dialect was in use in the region of the Kolyma river and the valleys along its tributaries; the Tundra dialect in the northern tundra between the lower parts of the Kolyma and Lena rivers. At the present time the Kolyma dialect is confined to the region along the Yassachnaya and Korkodon rivers; and the Tundra dialect to the tundra between the Great Chukchee and the Alaseya rivers. (See p. 44 of this volume and Map of the Yukaghir Territory, appended to Part I.)

Following is a description of the phonetic elements of the Yukaghir language:

a, e, i, o, u, have their continental sounds (short).
ä, ë, í, ö, ü, are long vowels.

To avoid the introduction of unnecessary marks, I do not annotate here the obscure vowels separately. It may be said only, that all short vowels are obscure when preceding a spirant or n, or following a spirant.

The series of diphthongs is as follows:
aɪ, eɪ, oɪ, uɪ
ie, iu, uo, eo
au, eu, ou

Their pronunciation is as in German.

Triphthongs are not frequent:
y as in year
l as in German
l as in English all

l' has a spirant added
r as in French
m as in English
n as in English
ñ is pronounced on the end of the word as ng, as in being, and
in the middle as ng, as in the German word Enge.
m palatized m (similar to my)
n palatized n (similar to ny)
b and p are pronounced with aspiration, owing to which these
consonants are intermediate between b and v, and p and f.
There is no v or f in the Yukaghir language. The Tundra
dialect, however, has a sound that corresponds to the English w.
When placed between two vowels, b approaches very nearly
the sound of v.
d as in English
d̟ like dr
g like g, in good
h as in English
k as in English
t', k', have a spirant added. They are placed at the end of a
word, if the following word does not commence with a vowel.
The same applies to l'.
t̟ before l is pronounced soft, by pressing the tip of the tongue
to the front part of the palate. t and l blend into one sound.
in are blended into one nasal sound
g velar g
c like the English sh
č is equal to ty; but old men pronounce it so that it sounds
more like ch, in chance, while with women and children it
sounds closer to c, in the German word Ceder. This seems
to be a trace of the difference between the pronunciation of
men and women, just as it exists in the Chukchee language.
At the end of the word, č is pronounced by women almost
like s.
j is dy; but old men pronounce it more like j, in the word joy,
while women and children pronounce it like dz. If it occurs
between two vowels, one of which has a long sound, j is
pronounced like the French j, in jour.
x like ch, in the German Bach.
x' like ch, in the German ich, at the end of the word.
YUKAGHIR-ENGLISH VOCABULARY.

A.
apro to make; to do; to create.
abu'cie, girl.
*) abucie, grandmother.
abu'da, to lie down; to go to bed. abud'yi, (iterative form).
abu'dac (see po'nik), to put, lay, set, place, conserve, preserve, save.
abu'dacut, horizontally.
abu'du, to draw, drag, pull.
abuj'a, abu'i, abu'oltañpai, elder sister.
abu'je, fringe, tassels (of an apron).
abu'jeni, having tassels.
abu'oltaiipai, tassels.
*) abu'dacut, horizontally.
abudo'yi, to make a den, burrow, nest, hole, case, quiver.
a'cie, domesticated reindeer.
a'ci, (v. a.) to draw, pull, attract; to string (a bow).
a'de, to draw, carry, drag.
a'deget, from below, below, from under.
a'di, (adverb) hard, strong, firm, solid.
*) a'dil, young man, youth, lad; lover, beloved.
adu'be, to become hard; to become strong.
adu'bel, vigour, courage, strength.
adu'let, to strengthen; to gather strength; to grow strong.
*) adu'o, son; young man; boy.
adu'ode, to have a son.
adu'odie, adu'olie, (diminutive) son; young man; boy.
adu'one, to be with a son.
adu'otege, (augmentative) son; young man; boy.
ag'i, secret, clandestine.
ag'id-ök, illegitimate child.
ag'iđi, to hold in secret.
ag'idu, to conceal, hide one's self.
ag'iđun-ul lo'dol, play at hide and seek.
ag'iği, to steal up to; to walk stealthily.
*) agi'te, to conceal, hide; to put away.
aguirpe, to trouble, fatigue, weary one's self; to suffer.

agu'rpec (v.a.), to trouble, fatigue, weary; to torment, torture.
agu'rpel', suffering, pain, trouble.
agu'rpebon, one who works hard.
agu'rpelč, difficult (adv.).
agu'rpeni, wearied; difficult, hard.
*) a'hare (v.a.), to conceal, hide.
*) a'harol', to conceal, hide one's self.
ai, again; and; also.
a'ibi, soul; shadow; drawing; portrait; picture.
a'ibiji, world of the dead.
a'iga, afterward.
ajo'i, early (adv.).
ajo'n., early (adj.).
a'l, word; language; promise.
*) a'ka, elder brother.
al, under. ye'loje-äl, under the sun.
äl (see å), work, action, conduct, creation,
*) äl, raft (from the Yakut ä-ship).
af'al, near; thereabout.
a'la (v.n.), to thaw, melt.
a'lac (v.a.), to melt, fuse.
a'lai, thawing, melting.
a'be (v.n.), to run out (of liquids); to be poured out.
albe, foot (of a mountain); base, foundation.
a'bec, to pour out.
albiye, to fall out from a canoe, boat; to capsize.
alb'o, to be vanquished; to lose.
albo'ji to vanquish; to conquer, to gain.
albol', loss.
albon, maker; creator; result of a work. omo'če albon, benefactor.
aldege, near him, her, it.
algaard'ol lebie', the Lower World (see a'ibiji).
algalashiet, below; from below.
*) algan, afterwards.
*) algaiñ, fish.
algaro'če, cloudless; uncovered.
algarikude, to undress or uncover one's self; to clear up, brighten up.
algarlei, algarnei, naked, bare, undressed.
a'taxun, a'taxud, two (as modifier).
a'taxlecte, second.
a'taxloi, two (independent).
a'tee (adj.), hard, strong, firm, solid.
atiline (v. n.), to end, terminate.
a'tla, near, beside (see a'txa).
* a'wa, to sleep; to go to bed.
* a'wal, dream, sleep.
* a'wia, blanket.
* a'wiya, yesterday.
* awo'rai, to draw, attract; to string a bow.
* a'wur, case; quiver; den, burrow, hole; nest.
* ay, only, alone.
* a'xaboje, barefooted, barelegged.
a'xede, border, edge, brim.
axmurelei, barefooted, barelegged.
a'ya (v. n.), to rejoice; to amuse one's self.
a'yiboje, love making.
a'ybol, disorderly, licentious man or woman.
a'yac, a'yar (v. a.), to amuse, rejoice.
a'yal, joy; gladness; amusement.
* ayi, to shoot; to fire.
ayi' (Yakut trap)
ayi'nu (iterative from a'yi- to shoot), to catch
(a reindeer with a lasso).
* ayi'y, to offend.
* ayi'y, to offend.
ayi'yi, to offend, affront, injure.
ayi'yu, to be offended.

C.

* ca'banje, net.
ca'ci, trap (for animals).
* ca'ga, to lose one's way, err, stray, to go astray.
* caga'n-e, to sit; to live.
* cagan-et, to eat, place; to make one sit down.
* caga'nə, to seat one self.
* caga'nace, to seat; to place.
* ca'ir, falcon, hawk.
* cal, tree; staff, stick.
* ca'lega'n ca'lega'n, grebe.
* cal'il, mouse.
ca'lopdede, hilly place.
car, to overtake, reach; to find something.
car'a, to lose one's way, err, go astray.
car'ie, to offend, injure; oppress (from car- to overtake).
* ca'rimo-go'dek, guest, visitor.
car'morie, to practise shamanism; hysteries; a nervous attack.
car'xun, all the fingers together.

*) ca'wo'n, hide, skin.
*) ca'wo'nei, cloudy.
caxa'le, fox.
*) ca'xce, to descend, go down; to fall out from
a canoe, boat; to capsize.
*) ca'xere, to pour out.
*) caxlen, white owl.
*) ce'caxarai, to break to pieces.
*) ce'pomed-a'nil', door, entrance.
ce'gede (v. a.), to break.
ce'ige (v. n.), to break, crack, be broken.
*) celger (v. a.), to break.
*) cel'habii, tooth.
*) ce'ma'n, a low river bank.
*) ce'mji, to steal up to; to walk stealthily.
ceu'd'i-gil', a pebbled river bank.
ceu'l, stone.
ce'ulbul', mouse.
ce'u're, to shove in; to run away.
*) ci'cil, chest.
ci'kle, frozen crust upon snow; as a season —
the end of winter.
cobi'wa, swallow.
go'i, bag, sack, pouch.
* co'gu, to enter.
* co'gu, to enter.
*) co'gure, to lose.
co'gi, to club, stun, beat (to death).
co're, to lose one's way, err, stray, go astray.
cori'lec, to paint; to write; to draw.
cori'le, letter.
cori'lecuel, painting.
coro'mo, man; somebody; husband.
cou', to enter.
*) cu'cei, to throw.
*) cu'ckaral, hook for hanging kettle.
*) cugojie, heart.
*) cugojie, to run; running.
*) cu'gure (v. n.), to stick, cleave.
*) cu'gurer (v. a.), to paste to; to attach.
* cu'kin, on the tundra; on a treeless place; on
other side.
cu'kun, all.
*) cu'kuncawo'n, cloud.
*) cu'kunmolgel' (all joints), year.
cu'lo, hilly place.

Č.
ča'dile, *) ča'rike, path, trail.
*) ca'ga'le (v. n.), to move.
*) čagi'te (v. a.), to rub, smear.
*) čagi'tin-a'nima, (the painting willow) alder
tree.
*) ča'le, day.
*) ča’Iled-o’lé, noon.
*) ča’Ilje, hand; arm.
*) ča’Iled-ari-me, the palm of the hand.
*) ča’Iled-o’le, finger.
*) ča’Ile-fü, ring.
čandaile, brave (hunter); alert.
čandulü, bravery; alertness.
*) ča’nmu, older.
*) ča’xaya, frozen crust upon snow.
če’Igme, deep.
če’klef, *) če’klee, skilled worker.
če’mel (v. n.), to end, terminate.
če’merel (v. a.), to end, terminate, finish.
*) če’oIje, to fly.
če’je, winter; cold, coldness.
ché’jeme, during the winter, in the winter time.
*) če’jeme, blood (see le’pul).
*) če’jema-ya’wl (blood path) vein.
*) či’geréi, lame.
*) či’ige, branch (of the tree).
*) či’iIgen-pu’ka, needle (of a larch).
*) či’pe, men, people (see o’mni).
*) či’re, (v. n.), to drown; to sink.
*) či’rei (v. n.), to dive.
*) či’rulü, to drown, sink.
*) či’rulü, to drown one’s self.
*) či’remedie, swallow.
či’rxä, knife (ancient word).
*) či’ri, long.
*) čö, iron.
*) čo’go’ye, knife.
čolo’ro, hare.
*) čo’mo, great, big.
čo’modi, raven.
*) čo’molel-cie’me-ya’wl (great blood path) artery.
*) čo’mon, very.
*) čo’monü, to grow big, grow up.
*) čo’ruI, marrow of the leg bone; leg.
čoxro, tundra; treeless place.
čoxro’fé, aloud.
čo’xol, bank (of a river), shore, coast;
*) čo’u, to cut.
*) čo’ud-awur, quiver.
*) čo’ur, arrow.
ču’bo’fé, heart; to run.
ču’go, way, road, trail, path.
ču’go ati’ne, the road terminates (see ati’nei).
*) čul, meat, flesh.
ču mu, whole; all.
*) ču’muči, fishing line, fishing rod.
*) ču’mur, mountain ridge; back, spine.
ču’mut, totally; all.
čumu’tagi, every one; all.
*) ču’nte, mind, opinion.
*) ču’ndije, runner (of a sledge).
ču’oji, cu’oleji, myth, tale; mythical; ancient.
*) cu’ole, old, ancient.
ču’ote, always; often; continuously.

E.

e! yes!
ebi’be, to blacken; to make dirty.
ebi’bemu, to become black.
ebi’bei, black.
e’but, snow (not trampled, beaten).
eei’e, father.
*) e’die (v. n.), to burn.
edi’e, wife of elder brother.
e’ge, e’gei, ege’de, ege’dei, ege’nu, ege’nu, to look, to look in, peep in.
ege’ibe, halting place.
ege’iIol, stopping place; stopping.
ege’il, stoppage, halting.
ege’ti, to put, place, set; to punish; to spread the table.
ege’tede, to detain, stop, keep back, arrest, suspend.
egi’le (v. n.), to get up; to stop; to reach (v. a.)
to lead; to carry.
egi’lecc (v. a.), to call (at a distance); to call out (from the house).
*) egi’lec, to furnish with strips.
egi’ere, to tread on a person’s toes.
egü, to walk; to drive; to visit.
egu’Iu, (iterative), to walk; to drive; to visit.
egu’Ibe, the walking place; parish.
egu’ie, to begin to start, walk or drive.
*) e’heren, to breathe, respire.
e’heren, soul, breath, breathing (also ye’heref). ei, to cough, sniff (of reindeer).
e’iji, shaman’s spirit.
*) e’ile, self; in person; met-e’ile I myself.
e’lere (v. a.), to impede, put restraint on (v. n.) to fear, be afraid.
e’lereboi, timid, fearful, weak-hearted.
e’lo’i, ample, full; spacious.
e’me, price, payment, remuneration; barter.
e’mecc, to pay, reward, recompense; revenge, avenge.
e’mei, valuable.
e’meni, for barter; having a value.
e’megude, on the other side, bank (of a river).
e’megulaget, the opposite side.
e’munde, a half.
e’mundec, to divide, cut in two.
e’je, excrement; dung.
e’jet, to go to stool.
*) e’ji, animated, living.
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*) ejie (v. a.) to revive, bring to life again; to profit by.
*) ejie (v. n.), to be saved.
 ejite (v. a.), to animate; to deliver, release, save, preserve; to do good.
e'jul, *) ejil, life; age.
e'jul-le'pun-ču'go (living blood path); artery.
*) e'juol, e'ju'ole, to be frightened.
e'kfil, dug-out canoe.
*) ekfe', elder sister.
*) e'kuñ, hole.
*) el, e'le, no, not.
e'leat or e'le, e'le, o'le, to move, near; nearly; close.
e'le-cu'on, to idle,
e'le'finei, e'le'yi, to idle,
e'lemurnei, past
*) e'lejuolbon, e'le, to breakable.
e'lejuol, e'le'u, to breakable,
*) e'le, weak, feeble, breakable.
e'le'yi, to breakable.
e'len, to breakable,
e'mje, mother.
*) e'mol, past (prep.), to breakable,
e'mnei, loaded, laden.
e'le, to load, to pack, to saddle.
*) elkur'ije-ru'kun, devil, the invisible-one (evil spirit).
e'lonmurnei, *) elonmurnei, hornless.
*) elyo, to carry.
e'lum-kude, to run mad; to go mad; (see olu'um-kude).
em'e, mother.
*) e'nie, younger; younger brother or sister; one who belongs to the younger generation.
*) ende, to light, make fire.
e'ndie, brooklet (see o'ndie).
*) e'nde, living.
*) e'niei, mother.
 e'nul, front part of the body; belly of fish.
e'nur, palate; back of the chimney.
e'pie, grandmother.
e'rced-a'nil, (dirty-opening); anus.
e're (also ye're), to ascend a river in a boat, canoe or raft, or swimming.
*) eri'men, snow.
*) eu're, to walk.
*) erul'boi, weak, feeble, breakable.

eye, bow.
eyedulbon, devil, the invisible-one (evil spirit).
eye-marai, bow string.
eyu, to fall; to throw one's self.
*) eyu'ko, near; nearly; close.
eyu'komei, near.
eyu'konugode, to move near, draw near, to push.

I.
ibe'le, to weep, cry.
i'biči, breast; milk.
i'bol', mountain (rocky).
*) i'bol', bank (of a river).
i'če, point, tip, spear head.
i'či, sexual organs; ko'iped-i'či penis; pa'iped-i'či vulva.
*) i'či, breast; milk.
i'či-n'a'čeči, nipple.
*) i'ckelon, deep.
*) iču'o, to see; to look; (see yu'o).
*) idi'e, wife of elder brother.
ide'tek, uncle (father's younger brother).
i'go (v. a.), to sew.
*) iğe'ye, strap; strip; rope, cord; string; thong.
ige'yec, to furnish with strips.
i'gil, bank, shore; limit; edge, border.
*) i'ji, to kiss.
*) i'ji, now.
*) i'kiwi, to frighten.
i'le, reindeer (domesticated).
*) ile, reindeer (domestic).
*) ile'ete, to curse, damn.
*) ile'ye, wind; cardinal point.
*) ilugi (v. n.), to grieve; to be sad; to be in sorrow at the absence of.
*) imi'jiye, to dance.
*) imi'jičeš, dance.
imol, riding reindeer.
*) imui, mad; intoxicated.
*) in-bet, on all fours.
*) iniye, to be frightened to fear (v. n.).
*) inje (v. n.), to sew.
*) i'ni, thread.
*) i'niń, woman's tailoring knife.
i'file, to fear; to be frightened.
i'ličebodek, bear.
i'lije, fear.
*) i'nme, wolverene.
i'ni, to frighten.
*) i're, to tie, bind; to sew.
irguleye, awl; star.
iril, belly, abdomen.
ki'nei, pregnant, with child.
'i'kei, to shudder.
i'k'e, shaman.
i'k'i'e, one (independent).
i'kili, constantly.
i'kin, one (as modifier); only; although:
i'kinl:id, constantly; always.
*) i'ruce, hunter.

K.
ka'udie, to lead away, kidnap.
*) ka'ure, to lead away, kidnap.
kel, to give.
*) kei, boy; young man.
ke'i'lo, red bilberry.
ki'ye, before, in front, ahead, in advance.
*) kejoi, keiyol, keiyote, front, front; anterior, first.
kel, to come.
*) ke'guterere, to ring (a bell).
ke'nome, friend.
*) ke'riye, to fall (down, from a high place).
*) ke'riyec, to let fall, take off.
*) ke'ule (v. n.), to break, be broken; crack.
*) ke'ulec (v. a.), to break, crack.
*) ke'yegude forward.
*) ke'yeflen, front, fore, anterior; first.
*) ke'yen, beginning.
ki, to give.
ki'c, *ki, to teach.
*) ki'cil, end.
ki'cete, to carry on a business to the end.
*) ki'ciye, to learn, study.
kie, friend.
ki'gi, *ki'ge, to stab; to prick.
ki'giyec (durative), to stab; to prick.
kinda'ne, to deceive; to lie.
ki'me, to fight.
kin, two.
*) ki'nek, ki'ntek, who; somebody.
ki'ni'je, *ki'nje, moon, month; pomo'ge-keni'je, full moon.
ki'nyen, name.
*) ki'ne (v. n.), to end, terminate.
*) ki'tener, to, till, until, so far.
koe, *ko'we, to go away, depart, go.
*) ko'cege, to jump, leap, hop.
*) ko'cegeire, to go jumping, leaping.
*) ko'cege, to reach.
*) ko'cegeire, to go in order to reach, to overtake.
*) ko'de man; husband; somebody. (Go'de after a vowel).
ko'diel, wolf.
ko'i, boy; young man.
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*) ko'idi, older.
ko'gel, high river bank covered with larches.
*) ko'lu, to come.
*) ko'une, friend, comrade.
*) ko'riel, devil, evil spirit.
*) ko'reu, to lead away, kidnap.
*) ko'riel, wolf.
*) korowal, tale, myth.
*) ko'tke, to reach, come.
*) ko'tle, lote (Lotha vulgaris).
ko'ude, to beat; to strike.
ku'de, to become.
kude'de, to kill.
kude'je, to war, make war; warrior.
kude'gel, war.
*) ku'dere, to shove in.
kude'ye, *kure'ye, clan; origin.
*) ku'goñ, penis.
*) kuguruce, testicles.
ku'june-xar (sky's skin), cloud.
*) ku'kui', devil, evil spirit.
kuni'yn, ten.
*) ku'ri, to become.
*) ku'ri, to know.
kurul, storehouse (on posts); grave (on posts).

L.
labu'nje, root of a fallen larch-tree.
labu'ndad-úk't, illegitimate child.
*) labu'num, ptarmigan.
*) la'cil, wood for fire; fire.
*) la'dil, wrist.
*) la'dinjó (wrist-iron) bracelet.
*) la'ine, to fight.
*) la'ini, to war, make war.
*) la'lim, sled.
*) la'lima, sledge.
*) la'wirlal, storehouse (on posts).
*) la'ma bu'rie (dog berry), red bilberry.
*) la'me, dog.
la'ni'de, to, till, until, so far.
la'ni'de, during; on the side, close to.
la'rxul, root; (see o'jó).
la'ude, to take off; to throw off; to let fall.
*) la'uye, water.
la'xa, to reach, come.
*) la'xil', tail; buttock.
*) la'yenu, to remain.
*) la'ye're, to leave, abandon.
*) le, to be; to live.
lebe'k, berry.
lebe'i, earth, land; ground; place, country; world, universe.
*) le'bul', armour (of bone).
le'git, to feed.
le'gul', food.
le'idi, to know.
*) lemn-efi, chief, official, commander, elder.
le'fide, to eat (intrans. v.).
le'fidoul', to hunger, starve.
*) le'pul, blood; kin; kinship.
le'pun-ca-go (blood path), vein.
*) le'rieqi, squirrel.
le'u, to eat (trans. v.).
*) leu'de (v.a.), world, to eat.
*) lewe'i-burube, world, universe.
*) li, to have.
li'gei, old.
ligo'mu, ligo'mu, chief, old.
li'gei, II, to food.
le'u'de (v.a.), to eat.
*) leu'de (v.a.), world, to eat.
leu'de (v.a.), world, to eat.
leu'de (v.a.), world, to eat.
li'rkeyen, lo'hoJe, lo'udu, lo're, lo'fidol', a bell.
lo'nio, lu'dul, iron.
lo'kun-burube', earth, land; ground, place; country; world, universe.
*) lu'kun-burube', earth, land; ground, place; country; world, universe.
lu'ko'on, small, little.
lu'tegede, to break, to pieces.
M.

me'di, to resound, be heard.
me'di, to hear.
medi'n, at once, immediately, directly, instantly.
me'du, to sound, to become audible.
me-ci, copper, brass.
me'ji, sledge.
mele'yi, to drive (v.a.).
me'jut, chest.
*) men-, to take; catch (reindeer in the herd).
me'nmegeire, to jump, leap, hop.
me'nmegeire, to go jumping, leaping.
me're, to fly.
me'reiño, to wander, to migrate.
merJe, to awake.
*) me'ru, to sound, to become audible.
met, I, my.
me'flu, mine.
m'i, clan, sib; origin; base, end.
mide'je, needle.
mide'Jed-a'but, needle-case.
midi'o, to migrate, wander, move with family camp.
midoče, wandering camp.
mido'l', a day's march; mile.
*) mi'rol', a day's march; wandering camp; mile.
m'laget, right; the right side; from the right side, on the right side.
m'du, to dance.
lol'dol', to bolt, play; contest.
*) lo'hore (v. a.), to wash.
lo'hoJe, to wash one's self.
*) lo'lefi, wound.
*) lo'lerk, to wound.
lo'no, bell.
lo'ndo, to dance.
lol'dol', a dance.
*) lo're, to rejoice; to amuse one's self; to play.
lo'udo, to pull out.
lo'udo, to fall (down, from a high place).
lucé, breathing, breath.
lu'cide, to breathe, respire.
luduj, iron.
ludunuyil-coro'mox, smith.
*) lu'goi, old.
*) lu'goi, ligo'nu, to grow, to become old.
*) lu'kul, earth, land; ground, place; country; world, universe.
*) lu'kun-burube', earth, land; ground, place; country; world, universe.
*) lu'kun-burube', earth, land; ground, place; country; world, universe.
lu'tegede, to break, to pieces.

Mada', to seat one self; to begin to live.
ma'dac, to seat; to place.
*) ma'lagalec, to skin, take off the hide.
ma'lagude, both.
*) ma'li', to skin, take off the hide.
*) ma'roje, happy, fortunate.
*) marxel, marxil, girl.

mada', to seat one self; to begin to live.
ma'dac, to seat; to place.
*) ma'lagalec, to skin, take off the hide.
ma'lagude, both.
*) ma'li', to skin, take off the hide.
*) ma'roje, happy, fortunate.
*) marxel, marxil, girl.

mada', to seat one self; to begin to live.
ma'dac, to seat; to place.
*) ma'lagalec, to skin, take off the hide.
ma'lagude, both.
*) ma'li', to skin, take off the hide.
*) ma'roje, happy, fortunate.
*) marxel, marxil, girl.
moro’Je, to ascend a river in a boat, canoe, or raft, or swimming.

*) mo’rxon, one; only.
mo’l’orxai (v. n.), to dry up; to become emaciated.
mu’chin-’lebič, world, universe.
mude’de, to pass by.
*) mu’ge, to undress one’s self.
*) mu’ge’te (v. a.), to undress.
*) mu’ibošt, nail, peg.
mun’dile, white owl.
*) mun’did-’a’mun, nail.
mun’rile, fox.
nu’mjite, ptarmigan.
nu’ nemuy, lot (Lotha vulgaris).
*) nu’awai, pale, pallid; white; light.
n-e’gojelme, yesterday.
n-e’ji, to tell; to converse.
n-e’lbet, to skin, take off the hide.
*) neliye, fringe, tassels (of an apron).
n-e’molgume, from all sides.
*) n-’mijimken (long necked one), swan.
*n-emiri, to take each other.
*n-’molgil’ (all joints), year.
*) n-emrc, buttocks.
*) n-’mrcd-’a’mile (bad hole), anus.
*) nererei (v. n.), to dry up.
*) ne’regere, to club, beat, kill.
*) ne’regerei, to club (to death), stun.
*) ne’rejlie, to become emaciated.
*) ne’uriče, to shudder.
*) ni’amil, neck.
nige’yebon, nige’yebun, apron.
*) ni’mo, all, whole.
*) ni’mo, house, hut, tent, dwelling.
*) ni’mec, to paint; to write.
*) ni’melec, painting, writing.
*) ni’melefi, letter.

) ni’mic (v. a.), to put out, blow out, extinguish.
ni’nde, woman’s tailoring board.
ni’sei, many, much, plenty.
*) ni’seč, belly, abdomen.
*) ni’olol’, duck.
i’a, name.
i’ude, to be named.
i’un, to name.
*) ni’xo xorai, to pull out.
no’do, animal (excl. man); bird.
no’gdijaye, guest, visitor.
no’il, leg; narrow of the leg bone.
no’no, handle.
*) no’ńor, pillow.
*) n-o’xon, copper, brass.
*) no’tte, to draw, drag.
no’u’, guest. See no’gdijaye.
no’udiye, no’gdiye, *) no’uriče, watchman; sentry, sentinel; herdsman; assistant of a shaman.
*) no’sco, sable.
no’xoxox, runner (of a sledge).
*) nu, to find; to meet; to hunt.
u’go, to fall (v. n.),
u’gon, hand; arm.
u’gon-čubol’ije (hand-heart), pulse.
u’gon-ju’dul’ (hand iron), bracelet.
*) nuleje, crowd.
*) nu’mje, chin.
u’nijit, all, whole.
u’mo, house, hut, tent, dwelling.
*) nu’moj, axe, adze.
u’mot, to build a house for somebody, to provide with a house.
*) nu’ni, soul.
*) nu’niči, The Realm of Shadows.
*) nu’ńen, to dream.
*) nu’ńurukun, apron.
*) nu’ńuyi, to wrestle.
*) nu’ril’, woman’s tailoring board.
u’rne, to stand, be standing; to find one’s self.

O.

*) o, to take from the bottom of a kettle; to draw out; (see min.).
*) o, trousers; breeches.
*) očide, uncle (father’s younger brother).
ö’dé, white frost, hoar frost, rime.
ö’dul’, Yukaghir.
ö’dun-lebciđi (Yukaghir-berry), blea-berry.
o’dič, to gather strength.
*) o’duriče, to be zealous; to endeavor, strive.
*) o’go, to stand.
o’go, dam; weir; to put a weir.
o’go, to put a weir.
ogo'iyé, to-morrow, the following day.
ogo'iyé-ta'ndiyei'ye, the day after to-morrow.
ogo'te, to put up a weir.
*ogo'to, to put, place, set.
ogo'ye, to-morrow; morning.
ogo'ye'ime, the next morning; to-morrow morning.
ogu'be, wet, moist.
ogu'nbec, to wet, make wet, moisten.
ogu'ngi, crook.
ogu'ngi, snow-shoe (lined with fur); see ugu'rtiye.
ogu'ngéra, snow-shoe (without fur).
* o'iče, point, edge, tip, spear-head.
o'iče, to avenge, revenge; to become angry.
o'ičil', vengeance, revenge; lep'ud-o'ičil', blood vengeance; lep'udice-oicil', vengeance of a relative by blood.
* o'ija (v. n.), to bark.
oi'l, rapid.
o'ile, no, not; to be absent, stay away.
o'irnei, rapid (course).
o'irnei, to take away.
o'injalo, robber.
o'irici, lame.
* o'iyegodiyan, Pleiades.
o'je, to drink; to smoke (tobacco).
o'ji, water.
o'jil', hoof.
o'jín-no'do (water bird), duck.
o'jín-to'loou (water wild reindeer), walrus.
o'jín-to'loud-ige'ye, thong of walrus hide.
o'ji'te, to pour water into.
o'jú, root (small).
o'juol', to be thirsty.
o'juolil', thirst.
o'bole, wife (archaic).
o'dec, to suspect somebody of stealing
ol'godoni, empty.
ol'godonugodé, to empty.
* ol'libec, to saddle.
* ol'ibéñ, saddle.
* ol'je, canoe of boards.
* ol'ike, to run.
o'lo (v. a.), to steal.
o'loil', theft.
* ol'mañ, shaman; (see wo'lman).
o'lojoboi, deaf.
o'lum'booi, stupid, foolish.
o'lum'il, stupidity, folly.
o'lum'ku'de, to become mad, insane.
o'lu'nu (iterative), to steal.
o'lun'booi, thief.
* o'mdíle (v. a.), to hasten, hurry.
* o'mdú (v. n.), to hasten, make haste; to hurry.
* o'mdu'i, to be in time, arrive in time.
* o'mdul, haste, promptitude.
o'mdur, promptly, quickly, hurriedly.
o'mge'de, saddle.
o'mge'de, o'mge'et, to saddle.
o'mge'de, to saddle.
o'mge'de-ye, saddle.
o'mge'de-ye, saddle bow.
o'mn, men, people.
o'mo, clan, tribe.
o'moč, well, all right; quite.
o'mo'če, beautiful, nice; kind; good-natured.
o'mo'či, sufficiently well.
o'močediil', virtue; benefit.
o'mo'čen, virtuous; beneficent.
o'mo'ileoi, dull of apprehension, stupid, dull.
* o'moji, to wish, desire.
o'mol, beauty; quality of being beautiful, handsome; kindness.
o'mol'o, to recover health; to be convalescent.
o'mol'ije, shame.
o'mol'ot (v. a.), to cure, heal; to improve.
o'mol'oi, to be ashamed.
* o'ndi, to look for, seek, search; to inherit.
o'njici, reindeer buck.
* o'ndiil', inheritance.
o'nža, larch tree.
o'nže, to descend, go down.
* o'ndie, brook.
* o'nho, to harness (reindeer, dogs).
o'ni, wet, damp, moist, humid; raw; uncooked.
o'nji, wet, fruit, water; to smoke (tobacco).
o'no, to rob, plunder, pillage; to take by force.
* o'nhoi, bag, sack, pouch.
o'nor, tongue.
o'nor-eu'recul, calumniate, detract.
o'nor-eu'recul, calumny, detract.
o'nrh, elbow, cheek; deceit.
o'nun, river.
* o'núrl, horn; antler.
o'nun, horn; antler; horn; tooth, tusk (ivory) of walrus and mammoth.
o'nun, to rob, plunder, pillage; to take by force.
* o'núi, bag, sack, pouch.
o'nor, tongue.
o'nor-eu'recul, calumniate, detract.
o'nor-eu'recul, calumny, detract.
o'nrh, elbow, cheek; deceit.
o'nun, river.
* o'núrl, horn; antler.
o'nrh, middle; to order; to bequeath.
o'nrh, testament, will.
* o'norm, to weep, cry.
o'rn-e (v. n.), to scream, shout, cry.
or-eri (v. a.), to call after; n-e'orn-eri (v. rec.),
to call one another.
or'o, to show.
or'po (v. n.), to hang.
or'pol', weight.
orpu'činubon, offering (to deities).
orpu'jejaye, balance, scales.
orpu're (v. a.), to hang, hang up; to suspend;
(see a'rapa).
or'ru'l', cry, shout, scream, clamor.
oř, prefix for the condition. and subjunct. moods;
tu'del ot-kî'eč, he would come.
o'uyebodek', truth; el-o'uyebodek', untruth, falsehood.
o'uyed-alu'be, promise.
*oxoh', always, constantly.
*oyagof, bare.
o'y, father (see eči'e).
*oyi (v. a.), to bark at.
o'yö'l! exclamation expressing pain.

P.

pa'ba', elder sister.
*pa'gajed-iče, star.
*pa'gajeh, awl.
pa'gul, draw-net.
)pa'ai, girl; woman.
)pa'i, to beat, knock, strike.
)pa'n-a, to remain.
)par, to cook.
)pa'čech, to gossip.
)pa'ru'l', clan, sib; origin.
pat, to cook.
)pa'uh, vulva.
pelu', cradle.
pe'čeci, to throw.
ped (v. n.), to burn.
pe'det (v. a.), to light, make fire.
pe'diče, finger.
*pe'geči', thief.
*pegi'te, to steal.
peju'lnoei, happy, fortunate.
*pel, to overtake, reach.
*pe'lu'die, little old man.
*pelut, old man; husband.
peme, louse.
)pe'ne (v. n.), to return, go back.
)pe'ne'ere (v. a.), to return; let go back.
)pen'e, to return, come back.
pe'ye, *po'cč, cheek.
pibli', needle (of a larch).
pie, mountain (covered with vegetation).
ta'dät, then, after that, thus.
*) ta'dî, to give.
ta'hane, then; nevertheless.
*) ta'rolî, to conceal, hide one's self.
*) tañ, that.
*) ta'n-jen, merchant, dealer.
*) ta'nnu, to deal, trade, carry on a trade; to buy, purchase.
ta'njuaye, merchant, dealer.
tât, then, after that, thus.
t'a'ta, elder brother.
ta'tmei, such a —
tê'clo (Russian teslo), adze.
*) te'nebun, to hunger, starve.
ter'i'ken (from Russian staru'kha), old woman; wife.
ter'i'ken, to be married.
ter'i'kenje coro'mox, a married man.
tê'ciel, rich man.
*) te'tciel, rich.
*) te'tcielola, te'tte, to become rich.
*) ti'bo, rain; to rain.
tiñ, this.
*) tindâ', long ago.
ti'te, titeme'i, like, as.
to'dî, tooth.
to'did-a'mun, jaw; jaw-bone.
todu're (v. a.), to paste to, attach.
*) to'ine, to conserve, preserve, save.
*) to'o'u, reindeer (wild).
*) to'nañ, throat.
to'nmul, throat.
to'nmule, to hunger, starve.
*) to'aro (v. a.), to pursue, run after, chase.
*) toro'nei, black.
*) to'reei, to become black.
*) toro'to, to blacken.
*) toro'ye, elk.
to'wu (v. n.), to stick, cleave.
tudâ', long ago.
*) tu'de', his.
tu'dejie, *) tu'rejie, he alone, self.
*) tu'del', he.
*) tu'die, to draw, drag (on the ground).
*) tu'duru, inside, in the middle.
tu'kne, nail, peg; cân-tu'knek, wooden nail; lu'dun-
tu'knek, iron nail.
*) tuñ, this.
*) tu'nie, to impede.

U.
ú, to be born; to go out.
*) u'ai, also wâl', near.
ubu'i (a Yakut word), truly; in fact.
*) u'ce, to lead, carry.
*) u'chi, to pass by.
*) ugu'reñ, leg, foot.
*) ugu'riñ, grayling.
*) ugu'riye, boot.
*) u'il', business; work.
u'kei, to go out.
u'l', birth.
*) ule'ge, grass.
*) u'gele, to urinate, pass water.
u'lte, to tie.
*) u'neme, ear.
*) u'nemëçô, u'nemë-lu'dul, earring.
u'nuñ, river.
*) u'o, child; plural u'orpe and u'orpepul; also
*) wo'rope, *) wo'orpepul.
u'od-a'but, cradle.
*) u'od-a'wur, cradle.
*) uwo'rai, to draw, pull, attract; to string (a bow).

W.
*) wai, again; and; also.
*) wa'gai, to go up or down a river in a boat; to swim; see e're.
*) wâl', near.
*) wa'rai, to draw, drag, pull.
*) wâ're, to pull out.
*) wa'puricë, herdman.
*) wa'waçëñ, Russian.
*) wi'e, to make, do, create.
*) wi'en, another.
*) wi'ete, to untie, loose.
*) wi'tu, to get untied, to come loose.
*) wo'dul, Yukaghir.
*) wodurîchi, to gather strength; to grow strong.
*) wo'gie, to lead, carry; to drag.
*) wo'iidë-ce-ia'uyen, brandy.
*) wo'le, price, payment.
*) wo'leñ, half.
*) wo'liñ, burden, load, freight.
*) wo'liure, to harness (a reindeer); to load, freight
(a sledge).
*) wo'liye (v. n.), to hang.
*) wo'lañ, shaman.
*) wo'lañmubô, to practise shamanism.
*) wo'ludûlen, frog; (found on the tundra where
cloudberry is growing).
*) wo'lte (v. a.), to hang; to tie.
*) wo'nichi, to search, look for.
*) worlon, alert; brave (hunter).
*) wo'rolu, root.
*) wo'ruñ, strong, hard, firm.
*) wo'roëñ, strong, firm.
*) wo'roweñ, vigor, courage.
X.

xa'cid-al'be, arnquit.
*) xa'di, cold, coldness.
*) xa'ganeh, Raven.
*) xa'gedu, always; often; continuously.
xa'gel, grebe.
*) xa'caral, snowshoe without fur; ski.
*) xa'rietegi, bear.
xa'ji, *) xa'jir, there.
*) xa'ide, to run away.
*) xa'ledere, also xa'ledigil, charcoal.
*) xa'li, handsome, nice looking.
*) xa'lli, fear.
*) xa'n'a, to migrate, to wander, to move.
xa'na, palm of the hand.
xa'na-la'ul' ring.
*) xa' centre, (adj.), cold.
xa'ni, to pursue, run after, chase.
xa'ni, hunter.
xa'nde, where.
*) xa'n-je, winter.

Xa'no-meye, the bag for the feet in which the fur
blanket ends.

xar, hide, skin.
*) xa'rati, to tell lie.
*) xa'ri, to deceive.
xa'nei, cloudy.
*) xa'yeruk, head of a sledge runner.
*) xecili, stone.
*) xo'dier, xo'diet, xo'do, *) xo'do, why, how.
xo'do (v.n.), to lie.
xo'dol, canoe made of boards.
xo'dot (v.a.), to lay down.
*) xo'gul, xolgut, mammoth.
xolil, noise.
xolilume, soon.
*) xo'mo-buri, blea berry.
xon, to go, go out.
*) xo'ndietegi, reindeer-buck.
xo'n'do (v.n.), to break, be broken; crack.
xo'n'doc (v.a.), to break.
*) xo'ral, Ursa Major (constellation).
*) xo'ude, where.
*) xu'dei, to rise, get up.

Y.

*) ya'ba, to die.
ya'duo, wife; husband; spouse.
yalgi'de, to ring (a bell).
yalgi, lake; drum.
*) ya'ligi, lake.
yalgi'ne, to beat a drum.

ya'loi (independent), three.
yan, three (as modifier).
*) ya'n, birch tree.
*) ya'n'he, goose.
*) ya'nel', self acting bow.
*) ya'nxalde, ya'nxalde, birch bark.
*) ya'uge, to end, finish.
*) ya'nu, whole; all.
*) ya'ner, all; all over; whole.
*) ya'uroc, full, ample.
y'a, to reach, come.
yaxa, to go.
yaxad'i, horse.
*) ya'xadi-le, horse.
*) Yaxal, Yakut.
yaxan-pe, flea (Yakut-louse).
*) ya'xte, to sing.
*) ya'xtai, to begin to sing.
*) ya'xtel, singing; song.
*) ya'xteyol, singer.
ye'digde, on another side, place.
yedi, wife of elder brother; see ede.
ye'du, to get untied, to come loose.
ye'dul, thunder.
ye'dun-ce, thunder bolt.
*) ye'gel, bank, shore; limit; edge, border.
yegi'te, staff.
ye'here, to breathe.
ye'katin, hook for hanging on kettle (Tungus
word); see pi'gonda.
*) ye'megur, on the other side.
yen, another.
yendoje, blanket.
yendojen, to dream.
yendo, dream.
yen'du, to lie down to sleep.
*) ye'n'du, to go to sleep.
*) ye'n'jer, to go to stool.
ye're (see e're).
*) ye'reme, club, stick.
*) ye'reu, to pursue, run after, chase.
*) ye'ruce, hunter.
*) ye'ra ice.
ye'te, to untie, loose.
*) ye'wul, way, path, trail.
ye'xlemeye, hook for fishing.
yo, *) yo'n, head (of men).
yobo'ro, back, spine.
yobo'rod-a'mun, backbone, spine, spinal column.
*) yod-a'mun, skull.
yo'do, to tie, bind.
yo'doico, crown of the head.
yo'dude, squirrel.
yo'gi, to kiss.
yogo'mu, to become, to be angry.
yogo’ti, arrow.
yogo’tid-a’but, quiver.
*) yogu’mu, to be angry.
yo’hor, wound.
yo’ho’ro (v. a.), to wound.
*) yo’i, to ache, ail, pain.
*) yo’iboje, yoli’au, not well, sick.
*) yoli’, bank; shore, coast.
*) yoli’u, past, by.
yo’lojo (v. a.), to leave, abandon.
yo’lonu (v. n.), to remain.
yo’mil’, sign, mark.
yo’mgo (v. n.), to turn, turn round.
yo’mgode, to walk around.
yo’mgot (v. a.), to turn, turn round.
yo’mičome (long necked one), swan.
yo’mil’, neck.
yo’mul’, height (on river bank).
*) yo’čie, bell.
*) yo’ncomor, crown of the head.
yo’ndu, to sleep.
yo’ndoje, blanket.

yön-ki’čil, forehead.
*) yönmo’neleñ, brain.
yönogot, pillow.
yo’hoje, *) yo’no’ro, to anger, make angry.
yo’naxode, brain.
*) yo’romur, forehead.
yo’fineye, mountain ridge.
yo’uye, net.
*) yo’wul’, way, road, trail, path.
*) yugu’be, to trouble, fatigue, weary one's self; to suffer.
*) yugu’bec (see agurpec).
*) yugu’lagande, right; the right side, on or from the right side.
0) yuku’oi, small, little.
0) yu’o, to see, to look.
*) yu’odid-a’wi, spectacles, goggles.
*) yu’odif, eye.
*) yu’odin-la’uyeñ, tear.
*) yu’odin-pu’gece, brow; eye lashes.
yu’ok-ma, ah!
yu’olo, to signify.
ENGLISH-YUKAGHIR VOCABULARY.

A.

abandon, to, *) la‘yere (v. n.), 0) po‘ni (v. a.), yo’lojo (v. a.).
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘nił’ (of animals), *) ni‘nieñ.
abdomen, i‘ril, *) mo‘n
bare, *) a'raulei, *) a'rau.
bared (adj.), alga'rei, alga'rnei, alga rēc.
barefooted, barelegged, *) a'x'ahole, aax'mu'relei.
bark, to, *) o'je (v. n.), *) o'yī (v. a.).
barrel of a gun, a'nīl.
barter, e'ime; for barter, e'imeni.
base, s'ībe; mi'be.
bear, to, *) le.
bear, i'nilichbodek, *) xa'čāiōtege.
bear, to (to suffer), *) yug'ulbe, ag'u'ripe.
bear, to, be born, ē.
bear, to make loud, to make audible, to, me'du (v. n.), *) e'mu're (v. a.).
begend, to make audible, to, a'wā (v. n.).
bearing, a'ñumee (adv.), *) ke'ye'n.
bell, lo'nčo, *) yo'ničee.
belly, *) mo'nīl, *) ni'nīhēn (only of man), i'rii.
belly of fish, e'uni.
below (adv.), a'gudge, *) a'lgudene.
below, from below (prep.), āde'get, a'lgalafide.
benevolent, omo'teni.
benefit, omo'cendi.
breath, omo'ce.
breath, beauty, o'mōl.
become, to, ku'de (v. n.), *) ku'ri (v. n.).
become audible, to, me'du (v. n.), *) me'ru (v. n.).
bed, to go to, *) a'wa (v. n.).
begun, to, a'ñumee (adv.), *) ke'yee'n.
bell, lo'nčo, *) yo'ničee.
belly, *) mo'nīl, *) ni'nīhēn (only of man), i'rii.
belly of fish, e'uni.
below (adv.), a'gudge, *) a'lgudene.
below, from below (prep.), āde'get, a'lgalafide.
benevolent, omo'teni.
benefit, omo'cendi.
breath, omo'ce.
breath, beauty, o'mōl.
become, to, ku'de (v. n.), *) ku'ri (v. n.).
become audible, to, me'du (v. n.), *) me'ru (v. n.).
bed, to go to, *) a'wa (v. n.).
begun, to, a'ñumee (adv.), *) ke'yee'n.
bell, lo'nčo, *) yo'ničee.
belly, *) mo'nīl, *) ni'nīhēn (only of man), i'rii.
belly of fish, e'uni.
below (adv.), a'gudge, *) a'lgudene.
below, from below (prep.), āde'get, a'lgalafide.
benevolent, omo'teni.
benefit, omo'cendi.
breath, omo'ce.
breath, beauty, o'mōl.
become, to, ku'de (v. n.), *) ku'ri (v. n.).
become audible, to, me'du (v. n.), *) me'ru (v. n.).
bed, to go to, *) a'wa (v. n.).
begun, to, a'ñumee (adv.), *) ke'yee'n.
bell, lo'nčo, *) yo'ničee.
belly, *) mo'nīl, *) ni'nīhēn (only of man), i'rii.
belly of fish, e'uni.
below (adv.), a'gudge, *) a'lgudene.
below, from below (prep.), āde'get, a'lgalafide.
benevolent, omo'teni.
benefit, omo'cendi.
breath, omo'ce.
breath, beauty, o'mōl.
become, to, ku'de (v. n.), *) ku'ri (v. n.).
become audible, to, me'du (v. n.), *) me'ru (v. n.).
bed, to go to, *) a'wa (v. n.).
begun, to, a'ñumee (adv.), *) ke'yee'n.
bell, lo'nčo, *) yo'ničee.
belly, *) mo'nīl, *) ni'nīhēn (only of man), i'rii.
belly of fish, e'uni.
below (adv.), a'gudge, *) a'lgudene.
below, from below (prep.), āde'get, a'lgalafide.
benevolent, omo'teni.
benefit, omo'cendi.
breath, omo'ce.
breath, beauty, o'mōl.
become, to, ku'de (v. n.), *) ku'ri (v. n.).
become audible, to, me'du (v. n.), *) me'ru (v. n.).
bed, to go to, *) a'wa (v. n.).
begun, to, a'ñumee (adv.), *) ke'yee'n.
bell, lo'nčo, *) yo'ničee.
belly, *) mo'nīl, *) ni'nīhēn (only of man), i'rii.
belly of fish, e'uni.
below (adv.), a'gudge, *) a'lgudene.
below, from below (prep.), āde'get, a'lgalafide.
benevolent, omo'teni.
benefit, omo'cendi.
breath, omo'ce.
capsize, to, a'libye, *) ca'xce.
care, to, to take care, ara'jei (v. a.), *) po'rnehe (v. a.).
carry, to, a'de (v. a.), eg'e (v. a.), ele'yi (v. a.), *) elo'yi, *) u'ce (v. a.), *) wo'gie (v. a.).
case, a'but, *) a'bur.
catch, to (reindeer with a lasso), ayinu, *) men.
caw (of raven), a'n-ne (v. n.).
caw (nound), a'n-nel.
charcoal, *) xa'ledere, *) xa'ledigil.
charm, a'ntajal.
chase, to, *) to'fgoro, xa'hi, *) ye'ru.
cheat, ono'n-el.
cheek, pe'ye, *) po'ye'n.
chest, *) ci'cil, me'lut.
chief, ani'je, *) lemn-eh, *) mo'ic'en.
child, *) u'o; with child, iri'nei, *) moni'nei.
child (illegitimate), labu'njad-u'ok', a'gid-u'ok'.
chi'mney (back of it), e'fur.
chin, *) nu'me.
circle, *) po'mnei.
circled, *) ponnem.
clamor, o'ril.
clan, mi'be, o'mo, *) pa'rol', kude'ye, *) kure'ye.
clandestine, agi'.
clear up, to, a'lgarkude.
claw, to, *) cu'gure (v. n.), to'tu (v. n.).
clever, onnomi, onnomenei.
climb up, to, a'riba.
close to, la'fide.
cloud, *) cu'kun-ca'wo'n, ku'jun-xar, n-a'nxr.
cloudless, alga'ree.
cloudy, *) cawo'nei, xa'rnei.
club, *) ye'reme.
club, to (to death), co'gigi, *) ne'regerei.
coat, zo'ko'a, *) yo'il.
cold, coldness, cie'le, *) xa'di.
come, to, kel (v. n.), *) ko'lu (v. n.), *) ko'tke (v. n.), la'xa (v. n.), ya'xa (v. n.);
to come back, n-a'cde (v. n.);
to let come back, n-a'cdec (v. a.);
to come out *) pu'ldge (v. n.).
commander, ani'je, *) le'mne'f.
commencement, a'nume (adv.).
comrade, ke'nme, ki'e, *) ko'nmme.
conceal, to (v. a.), *) agi'te, *) a'hare.
conceal one's self, agi'du, *) a'harol'.
conduct, a'J.
conjure, to, a'ntet (v. a.); a'ntaja (v. n.); *) a'n-tajayen (v. n.).
conjurcr, anta'jaboi; *) a'ntajayen.
conquer, to (v. a.), albo'ji; to be conquered, albo'de.
conserve, to, abu'dac (v. a.), *) to'ine (v. a.).
constantly, i'klinikatide, *) oxol'.
contest, lo'dol', *) lo'rol'.
continuously, cu'o'te, *) xa'gedu.
convalescent, to be, omolbo (v. n.).
converse, to, n-e'ji (v. n.).
cook, to, *) par, pat (v. a.).
copper, m-ei, *) n-orxon.
copulate, to, a'n-n-e (of animals).
cord, *) i'ge'ye.
cork, a'nil-to'bul'.
cough, to, ei (of reindeer).
country, lebie', *) lukul, *) lukunburube.
courage, *) wo'rwel.
cover, a'nil-to'bul'.
cradle, pe'bel', *) u'od-a'wur.
crack, to, ce'ige (v. n.), *) ke'ulec (v. a.), *) ke'ule (v. n.), xo'ndo (v. n.).
create, to, (v. a.), a, *) wi'e.
creation, a'l, wi'el.
creator, a'lbon.
crook, ogu'nge.
crowd, *) nu'leje.
cry, to, ibe'le (v. n.), *) o'ron-e (v. n.), *) o'm-e (v. n.).
cry, o'ril'.
cure, to, omolot.
curse, alu'dul (nound).
curse, to, alu'du (v. a.), *) ile'te (v. a.).
cut, to, *) co'u (v. a.).

cut, to, a'harol'.
cut, to, a'but.
ded, to, a'rpac (v. a.).
dead, a'fide
death, a'rpac (v. a.).
deceive, to, kime'dn-e, ono'ineri, *) xa'ricere.
deepl, cegi'ne, *) j'ckelon'.
defend, to, a'parc (v. a.).
delicate, e'lat, e'leat.
deliver, to, eji'ete (v. a.).
den, a'but, *) a'bur; to make a den, abu'te.
depart, to, ko'be, *) ke'be, *) ko'we.
deprive, to, of, a'nde (v. a.).
descend, to, *) ca'xce, o'nde.
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descent a river, to (in a boat, canoe or raft), e're.
desire, to, anu'ne, (v. a. ; ) o'moji (v. a.).
detain, to, (v. a.), ege'tede (v. a.).
detract, to, o'nor-e'urec (v. a.).
detraction, o'nor-e'urec'ul.
devil, (v. a.), k'k'al'.
die, to, a'mde (v. n.); e'le'jou (v. n.); ya'ba (v. n.).
difficult, (adv.), agu'lipeic.
difficulty, with (adv.), agu'lipeic.
disappear, to, e'le'jou (v. n.).
disorderly (man and woman), aya'bol.
dive, to, a'mjai (v. n.); ci'rei (v. n.).
do, to, a, (v. a.), a'cil'i.
dog, (v. a.), pu'bel', tobo'ko.
door, (v. n.), *) ci'ped-ad'il, *) ce'pega.
down, downwards, il'gude, *) il'gude'en.
drag, to (v. a.), ab'du; a'de; *) nottec; tu'die
(on the ground), *) wari; *) wo'gie.
draw, to (v. a.), ab'du; a'ci; a'de; *) nottec;
(*) tu'die, *) uwo'rai, *) wari.
draw, to (design), cori'lec (v. a.).
draw, to, out, (v. a.).
drawing, a'ibi.
dream, ye'ndol, (v. a.), nu'ndol.
dream, to, nu'ndol (v. n.), yendo'jen.
drink, to, o'je (v. a.).
drive, to, e'gu (v. n.); mele'i (v. a.).
drown, to, (v. a.), ci'rei (v. n.), ci'ru'ce (v. a.).
drown, to, one's self, ci'ru'yi.
drum, (v. n.), li'kkeye, ya'li; to beat a drum, (*) li'kkeyen
(v. n.), ya'li'ce (v. n.).
dry, to, up, mo'lorxai (v. n.); ne'regei (v. n.).
duck, (v. n.), ni'oloi', o'lin-no'do.
dull, o'mo'lo'le'i.
dung, a'ji.
during, lai'ide.
dwelling, nu'mo, (v. a.), ni'me.

E.
each, (v. n.), o'nmun.
earth, (v. n.), u'mene.
earring, (v. n.), u'mene-'cii, u'mene-'lu'dul.
early (adv.), ajo'i; ajo' (adj.).
earth, lebe'e', (v. a.), lu kul; lu kunburuke.
easy, ara'n-nei.
et, to, le'nde (v. n.), le'u (v. a.), le'nde (v. n.).
edge, a'x'e, i'gil, (v. a.), a'x'e, (v. a.), ye'gel.
elder (of a clan, village), ali'je, ani'je, (v. a.), lem'm-eii, (v. a.), mo'i'cheii.
elk, pie'je, *) toro'ye.
em'a'ciane (to become), mo'lorxai (v. n.); (v. a.), ne'regje (v. n.).
empty, o'ligodonei, *) eldu'nnei.
empty, to, o'ligodunege (v. a.); ca'xceri (v. a.).
end, (v. n.), ki'cil'i; m'be.
end, to, ati'ne (v. n.), ce'merei (v. a.); ce'merei (v. a.);
(*) ki'nei (v. n.); (*a) ya'uge (v. a.); to
carry on a business to the end, (v. a.), ki'ci'te.
endeavor, to, *) odu'r'ore, ara'jei.
enter, to, *) co'gu, co'oo.
entrance, ce'ped-ad'il, ce'cpega.
err, to, co're (v. n.); ca'ga (v. n.), ca'ra.
every, every one, ayi' (Yakut word), cumu'tagi,
(*) o'nmun.
exclamation expressing pain, oyo'!
excrement, e'je, (v. n.), ye'njei.
extinguish, to, ()) ni'miec.
eye, a'ji, (*) yu'odi.
eye'shield, a'jhe, pu'gelbie, *) yu'odin-pu'geche.

F.
face, (v. a.), nac'e.
face, in fact, ubi'i.
falcon, a'jhe, *) ca'irei.
fall, to, e'yu (v. n.); me'ga, nu'go (v. n.).
fall, to, out from a canoe or boat, a'li'be, *) ca'xe.
fall, to, down, from a high place, *) ke'riye, lo'udu.
fall, to, let, *) ke'riyec, la'ude.
falseness, el-o'uyebodek.
father, (v. n.), a'ma, ci'le, o'ye.
fatigue, to (v. a.), agu'spec.
fatigue one's self, agu'ripe.
fear, (v. n.), xa'li'nei.
fear, to, ci'ere (v. n.), i'ne (v. n.); i'niye (v. n.);
*) e'djul'i.
fearful, el'i'leboi.
fearless, (v. a.), le'julboin, elxi'ni'muyi.
fearlessly, elxi'ni'muyibo.
feeble, e'le, e'leat, (v. a.), eru'boi.
feed, to, legi'te, *) lo'gi'te.
fiery, a'flu.
fight, to, ki'mje, *) la'ine.
filthy, anij'tai.
find, to, (v. a.), ni'nei.
find one's self, n'uni.
finder, (v. a.), ci'berei (v. a.); e'ru'boi.

1 From the Russian soba'ka.
fire, to (make fire), *c’nde, pe’det.
firm, a’di (adv.), a’te (adj.), *wo’rei, *wo’rei.
first, a’nume, *ke’iyo, ke’iyo, *ke’yel’ek,
ke’iyo.
fish, a’nil, *a’lgaŋ; rich in fish, ani’nei, *a’ga’nei.

fishing line, fishing rod, *ću’me.
feast, ya’xan’pe’me.

feast, *ćul.
fly, to, *će’nde (v.n.), me’re (v.n.).
loamy, o’lum’lel.

foolish, o’lum’leboi.
foot (of a mountain), a’lbe.
foot, nail, *ugu’rčen.
footwear, mu’re.
fore, *ke’iyo, ke’iyo, *ke’yel’ek, ke’iyo;
forsake, to, *po’ni (v.a.),
fortunate, *ma’roje, penu’nei.
forward, *ke’yegude.
foundat’ion, a’lbe.
fox, ca’xie, *n’a’le.

freight, e’il’, *wo’li.
freight, to (a sledge), eli’te, *wo’li’re.
friend, ke’ne, ki’č, *ko’me.

frighten, to (v.a.), *i’kiwi, i’ami; to be frightened,
ej’u’e, *e’juol, *i’čie, i’čle.
fringe, abu’je, *ne’liye.
frog, al’u’dule, *wo’juduleη.
front, *ke’yel’ek, *ke’iyo, ke’iyo, ke’iyo;
in front, keiyen, keiyox.
frost, white, hoar frost, o’dé.
fuel, fire *la’čil, lo’čil.
full, a’ličinc, e’ilo, *ya’uroč.
fuse (v.a.), al’ac.

G.
gain, to (v.a.), ali’bo’ji.
gape, to, a’balan’i (v.n.).
get up, to, a’rpa (v.n.), eg’i (v.n.), *xu’déi (v.n.).
gills, a’nim-to’nmul.
girl, abu’čie, ma’xii’, *ma’rxel, *pai.
give, to, kei (v.a.), *ki (v.a.), *ta’di (v.a.).
glad (to be), *pu’fol (v.n.).
gladness, a’yal; to give gladness, *pu’fol’ (v.a.).
go, to, xon (v.n.); ko’be, *ke’be, *ko’we.
go (to bed), abu’dá.
go (away), ko’be, *ke’be, *ko’we.
go (back), *pe’he (v.n.); n’a’te; yo’dai; let
go back, *pe’iře (v.a.); n’a’ččč.
go jumping, go leaping, *ko’čěgeire, mennegeire.
go (out), *pu’lge, ü (v.n.), u’kei (v.n.), xon
(v.n.).
go up and down, lo’cingaire.
go, down, *ca’xce, o’nde.

H.
goggles, ańjed-a’ibi, *yu’o’di’-a’wi.
good (to do), eji’te.
good natured, omo’ččē.
goose, *ya’ndje.
gossip, to, *pa’rčhe (v.n.).
gradually, a’nielet.
grandmother, *a’bučie, epi’č.
grass, *u’le’ge.
grayling, ara’uye, *ugu’rčen.
grebe, *ca’lgaŋ, *ca’legaŋ, xa’gel.
grieve, to, *i’lgi (v.n.).
ground, leb’ie’, *lu’kul, *lu’kunburube.
grow up, to, o’mo’mu.
guard, no’udiye, no’gdeie, *no’uriče.
guard, to, a’rpa (v.a.), *na’uri, *wo’rpa;
to be on one’s guard, a’rpa, *wo’rpa.
guest, *ca’rime-go’dek, no’gdiyaye, no’udiyaye.

hair, mona’le (of man), *mo’nile.
half, e’i’munde, *wo’lareń.
halt, *a’ri (v.n.), e’gi’e.
halting, *a’ri, ege’il.
halting place, ege’ibe.
hand, *ca’le, nu’gon.
handle, mo’iñube, *mo’inebu, no’no.
handsome, omo’ččē, *xa’liče.
handsomeness, o’mol.
hang, to, o’rpo (v.n.), orpu’e (v.a.), *wo’liye
(v.n.), *wo’lte (v.a.).
hang up, to, orpu’e (v.a.); to hang one’s self,
to be hung down, a’rpa (v.n.).
happy, *ma’roje, penu’nei.
hard agu’repeni; a’di (adv.), *wo’rui.
hard to become, adu’lebe.
hard, worker, agu’repelbon.
hare, o’lgo’ro, *o’yagon.
harness, to (dogs, reindeer), ali’kte, *wo’li’re,
*o’ndo.
haste, *o’mdul.
hasten, to, *o’ndile (v.a.), *omdu (v.n.).
have, to, *li (v.a.).
hawk, a’nile, *ca’ireņ.
he, tu’del.
he alone, tu’dje; *tu’reje.
head, *yő (of man); crown of the head, *yőd-
oččē, *yo’ncomor; forehead, yőn-kiččil,
*yo’romur.
heal, to, omo’lot (v.a.).
health (to recover), omo’lbo (v.n.).
hear, to, me’di (v.a.), *mori; to be heard,
me’dči (v.n.), *mo’čči.
heart, ču’lo’je, *ču’go’je.
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height (on a river bank), yo'mul'.

herdsman, no'go'dyie, no'udiye, *) no'uriće, *) wa'puriće.

hide, *) ca'wo'ilih, xar.
hide, to take off, *) ma'lagalec, *) malâ'lec, n-e'lbet.
hide, to (v. a.), *) agi'te, *) a'hare.
hide one's self, to, agi'du, *) a'harol'.
hill, *) pu'nek, pu'nek; hilly place, cu'lo, ca'lopiedie.
his, *) tu'deo.
hold, to, *) moi (v. a.).
hold, to, in secret, agi'di.
hole, a'but; a'nul; *) a'bur; *) e'kuñ; to make a hole, abu'te, *) a'bare.
hoof, *) o'jil'.
hook, ogu'ne
hook for hanging kettle, *) cu'ckarål, pi'gondjâ, *) po'fâdiberâ, ye'katin (a Tungus word).
hook for fishing, ye'le'meye, çumu'ce (small hook).
hook for taking meat from kettle, lu'dud'u-ni.
hoop, a'biru.
hop, to, *) ko'čege, me'nmege (v. n.).
horizontally, abu'dacut.
horn, o'mdut, *) o'nur'mu.
horned, onmu'nni, *) onmu'rni'e.
horse, ya'xad-a'če, *) ya'xad-i'leh.
host, po'gil'.
hot, a'fïlu.
house, nu'mo, *) ni'me; to build a house for somebody, to provide with a house, nu'mot.
how, xo'diet, xo'do, *) xo'dier, *) xo'doñ.
humid, o'ñi.
hunger, to, le'nduol (v. n.), *) te'nebun (v. n.),
to'nmule (v. a.),
to'nmule (v. n.).
hunt, to, *) nû (v. a.).
hunter, *) i'ruče, xañiñiće, *) ye'ruçe.
hurriedly, o'mdut, *) o'ndur.
hurry, to, *) o'ndile (v. a.), *) o'ndu (v. n.).
husband, coro'mo, *) ko'de, po'lut', *) pe'lur, ya'duo; to get a husband, polu'tte.
hut, nu'mo, *) nime.
hysteria, ca'romorie.

I.

1, *) met'.
ice, *) ye'rxu.
idle, *) eli'ñiñe.
immediately, medi'n.
impede, to, e'líere (v. a.), *) tu'nie (v. a.).
imprecate, to, alu'du (v. a.), *) a'rendi.
imprecation, alu'dul.
 improve, to, omo'lôt (v. a.).
inaudient, ele'ære.
incautious, ele'ære.
inhibit, to, *) o'nëti, a'nëti.
inheritance, a'nëti', *) o'nëti'.
injure, to, ayu'yi (v. a.), ca'rie (v. a.), *) ay'i'yi.
insane (to become), alu'rum-kude, *) i'mu.
inside, molgodo'go, *) tu'duru.
instantly, medi'n.
in toxicated, *) i'mu.
iron, *) cö, lu'dul.

J.
jaw; jaw bone, *) mu'ndid-a'mun, to'did-amun.
joint, mo'gïl', *) mo'gi'l.
joy, a'yal.
joy, to give, *) pu'nol (v. a.).
jugular fossa, *) nan.
jump, to, *) ko'čege (v. n.), me'nmege.
jump out, to, puki'je, *) pu'kire.

K.

keep, to, *) moi (v. a.).
keep back, *) a'tarei (v. a.).
kidnap, to, ka'udie, *) ka'ure, *) ko'reu.
kill, to, kude'de (v. a.), *) ne'regere (v. a.), *) pun (v. a.).
kin, kinship, *) le'pûl'.
kind, *) omo'če.
kindness, o'mol.
kiss, to, *) i'ji (v. a.), yo'gi (v. a.).
knife, ci'rraçî (ancient word); *) çogo'ye.
knife (woman's tailoring), *) i'ji'jiñ-çogo'ye.
knock, to, *) pai (v. a.).
know, to, *) ku'riñi (v. a.), lei'di (v. a.).
Kolyma river, O'nmun, Ço'mod-u'nuñ.

L.
lad, a'dil', *) u'oñodjed-u'o.
laden, (see to load), eli'ñiñe.
lame, *) çigerçi, o'liñiçi.
lake, *) ya'gil'.
land, le'bie', *) lu'kul, *) lu'kun-burube'.
language, ajî, *) a'ru'.
larch tree, o'nula, *) o'ñjerał.
larch tree (young), o'nmiedje, *) o'nmiedie.
lazy, *) eli'ñiñe.
lay down, (v. a.), abu'dac xo'dot, *) ku'dere.
lead, to, e'gi'e (v. a.), *) u'ce (v. a.), *) wo'gie (v. a.).
lead away, to, ka'udie (v. a.), *) ka'ure, *) ko'reu.
leader, ani'je, *) mo'çiñe.
leap, to, *) ko'čege (v. n.), me'nmege (v. n.).
learn, to, *) ki'céye.
leave, to, *) la'yere (v. a.), *) pòni (v. a.), yo'lojo (v. a.).
leg, *) có'ru', no'il', *) ugu'ručč'.
legend, an-n.el.
letter, cori'le, *) ni'meleń.
licentious, ayš'bol, *) ču'njede-pu'gačje, o'nmegi-
kifujoje.
lie, to, ki'mdane, *) xa'ratči.
lie down, abú'dá, xo'do (v. n.).
life, e'jul', *) e'jil'; to bring to life again, *) e'jie.
light, to, pće'det (v. a.), *) e'nde'.
light, *) a'z'wai, po'inči, pojero'.
light (easy), ara'n-n-ei.
like, ti'ce, titeme'i, *) ti'tebani.
like, to, anu're (v. a.), *) o'moji.
limit, i'gil, *) ye'gel.
lip, a'nanmuče; upper lip, *) a'nan-puro'ričč; lower lip, *) a'nan-álbeń.
little, *) lukuo'n, *) yuku'oi.
live, to, *) caga'ne (v. n.), *) le (v. n.), mo'do (v. n.).
live, to begin to, madá'.
living, e'gi, *) endje.
load, e'lii, *) wo'lı.'
load, to (a sledge), ali'kte, eli'te, *) wo'lı're.
loaded, el'ińči.
long (adj.), *) či'ńči.
long ago, *) tinda', tudá'.
look, to, e'ge (v. n.), *) i'čuo (v. a.), *) yu'o (v. n.).
look after, ara'fei (v. a.), *) pće'peće (v. a.).
look for, ańči (v. a.), *) o'ńči, *) wo'ńči.
look in, e'ge (v. n.).
loose, to, *) wie'te (v. a.), ye'te (v. a.); to come loose, *) wie'te (v. n.), ye'du (v. n.).
lore, a'n-nel.
lose, to, *) cogu'ce; álbo (in a contest), to lose one's way, co're (v. n.).
loss, álbo (in a contest).
lode (Lotha vulgaris), *) ko'ľčen, n-a'ńčemuya.
louse, pe'me', *) pi'ńme.
love, to, anu're (v. a.), *) o'moji.
love-making, ayš'boje.
lover, ál'ıi, *) o'mojiye, anu'reme.

M.

mad, *) i'mui; to run, to go, become mad, elu'lım-ku'de, o'lılum-ku'de, olu'lım-ku'de.
make, to, *) wi'e.
malediction, alu'dul.
mammoth, xo'lgut, *) xo'lıgul.
man, coro'mo, *) ko'đe.

vile man, filthy man, anijči,'
men, people, *) či'pe, o'mni.

old man, *) pe'lut', po'lıt'.
little old man, pe'ludie, po'lındie.
many, ni'ńči, *) poyo'i,
march (a day's march), mi'dol', *) mi'roł'.
mark, yo'mdil'.
marrow (of the leg bone), *) co'ru', no'il'.
marry, to, polu'tte (v. a.), *) mi'riyeec (v. a.), *) mi'riye (v. n.); to be married, *) mi'riye, teri'ken.
master, po'gu', *) ni'men-ko'đek, nu'man-čomo'jel.
meat, *) čul.
meet, to, *) na'cin, *) nu.
melt, to, a'la (v. n.), a'lač (v. a.).
melted, a'lı'oi.
melting, a'lı'at.
merchant, *) ta'n-ćem, ta'nułjaje.
middle, *) o'ri',; in the middle, molgo'do'go, *) tu'duru,
migrate, to, *) me'reiño, *) xana', mi'dó (with a family camp).
mild, a'nil-titeme'i.
mile, mi'dol', mi'roł'.
milk, i'biči, *) i'čiči.
mind, o'ńmo, *) o'ńme, *) ču'ńče.
moist, ogu'ńbe, *) o'ńi.
moisten, to, ogu'ńbe.
money, *) po'gođeń, po'ńdo.
month, ki'nje', *) ki'ńje.
omoon, ki'nje', *) ki'ńje; full moon, pomo'geči-
kini'je', *) ki'njen-po'ńmorxoč.
mother, eme'i, *) e'ńięči.
mountain, *) a'nań, i'boł' (rocky).
mountain (covered with vegetation), pi'ę.
mountain (covered with mosses and lichens), po'ń xo-pie.
mountain ridge, *) ču'ńmur, yo'ńneye.
mountain sheep, *) mono'go.
mouse, *) ca'dil', ceu'bol'.
moustache, ańa-pu'gočen,' *) ańa-pu'gođeń.
mouth, *) ańa.
move, to, *) caga'ne (v. n.), *) xarı', mi'đo.
much, ni'ńči, *) poyo'i.
my, *) met; mine, *) me'lıe.
myth, mythical, ču'ölje, ču'oliji, *) koro'val.

N.

nail, tu'kńe, *) mu'ilbon.

nail (wooden), cán-tuńkč.'

nail (iron), lu'dun-tuńkč'.
naked (adj.), alga'ri, alga'rne, alga'rci.
name, *) ki'riyeč, ni'u.
name, to, ni'uni (v. a.).
named, to, be, ni'ude (v. n.).
nearly, ey'u'ko.
nick, nj'amili', yo'mil'.
nice, omo'ce.
nice looking, xa'liče, n-a'idelie
nipple, i'čin-n-a'če, bi'ci-n-a'če, bi'ciid'če.
no, not, c'l'e; o'ile.
noise, mo'ñor, xo'jil'.
noon, ca'iled-o'jfe, pojerxo'd-o'jfe.
now, i'jî.

O.

obscene, anijä'boi.
offend, ayu'yi (v. a.), ajiyi (v. a., ca'rie; to be offendèd, ayu'yö, ca'yiyö.
offering (to deities), orpu'cinulbon.
official, ani'je, le'mn-eh.
often, cu'ote, xa'gedu.
old, li'gei, lu'goi.
old age, li'gel.
old, to grow, lig'amu, lug'u'mu.
older, ko'idičen, ča'nmoi.
older one, abu'oltań, ča'nmoh.
on all fours, i'n-bet, pogoja'x.
one, i'rikin, mo'ronx.
only, ax, i'rikin, moli'n, mo'ronx.
opening, a'nil, e'ku'un.
opinion, o'نمو, o'nme, cu'nde.
 oppress, ca'rie (v. a.).
order, o'jfe.
origin, kude'ye, ku'reye, mi'be, pa'rol'.
overtake, to, car, ko'cigere, pel.
our, mit.
ours, mi'le.
outside, pu'de; from outside, pu'det.
wolf (white), ca'xleń, mu'n allege.
owner, po'gil, ni'men-ko dek.

P.

paint, agu'rapel, yo'mjil'.
pain, to, yo'i (v. a.), yo'mjile.
paint, to, cor'ilec (v. a.), ni'melec (v. a.).
pursue, to, ege'te (v. a.).
purchase, to, °ta'nuu.
pursue, to, °to'fo'oro (v. a.), xa'ni (v. a.), °ye'ru.
put, to, abu'dac (v. a.), ege'te (v. a.), °ogo'to (v. a.).
put away, to, °agile (v. a.).
put on, to, °o'ho'ro (v. a.).
put out, to, °n'imec (v. a.).

Q.
quickly, o'mdu't, °o'mdur.
quite, o'moc.
quiver, a'but, °a'wur, °co'ud-a'wur, yog'o'tid-a'but.

R.
rafi, mi'no, °al (Yakut word for ship).
rajin, °ti'bo.
rajin, to, °ti'bo.
radian (noun), oil';
radian (adj.), o'inei.
raven, co'modi, °xa'gamen.
raw, o'ni.
reach, to, °a'rei (v. n.); car (v. a.), egi'e (v. n.), °ko'ige, °ko'ike, la'xa, °pel, ya'xa, ready (willingly), aunu'ret.
reason, o'nmo; to listen to reason, o'nnen.
recompense, to, e'imec (v. a.).
reindeer (domesticated) a'che, ilbe, °ile.
reindeer (riding), °a'ni-mel, i'mol.
racing-reindeer, ara'n-n'eyd-a'cek.
reindeer (wild), °tolo'uu.
reindeer-buck, °o'nchje, °ile-li'.
rejoice, to, a'ya (v. n.), °lo're (v. n.), °pu'ño (v. n.), °pu'nol (v. a.), ya'ac (v. a.), ya'ar (v. a.).
release, to, e'ji'te (v. a.).
remain, to, °la'yemu, °pa'n-a, po'n-o (v. n.), yo'lomu (v. n.).
remuneration, e'ime.
resound, to, me'di', °mo'ri'.
respire, to, °e'here, °ye'here, lu'cède.
restraint, to, puton, e'lere (v. a.).
return, to, na'che'de (v. n.), na'cèc (v. a.), °pe'he (v. n.), °pe'here (v. a.), °pe'ne (v. n.).
revenge, o'cil.
revenge, to, e'imec (v. a.), o'içi (v. a.).
revive, to, °e'ji'.
reward, to, e'imec (v. a.).
ribald, an'i'.
rich, °te'tie', rich man, te'tie'.
rich, to become, °te'tie'hola, ti'te'.
right, m'lalget; the right side, from the right side, on the right side, m'lalget.

mime, °de.
ring, °ca'ilejo, xa'ni-ba-li'dul'.
ring, to, °ka'igute (a bell), ya'gide.
rise, to, a'rapi (v. n.), °xü'de (v. n.).
rive, u'nuñ, °o'nuñ; to go up or down a river
in a boat, °wa'igai.
road, cu'go, °yo'wul.
roar (of animals), a'n-en (v. n.).
rob, to, o'no (v. a.), robber, o'inu'jaoi.
root, la'xul', o'ji (small root), °wo'pul.
root of a fallen larch tree, la'bundu.
rope, °ige'ye.
round, °po'onei; to make the round, loc'ingaire
(v. n.).
to turn round, pomo'go (v. n.), pomo'go (v. a.).
rub, to, °ca'igi (v. a.), °mo'ie.
run, to, °a'ke (v. n.), cu'boje (v. n.) °cu'goje, °o'ke.
run out, to, (v. n.), al'be (of liquids).
run away, to, ce'ure, °xa'alde.
run after, to, °to'fo'oro, xa'ni, °ye'ru.
rubber (of a saddle), °cu'n'dje, no'xo'ox.
rubber (head of a saddle), °xa'yeruk.
running, °cu'goje.
Russian, a'nu, °n-a'epu'gaæ, °wa'wa'æn.

S.
sable, °no'xco.
sack, co'gi, °o'noi.
sad (to be), °i'lugi.
saddle, °o'libe', omge'de.
saddle, to, (v. a.) °o'libe', omge'dec.
saddled, o'mgedey, o'mgede.
save, to, abu'dac (v. a.), eji'ete (v. a.), °to'lne (v. a.).
saved (to be), °e'ji'ete (v. n.).
say, to, °mon (v. n.).
scale (of fish), a'ni'na'ngar.
scales, orpu'je'aje.
scream, °o'ril.
scream, to, °o'rn-e.
search, to, a'ñë (v. a.), °o'ñë, °wo'ñë.
season (the end of winter), ci'nle.
seat, to, °ca'ga'net (v. a.), °ca'ganac, ma'dac (v. a.).
seat one self, to, °ca'gan'na, mada'.
second, a'taxlecte.
secret, aq'i'.
see, to, °i'çu (v. a.), yu'o (v. a.).
seek, to, a'ñë (v. a.), °o'ñë.
self, °e'jë.
sense, o'ño, o'nome.
sentinel, sentry, no'gdiye, no'udiye, °o'uri'ë.
September, a'n-in-kini'je.
set, to, ege'te (v. a.), *) ogo'to (v. a.).
sexual organs, i'či.
sew, to, *) i'ne (v. n.), i'gde (v. a.), *) i're (v. a.).
shadow, a'ibi; the realm of shadows, *) nu'nijj, a'ibi.
shaman, a'ma, irke'ye, *) o'la'na, *) wo'lan.  
shaman's spirit, *) e'ji, *) o'no.
shaman's assistant, no'gdie, no'udiye; *) no'uriče.
shamanism (to practise), ca'rmorie, *) lir'keyen,  
*) wo'lanmubu,  
shame, *) a'mailjen, o'mociety; to be ashamed,  
*) a'malei, omo'liu.  
share (to deprive a person of his), a'nde.  
sharp, *) n-a'čeni.
shoot, to, *) a'yi (v. a.), *) ay'inu (iterative).
shore, co'xo'al, i'gil, *) ye'gel, *) yoll'.
shout, *) o'ru.  
shout, to, *) orn-e.  
shove, to, in, ce'u're, *) ku'dere.
show, to, o'o (v. a.).  
shudder, to, i'kei (v. n.), *) ne'urice.  
sib, mi'be, *) pa'ro'l'.  
sick, yo'liñi, *) yo'bojol.  
side, on the other side, *) cu'kin, e'megude,  
e'emegule't, ye'degude, *) ye'megur.  
on the side, la'nide.  
from my side, me't-laget, *) me't-lager.  
the right side, from the right side, *) yugu'lag-
mi'laget.  
sign, yo'mdil'.  
signify, to, yu'o'lo (v. a.).  
sin, *) n-a'nig.  
sing, to, *) ya'xe.  
singer, ya'xetol.  
singing, *) ya'tel'.
sink, to, *) či'ri (v. n.), *) čir'oce (v. a.).  
sister (elder), abu'ja, a'bi, abu'o'lan-pai, *) eki'e,  
par'a.  
sister (younger), *) e'mje.  
sit, to, ca'gan-e (v. n.), mo'odo (v. n.); to make  
one sit down, *) caga'net (v. a.), mo'dot.  
skin, *) ca'wo'n, xar.  
skin, to, (v. a.) ma'lagalec, ma'la'lec, n-e'lbet.  
skull, *) yod'a'mun.  
sledge, *) la'llima'n, me'ji.  
small, *) luku'on, *) yuku'oi.  
sleep, to, yo'ndo, *) a'wa.  
sleep (noun), *) a'wal, yo'ndol.  
sleep (to go to, to lie down), *) yen'du (v. n.).  
sniff, to, (v. a.) e'je, *) mo'je'.  
smoke, to (tobacco), o'je, *) la'u.  
nick, to, ei (of reindreer).  
snow, *) e'rime', pukole.  
snow (not trampled), e'but; frozen crust upon  
snow, *) ča'xaya'n, či'ne.  
snow-shoe, *) mo'jedin, ogu'rc'e, ogu'rc'e (lined  
with fur); ogu'rc'erá, *) xa'icaral (without fur).  
so far, *) ki'mer, la'ide.  
sale (of the foot and shoe), *) ari'ne.  
solid, a'di (adv.), a'te (adj.), *) wo'ru; not solid  
e'lat, e'leat.  
somebody, *) ki'nte, *) ki'ne, korono, *) kode.  
something, càr, *) ne'mentolen.  
sone, *) adu'o; to have a son, adu'ode; to be  
with a son, adu'o'ne.  
song, ya'xte', *) yextel'.  
sound, to, (v. n.) me'du, *) meru.  
spesious, e'lo.  
spearead, i'che, *) o'ici'e.  
spectacles, a'ne'd-a'bi, *) yu'odid-a'wi.  
spinal column, yobo'rod-a'mun.  
spine, *) ča'mur, yobo'ro.  
spirit (evil), *) elku'rilije-ru'kun, e'yedulbon,  
'eledulbon, *) korel, *) ku'kul'.  
spread, to (the table), ege'te.  
squirrel, *) le'r'che'n, yo'odulbon.  
stable, to, (v. a.) kigi, *) kige.  
staff, *) cal, *) moli'n, yegije.  
stand, to, *) o'go.  
stand, to (be standing), n-üne.  
starve, to, (v. n.) le'nduol', *) te'nebun, to'nmule.  
tature, a'ñed.  
stay away, to, o'ile.  
steal, to, (v. a.) o're; *) pegi'te; to suspect some-
body of stealing, o'dec.  
steal up, to, *) e'mjil.  
stick, *) cal, *) ye'reme.  
stick, to, (v. n.) cu'gure, to'tu.  
stone, ceul, *) xeil.  
stool, to go to, (v. n.) ejet, *) pu'lge, *) y'enjer.  
stop, to, *) a'rei (v. a.), *) a'tarei (v. a.), ege'tede  
(v. a.), egi'le (v. n.).  
stoppage, egi'il.  
stopper, a'ñil-to'bul'.  
stopping, *) a'rei, egi'ilul.  
stopping place, egi'ilul.  
storehouse on posts, ku'ru'l'; *) la'wiral. 
story, *) a'ñen-el.  
strap, *) igey.
stray, to, to go astray, (v. n.)  'ca'ga, co're.
strength, adu'bel.

strengthen, to gather strength, (v. n.) odu'rči,
  *) wo'durči.

strike, to, (v. a.) ko'ude, *) li'teget, *) pai.

string, *) i'gęye; bow-string, e'ye-mara'ye, e'ye-
  mara'i.

string, to (a bow), (v. a.) a'či, *) uwo'rai.

strip, *) i'gęye.

strip, (to furnish with), *) e'gį'ic, e'gę'ec.

strike, to, *) odu'rcore.

strong, a'di (adv.) ; a'tče (adj.), *) wo'ru, *) wo'rwei,
to be strong, at; to become strong, adu'let,
  wodu'rči.

strong, to become, adu'bel.

study, to, *) ki'čiye.

stun, to, co'gi, *) ne'regerεi.

stupid, olu'mleboi, omo'ileoi.

stupidity, olu'mlel'.

such a, ta'tmei.

suffer, to, agu'rap, *) yugu'lebe.

suffering, agu'repel.

sun, pu'gu, *) ye'repeyɛn.

suspend, to, (v. a.) ege'tede, orpu're.

swallow (bird), *) či'remedie, co'biya.

swallow, to, (v. a.) a'mladai, *) e'lerei.

swan, *) n-emijike, yo'mi'čomo.

sweat, to, alu'du'ja (v. n.).

swim, to, *) wa'igai; to descend a river swimming,
  e're.

T.

taboo, *) n-a'nič.

tail, *) la'xil'.

tail (of an infant's dress), ā're.

take, to, (v. a.) *) men, min.

take, to, (by force), o'no (v. a.).

take, to (off), *) ke'riyɛc, la'ude.

take, to (each other), n-e'min.

take, to (from the bottom of a kettle), *) o.

take, to (away), o'inu (v. a.).

tale, cu'olejɛ, cu'olilji, *) koro'wai'.

talk, to, *) a'm-n-e (v. n.).

talkative, a'n-n-eyoi.

tassels (of an apron), abu'je, *) ne'lîyi; having
  tassels, abu'jeni.

teach, to, kiči, *) kit.

tear, a'fel'de-ọjı, *) yu'odin-la'uyen.

tell, to, *) an-n-e (v. n.), n-ejı (v. a.).

ten, ku'nél, kuni'yin.

tent, mu'mo, *) mi'me.

terminating, to, a'ti'le (v. n.), če'mei (v. n.), če'merei
  (v. a.), *) ki'nę (v. n.).

testament, o'jeyed-ajü', o'jeyed-arü'.

testicles, *) kugu'ručke, po'mki.

that, ta'bu, *) tań.

thaw, to, a'lu (v. n.), a'lu'ac (v. a.).

thawing, a'lu'al.

theft, o'loł.

then, tаčile, *) tado'lu, ta'ha'ne, tăt.

there, xa'jič, *) xa'jič.'

thereabout, ala'.

thief, olu'no'boi, *) pe'gečiš'.

thirst, o'julili.

thirsty (to be), o'julol'.

this, tiń, *) tuń.

thong, *) i'gęye.

thread, *) j'aiši.

three, yan (as modifier); ya'lo (independent).

throat, *) to'nme, to'nmul'.

throw, to, *) cu'ce, pe'cece (v. a.).

throw, to (one's self), e'yu (v. n.).

throw, to (off), la'ude.

thunder, *) mo'ńor, ye'dul'.

thunder-bolt, mo'ńor-ćo'ur, ye'dun-ce'ul.

thus, *) ta'dăt, tăt.

tie, to, (v. a.) *) ire, u'lte, *) wo'lte, yo'do.

tilt, *) ki'ńer, lańi'de.

timid, e'ilereboi.

time (to be, to arrive in time), o'nduči.

tin, *) po'ko'lun.

tip, i'če, *) o'ice.

to, *) ki'ńer, lańi'de.

toe (see finger); to tread on a person's toes,
  eg'ere.

together, *) na'ga.

to-morrow, ogo'yɛ, ogo'yɛ, *) e'go'yɛ.

to-morrow morning, ogo'yɛlme; the day after
  to-morrow, ogo'yɛ-ta'diyeči'ye.

tongue, o'nor, *) wo'nor.

tooth, *) ce'lhallin, to'di.

tooth (of walrus and mammoth, ivory), o'nmut,
  *) o'nmut.

top, pu'denbon, *) o'i'čen.

torment, to, (v. a.) agu'rapel.

torture, to, (v. a.) agu'rapel.

tortify, to, (v. a.) agu'rapel.

totally, cu'mut.

trade, to; to carry on a trade, *) ta'ńnu.

trail, ča'dile, *) ča'řile, cu'go, *) ye'wul', *) yo'wul'.

trap, cači (for animals).

tree, *) čal.

treeless place, čo'ro, *) cu'kin.

tribe, *) o'mo.

trouble, agu'rapeł.

trouble, to, (v. a.) agu'rapel, *) yugu'bec.

trouble, to, one's self, *) yugu'lebe, agu'rape.

trousers, *) o.

truly, ubu'li.
truth, o'uyebodek.

tundra, cóxó; on the tundra, ') cu'kin.
turn, to, to turn round, pomo'go (v. n.), yo'mgó (v. n.), pomo'goc (v. a.), yo'mgot (v. a.).
tusk (of walrus, mammoth), o'nmut, ') o'nmur.
two, a'taxun (as modifier), ata'xud (as modifier), a'taxioi (independent), ') kin; to divide, cut in two, e'imundee.

U.

u'ncle, idie'tek (father's younger brother), ') o'cidie.
uncooked, o'hi.
uncover, to, (v. a.) a'lgarnugode.
uncover, to, one's self, a'lgarkude.
uncovered, a'lgaréce.
under, from under, at; from under him, ade'get.
undress, to, (v. a.) a'lgarnugode, ') mu'gete.
undress, to, one's self, a'raukude, a'lgarkude, a') a'taulei, ') mu'ge.
undressed (adj.), a'lgarlei, a'lgarnei, a') a'taulei.
universe, lebic', ') lewei'n-burube', ') lu'kul', ') lu'kunburube, mu'cin-lebic'.
untie, to, ') wie'te (v. a.), ye'te (v. a.); to get untied, ') wie'ru (v. n.), ye'du (v. n.).
until, ') ki'ner, la'hide.
untruth, elo'uyebodek.
urinate, to, ') u'glele.
Ursa Major, mono'god-s'ibi, ') xo'ral'.

V.

value, e'ime; ') wo'len.
valuable, e'ime'; having a value, e'ineni.
vanquish, to, (v. a.) a'lboli; to be vanquished, albó.
vein, ') ci'cme-ya'wul, le'pun-ču'go.
vendage, o'icil'; blood-vendage, le'pud-o'icil'.
vendage of a relative by blood, le'pudiče-o'icil'; to take vendage, o'ici.
very, čomo'n, ') čo'bone.
vigour, adi'bel, *) wo'rwel.
vile, anijá boi.
vile, anijá boi.
vile, anijá boi.
vigour, adi'bel, *) wo'rwel.
vile, anijá boi.
vile, anijá boi.
vile, anijá boi.
vigour, adi'bel, *) wo'rwel.
vile, anijá boi.
vile, anijá boi.
vigour, adi'bel, *) wo'rwel.
vile, anijá boi.
vile, anijá boi.
vigour, adi'bel, *) wo'rwel.
vile, anijá boi.
vile, anijá boi.
vigour, adi'bel, *) wo'rwel.
vile, anijá boi.
vile, anijá boi.
vigour, adi'bel, *) wo'rwel.
vile, anijá boi.
vile, anijá boi.
vigour, adi'bel, *) wo'rwel.
vile, anijá boi.
vile, anijá boi.
vigour, adi'bel, *) wo'rwel.
vile, anijá boi.
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willow, 0) n-a'n-me.
wind, 0) ile'ye.
winter, ćie'je, 0) xa'ujemañ; during the winter, in the winter time, ćie'jeme.
wise, o'nmonei.
wish, to, anu're (v. a.), 0) o'moji (v. a.).
witchcraft, a'ntajal.
without, e'le-ću'on; without me, e'le met ću'on.
witty, o'nmonei, o'nmonei.
wolf, ko'diel, 0) ko'riel.
wolverene, 0) i'mneñ, a'numoya,
woman, 0) pai; old woman, 0) a'napalñ, teri'ke.
word, aļu', 0) aru'.
work, to, ā.
work, al, 0) uil'.
worker (skilled), če'kičil, 0) čekčieñ.
world, lebie', 0) lewe'ni-burube', 0) lu'kun-burube'; 0) lu'kul.
World of the Dead, A'ibiji; Lower Wold, a'lgađuol lebie'.
wound, 0) l'o'leñ, yo'hor.

wound, to, (v. a.) 0) l'o'lerk, yo'ho'rtö.
wrestle, to, 0) n-u'hui.
wrist, 0) la'dil'.
write, to, cori'lec (v. a.), 0) ni'melec.
writing, cori'lec,ul, 0) ni'melecul.

Y.
Yakut, 0) Yaxal.
yard, in the yard, pu'de; from the yard, pu'det.
yawn, to, a'halañni (v. n.).
year, 0) cu'kun-mo'gel', n-e'molgil'.
yes! e!
yesterday, 0) a'wiya, n-e'gojelme.
young man, 0) a'dil, adu'o, 0) kei, koi.
youth, 0) a'dil.
Yukaghir, O'dul', 0) Wo'dul'.

Z.
zealous (to be), ara'jei, 0) odu'rçoere.
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